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Abstract

This dissertation seeks to explain the role of governmental and non-governmental actors

in increasing/reducing the emergence of intergroup conflict after war, when group differ-

ences have been a salient aspect of group mobilization. This question emerges from several

interrelated branches of scholarship on self-enforcing institutions and power-sharing ar-

rangements, group fragmentation and demographic change, collective mobilization for

collectively-targeted violence, and conflict termination and the post-conflict quality of

peace. This question is investigated through quantitative analyses performed at the sub-

national, national, and cross-national level on the effect of elite competition on the like-

lihood of violence committed on the basis of group difference after war. These quantita-

tive analyses are each accompanied by qualitative, case study analyses drawn from the

American Reconstruction South, Iraq, and Côte d’Ivoire that illustrate and clarify the

mechanisms evaluated through quantitative analysis.

Shared findings suggest the correlation of reduced political competition with the in-

creased likelihood of violence committed on the basis of group difference. Separate find-

ings shed light on how covariates related to governmental control over rent extraction

and armed forces, decentralization, and citizenship can lead to a reduction in violence.

However, these same quantitative and qualitative analyses suggest that the control of the

state can be perceived as a threat after the end of conflict. Further, together these find-

ings suggest the political nature of violence committed on the basis of group difference as

opposed to this violence being correlated with ethnic identity or resource scarcity alone.

Together, these combined analyses shed light on how and why political identities are

formed and mobilized for the purpose of committing political violence after war. In this

sense, they shed light on the factors that constrain post-conflict violence in deeply divided
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societies, and contribute to relevant academic, policy, and normative questions.
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1.1 Motivating Puzzle

At the end of a civil war, there are winners and losers. But for a state to function as a

state, members from opposing sides need to start working together. How does this happen

after civil war? In particular, in the difficult case, when group differences were used to

mobilize people and resources for war, how do groups join together after war to create a

government that impartially represents all groups? How can effective, impartial post-war

governance occur amidst a society that is subject to ethnic fragmentation?

Two motivating puzzles from common knowledge illustrate this challenge:

American Civil War: In the U.S., a critical issue used to mobilize support for the

opposing sides of the American Civil War was the constitutional right of states to restrict

rights to residents on the basis of racial differences. At the time, 86% of the population

was classified as “White” while 14% of the population was classified as “Free black” or

“Slave” (U.S. Census, 1860).

Though the Civil War resulted in a decisive outcome preventing racial restrictions on

residents within American territorial boundaries, groups who formerly fought each other

on the basis of increased or reduced racial restrictions engaged in peacetime contention

over the scope of participation by racial minorities in social and political life. This con-

tention resulted in waves of mob violence, disenfranchisement, and general discrimination.

Though black-white differences were a salient basis for war mobilization, why was post-

war black-white interaction characterized by antagonism and conflict? How could anyone

even assess or measure how long this group-based antagonism and conflict might persist

after the war?

Syrian Civil War: In Syria, the Alawites, a minority Muslim sect comprising less

than 16% of the population rules the Sunnis, a majority Muslim sect comprising 74% of

the population, along with a number of smaller Christian and Jewish minorities (Central

Intelligence Agency, 2014). A critical issue that led to the 2011 Syrian Civil War was mas-

sive insurgency against Shia control over the government. Given that Shia-Sunni group

differences have been used in the service of international and domestic war mobilization,

2



when the war ends, how long may group differences be characterized by antagonism and

conflict? How will groups on different sides of the current conflict commit to a post-war

government that is representative of all groups? What role will state- and non-state actors

play in exacerbating or mitigating intergroup conflict given the role of group differences

in the current conflict?

After a country has been through the peace deals ending a war, what is the role of

national government, local government, and civil society in keeping the peace? Though

group differences may have been used in service of warfighting in both of these cases, if

these differences are still salient after the end of war, who are the actors and what are the

incentives involved in increasing or reducing post-war social distance, antagonism, and

conflict based on these differences? Even within the American case, substantive questions

remain as to why disenfranchisement and lynching occurred where they did, and when they

did (Perman 2001; Stovel 2001). These questions remain for post-conflict societies such

as post-2003 Iraq and post-1998 Northern Ireland, and of course, for countries/regions

still in the midst of conflict at the writing of this dissertation, such as Syria.

Empirically speaking, under some conditions, post-war state-building exacerbates the

intergroup antagonism that gave rise to the original conflict, but in other cases it does

not. This dissertation will seek to analyze the reason why this occurs.

1.2 Research Question

This dissertation will seek to respond to the empirical puzzle outlined above by inves-

tigating the following research question: What is the role of governmental and non-

governmental actors in increasing/reducing the emergence of intergroup conflict after

war, when group differences have been a salient aspect of war mobilization?

In response to this research question, through three essays written under the theme

of state-building and sectarian violence, this dissertation will seek to analyze how elite

factions under high levels of interfactional competition may seek to restrict the conditions

of change in their constituents so as to maintain their faction’s competitive advantage
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over time. Given high levels of elite interfactional competition, when the demographic

dominance of non-elites would support the long-term competitive advantage of an elite

faction in their contest for control of a government, an elite faction may restrict the condi-

tions for demographic change in their non-elite constituency of support. This restriction

of demographic change may be coordinated through a political identity that encompasses

elites and non-elites and may be based on ascriptive group characteristics. As an orga-

nization, over time, parties representing elite factional interest can in turn rely on this

political identity to coordinate the alignment of direct support for violence against non-

constituents committed by private enforcement organizations and indirect support for

this violence through the segregation of government by group identity in favor of con-

stituents within this political identity to the deprivation of non-constituents outside this

identity. This segregation can be effected through collectively-targeted frames and policy

employed by elites representing their factions as party representatives within government.

As organizations, parties can advance segregation over time by coordinating/aligning

elite competitive incentives for power-sharing and non-elite incentives for affiliation and

information-sharing within groups and organizations.

By analyzing the relationship between collectively-mobilized collective targeting, the

perception of indivisibility, and the restriction of change in collective bargaining positions

over time through violent and nonviolent means this dissertation will seek to directly

respond to the question of how post-conflict violence in deeply divided societies is com-

mitted through the mobilization of a political identity. However, this dissertation will

seek to indirectly respond to the question of how a self-enforcing peace emerges or fails

to emerge through understanding political identity as a coordination failure of an in-

terpartisan organizational commitment to the government as an impartial adjudicator

of intergroup competition (where partial actors set the conditions of competition so as

to make it unfair and biased over time), analyzing how regime change constrains actors

to restrict institutional change through the manipulation of government representation

and violence. Inasmuch as regime change coincides with conflict termination, elites can
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compound the scarcity, transition, and identification problems coincident with conflict ter-

mination and limit the scope of a self-enforcing peace through their restriction of change

in government and collective disenfranchisement of particular groups.123

The component papers of this dissertation are about the mobilization of political iden-

tity after war. They are written from the perspective of the peacekeeping literature to

better understand how the interaction of group identity with the end of war informs po-

litical violence after war. In popular media, much is made of how conflict termination,

differences in group identity, and “state-building”—a broad-encompassing term for the

parallel processes involved in regime change—can result in a combustive mix of violence

and inter-ethnic hatreds. However, the onset of peace after many wars, inter-ethnic coop-

eration in many societies, and peaceful institutional reform within many governments is

not referenced in these discussions. There is nothing in particular with regards to conflict

termination, group difference, or regime change that mandates that they be accompanied

by violence. However, the above motivating puzzles still emerge—governments do become

segregated. Elaborate state/non-state organizations to advance one ethnic group’s domi-

nance at the expense of others do emerge. The threat of ethnic and religious mobilization

1 1. To be clear, there are many answers to the question of how members from opposing sides of an
intergroup conflict avoid lapsing back into conflict. Many answers in the existing literature focus on
institutions such as power-sharing agreements, post-war transitional mechanisms (e.g., truth and recon-
ciliation commissions), and elections—as well as third-party intervention to guarantee the commitments
of opposing sides to these institutions. This dissertation will build on this literature, focusing on a set of
institutions, actors, and interactions that have to date been underexplored in post-conflict scholarship.

2 By “sectarian violence”, I mean violence that is carried out on the basis of group differences. Specifi-
cally, I am interested in: 1) wars where group differences have played a salient role in war mobilization;
and, 2) understanding how these group differences shape intergroup conflict after the war. Under this cri-
terion, the American Civil War itself would not be classified as sectarian violence as both the incumbent
(i.e., Union) and challenger (i.e., Confederacy) were not identified according to a single ideology, ethnicity
or religion. However, post-war intergroup violence, such as lynching violence (sometimes referred to as
antiminority violence in the literature; Wilkinson 2004), would fall under the classification of sectarian
violence. For two reasons, I use the term ‘sectarian violence’ as opposed to the term ‘ethnic violence’:
a) Because sectarian enables a more fine-grained analysis of how ethnic groups can further fragment into
‘moderate’ and ‘extremist’ sub-groups that vary according to their group commitment, if not even how
they value group boundaries; b) Ethnic and religious categories are not necessarily interchangeable–for
example, though Lebanon is technically 95% Arab, and 4% Armenian according to the CIA Factbook,
many Christian Lebanese do not identify themselves ethnically as Arab but rather as ‘Phoenicians (Cen-
tral Intelligence Agency, 2014). This has consequences for group affiliation. The broad term of sectarian
violence will enable me to analyze how, in a situation where there are competing identifications, either
identification (e.g., ethnic or religious) might contribute to conflict processes.

3 By “elites”, I mean individuals defined by their disproportionate social influence over various social
groups.
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after war is a reality.

Partition and power-sharing are a variety of peacekeeping strategies employed by pol-

icymakers to mitigate inter-group strife after war. However, how these institutions fa-

cilitate changes in identity is less explored, a factor particularly relevant to facilitating

the emergence of a superceding national identity that encompasses a variety of identi-

ties. As a result, to better understand these dynamics and the factors that contribute to

a sustainable peace, where diverse populations commit to a government that preserves

individual and corporate liberties in a pluralistic fashion, this dissertation seeks to in-

vestigate this broad theme of the mobilization of group-based political identity after war

at different levels of analysis and from different perspectives. This dissertation seeks to

understand “failures”—where governmental institutions facilitated the formation of an-

tagonistic group identities after war—to isolate the choices and motivations that define

dynamics of identity and violence that often confound peacekeepers, and prevent peace

from emerging from within a country (as opposed to being imposed from without). To do

so requires looking beyond bargaining, conflict termination agreements, and the problem

of war recurrence, to coalition formation, post-conflict government, and the problem of

specifying the conditions for nonviolent political change. To do so requires defining a

more nuanced role for hard power during peace, and better defining what comprises a

self-enforcing peace. This dissertation seeks to perform analyses and case studies of the

mobilization of group-based political identity after war at different levels of analysis and

in different times and places so as to better isolate the patterns by which group identity

becomes “politicized”—aligned with the alternation of political majorities and minori-

ties over time—and so, more precisely conceptualize the relationship between security,

constitutionalism, and citizenship.

1.3 Literature Review

Below I will specify the subsidiary questions from several interrelated branches of schol-

arship that are necessary to address in order to theorize a response to the overall research
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question this dissertation seeks to address: What is the role of governmental and non-

governmental actors in increasing/reducing the emergence of intergroup conflict after war,

when group differences have been a salient aspect of war mobilization? These branches of

literature include scholarship on: power-sharing and institutional self-enforcement, group

fragmentation and demographic change, collective mobilization and collectively-targeted

violence according to group-selective processes, and conflict termination and the post-

conflict quality of peace.

1.3.1 Power-sharing and institutional self-enforcement

Two important questions emerge from the literature on power-sharing and institutional

self-enforcement to which this dissertation seeks to respond:

1. Though actors may enter into unequal power-sharing arrangements because they

can do no better given their ex ante bargaining position, what explains variation in

the conditions for ex post change permitted in power-sharing arrangements?

2. What are the actors and constraints that regulate the scope of individuals and

groups that commit to a power-sharing arrangement?

Within the literature on the self-enforcement of institutions, Greif and Laitin outline

how intergroup cleavages can constrain the scope by which governmental institutions

become self-enforcing over time (Greif and Laitin 2004), and how intergroup cleavages can

skew and coordinate elite competitive advantage over time through targeted policies that

privilege a selected constituency at the expense of another. In addition, North, Wallis, and

Weingast model how elite commitment to the rule of law catalyzes the transition of states

and societies from “natural states” to “open access states”, providing a helpful integration

of theories regarding political violence and democratic transition (North, Wallis, Weingast

2009). However, more could be done to model the specific intraelite incentives for elites

to permit dissent and coalitional mobility, and the general intraelite processes by which

elites permit coalitional change (and non-elites coordinate to participate in regime reform).
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Such a contribution would shed greater light on the contested and claimed nature of the

rule of law by non-elites as well as shedding light on the coordination among non-elites and

between non-elites and elites necessary for regime reform. Such a dynamic is highlighted

in empirical studies on power-sharing in autocracies and revolutionary social mobilization

(Svolik 2012, Magaloni 2008, McAdam et al. 2001, Skocpol 1979, Kuran 1991, Lohmann

1994) as well as historical studies of the formation of the rule of law and citizenship in

England by Halliday and Somers (Halliday 2010, Somers 1993).

Within this literature on institutional self-enforcement, several scholars point to the

necessity of coordinated action for institutions to be self-enforcing, particularly when

considering two critical junctures within an institution’s “life”. Coordinated action is

necessary for institutions to be self-enforcing when viewed from the perspective of the

choice of an institution. Coordinated action is also necessary for institutions to be self-

enforcing when viewed from the perspective of the change of an institution. To explain,

at first, the incentives of individuals who ex ante choose an institutional design must align

with the participants who ex post maintain that design. Then, to change or reform an

institution a sufficient share of individuals who maintain an institution must ex ante make

their desire to change the institution known to each other. Then, the degree to which the

initially chosen institutional design ex post mediates this change is contingent on the scope

of change permitted upon the initial choice of an institutional design and designation of

the institution’s participant members (Przeworski 1991, Fearon 2009; deFigueiredo and

Weingast 2005; Weingast 1997; Filippov 2004; Kuran 1991; Chong 2014; Lohmann 1994).

Coordinated action is necessary both for institutional choice and institutional change.

More attention could be paid to clarifying how the coordination required for institu-

tional choice and the coordination required for institutional change are aligned, through

explicitly modeling the time-based nature of transitional reform and explicitly modeling

the actors and scope of action necessary for reform. Put differently, other than the ris-

ing cost of policing all challengers to power, why do political leaders permit the “space”

for private actors to organize to reform a power-sharing arrangement? Even among non-
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democratic regimes, and even then within the narrow realm of party authoritarian regimes,

non-democratic leaders vary in their permission of non-party private action, which begs

more attention to the processes by which elites commit to: a) the conditions for change

in the factions of their intraelite competition for control of government and then more

broadly, b) the conditions for change in their constituencies of support. As Fearon re-

ports in his study of self-enforcing democracy: “The models of self-enforcing democracy

examined here are spare....a plausible conjecture is that conflicts among groups of citi-

zens would make coordination in the form of self-enforcing democracy more difficult, but

whether and exactly how this works is not clear.” (Fearon 2009)

Bueno de Mesquita and co-authors go far to investigate this question and similar

dynamics of elite politics that this dissertation seeks to model in the arena of intergroup

conflict. In their models, change occurs through the expansion of a selectorate to whom

a leader directs a share of goods produced through taxation (Bueno de Mesquita et al.

1999, 2003; Bueno de Mesquita and Smith 2009, 2010, 2015). However, more could be

done though to model why selectorates differ in their regulation of the mobility that leads

to eventual regime transition from non-democratic to non-democratic regime, thereby

enabling analysts to better understand the identity politics of these transitions. Per the

above, regime transitions differ in the extent to which the ex ante regime mediates a

subsequent transition, and regime transitions also differ in the scope of coordination of

those supporting reform. Elucidating the “partiality” of different instances of regime

reform is often in the eye of the beholder (i.e., whether regime reform benefits some

groups more than others, or some groups at the expense of others). However, modeling

the emergence of political identity (such as a politicized racial or ethnic identity as this

dissertation seeks to do) enables the analyst to explicitly model the scope of people for

whom democracy or autocracy is self-enforcing.

Concretely speaking, if a segregated government is present, democracy may be self-

enforcing for some but not for all. Per Bueno de Mesquita’s model any ruling coalition—

whether under a democratic or non-democratic regime—may rule in a way that is partial
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to their own interests. However, segregation on the basis of identity—why association

and identity is regulated and organized in antagonistic ways that increase the likelihood

of challenges to the regime without the mediation of the government—though a subset

of the dynamics they model, could be further specified. Institutions permit different

kinds of organizational action and regime change transitions are organized differently.

Despite the findings of Bueno de Mesquita and his co-authors, the implications of this

variation in the organization on the scope of violence and mobilization of violence that

accompanies political change could be modeled in greater detail, particularly when it

comes to understanding the threat that group-based mobilization for violence poses to

the long-term sustainability of peace in post-conflict societies.

A complementary literature to the study of institutional self-enforcement, power-

sharing has become an important topic in several arenas: post-conflict power-sharing,

ethnic power-sharing, political power-sharing, and federated power-sharing (Filippov et

al. 2004).4 All of these discussions on how and why individuals with influence share that

influence are of relevance to how peace becomes self-enforcing and specifying the scope

of people for whom peace is self-enforcing (and some will be discussed in greater detail

below), but Milan Svolik’s work on political power-sharing under authoritarian regimes

is of particular relevance. Milan Svolik has extensively contributed to the literature on

political power-sharing and models the mechanisms by which: a) elites share governmen-

tal control in the absence of elections, b) elites who have shared governmental control

expand and secure a constituency of support through the institution of the authoritarian

party. Svolik terms these the problems of authoritarian power-sharing and authoritarian

4 In part this is due to the adaptation of Hartzell and Hoddie of earlier ethnic power-sharing models
(by Lijphart 1977; Nordlinger 1972; and Sisk 1996) to the realm of conflict termination agreements,
post-conflict management, and third-party intervention, leading to a fruitful research program on post-
conflict power-sharing. This attention to power-sharing is also due to increased attention to the study of
authoritarian regimes and the politics of authoritarian power-sharing (Svolik 2012; Magaloni 2008; Slater
2010). Finally, this attention to power-sharing is due to the work of Cederman and Wimmer and Min
on ethnic power-sharing, building largely on the earlier work of Donald Horowitz and Ted Gurr, that
has sought to model how power-sharing between the government and ethnic groups occurs through the
inclusion or exclusion of an ethnic group from representation/access to power within a government in
general, and from a government’s executive institutions in particular (Cederman et al. 2013; Cederman
et al. 2011; Wimmer et al. 2009; Horowitz 1985; Gurr 1993).
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control, resolved through deliberative transparency and procedural decisionmaking, and

the institution of the authoritarian party. Svolik’s work is relevant to this dissertation

because Svolik models how self-interested elites might commit to the nonviolent condi-

tions for intrafactional competition and then coordinate extrafactional commitments to a

government led by a dominant elite faction. Svolik’s work provides insight into how and

why self-interested actors might include or be inclusive towards opposing actors and/or

groups an insight that can be extended into understanding how governments include or

fail to include groups after war.

Timothy Frye proposes an applicable theory as to why elites vary in their commitments

to permitting change in power-sharing arrangements, and vary in their permissions of

the very organizations that might lead to changes in power-sharing arrangements (i.e.,

changes that might lead to the eventual ouster of incumbent elites). Viewed through the

lens of Frye’s model, post-transition extremist politics might be viewed as contingent on a

contest between elites over reform and intra-non-elite contest over affiliation, and thereby,

information-sharing. To win an undecided negotiation over the implications of regime

change on elite status, elites might levy predatory, partial policies toward minority parties

or majority parties. In response, non-elite individuals might affiliate with higher numbers

of underground, private organizations or more extreme parties in order to effect policy

change and coordinate the expression of their grievances. Under the above conditions, a

government might meet a threshold of being minimally stable and functional, but might

fail to meet a threshold of impartial competition among elites, and fail to a meet a

threshold of broad-scale non-elite affiliation within the government. In such a context,

broad-scale constituencies can form over time to private protection organizations and

partial factions within government.

The point of combining Frye’s model with Svolik’s is to suggest that the failure of

impartial government to be self-enforcing may still result in a functional, “partial”, gov-

ernment. However, the partial competition among elites for governmental control, and the

maintenance of non-elite constituencies over time that provide support to these partial fac-
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tions may limit the conditions of nonviolent political change within the government, both

among elites and non-elites. In such a context, partial governments permitting partial

competitions and partial information-sharing may result in highly functional governments

in the short-term but informationally segregated and uncoordinated governments that are

more vulnerable to shocks in the long-term, with a broader permitted scope and latent

potential for coordinated failure and reversal. In order to understand the policies that

might prevent such segregation and failure of coordination, despite the above works, more

attention could be paid to how elite commitments to impartial government become self-

enforcing. This dissertation’s component essays seek to further explore the implications of

Frye’s model through adapting this model to the arena of post-conflict political violence

committed on the basis of group identity.

Most models of power-sharing assume that what is being shared is being shared un-

equally (subsequent to Knight 1992). To echo the question within the institutional self-

enforcement literature, what is the organization of the processes of equalization that

maintain or reverse the arrangements by which power is shared? Why would actors agree

to permit organizational competition when the resulting outcomes of competition might

be turned against them? At the macro-level, Weingast points to how elite pacts limit

changes in power-sharing, constructing a focal point by which opposing factions agree on

the conditions for joint sanctioning of violations of shared rules of decision-making (Wein-

gast 1997). Further, Filippov and co-authors find that parties must use power-sharing

arrangements in an impartial way so as to reinforce the subsequent utility of these arrange-

ments and the perception of their impartiality (Filippov et al. 2004). At the meso-level,

looking separately at the transition to multi-party democracy in Eastern Europe and

sub-Saharan Africa, Riedl and Frye (separate from the above research on stock brokerage

exchanges in Russia) point to the presence or absence of interfactional patterns of coop-

eration prior to regime change as a key factor that shapes the long-term maintenance of

democracy after the transition from autocratic rule (Frye 2010).5 At the micro-level, Svo-

5 In both cases, those elite factions who had experience cooperating before the fall of authoritarianism
were better able to make the transition to stable democratic competition (Riedl 2014; Frye 2010).
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lik finds that term limits coordinate the time horizons of elites within opposing factions

and assure the leaders of these factions that upon their exit their proteges will not suffer

a future interfactional struggle for power in which they’re deposed (Svolik 2012). He also

theorizes that authoritarian dictators have an interest in agreeing to electoral monitor-

ing in closely contested non-democratic elections to send a credible signal to the public

and the dictator’s rivals of a credible incumbent election victory when the incumbent has

an informational advantage regarding their true share of support within the population

(Chernykh and Svolik 2013). In these examples, actors agree on the conditions for change

in power-sharing arrangements when there are previous patterns of cooperation, when

they seek stabiliy that supports intergenerational influence, and when they possess an

informational advantage over competitors but still experience high levels of competition

with them. These solutions are acts of coordination that support shared defense against

instability that lead to agreements for self-interested actors to share. However the condi-

tions that constrain the scope of change in these agreements, and the factors that shape

elite action to permit change and organize change processes in power-sharing agreements

could be further explored.

Recent works on post-conflict power-sharing unite both of these strands of literature on

power-sharing arrangements and the reasons why elites permit change in power-sharing

arrangements, and institutional self-enforcement and the reasons why individuals align

the scope of people who choose an institution with the scope of people who change an

institution (Driscoll 2015; Russell et al. 2014). These works have begun to provide insight

into these questions, insights on which this dissertation will build. In Jesse Driscoll’s

model of post-conflict warlord politics he illustrates how warlords agree to share control

of a government to gain the support of a third-party patron. Agreements at conflict

termination to include future members are made due to the prospect of expanding the

size of the ‘pie’ of government to be shared, in the form of international assistance given

to prop up the government. Further, if those individuals who share the pie of government

cannot offer warlords who begin outside the government a better offer than they would
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gain by remaining outside government, the government may remain one that only partially

incorporates these non-state actors and is subject to a competition with them within

territorial boundaries (and the challenges of corruption and criminal activity that may

entail). Inclusion and sharing happens in this model to support unification of a warlord

coalition in response to external assistance and the prospects of increasing the size of total

assistance.

To highlight the coalitional dimension of the transition from warlord power-sharing to

post-conflict state-building, Driscoll’s model illustrates how inclusion and sharing occurs

among actors accustomed to violence. However, for this reason it also bears the strong

assumption that actors are symmetric and identical–that every post-conflict actor is a

warlord. Russell et al. work on the ethno-sectarian dilemma in post-2003 Iraq dovetails

with Driscoll scholarship on the incentives to include and share, and assumes that warlords

are not symmetrical—highlighting instead the inter-group rivalries that change inclusion

and sharing so as to influence whether group leaders invest in national as opposed to ethnic

(i.e., group-specific) goods and invest in national unity as opposed to ethnic fighting.

Russell et al.’s work models how state capacity, ethnically-identified violence, and inter-

ethnic cleavages can induce group leaders to allocate goods under their control to produce

national or ethnic goods and allocate remaining goods to contesting unsecured resources

with another group (Russell et al. 2014).

This dissertation study seeks to speak to these authors’ findings on inclusion and

sharing after war in the presence of intergroup rivalries. Per the dissertation’s overall

research question, to understand why peace fails to become self-enforcing for a segment

of the population that shares ascriptive group characteristics as a function of official gov-

ernment policy, it is necessary to investigate peacekeeping through the lens of coalition

politics and how group bias becomes part of negotiations over government which in turn

influences future bargaining by citizens (Chadefeaux 2009; Snidal 1994; Fearon 1996).

Despite these analyses of the organization of changes in power-sharing arrangements over

time, more could be done to research how over time, institutions come to equally bind
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those who agree to them even if at first these power-sharing arrangements were highly

partial and unequal. Elites agree differently to the conditions for change in their institu-

tions (Mahoney & Thelen 2010) and more could be done to model why these differences

occur. Understanding the organization of change in power-sharing arrangements is critical

for understanding how groups become assigned to a political hierarchy, and how identity

politics fall victim to the expansion in democracy for some at the expense of democracy

for all. By analyzing how elites organize the transition from conflict to post-conflict and

how this organization affects the pattern by which intergroup antagonism emerges in a

post-conflict society, this dissertation seeks to shed light on related questions raised by

the literature on institutional self-enforcement and power-sharing on the expansion and

restriction of the scope of people for whom peace is self-enforcing over time.

1.3.2 Group fragmentation and demographic change

Two important questions emerge from the literature on group fragmentation and demo-

graphic change to which this dissertation seeks to respond:

1. What explains the alignment of a state’s internal regional boundaries with ethnic

interests as opposed to non-ethnic over time?

2. What explains variation in the constraints that group fragmentation poses on elite

political commitments to post-conflict power-sharing and to post-conflict govern-

ment, as conditional on local demographic balances?

Recent advances in the study of ethnic politics have focused on the negotiated na-

ture of group boundaries. In particular, Kanchan Chandra has modeled how political

entrepreneurs can employ a variety of strategies to manipulate the alignment of con-

stituency boundaries in order to win group-based votes (Chandra 2007). She has also

analyzed how the choice of national language policy and its associated ethnic bargains

reveal how the framing of policy choices can increase the likelihood of fragmentation

within groups (Chandra 2001). Chandra’s research suggests that—contrary to studies
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that emphasize the destabilizing nature of ethnic parties—ethnic parties can “sustain a

democracy”. She points to how an institutional context rather than group boundaries

themselves are what influence the negotiability of ethnic politics: “Institutions that ar-

tificially restrict ethnic politics to a single dimension are likely to destabilize democracy,

whereas institutions that foster the politicization of multiple dimensions of ethnic identity

are likely to sustain it.” (Chandra 2005)

While Chandra focuses on the manipulation of group fragmentation, Daniel Posner

has modeled how regime change in particular and the logic of the competitive elections

that accompany (democratic) regime change can constrain the choice of the scale by

which political leaders seek to mobilize voters. In a paired comparison, Posner finds

that as Zambia and Kenya transitioned from one-party electoral regimes to multi-party

regimes, politicians transitioned from using local-scale tribal and clan affiliations to se-

cure votes to using national-scale ethnic affiliations to secure votes (Posner 2005, 2007).

Posner’s research with others on ‘Coethnicity’ validates earlier work by Fearon and Laitin

(Fearon and Laitin 1996), and argues that inter-group cooperation emerges in response

to a credible signal of in-group policing between two individuals from different groups

(Habayrimana et al. 2009).

More specifically as it relates to conflict studies and the focus of this dissertation,

recent research has worked to better theorize the mechanisms undergirding group frag-

mentation and its association with violence (Bakke et al. 2012, Cunningham et al. 2010).

However, only recently have studies begun to explicitly look more closely at how de-

mography interacts with group fragmentation (Mozaffar et al. 2003; Stroschein, 2011).

Chandra posits that ethnic parties can produce democratic stability because, in effect,

ethnic heterogeneity will ensure that ethnic groups can equally negotiate the allocation

of public goods to their respective ethnic constituency. As Chandra admits, this carries

with it the strong assumption that local variation in demography will not constrain the

influence of ethnic political entrepreneurs over this ethnic allocation. For example, in spe-

cific regions, groups may be more concentrated or less concentrated—majority/minority
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dynamics may constrain how group-based actors interact with each other and with other

groups even if those interactions still may be informed by a responsibility to, obligation

to, or identification with their group.

To detail, in her work on the effect of local intergroup demographic balances on eth-

nic party fragmentation, Sherrill Stroschein defines how demographic dominance might

constrain ethnic group fragmentation through exploring the role of ethnic enclaves on

political mobilization. She points out how, in some regions, a nationwide minority may

be a region-specific minority (“Minority”); in other regions, a nationwide minority may

be a region-specific majority (“Enclave”); and in other regions, a nationwide minority

may approach parity with another group (“Split”). She illustrates how in the Minority

scenario a group might not experience ethnic fragmentation, because to control a polit-

ical office the group must unify their efforts. Further, in the Minority scenario a group

may be very amenable to cross-ethnic cooperation in order to achieve what is possible in

terms of ethnic mobilization given their minority demographic presence. By contrast, in

an Enclave scenario, a group might dominate local politics and power structures mini-

mizing their need to cooperate with other groups. With this decline in unity, rival elites

or factions might become more prevalent. “Ethnic parties are far more likely to expe-

rience outbidding and factionalization in areas where they are a local majority due to

the reduction of the unity incentive.” (Stroschein 2011: 195) However, in the Enclave

scenario because of the presence of within-group fragmentation among the demographic

majority, local minorities from a different group may find themselves in a swing role in

competitions between rival within-group factions increasing the likelihood of cross-ethnic

cooperation. Finally, in the Split scenario, a group might be far less fragmented given

a strong local imperative for unity to obtain control of political office in a close relative

competition with a different group. However, in the Split scenario it is also less likely that

there should be coalitions across ethnic groups as the electoral incentive of competition

is likely to be stronger than the incentive to form cross-ethnic coalitions.
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Stroschein’s example bears a strong assumption that group identities are fixed but

her point that ethnic fragmentation varies with demographic change is a highly helpful

insight into modeling how the incompatibility between a group’s region-specific proximity

to demographic parity with other groups and their nationwide proximity to demographic

parity with other groups may constrain the politics of fragmentation. Stroschein points out

that while, nationwide, Hungarians in Romania are concerned about territorial autonomy

and the use of Hungarian in public spaces, territorial autonomy is more important for

Enclave Hungarians than for Minority Hungarians. Her findings may not carry universally

as she is describing specific attitudes in response to specific policies related to the specific

situation of Hungarians in Romania, but her findings also suggest that greater attention to

demography may give greater insight into the threat perception that catalyzes group-based

mobilization. Per Stroschein’s analysis, a group’s perception of national-level policies of

decentralization or centralization may change according to the level of region-specific

group fragmentation a local group experiences which in turn may be dependent on the

local group’s region-specific proximity to demographic parity with other within-region

groups. Such a modeling of the interaction of group fragmentation with demographic

change has been explored in some of the recent ethnic party and ethnic violence literature

(Toft 2003, Mozaffar et al. 2003), but more could be explored regarding how demographic

majority/minority dynamics that vary with geography mediate intergroup interaction.

Nord̊as in particular points to how demographic change affects group fragmentation and

elite perception of demographic change, and suggests that elites can perceive and frame

demographic change as threatening in order to maintain social and political influence over

time (Nord̊as 2014: 148).

Regime change can lead to changes in the political representation of demographically

concentrated ethnic groups—a group that was a political minority in a region before

regime change can become a political majority after regime change. In response to this

need to more precisely relate group fragmentation to demographic change, this disser-

tation explores whether elites can constrain changes in their competitive position in in-
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terfactional negotiation over power-sharing through restricting the demographic change

in their constituencies over time, particularly by segregating government according to a

political identity and through collectively-targeted violence permitted by the government

against non-constituents. In this sense, this dissertation builds on deFigueiredo and Wein-

gast research which provides a broad outline of these same dynamics in their work on the

Rationality of Fear.

In deFiguerido and Weingast’s work, collectively-targeted violence sanctioned by gov-

ernment occurs when three factors are present: 1) leaders have a tenuous hold on power,

2) fear is present among the citizenry, and 3) there is uncertainty about the true in-

tentions of ethnically-identified propagators of violence. However, in their study they

take ethnic boundaries as fixed so as to model how in cases such as 1990s-era Serbia

dictators like Milosevic act as political entrepreneurs in order to sanction incidents of

collectively-targeted violence against ethnic groups under the premise of political crisis.

This dissertation will seek to take these basic dynamics and generally conceptualize how

discriminatory violence is institutionalized over time, as well as specifically conceptualize

how group boundaries can be negotiated through the use of a political identity that re-

stricts the scope of collective action that might threaten elite control over time. In this

attempt, it resembles more recent work than deFiguerido and Weingast’s, such as that

of Brandon Kendhammer, that treats Nigerian federalism after 1967 as a post-conflict

powersharing arrangement, whereby elites constrained change in power-sharing through

regulating demographic change (through citizenship policies, specifically) (Kendhammer

2014).

1.3.3 Collective mobilization for collectively-targeted violence

An important question emerges from the literature on collective mobilization accord-

ing to a group identity and collectively-targeted violence according to a group identity

to which this dissertation seeks to respond: What explains the consistent coordination

of collectively-targeted violence by collectively-mobilized actors around group difference,
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though the salience of this difference may vary over time?

As outlined in the discussion of the above literatures, this dissertation’s argument

focuses on how the relationship between top-down government rules—regulating how cit-

izenship is assigned and how citizens associate—and bottom-up citizen choice—choosing

to claim citizenship and associate with other citizen—structures collective mobilization,

and mediates how groups fragment within a governed territory. Accordingly, to respond

to this dissertation’s global research questions related to understanding violence commit-

ted on the basis of group identity, it’s necessary to model the actors and constraints by

which collective mobilization for collectively-targeted violence occurs, specifically iden-

tifying the group-selective processes upon which collective mobilization and collective

targeting are coordinated to support exclusionary violence that reinforces the assignment

of social groups to political hierarchies. Such a model is necessary in order to understand:

1) why this violence is committed (by groups) and permitted (by governments); 2) the

frames by which this violence is interpreted both by combatants and targeted individuals.

Such an understanding unites and builds on two complementary branches of research;

scholarship on: 1) collectively targeted violence; and, 2) collectively mobilized violence.

Collectively targeted violence

Within scholarship on collectively-targeted violence, a number of articles seek to model

the incentives behind violence that targets groups of civilians both in the context of

within-conflict civil war violence and also in the context of genocide and mass-categorical

violence.

Regarding within-conflict collective targeting, Abbey Steele models how groups can

choose to collectively target individuals, committing violence against them according to

the “type” of group they represent, whether a group that is loyal to a particular rebel fac-

tion or disloyal (Steele 2009). In turn, this decision to target on the basis of type can lead

to displacement which creates group fragmentation and demographic change in a manner

similar to Stroschein’s argument above. Displacement caused by collective-targeting can
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create enclaves that vary in their demographic parity within a specified region to groups

representing other types. This collective targeting can be a signal from rebel groups to

civilians that providing loyalty to a competing group will be costly, whereby rebels use

violence to gain territory or information from civilians in order to achieve battlefield goals.

As a complement, Balcells investigates the means by which collectively-targeted vio-

lence is produced. Using data on the Spanish Civil War, Balcells investigates the deter-

minants that constrain whether collectively-targeted violence committed within civil war

is jointly produced by combatants and civilians against collectively-targeted civilians or

singularly produced by combatants against collectively-targeted civilians (Balcells 2011).

In each case she finds that the political alignments of targeted civilians constrain whether

or not competing militaries target them. To explain, in the case of jointly produced vio-

lence, civilians may help militaries target groups when it benefits their civilian political

faction at the expense of others. In the case of singularly produced violence, militaries

may target groups according to their pre-war political identity and the relation of that

pre-war alignment to the military’s within-war goals. Put differently, territories where ally

groups (according to their pre-war political alignment) reside may escape violence while

territories where opponent groups (according to their pre-war political alignment) reside

may experience violence. Balcells’ study provides a means for understanding how, in a

post-conflict setting, elites constrained by conflict termination agreements may perceive

competing elite factions and their non-elite constituencies as a threat and as a result, seek

to compete for the renegotiation of post-conflict government in such a way so as to make

the government partial to that competing faction. In such a scenario, elites may seek to

use manipulation, segregation, and violence, coordinated through a political identity in

order to compete for the renegotiation of post-conflict government.

In related research, Balcells investigates how wartime violence affects post-conflict po-

litical identities and partisan alignments of civil war, both to victims and to their progeny

(Balcells 2012). This later study seeks to build on Steele’s and Balcells’ identification

of within-war political identity as a device by which to coordinate civilian targeting and
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more closely understand how after war: government political identities vary, the processes

by which they are institutionalized, and how conflict institutional legacies constrain this

process of political identity formation (Blattman and Miguel 2010, as quoted in Balcells

2012).

Balcells and Steele’s work identifying the role of political identity within war and

investigating how political identity not only constrains wartime violence but also shapes

the political perception of victims is closely related to scholarship on political identity in

the field of genocide studies. Regarding genocidal collectively-targeting violence, Scott

Straus critiques a number of theories regarding the incidence of genocide, specifically

focusing on the absence of a mechanism in the literature on genocide that regulates its

group-selective nature (Straus 2015). By contrast, in Straus’ theory, “[G]enocide will be

more likely where there exists a pre-crisis founding narrative that constructs an implicit

hierarchy between a primary citizen class, defined as a social identity group, whom the

state serves and a secondary citizen class whom the state should not serve. Genocide is

less likely where the founding narrative is inclusionary or pluralistic, where the state is

not said to rule in the name of one group over another.”

In response to Straus’ theory of how mass categorical violence occurs, more atten-

tion could be paid to the transitional mechanisms that constrain the formation of social

categories and permit or restrict social movement of nonviolent governmental reform. In

Straus’ model, some of the governmental and institutional dynamics that shape a gov-

ernment’s capacity to commit genocide are underemphasized. As a complement, though,

Steele and Balcells—by identifying how political alignments relate to the targeting mecha-

nism by which competing wartime military actors win territory and information—suggest

how some of the mechanisms of collective-targeting within civil conflict might be adapted

to the post-conflict environment in order to illustrate how conflict legacies constrain ac-

tors to align group-identities with regional boundaries and partisan affiliations and so

facilitate the incidence of post-conflict categorical violence. This dissertation seeks to

employ this adaptation, but doing so requires also modeling how collective mobilization
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(i.e., group-based mobilization) for collectively-targeted violence is modeled.

Collectively mobilized violence

Recent studies have focused on the mechanisms by which individuals coordinate as col-

lective actors to commit violence, modeling these actors at the group level and network

level in order to understand the structures and mechanisms by which collective action is

organized and groups cohere and fragment (e.g., Cederman et al. 2013; Weinstein 2006;

Staniland, 2014; Metternich et al., 2013). These authors look at a variety of mechanisms

related to how the sharing of decision-making, information, resources, and enforcement

responsibility constrains the coordination of individuals as collective actors.

Of these authors, the findings most relevant out of this literature are those that de-

scribe how individuals coordinate other individuals to commit to a group identity, how

group identity is defined as antagonistic in opposition to other groups, how political orga-

nizations align antagonistic group-defined identity to political hierarchies so as to maintain

group antagonisms over time through a national government and armed non-state action

and how armed organizations coordinate specialized violent action to collectively target

individuals on the basis of a group identity.

Staniland provides helpful insight into how group leaders coordinate individual mem-

bers according to a group identity. Staniland focuses specifically on how prewar social

cleavages provide patterns for the exchange of information, trust, and resources necessary

for collective mobilization during war. Staniland’s purpose of modeling collective mobi-

lization aside (i.e., to understand within-conflict civil war dynamics), his attention to the

relationship between social bases and insurgency is helpful for understanding how groups

come to be racial or ethnic (i.e., the “white” composition of North Carolina’s post-civil

war Democratic party, or the “Arab” composition of Iraq’s Hussein-era Ba’athist party).

Staniland points to how recruitment incentives undergirding vertical social ties between

an organization and a local community from which it seeks to mobilize people and re-

sources can lead to the alignment of a specific group identity (a group present locally)
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with collective mobilization processes.

At the group level, Cederman et al. are helpful for modeling how group identity is

defined as antagonistic in opposition to other groups. They introduce the mechanism of

the interpretive frame that is employed by individual leaders to recruit broader social and

organizational movements to commit political violence on behalf of collectively-defined

grievances (Cederman et al. 2013). In their model political entrepreneurs acting under

the perception of relative deprivation or the perception of the opportunity for expanding

influence can frame institutionalized intergroup inequality as a grievance leading to the

increased likelihood of civil war on the basis of grievances. However, an area for further

research is to understand the incentives of political entrepreneurs—how they operate, and

why they instigate violence.

At the state level, several scholars propose mechanisms for understanding the inter-

action between governmental segregation and collective mobilization on the basis of a

group identity to commit political violence. One is Anthony Marx who theorizes how

intragroup conflict impels diversionary policies of a strong group-based (racial) charac-

ter, as elites seek to preserve fragile intragroup ties through focusing on an intergroup

threat. Analyzing the interaction between racial segregation, intragroup/intergroup con-

flict, and violent/nonviolent mobilizations between state and non-state actors in the U.S.,

South Africa, and Brazil, Marx concludes: “Segregation was encoded to diminish threats

to the nation-state posed by intrawhite conflict. By so diminishing ethnic or regional

and class conflict, segregation—defining intergroup politics as antagonistic—allowed for

core nation-state consolidation, reinforcing central authority. As long as such intra-white

conflict remained prominent, emerging black protest did not result in reform but instead

provoked a hardening of domination.” (Marx, 1998: 271) Building on Marx, Elizabeth

Wood provides even greater specification of the elite/non-elite involvement in the intra-

group/intergroup interaction with domestic conflict between state and non-state actors

through theorizing why the Apartheid regime fell in South Africa. She focuses on how

South African white elite perception of sustained political unrest mobilized by black non-
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elite leaders led to declining foreign investor confidence which in turn led to white elite

advocacy for fundamental political reform. Accordingly, by her account, the eventual

collapse of Apartheid was due to non-elite mobilization against governmental political

exclusion and economic inequality (Wood, 2000).

Similarly to this dissertation, several recent works also unite this focus on collectively

targeted violence and collectively mobilized violence (Wilkinson 2009; Dancygier 2010;

Trejo 2012; Trejo 2015). This dissertation seeks to add comparability to the dynamics

these authors reference and further isolate the structural conditions that permit the group-

identified mobilization processes and group-targeted violence they reference. Most of

all, though, this dissertation’s theorizing and analysis of post-conflict violence in deeply

divided societies as a subset of the problem of a self-enforcing peace builds on another

work that unites analysis of collective targeting and collective mobilization for violence:

Jack Snyder’s From Voting to Violence. Snyder seeks to similarly respond to the question

of why violence is committed on the basis of group identity, describing why governments

permit this kind of violence, and citizens commit this kind of violence, and this dissertation

seeks to build on his findings.

Written in 2000, Snyder seeks to model and analyze the relationship between de-

mocratization and nationalism. In his words, “there are strong indications that nascent

democratization and its close cousin, press liberalization, heighten the risk of nationalist

and ethnic conflict in our own time, just as they have historically. What accounts for

this correlation?” Snyder contrasts his “elite persuasion” explanation of the correlation

with traditional “popular rivalries” explanations that assert that the democratic process

gives rise to long-entrenched popular animosities. According to Snyder’s elite persuasion

model, “[D]emocratization produces nationalism when powerful groups within the nation

not only need to harness popular energies to the tasks of war and economic development,

but they also want to avoid surrendering real political authority to the average citizen.

For these elites, nationalism is a convenient doctrine that justifies a partial form of democ-

racy, in which an elite rules in the name of the nation yet may not be fully accountable to
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its people. Under conditions of partial democratization, elites can often use their control

over the levers of government, the economy, and the mass media to promote nationalist

ideas, and thus set the agenda for debate. Nationalist conflicts arise as a by-product of

elites’ efforts to persuade the people to accept divisive nationalist ideas (Snyder 2000:

32).”

Snyder’s argument speaks well to the theoretical arguments of this dissertation and

makes prescient insights about the nature of regime transition particularly in Russia and

China, but in several ways I seek to build on his work. In his work, more attention could be

paid to the internal structure of elite politics, such as how elites divide into factions, and

how organizations align the sentiment and perception of threat of these factions with that

of non-elite actors. Such a perspective would better emphasize the competitive nature of

transitional politics after regime change, particularly as this dynamic would reveal how

within-country regions where aggrieved elites of a particular faction are concentrated can

often advance support for their grievance through alignment with regional blocs within

national representative institutions. These blocs can in turn seek to effect a competitive

advantage over time for a region-specific elite faction in their nationwide competition

with other region-specific elites through manipulating national-level institutions that in

turn systematically cause the national government to intervene or avoid intervening in

regions, to the benefit of parochial elite interest. To use a concrete example, it may be

difficult to disaggregate the racial bias of white supremacist campaigns after the Ameri-

can Civil War from their association with national-level policies biased toward the South

(as opposed to the U.S.’ North or West). As group boundaries are being negotiated,

sectional boundaries may also be in the process of being negotiated. Further, in this

sense, oftentimes segregation of government is addressed as a policy issue (cf. Lieber-

man 2007, Katznelson 2013). However, there is a fine distinction between discriminatory

policies and the formation of a caste or the discriminatory alignment of a group with a

permanent position in a nationwide political hierarchy on the basis of a parochial regional

elite interest (Olsen 1971). The difference between discriminatory policies and discrim-
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inatory castes is that discriminatory policies assume that there may be some degree of

impartiality in a government’s adjudication of intergroup competition–a policy may be

temporarily biased but it reflects a compromise subject to competitive pressures of se-

lection. However, when this bargaining asymmetry between groups is coupled with the

partisan coordination of a discriminatory political identity that is institutionalized across

a national government so as to discriminate in the assignment of citizenship, groups may

be barred from even competing in the policy race. In this latter case, policy benefits

can accrue over time to one group to the deprivation of another creating a self-fulfilling

prophecy where an intergroup comparison reveals the poor of one group are systemat-

ically poorer than another, and so racial discrimination becomes justified by economic

realities (Myrdal 1944). Finally, Snyder’s model relating regime change to nationalist

politics focuses heavily on the role of elite persuasion in framing politics as group-based.

While this may be true, this underemphasizes how elites may negotiate ‘non-group-based’

policies related to governmental defense, taxation, and decentralization to systematically

reinforce nationalist/group-based exclusionary rhetoric. In short, to use the U.S. example

a final time, in the U.S. it is impossible to separate race from the question of state rights

(or separate America’s post-conflict power-sharing from its post-conflict state-building).

Disaggregating race and state rights permits closer insight into how elite manipulation of

national institutions, so as to bias the national government’s adjudication of interregional

competition, relates to elite manipulation of national institutions—so as to segregate a

government at the expense of a racial minority. Snyder begins to do this but there is

room for further study, which this dissertation seeks to address.

1.3.4 Conflict termination and the post-conflict quality of peace

Finally, a question emerges from the literature on conflict termination and the post-

conflict quality of peace to which this dissertation seeks to respond: What are the specific

legacies of conflict? How does the period following conflict termination differently affect

state and society, as compared to the period following regime change?
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In recent years scholars have increasingly turned to an examination of the factors

that lead to post-conflict peace, as opposed to the factors that merely lead to war re-

lapse. Earlier works analyze the effect of peacekeeping and power-sharing arrangements

on war recurrence, or model post-conflict power-sharing as a bargain to which external

peacekeepers provide credible commitments. More recent studies analyze the quality of

post-conflict peace (Hartzell and Hoddie 2015; Joshi 2015), and in particular look at the

specific institutional legacies of conflict on post-conflict government. As referenced above

and outlined by Blattman and Miguel (Blattman and Miguel 2010), more scholarship

needs to be performed on how conflict termination constrains post-conflict actors and

institutions.

This study seeks to speak to three specific legacy conditions that conflict termination

imposes on post-conflict actors negotiating post-conflict government: scarcity, reform,

and identification. Put differently, this dissertation argues that what is of analytical

and practical interest for understanding peacebuilding is not only how peace is kept by

the external enforcement of the international community but: 1) how parties agreeing

to terminate conflict commit to the impartial, and internal, enforcement of post-conflict

government; and, 2) how post-conflict policies undermine or reinforce the self-enforcement

of these termination agreements by limiting the scope of the people for whom post-conflict

government is self-enforcing. For example, Russell et al. point to how foreign-imposed

regime change in Iraq posed a set of interrelated dilemma—a sovereignty dilemma related

to international versus domestic control, a sectarian dilemma related to group-specific

versus nationwide identification, and a legitimacy dilemma related to building of capable

versus incapable institutions (Russell et al. 2014). Russell et al.’s arguments speak to

questions of how policy over time reinforces or subverts intergroup antagonism in Iraq but

has applicability elsewhere, specifically in matters related to the quality of post-conflict

peace.
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Scarcity

Recently, scholars have given more attention to the conditions of scarcity imposed by war

and how this discontinuity imposed by war specifically constrains post-conflict actors.

Frances Stewart has performed a number of studies related to the broad question

of post-conflict reconstruction, and in particular the relationship between post-conflict

reconstruction and intergroup inequalities (“horizontal inequalities”). Stewart and col-

laborators formulate a typology of post-conflict environments, classifying them by the

state of their economic development, the presence of high-value natural resources, and

the existence of sharp horizontal inequalities and how four enabling conditions affect the

prospects of stability within these environments: the state of security, the commitments

of the international community to the country, state capacity, and the inclusivity of gov-

ernments (Brown et al. 2008).

However, a theme common to these types and enabling conditions is scarcity. After

war, human capital may be scarce, and depending on the site of the fighting, infrastructure

may be destroyed. In addition, regardless of the territorial scope of damage imposed by

war, war debts particularly for war losers can significantly shape post-conflict government,

and the negotiation of that government by former combatants (Addison and Murshed

2003: 174): “[R]ectifying policy, especially in the fiscal area, is exceptionally difficult in

countries at war. Meeting a target for the fiscal deficit is constrained by the military

budget, the need to fund wartime humanitarian programmes and the loss of tax revenue

(as well overdependence on import taxes as the domestic sales-tax base collapses).”

Reform

Identifying the discontinuity that war represents is more difficult than is often assumed.

Does conflict incidence and termination coincide with regime change? Though an observer

might assume war results in total destruction to a state and society, robust political orders

can survive during war (Mampilly 2011), particularly depending on the configuration of

frontlines during war and technology of rebellion employed between rebel and incumbent
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forces during the war (Kalyvas and Balcells 2010). Governments may repress insurgents

and fight wars that pass a threshold of casualties that would qualify as a war elsewhere,

even while maintaining a firm upperhand over rebels and a thoroughly functioning gov-

ernment.

That said, inasmuch as war coincides with regime change, and policy changes are

included as part of a power-sharing agreement with rebels to end conflict, post-conflict

government is characterized by the reform of government. For example, a number of

seminal works theorize a range of institutional design and ethnic power-sharing/-dividing

principles and suggest their applicability to post-conflict governments inasmuch as conflict

termination coincides with regime change and the opportunity to re-design constitutional

institutions (Horowitz 1985; Reynolds 2002; Roeder and Rothchild 2005; McGarry and

O’Leary 2013). Additional well-known works focus on the institutionalization of power-

sharing in post-conflict government in a variety of arenas—political, economic, territorial,

and military (Hartzell and Hoddie 2003; Toft 2009; Miguel and Bellows 2009; Lake and

Rothchild 2005; Tir 2002; Gibler and Tir 2010; Paris 2004, Paris and Sisk 2009). At a

subnational level, some works have focused on the actors that renegotiate government.

Desha Girod theorizes how in the absence of natural resources, post-conflict government

leaders may seek to use humanitarian aid to invest in government as a coup-proofing

strategy (Girod 2012; Girod 2015). Durant and Weintraub focus on the need for the

formation of elite pacts to not only terminate conflict but the need for the adaptation of

elite pacts to negotiate government over time and incorporate peace spoilers (Durant and

Weintraub 2014).

On the side of peacekeepers, Auteserre has recently focused on how discursive frames

that describe violence as normative to a “post-conflict” environment can shape the percep-

tion of international peacekeepers so as to cause them to ignore the escalation dynamics

that might lead to war recurrence or more importantly neglect the local-level negotia-

tion and implementation of post-conflict government necessary for a post-conflict peace

(Auteserre 2009). However, even Auteserre’s focus analyzes the effect of international
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peacekeeper frames on the success or failure of war termination, given the governmental

reform and transition possible after conflict termination. Similarly, in modeling the incen-

tives of third-party interveners in mediating interstate and intrastate conflict, Beardsley

surveys the limits and possibilities for mediators to shape the long-term emergence of

a self-enforcing peace, by balancing the possibility of applying leverage, patience, and

coordination to resolve combatant disputes with the risks of artificial manipulation of

combatant incentives, interfering with natural learning processes of disputants, and mis-

interpretation of combatant insincere motives (Beardsley 2011).

A shared theme of these diverse works is the reform and re-negotiation of government

due to the termination of war and the desire to avoid of recurrence. An issue of lesser

focus is the implications of these renegotiations for the prospects and status of state

and non-state actors (with exceptions, see Wantchenkon and Neeman 2002). Scholars

such as Roland Paris, Timothy Sisk, and Stephen Stedman have analyzed how actors

“build” peace, and how peace “spoilers” can undermine conflict termination agreements

(Paris and Sisk, 2009; Stedman, 1997; Stedman 2002; see Greenhill and Major 2007 for

critique and refinement of Stedman’s argument). More recently, scholars have collected

more systematic data on the implementation of peace accords enabling analysts to model

how elite and non-elite actors respond to peace agreements. Christoph Zürcher and other

scholars have analyzed a range of post-conflict states to understand why peace agreements

become self-enforcing, pointing to the mechanism of adoption costs that, in a break with

prevailing models, points to divergence within the actors that agree to conflict termination

(Zurcher et al. 2013). Per Zürcher et al.’s argument, though peace agreements may be

signed and agreed to in the capital by one set of elites representing either the government

or rebel forces, another set of elites represented by their interlocutors may reject the same

agreements. As a result, for long-term sustainable peace, conflict termination agreements

are important, but their adoption costs—the costs to domestic elites for adopting conflict

termination agreements—are as important. In a similar vein, Madhav Joshi along with

other researchers has studied the interaction of post-conflict peace accord implementation
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(particularly the implementation of elections) with post-conflict demobilization and found

that implementation is more successful when demobilization is completed prior to the

holding of the first post-conflict elections (Joshi 2015a). Further, Joshi, along with Patrick

Regan, and Jason Quinn have also advanced data collection on the implementation of

peace accords within the first 10 years after conflict termination, which similarly highlights

the need for understanding the cost of implementing conflict termination agreements, and

how these agreements affect the status and position of domestic elites (Joshi 2015b).

Identification

Finally, conflict termination poses an identification problem. For actors to participate in

the renegotiation of post-conflict government they must verifiably be members/citizens

of that government. While this might go without saying, the displacement issues caused

by war can disrupt a number of critical processes necessary for verifying the participants

of post-conflict government. In particular, displacement can disrupt property restitution

resulting from refugee repatriation (Brown et al. 2008) and election registration of voters.

Displacement can also shape the integrity of post-conflict elections and increase the like-

lihood of fraud (Deng and Cohen 2010: 47-48). The literature on post-conflict electoral

monitoring and fraud also relates to this problem of identification (Kelley 2012; Norris

2014)—who can vote and where can they vote under the post-conflict government? Tax-

ation and defense through officially permitted channels is affected by the government’s

capacity to assign and verify citizenship. Even if technical assistance is abundant (elim-

inating scarcity) and governments are impartial and renegotiated so as to be consistent

with conflict termination agreements (securing reform), displacement and the problem

of identifying and verifying citizenship may cause difficulty for property restitution and

electoral fraud (Wily 2009; Piccolino 2015; McCallin 2013). To compound internal dis-

placement, refugee flows can interact in complex ways with the stability of a post-conflict

state, particularly if the war was a subset of broader regional conflicts and weak border

control leads to cross-border attacks from neighboring territories associated with immi-
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grating refugees flowing into a state (Salehyan and Gleditsch 2006; Onoma 2013; Shaver

and Zhou 2015). As a practical example, after wars in Liberia, Sierra Leone, and Côte

d’Ivoire, mercenaries from the conflicts threatened post-conflict stability in all of the above

countries through their cross-border incursions leading to the creation of a zone of insta-

bility (Chauveau and Richards 2007, Mamdani 2014, Autesserre 2009), and this is the

case for a number of other conflict zones (e.g., Great Lakes region and Eastern Europe

after World War II; Mamdani 2014; Snyder 2012).

Conclusion

From pre-conflict, to conflict, to post-conflict, elite factions sharing control of government

may vary in their support for political violence. Although the effect of conflict termi-

nation on post-conflict actors may be partly conditioned on the degree to which conflict

termination coincides with regime change (and the scope of that regime change), conflict

termination can introduce special constraints into the negotiation of post-conflict gov-

ernment by post-conflict elites, and the resulting political and social competitions that a

national government mediates between elites and between non-elites. Conflict termination

can pose special constraints of scarcity, reform, and identification for those negotiating a

post-conflict government. Understanding how these post-conflict conditions constrain the

elite actors and governmental policies that align group identity with partisan alignments

is the focus of this dissertation, as this is a critical mechanism for understanding how elites

and non-elites commit (or fail to commit) to the nonviolent conditions for political change

after war, and individuals mobilize as groups to commit violence collectively-targeted on

the basis of a group identity after war. Put another way, understanding how conflict ter-

mination affects the quality of a post-conflict peace is necessary for modeling post-conflict

violence in deeply divided societies.
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1.4 Component Essays

As its central question, this dissertation seeks to investigate the role of governmental and

non-governmental actors in increasing/reducing the emergence of intergroup conflict after

war, when group differences have been a salient aspect of war mobilization. Each of the

above branches of literature represents a necessary dimension of analysis for responding

to this question and understanding why governments permit and why individuals commit

to violence on the basis of group identity. Responding to this question is necessary for

understanding the still broader question of how former combatants form impartial post-

conflict governments when group differences were salient in conflict mobilization and pose

special constraints for post-conflict state and society. These questions are relevant to a

wide range of academic, policy, and normative concerns.

To respond to this central research question, the dissertation’s three essays will address

the following research questions at the cross-national, national, and sub-national level, to

together analyze the incentives for governmental and non-governmental actors to insti-

tutionalize group difference after war, and either commit to violence according to group

difference (reinforcing group difference still further), or commit to cooperation in spite of

group difference (mitigating group conflict as a result). Each is a standalone study with

its own research question(s), theory, statistical analysis and accompanying case study

that illustrates the theorized mechanism and provides further support for analytical find-

ings. Together they provide insight into an under-theorized phenomena, particularly as

in each case study the pre-conflict inter-group relations were not necessarily constructed

as antagonistic, and as a result post-conflict antagonisms along these cleavages contain

elements that are somewhat puzzling.

1.4.1 Cross-national analysis

The first study on “Post-conflict citizenship and sectarian violence” seeks to respond to

the question, “How do official membership rules affect the risk of intergroup conflict af-

ter conflict termination?”, analyzing the effect of variation in the citizenship regime of
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post-conflict countries on the onset of group-level conflict after war. The theoretical ar-

gument is that citizenship as an official institution regulating political membership aligns

group identity and political status, and that variation in citizenship type mitigates or

exacerbates the problem of identifying participants in post-conflict government. Due to

its restriction of citizenship to those territorial residents whose lineage already possesses

citizenship, jus sanguinis citizenship regimes increase the likelihood of groups that perma-

nently possess high shares of non-citizens, increasing the risk of discriminatory violence

against these groups on the basis of group identity and the risk of their mobilization

for political change through militant recruitment on the basis of group identity in the

absence of political representation. Due to its offer of citizenship to territorial residents

upon birth regardless of the citizenship status of their lineage, jus soli regimes increase the

likelihood of groups that permanently possess high shares of non-citizens decreasing the

likelihood of discriminatory violence against these groups on the basis of group identity

and mobilization for political change through militant recruitment by these groups on the

basis of group identity in the presence of political representation for them. The hypoth-

esized theoretical expectations are that jus soli post-conflict citizenship regimes reduce

the likelihood of group-level conflict after war, while jus sanguinis regimes increase the

likelihood of group-level conflict after war. Theoretical expectations are tested through an

original dataset of nationality and citizenship laws coded at the annual level for countries

experiencing a civil war, from 1946-2009. Standard covariates to peacekeeping literature

are included along with coded citizenship laws in a Cox proportional hazard econometric

model that estimates the effect of citizenship regime type on group-level conflict after

war. The findings indicate that jus soli citizenship regime type reduces the likelihood of

group-level conflict after war, and that the effect of regime type on group-level conflict is

distinct from the effect of regime type on civil war recurrence. This effect though is only

suggestive and inconclusive and suggests the need for further analysis.

The case study illustrates how in Côte d’Ivoire, threatened elites used citizenship to

restrict change in demographically concentrated constituencies. After war the absence
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of a means to acquire and verify citizenship compounded the problems of scarcity, re-

form, and identification posed by the destruction and displacement of war, and made

the negotiation of post-conflict governmental institutions prohibitive. Until elites from

opposing sides could agree on the institutional means by which to acquire and verify cit-

izenship, group differences contributed to the escalation of ordinary disputes related to

post-conflict elections, property restitution, and military demobilization to the level of

nationwide ethnic disputes.

1.4.2 National analysis

The second study on “Post-conflict status reversal, regional inequality, and intergroup

antagonism” seeks to respond to two questions: “1.) What explains the emergence of

intergroup antagonism after war? 2.) How can post-conflict government exacerbate or

mitigate post-conflict intergroup antagonism, focusing on how centralization or decen-

tralization can be construed by elites as a threat?” This study analyzes the effect of

post-conflict elite competition over government on discriminatory policy biases regarding

political autonomy and discriminatory violence, using sectarian militia violence in post-

2003 Iraq as an example. The theory advanced by this paper, is that the post-conflict

reform of government entails that elites negotiate the alignment of group settlement pat-

terns with its governed territory. Given higher levels of segregation in group settlements,

and depending on the intensity of the competition between elite factions negotiating this

alignment, the elite factions competing in this negotiation may seek to artificially restrict

the conditions for change in their constituency of support through the segregation of

government according to a group identity (e.g., through selectively granting citizenship,

gerrymandering, forced migration, etc. and according to political or ethnic identity )

and through violence committed against non-constituents, so as to maintain a compet-

itive advantage over time. In response, the threat of an entrenched ethnically-defined

competitive disadvantage for groups concentrated in resource-scarce regions leads to the

increased likelihood of support for politics based on intergroup antagonism and violence
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based on group identity. Mobilization and countermobilization on the basis of group iden-

tity increases the ethnically-defined nature of competition over territory even if individual

elite factions within those groups initiated the ethnically-defined nature of competitive

claims over territory. The study seeks to analyze this effect through several observable

mechanisms related to provincial-level ethnic demographic composition, governmental

control of rent extraction, armed forces, and resource scarcity. Theoretical expectations

are tested through micro-level data from a case where post-conflict processes of state-

building and sectarian violence are interwoven: post-2003 Iraq. To test these hypotheses,

a dataset comprised of variables on ethnic demography, public administration, and natu-

ral resource, collected from public sources and Princeton’s Empirical Studies of Conflict

project, are included in a negative binomial econometric model that estimates the effect

of these mechanisms on violence committed on the basis of group identity (as proxied by

casualties caused by sectarian militias) in Iraq, from 2006-2009. The findings indicate

that, under Iraq’s proportional representation electoral rules, those provinces where po-

litical parties experienced a greater loss in seatshare dominance from the provincial level

to the national level are correlated with higher levels of sectarian militia casualties.

The case study illustrates how in northern Iraq’s Ninewa province from 2007-2009,

Kurdish and Sunni Arab elites threatened by a reversal in political status due to the regime

change imposed by the 2003 American intervention in Iraq committed to the politics of

intergroup antagonism and targeted violence against ethnic and religious minorities to

mitigate this reversal.

1.4.3 Sub-national analysis

The third study on “Post-conflict Elite Resentment, State Capacity, and Communal Vi-

olence” seeks to respond to two questions: “1.) What is the effect of state capacity on

lynching violence? 2.) What explains variation in post-conflict polarization and polarized

violence, and how does the state exacerbate or mitigate this polarization?” This study

analyzes the effect of the division of conflict outcomes on societal polarization, polar-
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ized government, and polarized vigilantism, using Reconstruction-era North Carolina as

an example. The argument advanced in this paper is that division of conflict outcomes

among social groups leads to polarization among war-winners and war-losers, resentment

among war-losing elites, segregation of governmental institutions to mitigate conflict loss,

and polarized vigilantism on the basis of segregated group identity. Further, it argues

that the resentment of war-losing elites in response to a loss of control over government is

observable at the municipal level in the correlation of polarized vigilantism with high lev-

els of expropriation of elite wealth through taxes extracted by a centralized post-conflict

government controlled by war-winning elites. The study hypothesizes that higher levels

of state-level as opposed to county-level taxation will be correlated with higher levels of

lynching violence as this kind of post-conflict intrusion from the state will be threaten-

ing and more difficult to region-specific elites who lost control over government through

war. Theoretical expectations are tested through an original dataset consisting of 50

years of data (1866-1916) from North Carolina on municipal-level racial violence, public

administration, political competition, and demographics. Similar to this dissertation’s

Iraq study, this study permits analysis given its micro-level data from a case where post-

conflict processes of state-building and sectarian violence are interwoven. In addition, it

similarly fills a gap in the literature by examining certain kinds of post-conflict institu-

tional choices affecting intergroup antagonism that are under-explored in the literature,

yet policy-manipulable.

The case study illustrates how in North Carolina from 1868-1870, in the lead-up to

Ku Klux Klan violence against state-level political officials, former slaveholding elites

resentful over conflict outcomes construed increased state-level confiscation of their wealth

as a threat and committed to the politics of intergroup antagonism and targeted violence

against African-American minorities to mitigate this reversal.

Post-conflict violence in deeply divided societies is assumed to be more intense and

complex than non-ethnic conflict after war, but the precise dynamics that lead to this

intensity and complexity are often taken as given. As a result the conditions under which
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violence committed on the basis of group identity emerges is under-specified.6 Ethnic

relations under Saddam were in some ways better (as in more equitable) than in the im-

mediate aftermath of the American occupation. Life for the free Negro in the antebellum

North Carolina was at times less uniformly discriminatory than in postbellum North Car-

olina. Leaders have a means through citizenship policy to define intergroup relations in

ways that lead to or reduce antagonism on the basis of group difference. As a result exam-

ining the overall research question of this dissertation at different levels along subsidiary

lines of inquiry supports the specification of the conditions under which a phenomenon

assumed to be a foregone conclusion occurs.

Each study shares the broad dynamics outlined in the above research question section,

on elite competition and intergroup antagonism after war. However, each emphasizes a

different dimension of elite competition after war along with different dimensions of the

post-conflict problems of scarcity, reform, and identification outlined above. The cross-

national analysis of citizenship and group-level conflict after war highlights post-conflict

elite competition over the alignment of group identification with political citizenship, and

identification problems after war. Its case study illustrates how ethnically-diverse migrants

became “autochtons” and subject to violence in response to the formation of the political

identity of Ivorite. The Iraqi national-level study on status reversal, regional inequality

and group-level conflict after war highlights post-conflict elite competition over the nego-

tiation of the alignment of group settlements with territorial boundaries, and reform and

scarcity problems after war. Its case study illustrates how ethnically-diverse minorities

in northern Iraq became either “Arab or Kurd” and subject to sectarian militia violence

in response to the anti-Kurd and anti-Sunni nationalistic platforms of al-Hadbaa and the

Kurdistan Democratic Party in northern Iraq from 2007-2009. The North Carolina sub-

national-level study on state capacity and group-level conflict highlights post-conflict elite

competition over the negotiation of the alignment of group identity with the division of

conflict outcomes, and also highlights reform and scarcity problems after war. Its case

6 That said, even the study of variation in general political violence after war is under-studied, see
Grandi 2013
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study illustrates how free Negroes and slaves became “black” and subject to vigilante

violence in response to the Conservative-Democratic party platform of 1868.

In a sense, the degree of alignment of group identification with political citizenship,

the degree to which the outcomes of conflict are unequally distributed within elites and

non-elites, and the degree to which group settlement patterns are concentrated in specific

regions as opposed to cross-cutting are scope conditions that constrain the cases to which

the general theoretical framework of this dissertation applies. An additional scope condi-

tion constraining the applicability of this theory is the degree to which natural resources

are concentrated within a state’s territory as opposed to cross-cutting across regions.

That said, these scope conditions still enable the theory to be applied to a wide range

of prospective cases where the end of conflict, elite competition, and identity interact.

Investigating this question in this fashion supports the identification of these dynamics

of intergroup antagonism before they occur, in turn providing a means to conceptualize

alternative prospects for intergroup relations, and their respective and collective rela-

tions with a shared state. Such a theoretical framework provides a means for actors and

analysts to evaluate trade-offs in action more precisely, as well as name the range of pos-

sible futures more accurately. More optimistically, such a framework enables actors to

name their common environment and differences more authentically and as a result act

in response to a collectively envisioned future, according to a common citizenship.
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2

Post-Conflict Citizenship and Sectarian Violence:
Cross-National Analysis of Group-Level Conflict After

War
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2.1 Introduction

Dankwart Rustow made the well-known assertion that common assumption of mem-

bership in a community is a prerequisite for decisions about democratic procedures to

govern that community (Rustow 1970). However, in discussion of post-conflict stability

and democratization the role of membership rules in constraining conflict has been under-

explored. In part this is due to the nascent study of formal power-sharing in post-conflict

peacekeeping. In part this is due to the scarcity of annual data on citizenship regula-

tions over time, and the occasional regulation of citizenship through statutes rather than

constitutions (Elkins & Sides 2008).

At the same time, though the role of group difference in civil conflict has recently

attracted academic attention, and the role of group difference in post-conflict governance

has recently attracted policy attention (e.g., Syria and Iraq), there are few studies on

how groups with reason for antagonism due to war set aside difference and commit to a

common government, and how government policies exacerbate or mitigate this problem

of coordination.

As such, this paper seeks to investigate this question: How do official membership

rules affect the risk of intergroup conflict after conflict termination? In this sense, it

draws on recent research that specifies how processes of power-sharing constrain former

combatants (post-conflict power-sharing) and ethnic groups (ethnic power-sharing) with

varying levels of participation within government.

Aside from the policy value in clarifying how post-conflict power-sharing and ethnic

power-sharing might affect each other, the question might be asked of why it’s necessary

to understand why post-conflict power-sharing and ethnic power-sharing relate. In short,

citizenship may not affect why individuals in general go to war and many people have

gone to war without considering citizenship. However, citizenship may affect why groups

collectively mobilize a group identity to commit violence, and how they go to war, which

is an important subset of the question of how peace becomes self-enforcing—internally

enforced by a domestic government as opposed to externally enforced by international
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peacekeepers—and may provide special insights into why domestic elites might facili-

tate or obstruct that outcome. From the theoretical perspective of better understanding

ethnic mobilization after war, and understanding how peace becomes self-enforcing, un-

derstanding how citizenship constrains group-based mobilization after war is a worthwhile

endeavor.

However, from a practical perspective as well, the post-conflict period poses special

constraints where models on the effect of citizenship on ethnic mobilization might have

special application. Human displacement caused by war, both within a country and

between countries, can lead to an identification problem: who is a citizen, eligible to

participate in the post-conflict government, and who is a non-citizen, and are government

policies differentiated according to these demographic differences? This important policy

question undergirds the necessary property restitution, voter registration, and political

candidate registration necessary for renegotiating a post-conflict government

Finally, there is compelling motivating evidence for understanding how post-conflict

power-sharing and ethnic power-sharing relate, and how citizenship constrains group mo-

bilization for war. The 1990-1993 violence in Rwanda was not nearly as devastating as

the 1994 post-conflict genocide. Mahmood Mamdani writes how the Rwandan Genocide

can be understood in the short term as a case of ethnic violence in response to a poorly-

implemented conflict termination agreement (Mamdani 2001). However, in the long term

he points out how a dual denial of citizenship to trans-border Banyarwanda refugees in

Uganda and Rwanda led to the militarization of ethnic conflict that led to the 1993 conflict

and the 1994 post-conflict genocide of Tutsis, a sub-group of the Banyarwanda by Hutus

according to a native-alien logic where Tutsis were aliens. Though some scholars point

out that the case of Rwanda may not apply to ethnic relations in more bureaucratized

nations such as Ethiopia (Smith 2013), for the purpose of this paper the Rwandan case

suggests that citizenship can be contentious and that after war it can lead to violence that

may not be committed with the goal of conflict renewal but may be related to conflict

outcomes and may be as costly as the civil war of origin (if not more costly). The multi-
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ple citizenship crises related to Chinese citizenship in the decolonization of Malaysia also

point to how citizenship can be contentious, particularly in a time of regime transition.

This study looks to better understand these dynamics.

As a roadmap, I will begin by introducing the literatures on power-sharing and citizen-

ship. Then, I will theorize how variation in citizenship can constrain ethnic mobilization

after war. Further, I will articulate these theoretical expectations as testable hypotheses,

whose validity will be evaluated against original data assembled on annual citizenship

laws for post-conflict countries from 1946-2009. After reporting model findings, I will

illustrate how citizenship can constrain ethnic mobilization through a case study of Côte

d’Ivoire, a paradigmatic example of how the institution of citizenship is linked to political

violence. In the process, I will shed light on citizenship as an institutional commitment

that constrains former combatants through lowering the costs of intergroup coordination

and raising the costs of intragroup coordination, making group change possible and group

boundaries more flexible, but also making centralized governmental enforcement of those

boundaries more necessary.

2.2 Literature Review

2.2.1 Citizenship and conflict

Citizenship itself is a well-researched topic within sociology, after T.H. Marshall’s sem-

inal study of the institution (Marshall 1963). Though it conceptually can be divided into

formal and substantive citizenship (i.e., the rules of citizenship versus the substance of

citizenship), as a matter of fact, citizenship is often researched and understood according

to its mode of acquisition: whether granted by birth to all residents born within a state’s

territory, jus soli, or granted according to the group identification of the child’s parents,

jus sanguinis. These studies often examine the formation of citizenship institutions or

the conditions that affect migration and naturalization rates (for example, Brubaker 1992;

Janoski 2010; Klaaren 2004). However, as a membership rule, citizenship affects coali-

tional formation and constrains ethnic heterogeneity (Yi 2007; Esteban and Ray 2008;
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and Snidal 1994). That said, the effect of citizenship on intergroup relations and political

violence is underexplored in political science studies (with exceptions such as Elkins and

Sides 2008).

Deborah Yashar is an exception though and provides an illuminating comparative

analysis on the effect of citizenship regime change on group mobilization, and elite at-

titudes toward the grant of citizenship, focusing on the emergence of indigenous social

reform movements in Latin America (Yashar 2005). In her study, ethnic mobilization

occurs due to the change of a states citizenship regime, conditional on two variables being

present: a political associational space (providing political opportunity) and transcom-

munity networks (providing organizing capacity). However, because Yashar’s focus is on

the interaction of institutional change with these organizational and structural variables

it limits the view of the elite pacts and decisions that shaped the permissions for this

space, operation of these kinds of networks, and that ultimately inform the choice to

change citizenship regimes. Further, she makes the choice to expand the definition of

citizenship beyond its formal, procedural limits, looking at citizenship regimes defined

by their arrangements for interest intermediation. This choice permits her to more com-

prehensively analyze ethnic minority political reform movements in Latin America but

also limits a view into what parts of the citizenship regime changes that affected ethnic

minorities there were motivated by the desire of particular elites to garner the support

of intrafactional co-elites, nationwide political majorities, or international constituencies

(i.e, through Cold War dynamics involving U.S. or Soviet patrons). Put more simply, for

theoretical parsimony it helps to treat elites and their choices of institutional regimes as

unitary actors. However, treating elites as a unitary actor leaves room to more closely

inspect elite disputes over citizenship regime and the reasons for agreements to change

these regimes. These intraelite disputes are important to understand why elites agree

to these kinds of changes which could in effect change the future nature of elite com-

pletion, as citizenship regime liberalization broadens the political playing field for new

non-elites and these non-elites might one day become elites and change elite competition
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and its participants. Such elite dynamics are important for understanding both political

violence that results from the inclusion and exclusion that citizenship regimes entail, and

the employment of ethnic frames to mobilize for political violence in particular.

For those dynamics that relate citizenship not just to group-based mobilization but

group-mobilized political violence, Paula Dancygier’s findings on immigration and con-

flict are instructive (Dancygier 2010). Dancygier distinguishes between the reasons for

violence involving immigrants. When resources are scarce but immigrants have a legiti-

mate political status, violence may be committed by natives against immigrants to protest

government resource allocation to immigrants. Under these conditions, immigrant-native

violence may be observed. When resources are scarce but immigrants have no legiti-

mate political status, violence may be committed against the government by immigrants

demanding resources. Under these conditions, immigrant-government violence may be ob-

served.1 In sum, citizenship regimes shape state-society relations and the kind of violence

that immigrants mobilize, but in the absence of a status legitimated by that citizenship

regime that violence may be directed against the government. Salehyan and Gleditsch

specifically look at the relationship between refugee populations and political violence

and add to this competition and status mechanism for violence that Dancygier suggests

by theorizing how refugees can shift the demographic balance of a country, increasing the

likelihood that political mobilization occurs along ethnic lines (Salehyan and Gleditsch

2006). Citing the case of the Palestinian refugees in Jordan, and Macedonians in Kosovo,

Salehyan and Gleditsch theorize a complex relationship between refugee populations and

civil conflict, specifying direct and indirect avenues of influence. Refugees may be home

to illicit networks due to restrictions on their legitimate within-border residence. They

may also provide resources and support to domestic opposition groups of a particular

ethnicity or political faction.

1 Herbst points to similar conflict dynamics related to migrants and the grant of citizenship in his work
on state-building in Africa (Herbst 2014).
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2.2.2 Post-conflict power-sharing & displacement

Russell et al. analyze post-2006 Iraq and discuss interlocking policy dilemma that com-

plicate peacebuilding after ethnic war, among which are: a sectarian dilemma between

coethnics and non-coethnics; an institutional dilemma between the emergence of local

institutions that are weaker, and less capable of serving society but are deemed as legiti-

mate, and foreign institutions that are stronger, and more capable of serving society, but

may never be deemed as legitimate; and, a sovereignty dilemma between the promotion

of cohesive nationalism by an third-party occupying force and restraint over that nation-

alism from escalating to opposition of that third-party occupier’s presence, opposition

that might undermine the third-party’s ability to invest for long enough in the building

of local institutions within the occupied state (Russell et al. 2014; Darden and Mylonas

2012 make a similar argument). Per the authors, analysis often looks at one of these

dilemma without noting how one generates the other. Their findings are that by reducing

ethnic violence, a foreign occupier can induce the population to shift its identification

from sect to nation, opening up a window to peacebuilding. But that window closes

quickly if the leaders of various groups do not invest in national institutions as opposed

to those of sect and such investments are unlikely to occur if leaders expect that the other

side will not cooperate. The occupier as an external third-party has a crucial role to play

by providing resources and policing a power-sharing deal long enough for national insti-

tutions to take hold through repeated use. However, an unintended consequence of the

success of inter-group power-sharing may be pressure for the third-party to withdraw as

national identification grows stronger through inter-group investment in the nation’s in-

stitutions. Early withdrawal in turn may undermine the temporary reduction in violence,

prematurely closing the possibility of inter-group cooperation.

Russell et al.’s model sheds great light on intergroup conflict and cooperation in the

shadow of a third-party intervener which speaks to this study’s core research question.2

2 Other studies that address these dynamics of intergroup conflict and cooperation in the shadow of
third-party intervention include Darden and Mylonas 2012 referenced above, Cetinyan 2002, Jenne 2007,
Siroky 2009, Salehyan et al. 2014.
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However, their model still leaves room for further insight into the formation of a partial

government after war. A government may be national but ethnic and partial, provoking

additional downstream conflict and violence. More specificity would be helpful still—

what are the actors and mechanisms of coordination by which this transition from an

externally enforced peace to an internally enforced peace occurs? How can post-conflict

power-sharing be modeled as endogenous to the commitment of the collective groups that

comprise a government as opposed to the commitment of the international community

(i.e., peacekeepers)? How do countries composed of groups and individuals police them-

selves after war?

The post-conflict period poses a problem of identification that makes this question of

self-policing particularly acute and requires further focus into the elite politics of post-

conflict government. In particular, the post-conflict period presents a special problem of

identification that makes this question about the coordination of commitments among

collective groups to a common government especially relevant. Civil conflict can lead

to acute internal displacement and refugee expulsion (Cohen 2010). Upon conflict ter-

mination, the return of refugees and internally displaced peoples to their pre-conflict

communities of origin can lead to an intense increase of human mobility that makes the

identification of citizens as opposed to non-citizens difficult (Mahmood 2001; Herbst 2014;

Alden Wily 2009). Such identification is often necessary to initiate the nationwide negotia-

tion of a post-conflict government. Property restitution, voter registry, and the enlistment

of candidates for political office require that a government be able to identify citizens as

opposed to non-citizens (Piccolino 2015; Lomo et al. 2001; Chauveau and Richards 2008).

As a formal rule assigning membership in a political community, citizenship is necessary

for the verification of participation in the post-conflict government and can constrain the

participation of post-conflict ethnic groups in government and constrain their residence

patterns as a result. Not to mention that beyond being required for verification of eligi-

bility to participate in a post-conflict government, citizenship regimes may mediate the

conflict that Salehyan and Gleditsch refer to (noted above) between refugees and civil
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conflict particularly due to the spillover effects of conflict in neighboring states.

As such, per the above logic about the need for better understanding of the relationship

between post-conflict power-sharing and ethnic power-sharing, guarantees of citizenship

may be necessary for groups with ascriptive group differences to commit to a post-conflict

government.

This study will seek to better understand violence on the basis of group difference by

examining how citizenship regimes mediate inter-group differences and group-government

differences. Particularly when a group difference can signal that a group is disenfran-

chised or may contain segments of members that are disenfranchised from a post-conflict

government, that uncertainty can shape the threat of categorical violence against this

group by both the government and by other groups (Straus 2015, Onoma 2013). Due to

the mediating effect of citizenship regimes between groups and groups and government,

under some circumstances, particularly when displacement is particularly acute, citizen-

ship as a formal membership rule may play a substantive role as a policy-manipulable

lever for post-conflict peacebuilding, and an analytically interesting role in understand-

ing why and how elites fail to commit to an impartial post-conflict government. Such

a proposition is consistent with findings by Wimmer (Wimmer 2008) and Cederman et

al. (Cederman et al. 2013) that suggest that the political exclusion of ethnically defined

networks can increase the likelihood that ethnicity is identified with access to state power.

These various literatures on citizenship and conflict, and the relation of political violence

to post-conflict power-sharing and ethnic power-sharing suggest that it is plausible that

the political exclusion that occurs through regulation of political membership may lead to

political violence—either between perceived aliens and natives or by immigrants against

the government—and provides a starting point for the research question of this paper.

2.3 Theory

The argument of this paper is that as elite competition moves from dominance to

parity after war, the elite faction with comparative dominance becomes more likely to
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constrain coalitional change over time, directly through violence and indirectly through

the segregation of government institutions according to a group-based identity.

Before war, elites biased toward the recognition of nation-wide governmental author-

ity may seek to expand and secure a non-elite constituency of support over time through

advocating for jus soli citizenship. Through increasing the likelihood of a nationwide,

inter-group constituency of support for these elites over time, coordination to revise the

government on a specific group-based identity becomes more difficult. Under the con-

ditions of jus soli citizenship, within some groups there will only be citizens and within

other groups there will be citizens and non-citizens. However any group is permitted to

change their composition of citizens, inter-generationally, over time. Such a citizenship

may make it difficult for individuals to mobilize on the basis of a group-based identity by

permitting and increasing the likelihood that non-citizen individuals can mobilize away

or against discrimination or violence committed against them, and mobilize citizen/non-

citizen coalitions to assist in opposing such a threat.

Elites biased toward the recognition of region-specific governmental authority may

seek to expand and secure a constituency of support over time through advocating for

jus sanguinis citizenship. Through increasing the likelihood of a nationwide intra-group

constituency of support for these elites over time, coordination to revise the government

through a specific group-based identity becomes much easier. Under the conditions of

jus sanguinis citizenship, within some of a nation’s groups there will only be citizens and

within other groups there will only be non-citizens, and these groups will not be permitted

to change their composition of citizens over time. This segregated condition—of groups

that permanently possess citizens and groups that permanently possess non-citizens—

will lead to groups that either possess no representative in elite factional competition, or

become the targets of sanctions and repression if elite factional competition intensifies fur-

ther, and elites seek to increase the competitive disadvantage of these groups permanently

composed of non-citizens. Under this jus sanguinis scenario, in the absence of official chan-

nels by which groups composed of non-citizens can reform the government, such groups
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may seek to do so forcibly in response to repression and heightened restrictions.

In that sense, citizenship can be construed as a threat (by elites), not only through

the offer of citizenship as a policy concession between elites and non-elites in the course

of negotiating non-elite support. Citizenship can be construed as a threat through its

restriction of mobility by which the enumerated implications of territorial residents affect

and constrain the long-term political, economic, and social influence/tenure of elites.

Citizenship can be construed as a threat (by segregated non-citizen non-elites) not only

as a policy concession by which they lose benefits. Citizenship can be construed as a threat

through its restriction of the mobility of groups. Through this restriction of mobility, over

time, a collective constituency can lose their ability to reform their situation through either

moving away from their situation or forming coalitions with fellow residents to oppose

targeted segregation. (The restriction of the mobility of non-citizens undermines reform

coalitions between citizens and non-citizens as citizens would hurt their own situation in

opposing the segregation of the position of non-citizens.)

The coordination required to reform the group’s situation may or may not eventually

be efficacious in reducing their bargaining vis a vis other groups. However, with the

restriction of that coordination, or under partial government protections of competition

for control of government that formally reward citizens as opposed to non-citizens in effect

they will never be able to enter the competition. The ability to coordinate is a necessary

but insufficient condition for segregated non-citizen non-elites to change their bargaining

position.

Put another way, the restriction on coordination that intergenerational non-citizenship

poses reduces non-elite mobility through restricting elite coalitional change and non-elite

constituent change—it freezes a competitive advantage for a faction of elites and their

constituencies of support through creating an artificial political identity guarding them

from demographic, political, social, and economic change over time. This restriction

of mobility restricts the conditions for change in the segregated non-elites’ situation—it

restricts their ability to influence elite factional competition over control over the govern-
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ment and reduces the likelihood of there being a group-wide commitment (among those

non-citizens) to nonviolent political change within the government, and not just their bar-

gaining position vis a vis other non-elites. Conversely, by a similar logic, region-specific

elites who seek to win citizens who are minorities in enclaves of non-citizens might see

the offer of nationwide citizenship as a threat—not only as a policy concession but for its

effect on the conditions of citizens and for their long-term region-specific influence. In all

these cases, though, the formal regulation of citizenship can increase the likelihood that

intergroup inequality is framed as a threat and a grievance.

Given these conflict dynamics, after war, the channel between citizenship and group-

level conflict onset may be that the restriction of the grant of citizenship can make the

negotiation of impartial institutions within a nationwide, post-conflict government partic-

ularly prohibitive at the local level (Colin 2013; Norwegian Refugee Council 2012; Mitchell

2014; McCallin and Montemurro 2009; Norwegian Refugee Council 2015). This effect of

restriction of the grant of citizenship on the local negotiation of institutions necessary

for a post-conflict government occurs, because the restriction of citizenship can shape

the perception of elite competition after war so as to increase the local salience of the

comparative dominance of elite factions nationally that favor citizens versus non-citizens

(Arjona 2015). In addition, through creating a partisan national identity, the institution

of citizenship can create a difference between the migration patterns of citizens versus

non-citizens. Citizens and non-citizens may seek to avoid being targeted by the other. As

a result, in the post-conflict setting, this effect of citizenship on migration patterns can

shape post-conflict violence. Further, jus sanguinis citizenship regimes can exacerbate

the identification problem associated with the end of conflict, where citizen verification

is necessary for participation in the post-conflict government increasing the likelihood of

migrant-native conflict. Finally, inasmuch as conflict termination coincides with regime

change, the post-conflict context of shifting nationwide political constituencies and regime

reform, citizenship may extend the ability of region-specific elites with migrant or non-

migrant constituencies to make nationwide appeals. As a result, jus sanguinis regimes
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may indicate elites are appealing to region-specific constituencies, and nativist sentiment

that rewards natives at the expense of migrants, leading to militant recruitment.

2.4 Hypothesis

Based on the above theory, the central expectation to test is that the offer of citizenship

to any resident born within a government’s territory as opposed to the offer of citizenship

to members of a particular group will lower the risk of group-level conflict onset after war.

The reason is that because the offer of membership coordinates multiple generations of

groups, jus sanguinis is more likely to create groups that permanently possess non-citizens

and so suffer violence and mobilize through militant recruitment in the absence of offi-

cial political channels, particularly heightening the identification problem associated with

conflict termination.

Hypothesis: A jus soli post-conflict citizenship regime will lower the risk of group-level

conflict onset after war.

2.5 Model

This hypothesis can be tested through a Cox proportional hazard model that estimates

the marginal effect of citizenship law on the risk of group-level conflict onset after war,

relative to a baseline hazard of group-level conflict onset.

2.6 Data

Below I will described the data by which the validity of the above hypotheses can be

evaluated. Summary statistics and a correlation matrix of variables are included below.
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Table 2.1: Summary Statistics of Post-Conflict Citizenship Regime Spells

Unit of analysis Post-conflict citizenship regime
Timeframe 1946-2009
Post-conflict countries experiencing peace spells 73

# of “peace spells” 111
# of citizenship regimes 113
# of regimes w group-level onset 37
% of regimes w group-level conflict 50.7
median years until onset 12

2.6.1 Dependent variable

Group-level conflict onset after war: The outcome of interest for analysis is group-

level conflict onset after civil wars ended since 1946. War termination will be recorded

according to the end year of civil wars within Balcells and Kalyvas’ 2014 list of civil wars

from 1945-2011 (Balcells and Kalyvas 2014). Of those wars, some exited the timeframe

for observation with ongoing civil conflicts but had no civil wars recorded prior to these

ongoing conflicts (e.g., India). As a result, these cases are dropped from analysis.

Group-level conflict onset will be recorded according to the Ethnic Power Relations

dataset collected by ETH-Zürich (Wimmer et al. 2009). This dataset records the annual

access and control over government that each of the ethnic groups in a country exercises

over the government, from 1946-2009. Within the dataset a variable indicates whether,

within a single year, a rebel organization engaged in some form of civil conflict as classified

by the Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP) and: 1) made an explicit or implicit ethnic

claim, and, 2) significantly recruited from the ethnic group.

The UCDP data record civil conflict at a lower casualty threshold than the Balcells

and Kalyvas dataset referenced above.3 As a result, when the Balcells and Kalyvas (2014)

and EPR-ETH dataset are used together it is possible to measure low-level group-level

conflict onset after high-casualty civil wars.

A dichotomous variable will indicate whether within a single year a country expe-

3 UCDP records a civil conflict as any form of organized violence that produces over 25 casualties within
a single year, while Balcells and Kalyvas only record a civil conflict if 1,000 or more casualties are recorded
over the course of the conflict.
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Figure 2.1: Correlation Plot of Full Model Covariates

rienced group-level conflict onset for one of the politically-relevant groups within the

country. To facilitate duration analysis, though, the time series data associated with the

EPR-ETH dataset has been aggregated to a cross-sectional analysis.

The unit of analysis for measuring group-level conflict onset is the post-conflict citizen-

ship regime at the country level. To explain, post-conflict “peace spells” will be defined

as beginning in the year after conflict termination and continuing until: a) conflict re-

currence, b) the citizenship regime changes.4 Observations that end with a change in the

4 After war, most countries in the dataset maintain the same citizenship regime. However, Cambodia
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citizenship laws are treated as right censored. Based on the unit of analysis, the years

will be recorded from conflict termination until group-level conflict onset. From this cal-

culation, it is possible to evaluate how the annual risk of group-level conflict after war is

correlated with covariates.

The dataset of post-conflict citizenship regimes evaluated is included in Appendix

B. For each post-conflict citizenship regime, the table also indicates whether group-level

conflict onset occurred during the regime, the group in conflict, and how many years

transpired between civil war termination and group-level conflict(as well as the citizenship

regime type which will be described in greater detail below).

2.6.2 Key independent variable

Citizenship regime type: Original data on annual country-level citizenship regime

type were collected using a variety of primary and secondary sources.5 For each year,

from 1946-2009, a categorical variable will record whether a country within the dataset

had a citizenship law that granted citizenship upon birth (jus soli) within the country’s

territorial boundaries, or whether citizenship was only granted to those with parents with

specified group characteristics (jus sanguinis; i.e., parents belonging to a particular ethnic-

ity, originating from a neighboring country, or possessing a particular religious affiliation).

Bertocchi and Strozzi have also collected citizenship data on countries from 1946 (Bertoc-

chi and Strozzi 2010). However, in their analysis they only specify citizenship law at

decade intervals. As a result, from their data it is difficult to analyze correlation between

citizenship regime type and conflict over time within different individual countries. The

citizenship and nationality laws referenced, as well as the logic of the coding decisions is

outlined in Appendix A.

Because of the problem that time-varying covariates can produce for Cox proportional

hazards estimation methods I include the citizenship regime type for the first year of each

and Dominican republic change their citizenship regime type and as a result, these changes result in the
start of new regimes.

5 For verification and cross-checking sources, EUDO’s original time series dataset on cross-national dual
citizenship laws was indispensable.
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of the dataset’s post-conflict peace spells.

2.6.3 Control variables:

A set of controls are included to take into account whether the effect of citizenship has a

distinct effect on group-level conflict or whether this effect is better accounted for through

a state’s capacity, regime type, ethnic heterogeneity, past conflict with regards to ethnic

conflict, and power-sharing agreements and presence of international peacekeepers.

These confounding and comparative controls address alternative explanations for the

outcome of group-level conflict after war, as well as enabling the analyst to better adju-

dicate between potentially collinear factors leading to the outcome of interest.

These are standard controls but also are features of state-level regime type, capability,

and peacekeeping that might also account for the incidence of group-level conflict onset

after war.

Logged national energy consumption: The logged national energy consumption

for each country is included for the first year of the start of the post-conflict citizenship

regime spell. This variable is a proxy for state capacity. More capable states may be

more able to provide public goods to ethnic groups that prevent them from rebelling.

Resource abundance may reduce the incentives for groups to challenge the government.

More capable states may also have the resources to police ethnic groups and repress

rebellion. As a result, state capabilities needs to be controlled for in analysis, and could

better explain group-level conflict after war. This variable is taken from the Correlates

of War project which records the national energy consumption for the years of interest.

The variable is logged to make it tractable for analysis.

Democracy and autocracy score: Variables recording the level of democracy and

autocracy are included in the model as well for the first year of the start of the post-conflict

citizenship regime spell. These variables capture a wide range of alternative institutional

explanations that produce the hypothesized expectations above. For example, an alterna-

tive explanation of group-level conflict after war could be that if groups have the ability
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to vote they will expect that even if they experience discriminatory policies or violence,

in the future, they will be able to change the government and reverse that discrimination.

As such, when variation in citizenship and the level of democracy are included in the same

model, the relative effect of citizenship on group-level conflict should have little relative

effect as most of the variation in group-level effect will be correlated with the level of

voting in a society.

This variable is taken from the Polity IV dataset and records an expert-coded score

for the level of democracy and autocracy for a country within a single year according to a

number of criteria. Every country is given both an autocracy score and a democracy score

to capture different dimensions of the current political regime. Two separate variables

are included in the model, one for autocracy and the other for democracy.

Number of active ethnic groups: This variable records the number of active

ethnic groups present in a country within a given year. This confounding control variable

could have a substantive collinear effect with citizenship regime type. Elites may choose

certain policies regarding citizenship to mitigate or take advantage of high levels of ethnic

heterogeneity. If this is the case, citizenship may not explain ethnic heterogeneity, it may

be a function of heterogeneity. The correlation plot indicates that this is not the case.

That said, as the level of ethnic heterogeneity increases, the effect of citizenship and its

assignment to those groups may be affected. As such, ethnic heterogeneity needs to be

included in the model. The correlation of citizenship regime type with group-level conflict

after war may be correlated with the level of ethnic heterogeneity in a country.

This variable is taken from the EPR-ETH dataset described above and records the

number of active ethnic groups present in a country within a given year. As such it

provides an indicator of ethnic heterogeneity that can be compared cross-nationally.

Post-ethnic war: This variable is a dichotomous dummy variable that captures

whether a country’s post-conflict regime spell follows an ethnic war, a war where inter-

group cleavages were closely aligned with conflict organization and key political issues

under contention. Per the theory, this variable captures whether group differences were
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used to mobilize for conflict.

This variable captures whether post-conflict group-level conflict is a legacy of conflict

mobilization. This is a comparative control necessary for adjudicating between the factors

correlated with conflict. If when included in a model with the citizenship regime type

variable, the ethnic nature of conflict is correlated with the group-level conflict variable at

a higher levels than citizenship regime type, this may be a better alternative explanation

for group-level conflict after war.

This variable is taken from Balcells and Kalyvas’ 2014 dataset of civil wars (Balcells

& Kalyvas 2014), which in turn is based on Sambanis’ dataset of ethnic wars (Sambanis

2004). In the footnotes of this 2004 paper, Sambanis describes the difficulty of coding

ethnicity as a war issue, and he relies on several datasets to corroborate the identification

of ethnicity as a central cleavage driving civil wars. Separately evaluating models with the

post-ethnic civil war variable included and without the variable provides a closer investi-

gation of theoretical expectations, and how citizenship and conflict legacies comparatively

explain group-level conflict after war.

Multiple power-sharing agreements: This variable indicates the presence of power-

sharing agreements related to the sharing of political offices, armed forces, economic

access, and territorial boundaries between combatants upon conflict termination. This

confounding control is necessary to address a viable alternative explanation for citizen-

ship. The effect of citizenship policies on group-level conflict onset after war could be

a subset of post-conflict power-sharing arrangements. For example, if within a conflict,

group cleavages are closely aligned with conflict cleavages, and as a result, upon con-

flict termination combatants choose to provide citizenship rights to particular groups as

part of a power-sharing arrangement necessary for post-conflict government (as described

below in the case study), then the effect of citizenship on group-level conflict after war

may be closely related to the effect of post-conflict power-sharing arrangements on group-

level conflict. Including power-sharing agreements in the model along with citizenship

facilitates a better parsing out of the distinct effect of each of these variables.
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This variable combines the power-sharing agreements variable outlined in Hartzell and

Hoddie’s recent work on post-conflict democratization (Hartzell & Hoddie 2015) supple-

mented with additional power-sharing agreements taken from the Peace Accords Matrix

(Joshi et al. 2015) and public source documents on conflict termination negotiations.

Third-party peacekeeping: This dichotomous dummy variable indicates the pres-

ence of third-party peacekeeping in the first year of a country’s post-conflict citizenship

regime spell. The presence of third-party peacekeeping is a comparative control and a

potential alternative explanation for group-level conflict onset after war. If third-party

peacekeepers are present in a country after war, the absence of group-level conflict may

be due to military occupation as opposed to whether a post-conflict government pos-

sesses one citizenship regime type or another. Including this variable in the model takes

this peacekeeping dynamic into account. This variable comes from Mark Mullenbach’s

“Third-Party Peacekeeping Mission” dataset on third-party peacekeeping (Mullenbach

2015).

Trans-border ethnic kin groups count: Finally, this variable on the number

of trans-border ethnic kin groups within a country in the first year of a post-conflict

citizenship regime spell indicates the presence of groups with substantive co-ethnic ties in

neighboring countries. Measuring the levels of groups with substantive co-ethnic ties in a

neighboring countries is a confounding control. As an alternative explanation, what may

be driving the effect of citizenship policy on group-level conflict after war may be that

migrant groups with ties to diaspora communities may possess higher levels of leverage

with which to lobby governments for inclusion in a state’s polity. In addition, migrant

groups with higher levels of co-ethnic ties may represent a higher share of the immigrants

into a country, leading to a higher likelihood of rapid influx of those groups into a country

along with the demographic shocks this influx brings. As a result, including this variable

in the dataset begins to take into account this latent possibility of groups with a higher

likelihood of immigration.

This variable comes from Cederman et al.’s dataset on transborder ethnic kin groups
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and civil war, as corroborated by the transborder ethnic kin variable included in the

EPR-ETH dataset (Cederman et al. 2013; Cederman et al. 2013).

2.7 Findings

Below are findings that validate the central hypothesis articulated above: a jus soli

post-conflict citizenship regime is correlated with a lower risk of group-level conflict onset

after war. That said, the effect is only suggestive of the theoretical expectations and

is not distinguishable from a null effect at a 95% confidence threshold. As a result,

though citizenship may constrain group-level conflict after war the pathways by which

this constraint occurs require further analysis.
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Table 2.2: Table of Citizenship Status and Post-
Conflict Group-Level Conflict Onset

Group-level conflict
Citizenship status No Yes Total
Sanguinis 50 30 80

(63%) (38%) (100%)
Soli 24 7 31

(77%) (23%) (100%
Total 74 37

Note: Pearson χ2 = 2.2379, df = 1, p ď 0.1347

Table 2.3: Breakdown of Post-Conflict Group-
Level Conflict by Kind

Group-level conflict (Yes)
EGIP MEG Total

Sanguinis 9 22 31
(29%) (71%) (100%)

Soli 1 6 7
(14%) (86%) (100%)

Total 10 28

Note: Total number of independent group-level con-
flicts is 37 but sum of group-level conflicts is 38 in
this table. The reason is that in Ethiopia in 1994,
the Somalis, are coded both as an ethnic group in
power (EGIP) and ethnic group excluded from power
(MEG), as a group discriminated against while an
EGIP.

An initial cross-tabulation of group-level conflict with citizenship status indicates that

jus sanguinis citizenship regime countries have higher rates of group-level conflict than

jus soli countries. However, a χ2 test indicates that the difference between the number

of group-level conflicts after war for each citizenship regime type is not statistically dis-

tinguishable from a null effect at a 95% confidence threshold. Of those countries where

post-conflict group-level conflict occurs, group-level conflict is more common when a group

is an excluded minority (28) versus an ethnic group in power (10). Further, 31 of these

group-level conflicts occur under jus sanguinis regimes as opposed to 7 for jus soli regimes.

Below is a table with model coefficients, comparing how an “empty” model estimating

how base-level control variables alone are correlated with group-level conflict after war,

with a bivariate model estimating how citizenship regime type alone is correlated with
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group-level conflict after war.6 The comparison indicates that the control variables alone

are not correlated with group-level conflict.

Table 2.4: Comparison of Empty Model (No Citizenship Variable) & Bivariate Model
Empty
Model

Bivariate
Model

Autocracy Score (Polity) 0.04
p0.03q

Democracy Score (Polity) ´0.04
p0.03q

log(Energy Consumption Per Capita) (COW) 0.15
p0.16q

Active Groups Count (EPR-ETH) 0.01
p0.01q

Citizenship Regime (0 = Sanguinis / 1 = Soli) ´0.75˚

p0.42q

NpN “ 1q 111p37q 111p37q
Wald χ2 6.13 3.18
Prob ą χ2 0.19 0.07
R2 0.05 0.03
Standard errors in parentheses
˚˚ indicates significance at p ď 0.05
˚ indicates significance at p ď 0.10

When the citizenship regime variable is added to this empty model of control vari-

ables, forming a “limited” model, jus soli citizenship is correlated with a decrease in the

likelihood of group-level conflict after war, but the effect of citizenship is not distinguish-

able from a null effect at a 95% confidence threshold. None of the other variables are

correlated with group-level conflict after war in a way that is distinguishable from a null

effect.

6 These base-level control variables include a country-level democracy score, autocracy score, national-
level energy consumption, and the number of active ethnic groups.
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Table 2.5: Comparison of Base, Full Model, Full Model with Standard Errors Clustered at the Country Level, and Interaction Model
Base

Model
Full

Model
Country

Clustered
Interaction

Model
Citizenship Regime (0 = Sanguinis / 1 = Soli) ´0.59 ´0.73˚ ´0.73 ´2.00˚˚

p0.43q p0.44q p0.48q p0.76q
Autocracy Score (Polity) 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05

p0.03q p0.03q p0.03q p0.04q
Democracy Score (Polity) ´0.04 ´0.04 ´0.04 ´0.05

p0.03q p0.03q p0.03q p0.04q
log(Energy Consumption Per Capita) (COW) 0.16 0.17 0.17 0.19

p0.17q p0.17q p0.13q p0.17q
Active Groups Count (EPR-ETH) 0.00 0.00 0.00 ´0.00

p0.01q p0.03q p0.03q p0.03q
Post-Ethnic War (Balcells & Kalyvas 2014) 0.54 0.54 0.46

p0.42q p0.45q p0.42q
Multiple Power-Sharing Agreements (Hartzell & Hoddie 2015 / PAM) 0.96˚˚ 0.96˚˚ 1.14˚˚

p0.39q p0.39q p0.41q
Third-Party Peacekeeping (Mullenbach 2013) ´0.77 ´0.77˚˚ ´0.80˚˚

p0.41q p0.39q p0.41q
Transborder-Ethnic Kin Groups Count (Cederman et al. 2013) ´0.03 ´0.03 ´0.03

p0.09q p0.08q p0.09q
Citizenship Law (0 = Sanguinis / 1 = Soli) x Active Groups Count (EPR-ETH) 0.22˚˚

p0.09q
NpN “ 1q 111p37q 111p37q 111p37q 111p37q
Wald χ2 7.57 16.75 20.37 20.04
Prob ą χ2 0.18 0.05 0.02 0.03
R2 0.07 0.15 0.15 0.19
Robust standard errors in parentheses
˚˚ indicates significance at p ď 0.05
˚ indicates significance at p ď 0.10
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When standard controls related to post-conflict violence are included to the limited

model, forming the “full model”, jus soli citizenship is correlated with a decrease in the

likelihood of group-level conflict. Though not statistically significant at a 95% confidence

threshold, this correlation is statistically significant at a 90% confidence threshold provid-

ing suggestive if imprecise evidence.7 Exponentiating the coefficients indicates a jus soli

regime is correlated with a 52% decrease in the likelihood of group-level conflict.

In addition, third-party peacekeeping is correlated with a decrease in group-level con-

flict at a similar magnitude as citizenship (hazard rate = 0.46) though at a higher confi-

dence threshold (94% confidence threshold) than citizenship. Interestingly, the presence

of multiple power-sharing agreements is correlated with an increase in group-level conflict.

This effect is outside the scope of this paper’s discussion of citizenship. This seems at

odds with the conventional wisdom that multiple power-sharing agreements leads to a

decrease in civil war recurrence. It could be that power-sharing agreements differently

affect civil war recurrence and the alignment of group identity with conflict outcomes.8

When standard errors are clustered at the country level to account for the correlation of

standard errors within observations from the same country, the marginal effect of citizen-

ship on group-level conflict are not distinguishable from a null effect at a 95% confidence

threshold. Still, the results are suggestive (87% confidence threshold, p-value=0.1313).

Multiple power-sharing agreements and third-party peacekeeping are still correlated with

an increase (multiple power-sharing agreements) and decrease (third-party peacekeeping)

in group-level conflict respectively. However, clustering standard errors at the country

level makes the strong assumption that standard errors among countries are independent

and identically distributed, a concern addressed further below in robustness checks.

Finally, an interaction of citizenship with the number of active ethnic groups indicates

that the marginal effect of jus soli citizenship regime type is more negative at lower levels

7 These post-conflict violence controls include: whether the peace spell occurs after an ethnic war, the
presence of multiple power-sharing agreements among former combatants, the presence of third-party
peacekeepers, and the number of trans-border ethnic kin groups present.

8 It should be reiterated here that power-sharing agreement variable from Hartzell & Hoddie 2015 is
supplemented for several peace spells by Notre Dame’s Peace Accord Matrix.
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of active ethnic groups. This effect suggests that while the number of active groups is

not correlated in any of the models with group-level conflict, the effect of citizenship on

group-level conflict may be conditional on the ethnic heterogeneity that the number of a

country’s active ethnic groups represents.
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Table 2.6: Exponentiated Coefficient and Confidence Interval for Full Model
exp(coef) exp(-coef) lower .95 upper .95 p ď |z|

Citizenship Regime (0 = Sanguinis / 1 = Soli) 0.4820 2.0747 0.2019 1.151 0.1002
Autocracy Score (Polity) 1.0481 0.9541 0.9793 1.122 0.1752
Democracy Score (Polity) 0.9588 1.0429 0.8953 1.027 0.2289
log(Energy Consumption Per Capita)(COW) 1.1859 0.8432 0.8507 1.653 0.3144
Active Groups Count (EPR-ETH) 1.0028 0.9972 0.9452 1.064 0.9264
Post-Ethnic War (Balcells & Kalyvas 2014) 1.7107 0.5846 0.7483 3.911 0.2031
Multiple Power-Sharing Agreements (Hartzell & Hoddie 2015 / PAM) 2.6178 0.3820 1.2157 5.637 0.0139
Third-Party Peacekeeping (Mullenbach 2013 / Peace Accords Matrix) 0.4635 2.1576 0.2061 1.042 0.0629
Transborder-Ethnic Kin Groups Count (Cederman et al 2013) 0.9713 1.0295 0.8183 1.153 0.7394
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Figure 2.2: Survival Function of Probability of Peace without Group-Level Conflict
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To account for the possibility of between-country heterogeneity in addition to within-

country heterogeneity (taken into account through clustering standard errors at the coun-

try level), conditional frailty models also are estimated. These models address country-

specific heterogeneity, by modeling the multiplicative effect of the unobservable effects of

individual observations on the model’s baseline hazard function (Box-Steffensmeier and

Zorn 1991). They are similar to the estimation of random effects for hazard models. In

these conditional frailty models, when the outcome estimated is restricted to group-level

conflicts alone, citizenship is correlated with a decrease in group-level conflict but the

effect is not distinguishable from a null effect at a 95% confidence threshold. Further,

when the outcome includes ethnic wars, citizenship is not correlated with group-level con-

flict, and even when the comparatively influential effect of post-ethnic wars on group-level

conflict after war (when group-level conflict is inclusive of ethnic wars) is taken into ac-

count by removing the post-ethnic war variable, there is still no effect of citizenship on

group-level conflict after war.
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Table 2.7: Comparison of Conditional Frailty Models, Effect on Group-Level Conflict and Group-Level Conflict Including Ethnic
Wars

Country
Clustered

Full
Model

Group Conflict
w/ Eth. War

Group Conflict
w/ Eth. War

Citizenship (0 = Sanguinis / 1 = Soli) ´0.73˚ ´0.73˚ ´0.46 ´0.39
p0.44q p0.44q p0.40q p0.35q

Autocracy Score (Polity) 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.03
p0.03q p0.03q p0.03q p0.03q

Democracy Score (Polity) ´0.04 ´0.04 ´0.05 ´0.03
p0.04q p0.03q p0.03q p0.03q

log(Energy Consumption Per Capita) (COW) 0.18 0.18 0.15 0.11
p0.17q p0.17q p0.16q p0.14q

Active Groups Count (EPR-ETH) 0.00 0.00 ´0.00 0.00
p0.03q p0.03q p0.04q p0.03q

Post-Ethnic War (Balcells & Kalyvas 2014) 0.56 0.56 1.15˚˚

p0.42q p0.42q p0.40q
Multiple Power-Sharing Agreements (Hartzell & Hoddie 2015 / PAM) 0.99˚˚ 0.99˚˚ 0.39 0.35

p0.39q p0.38q p0.38q p0.34q
Third-Party Peacekeeping(Mullenbach 2013) ´0.77˚ ´0.77˚ ´0.17 ´0.37

p0.41q p0.41q p0.37q p0.33q
Transborder-Ethnic Kin Groups Count (Cederman et al 2013 ´0.03 ´0.03 ´0.16 ´0.04

p0.09q p0.09q p0.10q p0.08q
NpN “ 1q 111p58q 111p58q 111p58q 111p58q
Penalized marginal log-likelihood: ´160.29 ´160.29 ´232.69 ´228.29
Standard errors in parentheses
˚˚ indicates significance at p ď 0.05
˚ indicates significance at p ď 0.10
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An additional set of models estimates the effect of the same set of covariates on civil

war recurrence (47 total). Again, civil war is different than group-level conflict because

civil wars have a higher casualty threshold than group-level conflict, and the variable for

group-level conflict specifically indicates whether recruitment occurred on an ethnic basis

in the course of conflict. These findings indicate no statistically significant effect at a 90%

confidence threshold or higher for the citizenship variable. However, this further affirms

the theory—citizenship specifically constrains the mobility and escalation necessary for

violence on the basis of group identity, but not necessarily the recurrence of war in general.

Put differently, citizenship may be correlated with militant recruitment, but less so with

militant recruitment inclusive of ethnic war outbreaks, and even less so for civil war in

general.
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Table 2.8: Comparison of Base, Full Model, Full Model with Standard Errors Clustered at the Country Level, and Interaction Model
on Civil War Recurrence

Base
Model

Full
Model

Country
Clustered

Interaction
Model

Citizenship Regime (0 = Sanguinis / 1 = Soli) ´0.17 ´0.17 ´0.17 ´1.04˚˚

p0.34q p0.35q p0.34q p0.53q
Autocracy Score (Polity) 0.03 ´0.00 ´0.00 0.00

p0.03q p0.03q p0.03q p0.03q
Democracy Score (Polity) ´0.03 ´0.00 ´0.00 ´0.01

p0.03q p0.03q p0.03q p0.03q
log(Energy Consumption Per Capita) (COW) 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.06

p0.13q p0.13q p0.12q p0.12q
Active Groups Count (EPR-ETH) 0.00 0.04 0.04 0.04

p0.01q p0.03q p0.03q p0.03q
Post-Ethnic War (Balcells & Kalyvas 2014) 0.96˚˚ 0.96˚˚ 0.92˚˚

p0.38q p0.32q p0.32q
Multiple Power-Sharing Agreements (Hartzell & Hoddie 2015) ´0.41 ´0.41 ´0.31

p0.38q p0.38q p0.38q
Third-Party Peacekeeping (Mullenbach 2013 / PAM) ´0.41 ´0.41 ´0.50

p0.35q p0.31q p0.32q
Trans-border Ethnic Kin Groups Count (Cederman et al 2013) ´0.14 ´0.14˚ ´0.15˚

p0.09q p0.08q p0.08q
Citizenship Regime (0 = Sanguinis / 1 = Soli) x Active Groups Count (EPR-ETH) 0.14˚˚

p0.04q
NpN “ 1q 111p47q 111p47q 111p47q 111p47q
Wald Chi 2 2.45 12.02 16.86 37.34
Prob ą Chi 2 p “ 0.78 p “ 0.21 p “ 0.05 p “ 0.00
R2 0.02 0.11 0.11 0.14
Robust standard errors in parentheses
˚˚ indicates significance at p ď 0.05
˚ indicates significance at p ď 0.10
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In total, the above findings are consistent with theory expectations, and suggests that

citizenship specifically constrains mobilization on the basis of group identity. The offer of

citizenship to any resident born within a government’s territory as opposed to the offer of

citizenship to members of a particular group lowers the risk of group-level conflict onset

after war measured in militant recruitment on the basis of group identity.

2.8 Case Study

A case study of Côte d’Ivoire further clarifies the effect of citizenship on mobilization

for group-level conflict after war, and in particular how it constrains intergroup relations

in such a way so as to make non-ethnic disputes “ethnic”. Côte d’Ivoire is one of the

paradigmatic examples of how citizenship can be contentious, as contestation over citi-

zenship legislation was one of the major reasons driving the “First Ivoirian War” from

2002-2007.9 However, after the First Ivoirian War, given a relapse into war along ethnic

lines in 2011, an investigation into Côte d’Ivoire isolates how contention over citizenship

specifically affects the post-conflict period after a conflict where group differences were

used to support conflict mobilization.10 Through comparing how citizenship affects inter-

group relations before war, and affects intergroup relations after war in two post-conflict

peace spells in the same country, it’s possible to better answer two questions important

for understanding the effect of citizenship on group-level conflict after war:

1. How is the effect of citizenship on conflict distinct from the effects of a number of re-

lated institutions (e.g., property rights, elections, authoritarian party membership)?

2. How is the effect of citizenship on conflict different in the pre-conflict period as

9 Per the above, post-WWII Malaysia and several countries in Africa’s Great Lakes region (i.e., DRC,
Rwanda, Burundi, Uganda) are also prominent examples among others; Mamdani 1996, Slater 2009,
Peters 2013, Boone 2014, Keller 2014

10 From one perspective, periodizing the wars into a first and second war, is somewhat misleading as the
actors, cleavages, and conflict goals were largely continuous in the 2002-2007 period and the 2010-2011
period. However, as the 2010-2011 period represented a remobilization after an attempted ceasefire in
the interim, it will be referred to as the Second Ivoirian War. In the still-nascent scholarship about the
2010-2011 violence, which resulted in an estimated 3,000 civilian deaths, the 2010-2011 violence is often
referred to as the 2010-2011 “post-election crisis”.
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opposed to the post-conflict period—how does citizenship specifically exacerbate

or mitigate issues created by the termination of conflict and the need to form an

impartial, post-conflict representative government?

This case study illustrates how citizenship serves as an elite agreement about demo-

graphic mobility, and can be biased toward nationwide elite preferences or region-specific

elite preferences, and as a result can secure an intertemporal advantage for a nationwide

or region-specific faction in elite competition through maintaining a cross-regional con-

stituency of support by the coordination of rewards for constituents (citizens) and sanc-

tions for non-constituents (non-citizens) and the restriction of the conditions for change in

that constituency. Before war (but after regime change), to recruit support for a national

government beyond a sub-national ethnic constituency where there are large numbers

of ethnically-homogenous migrants, an election mobilization strategy coordinated around

citizenship can be employed by political elites to form a national ethnic constituency

(Crook 1997; Redding 2003). As a “horizontal” identity, sub-national regional elites fac-

ing the threat of parity in elite competition can employ an election mobilization strategy

coordinated around citizenship and secure a national government (Crook 1997; Stew-

art 2002). Further, through formalizing this “horizontal identity” and making electoral,

property, and other rights contingent on citizenship, these elite leaders can both target

voters within a specified constituency, and reward them with spoils after elections (Boone

& Kriger 2010; Klaus & Mitchell 2015). In addition, through formalizing this “horizon-

tal identity” these elite leaders can limit the demographic mobility of those outside this

constituency and through the spatial implications of this mobility affect the settlement

patterns of communities possessing or not possessing citizenship status (Herbst 2014),

physically limiting the coalitions that could form between those within the “citizen” con-

stituency and those outside (i.e., through urban-rural or interregional mobilization). In

effect, after being elected, elites can set the conditions for coalitional mobility, and thereby

coalitional change, so as to maintain this winning coalition indefinitely.
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After war, this restriction of demographic mobility through restrictive citizenship poli-

cies and its use as a coordinating principle of membership to maintain elite ruling coalitions

indefinitely can exacerbate the problems of internal displacement caused by war, affecting

civilian populations at large. In particular, restrictive citizenship policies can exacerbate

the property restitution issues caused by war, and exacerbate the problems of agreeing to

impartial national governmental institutions after war, such as elections and legislatures.

In addition, citizenship restrictions can exacerbate revenge violence committed on the

basis of a group identity that was salient in war and broaden the scope of coordination of

insurgent action against the post-conflict government (Balcells 2016, Petersen 2002, Alden

Wily 2010: 34-35). In short, the creation of a partisan national identity on the basis of cit-

izenship status can make negotiation itself over the mediating institutions of post-conflict

government so conflictual and subject to competition between state and non-state au-

thorities, so as to make it prohibitive. The partial regulation of citizenship can make a

host of local-level conflicts brought on by war termination “national”—particularly those

related to property disputes and elections (Mitchell 2014)—and make it difficult to set

the institutional conditions necessary to reform nationwide cleavages that initially led to

war onset.

In sum, the Ivoirian case confirms the core assumption of the theory: as elite com-

petition moves from dominance to parity after war, the elite faction with comparative

dominance becomes more likely to constrain coalitional change, directly through violence

and indirectly through the segregation of government institutions according to identity.

As such, if citizenship favors elites biased toward the recognition of national authority

(i.e., jus soli citizenship) as opposed to specific regional authority (i.e., jus sanguinis citi-

zenship) when there are regions with concentrations of non-citizens that make citizens a

local minority, jus soli citizenship may confuse mobilization on the basis of a group-based

identity by permitting and increasing the likelihood that non-citizens groups can mobi-

lize away or against violence committed against them, and mobilize citizen/non-citizen

coalitions to assist in opposing such a threat.
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2.9 Pre-conflict

2.9.1 Elite competition under an authoritarian party regime

In Côte d’Ivoire, from independence in 1960 to the introduction of multi-party elections

in 1990, under a single-party authoritarian regime controlled by the ruling party, the

Democratic Party of Côte d’Ivoire (PDCI) led by President Felix Houphouët-Boigny,

maintained a nationwide elite constituency through a strategy of party-directed economic

growth led by the expansion of an extensive frontier for cocoa and coffee plantations in

southwest Ivory Coast fueled by party-directed migrant labor (Zolberg 2015; Marshall-

Fratani 2007; Chauveau and Richards 2007; Woods 2003).

The regulation of party and non-party differences among nationwide elites was main-

tained through a strong network of para-statal organizations and civil service institutions

(Luig; Boone 1995, 2014.) Elite competition that might have been destabilizing to the

PDCI’s regime maintenance was avoided through the mechanisms of party recruitment

and patronage (Bakary 1997; Boone & Krieger 2010). Non-elite constituencies were sat-

isfied through policies that encouraged migrant communities in the north and southeast

to serve as migrant labor developing the plantations of the southeast (Marshall-Fratani

2007).

Leading up to the time of independence in 1960, the PDCI emerged as the lone compet-

ing political party for control of the government. A host of reasons explain this emergence

but what is notable is how the party overcame nationwide ethnic, religious, and linguistic

differences to emerge as the sole authoritarian party in control of government (Zolberg

2015). To outline that diversity, in 1998, 74 percent of the total population claimed

Ivoirian nationality. Of this 74 percent, Northern ethnic groups made up about 32 per-

cent of Ivorians, split between the speakers of Northern Mande and speakers of Voltaic.

Southern groups made up the remainder. In terms of religious affiliation, the country

was mainly Muslim (39 percent according to the 1998 census; Boone and Kriger 2010

quoting Bassett 2003), and the south was a mix of Protestants, Catholics (12 percent;

Crook 1997), and indigenous religions (Toungara 2001). Of the 26 percent of the to-
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tal population that claimed non-Ivoirian nationality, most were Voltaic-speaking migrant

agricultural workers from Burkina Faso (Toungara 2001).

In total, in Côte d’Ivoire, there are over sixty ethnic groups classified into five cultural

clusters (Akan, Krou, Mande North and South, and Senoufo) meshed in a strong regional

divide between the Muslim-dominated north and Christian-dominated south. The Akan-

speaking Baoule that dominate the PDCI only account for around 20 percent of the

population, and the Akan around 26 percent overall. None of these five ethno-cultural

clusters are in a position to dominate demographically. The regional divide is sharpened

by economic disparities between the relatively successful south and the impoverished

north. Per the above demographic statistics, and compared with neighboring states, large

immigrant populations reside in Côte d’Ivoire, especially from neighbouring northern

countries who share similar cultures with northern Ivoirians (Crook, 1997: 216; Bah,

2009: 601).

Despite the PDCI’s maintenance of regime stability against challengers mobilizing sup-

port through a group identity, as Richard Banegas characterized pre-1990 Côte d’Ivoire,

“The country was not a melting pot. Rather, there was a cohabitation and a division of

labour between communities.” (McGovern 2011 quoting Banegas 2006: 6). Once the co-

coa frontier disappeared in the 1980s, the spoils of cocoa and coffee declined that enabled

the party to “pay off” opposition within the party and outside. As a result, IMF loans

were conditioned on introducing multiparty elections and Houphouët-Boigny complied, in

1990, winning the subsequent election with 82 percent of the vote in a 68 percent turnout

(Crook 1997: 220). Houphouët-Boigny died soon after, at the age 88, in 1993, having led

Côte d’Ivoire since its independence in 1960, and even beforehand from 1945 onwards af-

ter late colonial Côte d’Ivoire’s first elections. Upon Houphouët-Boigny’s death, just after

the introduction of multi-party elections in 1990, citizenship emerged as a key contentious

issue in electoral politics.
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2.9.2 Regime change and electoral mobilization of ethno-regional coalitions

Due to party-directed migration and land tenure policies, upon the transition to multi-

party elections in 1990, there were concentrations of migrants residing in areas of the

southwest where they were demographic majorities and their indigenous hosts were in

the minority. A cleavage between native “autochthons” and non-native migrants that

had been latent during the party’s height, became more prominent with the transition to

elections. Put differently, as of 1990 there were several possible urban centers and regions

of potential opposition to the PDCI authoritarian regime due to the fragmentation of

elites previously united by party control.

As of 1990, Richard Crook describes how in center and southwest Côte d’Ivoire, the

impact of thirty years of uncontrolled migration into the area, mainly by people from

the Baoule region, the north and the Sahelian states (mainly Burkina Faso) had created

bitter conflict between natives (also known as autochthons) and migrants (also known

as strangers) over land and employment. Similar tensions existed in the urban areas

between Ivoirians and foreign Africans. In the southeast, the legacy of a historic ethnic

stratification had been consolidated through political mobilization in the 1950s, a period

during which Baoule migrants attempted to move into the cocoa industry, beginning in the

southeast. These old resentments between the center/southwest and the southeast, were

compounded by the impact of regional economic decline as the cocoa frontier shifted to the

southwest in the 1970s-80s. Opposition as a result crystallized around a sense of relative

regional deprivation. In response to these thirty-year trends in inter-regional competition

the main message emerging from the southwest/center anchored FPI in 1990, therefore—

the means by which it gathered support at the grass roots in both the south-western

and the south-eastern regions and in Abidjan—was to stress that Houphouet-Boigny’s

formerly one-party PDCI (possessing cross-regional appeal but anchored in the southeast)

was a regime that had systematically favoured the interests of particular Ivoirian ethnic

groups—Baoule and groups from the north—and of foreigners. (Crook 1997: 222)

Indeed, in the “early 1990s, Laurent Gbagbo denounced President Houphouët’s will-
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ingness to give voting rights to citizens of the Economic Commnity of West African

States (ECOWAS) and described negatively these voters as “election fodder”. However,

ultimately, the 1990 electoral opposition by the FPI against the incumbent PDCI on

the basis of the land grievances of disparate southwest indigenous leaders against their

PDCI-backed migrant “guests” was unsuccessful (Crook 1997: 233):

“To some extent...[Gbagbo’s FPI] attempted to build a national basis of sup-
port by arousing an Ivorian xenophobic nationalism. In the big cities such as
Abidjan, there was already a well-established potential for such a movement;
but unfortunately for the opposition, turnout in the main cities was particu-
larly low. This meant that in the rest of the country the FPI’s tactics were
the opposite of what was required, according to the logic of electoral conflict
outlined [above]. There was no way that the FPI could build a winning na-
tional coalition of interests or create a ‘national’ identity by appealing only to
particular ethno-regional minorities and attacking the rest of the population.
Even in the multi-ethnic cocoa areas of the far south west, where the economic
grievances of farmers as a class group might have formed a basis for a serious
challenge to the regime, the FPI was let down by its [parochial/region-specific]
image and outsmarted by PDCI manipulations of the migrant and foreigner
vote...”

Unlike Houphouët-Boigny’s PDCI, the FPI opposition was unable to extend its south-

western constituency predominantly composed of Bete ethnic groups to a broader nation-

wide constituency, and so lost the 1990 election. However, the xenophobia of Gbagbo’s

FPI in the 1990 elections became a nationwide electoral mobilization strategy in the 1995

election, after Houphouet-Boigny’s death raised the question of who would succeed him as

the leader of the PDCI. Two possible successors emerged, Alessaine Ouattara and Henri

Bedie. Ouattara was a northern Muslim whose natural constituency would likely be Côte

d’Ivoire’s north. However, Ouattara was also leading a reform initiative that would bring

radical private reform to the government’s parastatal organizations and civil service, and

so deprive the incumbent PDCI party of a means of providing spoils to elites within the

party. Bedie was the president of the national assembly and per the constitution was

designated to be the president to be. Thus, a conflict emerged, and in response Outtara

formed a splinter party, the RDR.

In response, Bedie and the PDCI advanced a new electoral strategy that would
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“expand his political base by forging a new coalition with long-marginalised and long-

aggrieved southwestern constitutencies, including the core FPI supporters, and other

anti-Houphouet constituencies in the South. Bedie envisioned a new electoral coalition

made up of the non-Muslim, non-northern Ivoiriens, who could be pulled together as the

peoples of the ‘Greater South’ (Le Grand Sud). Together, the non-Muslim populations

of the southeast, centre, and southwest would comprise close to 55 or 60 percent of the

Ivoirien population an electoral majority [Bassett, 2003]” (Boone and Kriger 2010: 188).

The successor within the PDCI, Bedie sought to draw support from Gbagbo and the

FPI’s base and coopted their xenophobia through the concept of Ivorite (developed by a

cadre of PDCI intellectuals), to define ethnic citizenship in such a way so as to politically

align the dominant Baoule group of the southeast and the Bete group of the southwest, and

exclude the mostly migrant Muslims of the north (Akindes 2004; Marshall-Fratani 2007).

This concept was the basis of a mobilization strategy that denied electoral, property, and

civil service access to northern groups in a coordinated fashion.

Such a strategy met two goals: weaken Outtara’s RDR as an electoral force; and,

win over the southwest, stronghold of the Gbagbo-led anti-Houphouet-Boigny, anti-PDCI

movement. (Boone and Kriger 2010: 189, Crook 1997: 222). To that end, the PDCI,

passed an electoral law in 1994 that made eligibility for President conditional on citizenship—

effectively sidelining Outtara—and creating two types of Ivorian citizen, those of ‘pure’

Ivorian origin, and those of ‘mixed heritage’. The new electoral code stipulated that no

foreigner could vote in an Ivoirian election, revoking long-time Houphouët-Boigny policy

(Boone and Kriger 2010; Marshall-Fratani 2007). Police, the military, and gangs across

the South took it upon themselves to enforce this provision by confiscating and destroying

the national identity cards of Muslims and individuals with northern-sounding surnames,

on the grounds that the national identity documents may have been acquired fraudulently

or under the patronage of the now-defunct Houphouet regime. Further, this rule restrict-

ing Presidential eligibility on the basis of citizenship was written into the 1994 Ivorien

constitution, and elaborated in a 1996 manifesto outlining the requirements of Ivorite
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citizenship published by PDCI ideologues (Marshall-Fratani 2007: 46).

This led to a series of counter-mobilizations on the basis of ethnicity that are beyond

the scope of this case study. However, in terms of this study’s theoretical framework,

the “exclusive” nature of the Ivoirite concept—a cross-regional electoral mobilization

strategy—began as a PDCI co-optation of the FPI platform, and in response in the

1995 election, an FPI-RDR coalition mobilized with a strategy that accused the PDCI

of stirring up war against the mostly Muslim north. “[B]y the mid-1990s, Côte d’Ivoire

was locked in a three-way political battle involving the FPI,with strong support from [the

Krou ethno-cultural cluster group], the left and students; the PDCI, with strong support

from the Akan [ethno-cultural cluster] and loyal Houphouetists, and the RDR, with strong

support from Muslims of northern origin, free market liberals, and technocrats. That ba-

sic tripartite political split was in play from the mid-1990s through the 2010 elections.”

(Straus 2015: 132)

In the context of this tripartite political split between the FPI, PDCI, and RDR,

in 1995, Ouattara and the RDR were excluded from electoral competition due to the

possibility of Ouattara’s northern Muslim ethnic origins (and alleged non-citizenship and

non-eligibility for candidacy under the 1994 electoral code), and as a result, an FPI-RDR

alliance boycotted the election while Bedie and the PDCI won the vote with a minimal

threshold (57%) for them to still legitimately hold office (Boone and Kriger 2010: 189).

Then, in 1998, the institution of a new land tenure regime made the possession of property

rights conditional on citizenship, an institutional reform that was both comprehensive and

catalytic for the escalation of host-migrant mobilization over property disputes from a

region-specific to a nationwide cleavage based on ethnic (and religious grievances) (Langer

2010: 4-6; Basedau et al. 2013). In December 1999, the presence of these grievances

within the armed forces led to a coup d’etat resulting in the forcible removal of Bedie and

the PDCI. Subsequently, the military forces began to apply to the same above-mentioned

“Ivoirité” strategy used by the PDCI and excluded the Ouattara-led RDR party leading up

to an election in 2000. A violently contested election led to the Gbagbo-led FPI’s victory
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and control over the government in 2000, and the RDR’s refusal of the election outcome

due to the exclusion of Ouattara on the basis of his citizenship status. In keeping with

having been the originator of the xenophobic Ivoirité electoral mobilization strategy in

the 1990 election (outlined above), Gbagbo and the FPI continued the citizenship politics

of Ivoirité, the election code, land tenure regime articulated by the mid-1990s PDCI, and

complemented it with a national identification program to determine whether Ivorian

residents were citizens or not. In response, the Ouattara-led RDR rebelled against the

Gbago/FPI-controlled government, and on 1 October 2002 formally declared war against

the Gbagbo regime (Langer 2010: 4-6).

In sum, due to a number of factors—the decline of the southwestern cocoa frontier,

reduction in economic growth, reduction in political patronage positions, and the absence

of a stable land tenure regime until 1998—unmediated conflicts over property may have

been expected in Cote d’Ivoire prior to the outbreak of war in 2002. However, due to the

presence of the above ethno-regional constituencies coordinated through elite negotiation

of the institution of citizenship, property disputes became subject to nationwide contesta-

tion on an ethnic basis. A PDCI-party think-tank devised the concept of Ivorite (Akindes

2004; Marshall-Fratani 2007). Bedie and the PDCI specifically defined citizenship so as

to restrict mobility due to the increase in elite competition from dominance to parity

among party and non-party elites after Houphouet-Boigny’s death. Further, Bedie took

the strategy of the party that represented the southwest (Gbagbo’s FPI) to create a re-

gional political coalition on an ethnic basis. The outcome of this Bedie-Gbagbo-Ouattara

post-1990 elite negotiation of citizenship as a coordinating institution for ethno-regional

constituencies, was that by 2002—in contrast to the maintenance of a cross-ethnic, cross-

regional, elite coalition by Houphouet-Boigny from 1960-1990—to be southern was to

be largely Christian, animist, and a landowner. To be northern was to be Muslim and

migrant.
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2.9.3 Comparison between pre-conflict Côte d’Ivoire with Ghana

A comparison to the neighboring countries further clarifies how citizenship constrains

intergroup interaction. The surrounding countries have a similar geography, post-colonial

institutional legacy, with national-level contention over land tenure, and antagonisms that

emerge between indigenous communities and migrants particularly catalyzed by unem-

ployed youth. What differentiates Côte d’Ivoire from these neighboring countries “is the

way in which national politicians have recuperated these local tensions in their attempts

to turn the politics of resentment to their electoral advantage, and to encourage the use

of violence to accede and hold on to power.” (McGovern 2011: 70)

In particular, Ghana has a similarly large share of migrants within its population as

Côte d’Ivoire, as well as a similar geography that led to a “cocoa boom” in the 1960s-

70s. Per some of the same dynamics witnessed in Côte d’Ivoire, Ghana has experienced

nationwide conflict over property disputes (Whitaker 2015), as well as electoral politics

involving migrants (Kobo 2010). However, despite several coups leading to regime change,

neither property disputes nor anti-immigrant electoral politics have escalated to nation-

wide war mobilized on the basis of intergroup or migrant-native differences as they have

in Côte d’Ivoire. A key difference is the means by which colonial authorities and then

the postcolonial regime incorporated chiefs as regional elite leaders in Ghana. During

the British colonial era, customary law adjudicated by the chiefs was incorporated into

the nationwide common law and formally recognized as a distinct form of law under the

control of the national government. The Ghanaian government formally protected the

claims of regional elites to complete discretion over communal territories within their ju-

risdiction and their claims for the allegiance and labor of residents under that jurisdiction,

particularly migrant residents. Case in point, the perceived economic pre-dominance of

migrants in Ghana led to the expulsion of an estimated 200,000 immigrants from Ghana

in 1969 through the Aliens Compliance Order of 1969 (Crook 2001; Kobo 2010). In Côte

d’Ivoire by contrast:

“For indigenous Bete populations of the Southwest, Houphouet’s dictum ‘The
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land belongs to he who farms it’ was something close to a [decree] giving Baoule
farmers carte blanche access to Bete lands and freeing immigrant land seekers
from any obligations to indigenous host communities....The Houphouet regime
found it expeditious to try to atomize and privatize local conflicts, rather than
to collective and politicize them by bringing the issue into the public sphere. In
effect, rulers’ strategy in this domain denied all parties claim to state resources
in the fighting out of local conflicts.” (Boone 2003: 220)

This comparison affirms the argument that when elite competition is perceived to be

near parity, and territories feature large concentrations of migrants, citizenship may be

formalized in such a way so as to maintain a coalition through restricting the demographic

mobility of that community, and thereby conditions for change and securing a constituency

of support indefinitely. In a democracy this may be an electoral coalition; in an autocracy

this may be a intra-party coalition. Citizenship constrains intergroup interactions by

setting the kinds of coalitions that can be formed at the regional level between citizens

and non-citizens and the competition of those citizen/non-citizen coalitions for political

representation, for reasons of maintaining certain kinds of elite ruling coalitions. In Cote

d’Ivoire the informality of protections over citizenship, coupled with the formal protection

of migration meant that the government could secure votes from migrant groups and

prevent a challenge to the regime from indigenous groups. As Boone notes:

“Gbagbo’s party [the FPI] drew a direct link between the question of party
control over the national government on the one hand, and the question of
distribution of land rights in the southwest on the other. The FPI denounced
the Houphouet regime’s distribution of voter card to foreigners and individuals
of “dubious citizenship,” arguing that it was only the protection of the ruling
PDCI that had allowed noncitizens and ethnic strangers—above all the Baoule
clients of the regime—to establish control over so much land in the regions
of Gagnoa, San Pedro, and the far west, and only the electoral support of
the foreigners that kept the PDCI in power. The core supporters of the FPI
believed that overturning the PDCI regime at the national level would lead
to a redistribution (restitution) of land rights, in their favor, in their home
region.” (Boone 2010: 269)

Elsewhere, Boone points out that it was Houphouët-Boigny’s power-sharing with, and

deference to, regional indigenous leaders in northern Côte d’Ivoire (such as the above-

mentioned Gban Coulibaly clan), that led to a land tenure regime and citizenship policy
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much more deferential to local regional elites in northern Côte d’Ivoire from the 1960s

to the 1990s (Boone 2003: chapter 5). Citizenship represents the possibility of that link

being made between national-level elite coalitional change and the local distribution of

rights. It serves this purpose as an agreement over mobility, specifically demographic

mobility, and, through its spatial implications and effects on the formation of durable

constituencies of support over time, affecting national-level coalitional change.

2.10 Post-conflict

2.10.1 Citizenship and the negotiation of conflict termination

As mentioned above, the First Ivoirian War eventually lasted from 2002-2007. Initially,

conflict termination could not be agreed to unless the terms of citizenship within the post-

conflict government were agreed upon (Bah 2010). The Linas-Marcoussis Agreement of

2003 was proposed by France and was not successful for a number of reasons. However,

“[t]he details of the internationally mediated peace agreements weighed heavily on power

sharing, ceasefire, and election modalities at the expense of creating a mechanism to re-

solve the citizenship issue.” (Bah 2010: 599). “The main part of the agreement focused

on the distribution of power instead of the core citizenship issue...The agreement touched

on citizenship but treated it as an administrative problem that could be rectified by

proper application of extant laws...Northerners challenged the spirit of the interpretation

of the laws. They saw it as insensitive to the chasms in birth records, the urban roots

of many Ivorians, and the social dislocations emanating from internal migration. South-

erners continued to view citizenship...mostly along the lines of jus sanguinis...Northerners

tied citizenship to place of birth (jus soli) and settlement... [the agreement] failed to

address the contentions about the definition and proof of citizenship. The belligerents

retreated to their own definitions of citizenship and squabbled over birth records and na-

tionality certificates, which poisoned the whole agreement.” (Bah 2009: 606-7) A number

of researchers note the electoral motivations for this rejection:
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“While the FPI leadership portrayed the Linas-Marcoussis Agreement as an
attack on Côte d’Ivoire‘s sovereignty, they also opposed the Agreement be-
cause they feared that the provision for naturalising immigrants born in the
country before 1972, and by extension their children, could substantially in-
crease the electoral support for the RDR and its leader, Alassane Ouattara
(International Crisis Group 2003). The naturalisation of large numbers of
foreign immigrants could also undercut FPI promises to its south-western
constituency that land held by foreigners was going to be returned to its orig-
inal owners (Marshall-Fratani 2007). The FPI leadership therefore decided to
block the full implementation of the Linas-Marcoussis Agreement.” (Langer
2010: 8)

After several interim agreements, the April 2005 Pretoria Agreement sought to im-

plement the Linas-Marcoussis Agreement by coming to agreement on a disarmament,

demobilization, and reintegration plan for the security forces and forming an electoral im-

plementation body. However, the agreement ultimately collapsed when the parties could

not agree on eligibility for the president, previously made conditional on citizenship in

the above-mentioned 1994 electoral code. (Bah 2009: 609)

Finally, the 2007 Ouagadougou Agreement began to resolve the fighting, in part, by

clarifying the participants in post-conflict state and society. The agreement to negotiate

a termination agreement occurred within the context of several trends: 1.) a “clear

sense of war fatigue among the masses and realization by the elite that outright military

victory was elusive; 2.) a UN mandate (UNSC 1721) that threatened the expired electoral

mandate of Gbagbo; and, 3.) a shift in the attitude of President Blaise Compaore of

Burkina Faso, suspected of supporting the northern rebels who likely realized that peace

would ensure the flow of remittances to Burkina Faso.” (International Crisis Group 2007)

In response, as a break in negotiations to date, Gbagbo initiated the request to ask

President Compaore to facilitate the direct talks between the government and rebels.

These overarching trends notwithstanding, these agreements began not with a power-

sharing formula but rather a recognition that central to a suitable termination agreement

was a resolution of the identification problem present in the institution of citizenship

established prior to the war:

“I. General identification of the population: The Parties signatories to this
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Agreement recognize that the identification of the Ivorian and foreign pop-
ulations living in Cote d’Ivoire is a major concern. The absence of a clear
and standard identity document and of individual administrative documents
attesting to the identity and nationality of persons is a source of conflict...”
(UN Security Council, S/2007/144, 2007)

Without the coordination that the institution of citizenship provided it would not be

possible to negotiate the powersharing outlined in the Linas-Marcoussis agreement with-

out reverting to war, since both elections and property ownership were contingent on

citizenship per Ivory Coast’s pre-conflict institutions. As such, the parties agreed to an

identification process by which citizenship could be verified and credentials established.

“Though the agreement did not define Ivorian citizenship, it provided a mechanism for

resolving the Ivorite citizenship grievances.” (Bah 2010: 611) Prior to the talks, in 2006,

the rebels had proposed an identification process but the Ouagadogou mechanism simpli-

fied the previously-proposed identification process by including a mobile element whereby

government-sanctioned mobile courts could at once identify Ivorian nationals, register

citizens for elections, and issue residence permits for non-citizens, also including addi-

tional elements such as issuing forgery-proof documents and an adequate grace period for

registration and identification (Bah 2010: 611; Piccolino 2015).11

11 Some suggest that the talks themselves were a pretense but this does not take away the constraint of
citizenship as a coordination device between national -level leaders in elite competition and existing and
potential ethno-regional constituents: “From Gbagbo‘s perspective, the Ouagadougou peace process was
very successful, because it kept him in power even though his mandate had ended in October 2005. In
light of the increasing pressure from the international donor community, however, Gbagbo recognised that
elections had to be held. But free and fair elections brought considerable risks with them. As Horowitz
(1985) has pointed out, in divided societies elections often basically amount to ethnic censuses: people
vote for ethnic parties, and the largest ethnic group, or coalition of groups, wins. Gbagbo understood this
logic. Given that his ethno-regional support base (i.e. mainly the Southwest) was too small to guarantee
him an electoral victory, he did his best to delay the elections as long as possible. The results of the
presidential elections confirmed Horowitz’ logic of ethnic numbers, with Gbagbo predominantly winning
the votes of the people from the Southwest, Ouattara predominantly gaining among the northern people
and Konan Bedie winning in the southeast. In the presidential run-off, while Gbagbo continued to rely
on the votes of the Southwest, due to the alliance between the RDR and the PDCI, Ouattara was able
to expand his electoral support to the southeast, thereby giving him the edge in the electoral outcome.
Given the stakes, losing power was not an option for Gbagbo and his associates and they therefore had to
develop a post-elections strategy. The strategy they came up with—claiming electoral fraud in the north
and getting the Constitutional Court to proclaim Gbagbo as winner of the presidential elections—is a
familiar one and worked relatively well for Gbagbo, at least until several weeks before his capture. Until
this time, Gbagbo not only stayed in power but the international community was prepared to negotiate
with him over the terms of his departure of office.” (Langer 2010: 15)
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Despite the prospects of peace in 2007, conflict erupted again from 2010-2011, along

the same north-south lines that led to the initial onset of violence in 2002. At first, un-

der the terms of the 2007 Ouagadougou Agreement discussed above, individual claims

were evaluated, and documentation was granted. By December 2008, there were “around

3,000 registration sites and approximately 2.8 million people who had registered (Bah

2010: 614). In addition, the process of demobilizing and disarming the northern rebels

and southern militias had made some progress, and the national government based in

the south had redeployed to the north (McGovern 2011: 210). In the November 2010

election, an essentially PDCI-RDR alliance backed Ouattara’s candidacy, and Gbagbo’s

FPI rejected the results announced by the independent electoral commission verified by a

number of international actors. In response, targeted sanctions were levied against Gbago

by international and regional institutions. At this point the “Second Ivoirian Civil War”

began. A U.S. Congressional Research Service report describes how the contested election

outcome heightened political tension and sparked political violence, including numerous

killings. This political violence committed by the FPI put a self-proclaimed Gbagbo gov-

ernment at odds with the U.N. Security Council, regional organizations, and key donor

governments involved in monitoring, vetting, or helping to administer the electoral process

consistent with the 2007 Ouagadougou Agreement. President Gbagbo and his adminis-

tration became the targets of intense and wide-ranging diplomatic, political, financial,

and threatened military international pressure aimed at forcing Gbagbo to concede the

election and hand state power over to Ouattara...” (Cook 2011: 20-1). In December 2010,

limited armed conflict began by pro-Gbagbo and FPI supporters, followed by targeted

attacks by pro-Gbagbo militiamen stopping hundreds at checkpoints based on a person’s

dress or name on an identity card. Urban displacement soared as Abdijan was attacked;

the threat of targeted attacks on the basis of migrant status also occurred, as “[i]n the

weeks leading up to the first round of elections, many migrants in these regions had re-

ceived threats from ‘autochthons’ that if Gbagbo were to lose the election, their land

would be expropriated” (Mitchell 2014: 130). In response, in March 2011, the northern
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rebels began an offensive to take over the country which ended in April 2011 with the

storming of Gbagbo’s residence in Abidjan and arrest of him, his wife, and allies. Armed

groups loyal to Gbagbo, though, continued to maintain the violence. For example, one

group killed 100 people alone in Abidjan the day after his arrest. However, by mid-May

the fighting had ended. (HRW 2011: 6; Cook 2011)

In the Second Ivoirian Civil War, by June 2011, the UN estimated that 3,000 civilians

had been killed from 2010-2011 (Straus 2015: 146), with some of the worst violence

occurring in Douekoue where pro-Ouattara and RDR rebel forces captured the city from

pro-Gbagbo and FPI forces and killed hundreds of civilians of the Guere group (Straus

2015 quoting UN Human Rights Commission reports: 146; HRW “They Killed Them Like

It Was Nothing”). Ouattara was soon after recognized as the legitimate leader of Cote

d’Ivoire.

2.10.2 Citizenship and post-conflict group-level conflict

Accordingly, of concern to this study’s analysis of the effect on citizenship on group-level

conflict after war, Côte d’Ivoire presents two peace spells where the effect of citizenship

can be evaluated: 2007-2010, and 2011-present (December 2015).

For the 2007-2010 period, a 2009 report from the Internal Displacement Monitoring

Centre (IDMC) points to the difficulty of property restitution after war (McCallin and

Montemurro 2009). After conflict termination in 2007, numbers on internal displacement

were scant but the 2009 report estimated that there were approximately 709,000 internally

displacement persons after the 2002-2007 violence. Of that, an estimated 300,000-500,000

resided in the capital city of Abidjan, which hosted roughly 40-70% of the internally dis-

placed persons nationwide (McCallin and Montemurro 2009: 3). In addition to the capital,

countrywide, the western Ivorian forest regions bordering Liberia hosted the largest con-

centration of refugees.12 Targeted violence took place in both locales. In the forest region,

this violence took place on an ethnic basis by trans-border ethnic kin hired as mercenaries.

12 At its peak level, Côte d’Ivoire sent anywhere from approximately 20,000-40,000 refugees and hosted
75,971 refugees in-country, most from neighboring Liberia which experienced civil war from 1999-2003.
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This violence was supplemented by vigilante justice (Norwegian Refugee Council 2012).

For the 2011-present period, the UN estimated 700,000 became displaced internally, and

that 150,000-220,000 became refugees in neighboring countries from 2010-2011 (UNHCR;

UNHCR 2014: http://www.unhcr.org/53314ea49.html).

Overall, from 2002-2014, based on an Ivorian government profiling exercise, IDMC

estimated that more than 2.3 million people had been internally displaced during the

period, 1.1 million during the 2002-2007 violence, with the peak figure in 2003. As of

mid-2014, of those 2.3 million, 300,889 were still living in internal displacement, 62% of

those internally-displaced persons in Abidjan. In this context, amidst internal displace-

ment in Cote d’Ivoire and refugees departing and entering the country, returning property

to returnees provided a difficult task particularly in the presence of contention over citi-

zenship, the absence of a reliable process of distinguishing citizens from non-citizens, and

the nascent nature of the 1998 land tenure regime. 13

In this context, during the first-post-conflict period from 2007-2010, a 2009 IDMC

report not only describes the special problems posed by property disputes after war, but

also how citizenship and its role in the pre-conflict 1998 land tenure law affected the post-

conflict perception of property disputes as ethnic disputes and the increased the likelihood

that the scope of coordination around opposing sides of property disputes might become

national issues contested on a collective basis. Far from an academic question posed in

2009, these kinds of conflict eventually affected the onset of violence in 2010 surrounding

the election (as outlined above), and did affect the tensions surrounding violence in the

peace period from 2011 to the present.

13 After the First and Second Ivoirian Civil War, the difficulty of non-citizens obtaining land rights
became conflictual; that said, one should neither over-estimate or under-estimate the effect of war on
property disputes. As Liz Alden Wily points out in a cross-national overview of post-conflict property
disputes (Wily 2009: 39): “With the exception of multiple claims of ownership arising through war
and post-war conditions, the requirements for [land] tenure reform are broadly the same as those which
non-conflicted countries have to grapple with...At the same time, the notion that best practice examples
abundantly exist in non-conflict states is false...This is especially so in regard to some founding issues
that still elude less pressured reformisms. These include the need for more innovative approaches to
prompt regularization of the occupancy of millions of urban poor, along with much greater provision of
mass social housing; simpler mechanisms to deliver collective titling en masse, particularly where high-
value pastoral, forest or mineral resources are at stake; and the development of approaches that reconcile
strongly held notions of ethnically defined dominion over (tribal) land areas with freedom of settlement.”
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In the second post-conflict period from 2011 to the present, after the cessation in

violence in 2011, the conditionality of property ownership on citizenship compounded

restitution issues in the post-conflict setting, making these property disputes, “ethnic”:

“Following Gbagbo’s capture and Ouattara’s accession to Presidential power
in 2011, historic supporters of the former President...took much longer to re-
turn to their communities than other displaced populations. Both refugees
who identified as members of indigenous groups in camps in Liberia and re-
cently returned internally displaced people (IDPs) from the indigenous com-
munity in Côte d’Ivoire claimed that now they were the ones who could not
access their land. They argued that migrant groups remained armed despite
the cessation of hostilities. In some areas, these complaints appeared to con-
stitute a straightforward reversal of fortune, where members of the migrant
community now felt they held the upper hand. However, in other Ivoirian
villages, members of the migrant community complained that they currently
were the ones who could not access their farms and that members of the in-
digenous community were aiding the pro-Gbagbo militias across the border in
Liberia. Regardless of whether power dynamics had been inverted
in border villages, or had simply destabilized as a result of the cri-
sis, interviews and focus groups suggested that the relationship be-
tween members of different ethnic communities remained fragile if
not fractured by the post-election crisis. Not surprisingly, land dis-
putes also reflected the poor relationship between different ethnic
communities. [emphasis added]” (Norwegian Refugee Council 2012: 18)

Without institutions that would permit individuals who were unclear about their cit-

izenship status to clarify their status and institutions that would permit non-citizens to

participate in a post-conflict society, the renegotiation of post-conflict government became

very difficult in both the 2007-2010 and 2011-present peace periods. Also, in the absence

of government resources to enforce the pre-2002 restrictions over citizenship it had put

into place, reforming government became difficult. Lest the above citations suggest that

making participation in the renegotiation of the post-conflict government conditional on

citizenship was restricted to the realm of property rights, the conditionality of campaign

entry and voting on citizenship also made it very difficult to hold impartial elections

during the 2007-2010 period:

“Gbagbo was able to signal to his Ivorian supporters [in the 2010 elections]
that elections signaled a threat of land loss (if Ouattara were to win) and
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the possibility of reclaiming land from migrants. Gbagbo’s message resonated
among his supporters largely because autochthons had become a demographic
minority in their homelands (McGovern, 2011).

Further, what drove displacement was not property disputes per se, but the fear of

targeted violence in areas with high concentrations of migrants (Norwegian Refugee Coun-

cil 2012, Norwegian Refugee Council 2015, Wily 2009). In sum, citizenship compounded

the difficulties surrounding the renegotiation of post-conflict government by broadening

the scope of coordination behind local-level, grassroots disputes, increasing the likelihood

that these disputes might become nationwide disputes led by individuals coordinating

their constituents on the basis of a collective identity (ethnic or religious).14

Comparison between post-conflict Côte d’Ivoire and Liberia

By comparison, neighboring Liberia experienced a number of similar property-related

disputes after its Second Liberian War from 1997-2003, in a context of a similar climate,

integrated regional economy, and ethnolinguistic demography. However, it has not expe-

rienced mobilization in support of these issues on on the basis of a nationwide, collective,

group-based identity (Norwegian Refugee Council 2012: 21-2).

14 The effect of citizenship on ethnicizing a variety of post-conflict disputes that might have occurred
during the second post-conflict period due to displacement but occurred as non-ethnic in the absence of a
coherent citizenship policy in the first and second post-conflict period is detailed in a 2014 International
Crisis Group report: “With the exception of certain sub-districts of Abidjan, the west is experiencing
the country’s most serious intercommunal strife. Competition for land, the high level of immigration,
the area’s strategic position during the war and hate speech have made this part of Cote d’Ivoire the
theatre of regular, large-scale crimes during the last decade. These tensions are far from resolved and the
Ivorian government’s reconciliation policy has so far been too weak to appease the populations. Land is
the main factor of instability and intercommunal tension in the region. But the level of violence would
not have been so high without the influence of the political discourse. The scale of land conflicts began to
increase at the end of the 1980s when the economic crisis forced thousands of youths out of the cities and
back to rural areas. These unemployed natives of the area wanted to recover land owned by their elders
but often leased to migrants for planting crops. This chaotic population movement further increased the
pressure on land. These youths ignored ancient practices and expressed their demands outside traditional
conflict resolution structures, either directly or with the support of local political leaders. The return of
uprooted natives coincided with political discourses that stigmatized foreign and non-native communities,
culminating with the promotion of Ivorian nationalism, known as “Ivoritie”. The FPI used land conflicts
to encourage natives of the areas to exclude others and demand the return of their land. It spread
the message in the villages that its electoral victory would result in the automatic return of land to its
owners...With the war unleashing old land and political antagonisms, intercommunal tension increased.
Clashes became extremely brutal, involving the massacre of dozens, even hundreds of civilians. Such
major violent incidents have occurred regularly during the last ten years, encouraged by impunity and a
divisive, hateful political discourse. Vengeance became the third major reason for communities to fight
each other, in addition to land conflicts and political divisions.
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While the share of migrants within the national population differed in Liberia, and the

Second Liberian Civil War was not mobilized on a group difference per se, Liberia presents

a counterfactual: post-conflict violence in Cote d’Ivoire could have been mobilized on a

national basis that cross-cut ethnic groups, but instead was mobilized on a national basis

on the basis of ethnic differences.

Such a comparison of post-conflict property disputes in Cote d’Ivoire and Liberia

affirms the findings of Klaus and Mitchell in their within-country and between-country

comparison of Ivorian land grievances (Klaus and Mitchell 2015: 632; also, Chauveau et

al 2007).

2.10.3 Summary

Accounts of Ivory Coast generally follow an ecological (Colin & Chauveau 2010; Woods

2003), political (Bakary 1997; Boone 1995), economic (Berry 2009; Crook 1989, Crook

1990), social (Toungara 2001), or religious (Basedau 1997; Nordas 2014) narrative, among

others. The above case study narrative does not attempt to adjudicate between these

narratives. Instead it focuses on how, in Ivory Coast, citizenship—as an agreement over

demographic mobility with spatial implications—coordinated the sectioning of elites into

distinct factions upon the introduction of multiparty elections, coordinated the expansion

of regional constituencies during a succession crisis within an authoritarian party, and

escalation of regional property disputes to the level of a national-level ethno-cultural

cleavage during the onset of the First Ivoirian War. Finally, it specified how the absence of

agreement over citizenship made the coordination necessary for the post-conflict reform of

this nationwide wartime cleavage prohibitive—exacerbating the search for power-sharing

agreements after war, the internal displacement, and property-restitution issues specific

to the post-conflict arena—leading to the onset of the Second Ivoirian War in 2010-2011,

and ongoing risk of post-conflict violence afterwards. Comparisons with neighboring West

African nations reveal that property relations across post-conflict societies have led to

national-level property disputes, anti-migrant attitudes, and even conflict onset. However,
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Ivory Coast is distinct inasmuch as Ghana and Liberia (and Sierra Leone and Guinea-

Bissau) all featured varying levels of conflict, coups, and property disputes during the same

timeframe as pre-conflict and post-conflict Ivory Coast, but in none of these countries was

conflict recurrence along group-level cleavages so prominent as in Ivory Coast (McGovern

2011: 69-70), suggesting the role citizenship plays as a coordinating constraint regulating

inter-group interaction.

As far as mechanisms by which citizenship constrains group-level conflict, the Côte

d’Ivoire example is instructive. The channel between citizenship and “initial” conflict

onset may be that it formally aligns issues related to political inequality, such as en-

franchisement and disenfranchisement, with issues related to economic inequality, such

as “horizontal” intergroup inequality and relative deprivation, after a time of political

uncertainty (Amat & Beramendi 2015; Stewart 2002; Cederman et al 2011; Gurr 1970;

Chernykh and Svolik 2015). In this context of shifting nationwide political constituen-

cies, citizenship may extend the ability of regional elites with migrant or non-migrant

constituencies to make nationwide appeals.

The channel between citizenship and group-level conflict onset after war may be to

make the negotiation of the mediating institutions necessary for an impartial govern-

ment particularly prohibitive at the local level (Colin 2013; Norwegian Refugee Council

2012; Mitchell 2014; McCallin and Montemurro 2009; Norwegian Refugee Council 2015),

through shaping the perception of elite competition after war so as to increase the local

salience of the comparative dominance of elite factions nationally that favor citizens versus

non-citizens (Arjona 2015). Through creating a partisan national identity, the institution

of citizenship can shape the migration of citizens versus non-citizens who seek to avoid

targeted violence from the other, for example, post-conflict election violence involving

new electoral coalitions, and post-conflict property violence involving restitution.
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2.11 Conclusion

Mahmood Mamdani writes how the Rwandan Genocide can be understood in the short

term as a case of ethnic violence in response to a poorly-implemented conflict termination

agreement (Mamdani 2001). However, in the long term he points out how a dual denial

of citizenship to trans-border Banyarwanda refugees in Uganda and Rwanda led to the

militarization of ethnic conflict that led to the 1993 conflict and the 1994 post-conflict

genocide of Tutsis, a sub-group of the Banyarwanda by Hutus according to a native-alien

logic where Tutsis were aliens. Though some scholars point out that the case of Rwanda

may not apply to ethnic relations in more bureaucratized nations such as Ethiopia (Smith

2013), for the purpose of this paper the Rwandan case suggests that citizenship can be

contentious and that after war it can lead to violence that may not be committed with

the goal of conflict renewal but may be related to conflict outcomes and may be as costly

as the civil war of origin (if not more costly).

After war there are plausibly three pathways by which conflict mobilization on the

basis of group differences may lead to new post-violence intergroup antagonisms:

1. Renewed civil war (antigovernment violence) (e.g., Nigeria),

2. Antiminority violence (e.g., Rwanda), and,

3. Xenophobic violence (e.g., post-Apartheid South Africa).

These forms of violence can all be costly for the government and for the community.

However, government offers of membership constrain residence and affect the forms of

conflict that emerge after war and the response of the government to that post-conflict

violence. Membership rules affect the prospects for a decentralized commitment to cen-

tralized coordination by the post-conflict government and so affect intergroup relations

and post-conflict violence. The findings that result from analyzing the central hypothesis

of this paper validate this expectation. In addition, the case of the Ivory Coast suggests

that citizenship can constrain membership and conflict, and points to the need for further

research to investigate the related mechanics of citizenship and conflict.
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3

Post-Conflict Status Reversal, Regional Inequality,
and Intergroup Antagonism: National Analysis of

Group-Level Conflict After War in Post-Conflict Iraq
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3.1 Introduction

After war, peacetime can be the venue for new kinds of conflict that fall short of war,

but be just as debilitating to individuals and groups that suffer violence. In particular,

in societies that are deeply divided by group differences, where group differences were

employed in conflict mobilization, even a decisive end to war may be the beginning of

new kinds of peacetime antagonism.

For a contemporary example, after the 2003 American-led intervention in Iraq, Iraq

experienced a massive investment of resources into post-intervention reconstruction. How-

ever, due to mandated changes in government personnel and political institutions, some

groups such as the Sunni minority experienced a decrease in status, while other groups

such as the Shia majority experienced an increase in status. This decrease in ethnic

group status, induced by conflict termination, often resulted in intergroup antagonism

and violence. As a result, in some cases a rapid influx of assistance from the international

community into the newly-formed Iraqi government reproduced intergroup conflict rather

than reduce intergroup conflict (Berman et al. 2012). For a historical example, works in

the field of comparative racial politics point to the effect of conflict termination arrange-

ments in the Boer War and American Civil War on the institutionalization of segregated

racial regimes in the Jim Crow American South and apartheid South Africa (Marx 1998).

These examples provide an empirical puzzle for the literature on post-conflict stability,

and the special case of deeply divided societies: Is it possible that peacekeeping after war,

and the power-sharing upon which it rests, may both maintain stability even while they

increase antagonism?

This paper seeks to answer two related research questions to explain this puzzle: 1.)

What explains the emergence of intergroup antagonism after war? 2.) How can post-

conflict government exacerbate or mitigate post-conflict intergroup antagonism, focusing

on how centralization or decentralization can be construed by elites as a threat? As

will be illustrated in the case study portion of this study, the case of Iraq suggests that,

as a policy, decentralization may reduce the likelihood of war, but the elite response to
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decentralization may lead to other kinds of antagonism that are just as devastating to

ethnically, religiously, or linguistically-identified groups. While post-conflict reconcilia-

tion is well explored within the literature, the converse—that conflict settlements will

produce protracted intergroup antagonism and violence that may fall short of war relapse

but still be costly—is less explored. There is a burgeoning literature on post-conflict

power-sharing, but specifying the policy-manipulable “levers” that increase or decrease

the likelihood of conflict is still an area for further research.

The argument of this paper is that, after war, given high levels of segregation in group

settlements, and high levels of competition between elite factions negotiating the align-

ment of group boundaries and territorial boundaries, the elite factions competing in this

negotiation may seek to artificially restrict the conditions for change in their constituen-

cies of support through the segregation of government according to a group identity and

through violence committed against non-constituents. This segregation of government

according to a group identity can occur through selectively granting citizenship, gerry-

mandering, and forced migration, in addition to other policy concessions that are allocated

and restricted according to a racial or ethnic identity. The reason that elite factions may

seek to restrict the conditions for change in their constituencies of support is to maintain

a competitive advantage over time in elite interfactional competition, given its high level

of intensity.

Similar to this dissertation’s North Carolina study, this study examines how polit-

ical status and group identity interact with post-conflict elite contention over political

autonomy, coercion, and resource scarcity. However, this study more fully examines the

competitive dynamics of intergroup antagonism after war, the spatial as opposed to spa-

tial and temporal effects of theorized mechanisms on intergroup violence. Further, this

study analyzes the effect of the politics of intergroup antagonism on violence that is com-

mitted at a larger scale than in North Carolina (i.e., sectarian militia violence in Iraq

versus lynching violence in North Carolina). Theoretical expectations are tested through

micro-level data from a case where post-conflict processes of state-building and sectarian
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violence are interwoven: post-2003 Iraq. Specifically, the data used to test hypotheses are

from Princeton’s Empirical Studies of Conflict project and public sources, comprised of

variables on provincial-level ethnic violence, public administration, political competition,

and demographics in Iraq from 2003 onwards. The goal for this research is to systemati-

cally investigate factors that affect whether the intergroup tensions that accompany the

cessation of conflict in a deeply divided society will emerge in a government representative

of all social groups, or war recurrence based on group differences. Analysis suggests that

in Iraq, under Iraqs proportional representation electoral rules, those provinces where po-

litical parties experience a greater electoral loss in seatshare dominance at the provincial

level as compared to the national level are correlated with higher levels of sectarian militia

casualties (i.e., violence committed on the basis of group difference). As parties become

more dominant at the provincial level there is more intergroup violence, a finding resonant

with analysis on lynching violence in Reconstruction-era North Carolina.

This study’s analysis and the resulting conclusions shed light on how political insti-

tutions that mediate bargaining between social groups—constitutions, citizenship, and

“coercive instruments of appropriation” (Täube 2004) such as taxation and the armed

forces—shape post-war violence on the basis of group difference. A well-studied subject—

elections—may provide the impetus for when post-war intergroup violence occurs and in

turn represent the decisive rule that mediates the mobilization of social groups for control

of governmental institutions. Elections decide who will control the government. A less-

studied subject—and the argument of this paper—is that the former set of institutions

determine who will participate in that struggle for post-war governmental control and

where that struggle will occur.

As a roadmap for this paper, first I will briefly outline the literature on decentral-

ization and political violence in general and ethnic conflict in particular, and then the

literature on post-war power-sharing, both on post-conflict transitional mechanisms and

the effect of political centralization and decentralization on post-conflict transition. Next,

I will outline a theory of post-conflict status reversal, regional inequality, and post-conflict
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intergroup antagonism, and highlight mechanisms situated in elite politics by which to

test theoretical expectations. Then, I will articulate my theory’s expectations as testable

hypotheses and analyze the validity of my theoretical expectations against original and

established datasets on intergroup violence, public administration, partisan competition,

ethnic demography, and geographic distance at the national level in Iraq, from 2003-2009.

After reporting analytical findings, I will illustrate the mechanisms tested and evaluated

through a case study of indirect and direct support for violence committed on the basis

of group identity in Iraq’s Ninewa governorate after 2006, when sectarian casualties were

ostensibly on the decline in Iraq. I will conclude by outlining further steps for research.

3.2 Literature Review

To reiterate, this study seeks to answer two related research questions: 1.) What

explains the emergence of intergroup antagonism after war? 2.) How can post-conflict

government exacerbate or mitigate post-conflict intergroup antagonism, focusing on how

political centralization or decentralization can be construed by elites as a threat?

First, this paper responds to these questions by building on Cederman et al.’s (2013)

theory of civil war, inequality, and grievance, by applying their theory of inequality,

framing, and conflict mobilization to the question of post-conflict stability in deeply-

divided societies. It then looks to work by Cederman et al. (2015), Bakke (2015), Bakke

& Wibbels (2006), and Brancati (2006) to understand how decentralization can exacerbate

the ethnic frames employed for civil conflict.

Second, this paper responds to these questions by building on the literature on post-

conflict power-sharing, in particular focusing on how post-conflict reform constrains the

perception of decentralization as a threat, and post-conflict power-sharing can result in

inclusionary/exclusionary institutional legacies (Cederman et al 2015; Lake & Rothchild

2005; Bunce & Watts 2005; Hartzell & Hoddie 2003).
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3.2.1 Ethnic conflict onset

In their work on Ethnic Politics and Armed Conflict, Andreas Wimmer, Lars-Erik Ced-

erman, and Brian Min introduce three macro-level categories for ethnic conflict research,

organizing the existing literature by the linking mechanism authors specify between eth-

nicity and conflict (Wimmer et al. 2009):

1. Greed and opportunity: In these studies, the unit of analysis is often the

state, and authors generally theorize that material incentives and organizational

incentives—such as the presence of weak governments or lootable natural resources—

regulate the incidence of ethnic violence.

2. Ethnic diversity breeds conflict: In these studies, the unit of analysis is often

the state, and authors generally theorize that diversity leads to in-group biases which

lead to conflict and reduced collective action costs for organizing a rebel force.

3. Minority mobilization: In these studies, the unit of analysis is often the ethnic

group, and authors generally theorize that the interaction of communal grievances

and political opportunity structures leads to conflict, where minority discrimination

by the government leads to minority mobilization against the government.

In response, Wimmer et al. compile a cross-national longitudinal database—the Eth-

nic Power Relations (EPR) dataset (2009)—classifying ethnic groups according to their

relation/access to state-level power. This dataset was later updated by ETH Zürich’s In-

ternational Conflict Research Group as the EPR-ETH dataset, published by Cederman,

Kristian Gleditsch, and Halvard Buhaug in their work on Inequality, Grievances, and

Civil War (Cederman et al. 2013). Cederman et al.’s recent work on civil conflict has

greatly advanced the discourse about ethnic conflict by illustrating how the use of frames

by intra-group issue entrepreneurs can turn inequality into grievance, and as a result cat-

alyze mass mobilization for violent, insurgent political change. In doing so, they make

contributions by: 1) changing the unit of analysis used to traditionally analyze ethnic

conflict—to a group-level analysis of the effect of state-level institutions—bridging the
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ethnic mobilization literature and rationalist civil conflict literature; and, 2) collecting a

new dataset coding group-level ethnic power relations across states and time.

The completion of the ETH-EPR line of research opens up new possibilities for research

on ethnic conflict. One avenue is an interaction highlighted by Wood in the context of the

post-conflict power-sharing literature (Wood 2000): how state-level structural variables

can compound a fragmented political consensus, and lead to group-level mobilization for

violence. Because of its exhaustive data on ethnic group access to governmental power over

time, the ETH-EPR dataset makes it possible to more precisely measure why governments

exclude on the basis of group identity.

In short, a question opened up by the EPR-ETH research is, “How can post-conflict

government exacerbate or mitigate post-conflict intergroup antagonism?”. Put another

way—in between conflict termination and conflict recurrence—what choices do govern-

ments exercise in the course of convening, representing, and enforcing the interest of their

constituent citizens and territories, that affect the association between group affiliation

and conflict outcomes and invite or avoid intergroup antagonism, as a result?

A number of notable scholars have made inroads into this question of understanding

the interaction between state-level institutional choice and individual- and group-level

responses with regard to ethnic conflict (e.g., see Horowitz 1985; Petersen 2002; Lake

and Rothchild 1996) but much of this work is qualitative. This gap leaves room for

quantitative studies of this question on how the micro-level and macro-level causes of

civil conflict intersect, a burgeoning area for research in the broader field of civil conflict

research (Balcells and Justino 2014).

Responding to this question not only builds on Cederman et al.’s research but also

builds on research on decentralization and ethnic conflict (Bakke and Wibbels 2006; Bakke

2009; Brancati 2006; Wilkinson 2006; Hale 2004; Filippov 2004; Lacina 2013). A number

of scholars have studied the mechanisms by which government is shared, either symmet-

rically or asymmetrically, not only to better understand how sharing supports the more

effective redistribution of government public goods (Beramendi 2012), but also to better
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understand how, as a negotiating strategy, sharing enables a government to avoid seces-

sion by territorially concentrated regions of ethno-religious minorities through offering

these minorities higher levels of autonomy over decision-making, or group-specific policy

concessions. A number of these studies have specifically focused on “ethnofederalism”,

federation as a means of mitigating ethnic conflict (Bakke & Wibbels 2006, Hale 2004, Dei-

wiks 2012). Additional studies have discussed how decentralization mitigates the ability of

intra-group entrepreneurs to frame horizontal inequalities as injustice (Stewart 2009, Ce-

derman et al. 2013, Lake and Rothchild 1996). The findings from these studies are mixed.

Power devolution is found to be peace-preserving in some cases (Brancati 2006; Filippov

2004). In other cases, scholars indicate that decentralization itself is a signal revealing

information in the process of negotiation, distinguishing the government as moderate as

opposed to extremist (Lake & Rothchild 1996). However, these same authors find that,

as a policy concession, decentralization does not necessarily mitigate ethnic conflict. In

fact, the policy and autonomy concessions associated with decentralization may indicate

that a region is likely to secede (Hale 2000; Bunce & Watts 2005), aggravate interregional

inequality and interregional conflict (Bakke & Wibbels 2006, Østby et al. 2009), and/or

increase the likelihood that ethnically-mobilized challengers rise to oppose the govern-

ment. Aleman & Tresiman and Bakke & Wibbels report mixed findings and a great deal

of conditionality on the effect of decentralization on conflict (Aleman & Treisman 2005;

Bakke & Wibbels 2006).

These findings suggested a relationship between decentralization, political violence,

and ethnically-mobilized violence but the exact relationship was unclear. As such, these

studies and others have called for: 1) more subnational data given the paucity of region-

level data by which to test decentralization and ethnic conflict; 2) greater focus on the pro-

cesses by which strategic actors align the perception of regional power-sharing associated

with federalism with the perception of ethnic power-sharing associated with autonomy

and the threat of secession.
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In this context, building on Bakke & Wibbels 2006, Bakke recently performed analyses

that better illustrate the mechanisms relating group-based mobilization to the devolution

of governmental decision-making (Bakke 2015). These findings suggest that the peace

preserving effects of fiscal autonomy and policy autonomy devolved from a government

to its constituent regions are contingent on the concentration of wealth (in the case of

fiscal autonomy) or ethnic homogeneity present (in the case of policy autonomy) within

these regions, and that group-government ties constrain whether violent group-mobilized

conflict is possible or likely.

In the end, Bakke calls for additional research on the intraregional divisions that con-

strain decentralization. As such this study’s focus on the elite politics of decentralization

builds on this recent contribution, and complements related studies on nation-building

and ethnic conflict (Lacina 2014; Smith 1998; Frye 1992) as well as policy-oriented re-

search addressing institutional design and ethnic conflict after war (Savage 2014; Knights

and McCarthy 2008; Widner 2001).

3.2.2 Post-conflict transitional mechanisms and reform

A number of early quantitative studies on post-conflict power-sharing model the effect

of these agreements on civil war outcomes (Hartzell & Hoddie 2001; Fortna 2004). Re-

cently, works on post-conflict power-sharing have turned their analysis to post-conflict

regime reform, focusing on how opportunity for post-conflict reform constrains power-

sharing. As such, studies have shifted from analyzing the effect of power-sharing on civil

war recurrence to analyzing their effect on quality of peace issues and democratization

(Hartzell & Hoddie 2015; Zürcher et al 2013; Joshi et al. 2015; Jarstad and Sisk 2008;

Autesserre 2009).

In particular, Zürcher et al. analyze how former combatants may commit to conflict

termination agreements, but that the commitments of elites to these agreements as well

as the cost of adopting these agreements are what determine the likelihood of democ-
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ratization in the post-conflict period (Zürcher et al. 2013). However, most analysis of

post-conflict power-sharing is performed on data aggregated at the state-level making it

difficult to assess subnational elite responses to conflict termination agreements.

Similarly, this study seeks to build on this focus on how the opportunity for post-

conflict governmental reform constrains elite politics after war and, as a result, constrains

the conflict-exacerbating or conflict-mitigating effects of the government. Even more so,

though, Lake and Rothchild (2005) and Cederman et al. (2015) adapt the above mod-

els about decentralization and ethnic conflict to the post-conflict period, and it is with

their scholarship that this study begins. Both Lake and Rothchild and Cederman et al.

find that elite opinion can diverge as to the benefit of post-conflict power-sharing agree-

ments. Some elites may favor power-sharing deals struck, and others may reject these

deals. However, both sets of authors specifically analyze whether grants of autonomy

after war affect group-level conflict after war. Lake and Rothchild (2005) are mixed in

their prescription of decentralization after war. As referenced above, decentralization may

help mitigate ethnic conflict but if it does, it is because it sends a credible signal that the

government is a moderate negotiator and distinguishes a moderate government from an

extremist government to ethnically-mobilized challengers. Regarding whether decentral-

ization actually constrains ethnic mobilization after war, they are more circumspect and

pessimistic: “Territorial decentralization is likely to prove a stable and effective long term

solution only under an extraordinary conjunction of conditions—where multiple groups

cohabit the same national space, none can achieve decisive control over the state, each

is led by moderates willing to accept the desires of others for cultural, linguistic, and

religious autonomy, and democracy is robust. These conditions are unlikely to be present

at the end of contemporary civil wars.”

Adjudicating between these mixed findings over decentralization and ethnic conflict

in general and decentralization and ethnic conflict after conflict termination in partic-

ular, Cederman et al. 2015 do a more systematic quantitative analysis using the EPR

dataset. These authors find that regional autonomy alone does not reduce the likelihood
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of group-level conflict, and this is particularly true after war. Only full group inclusion

through power sharing at the central level reduces conflict propensity significantly after

war, and only if full inclusion through power sharing is offered preventively to groups be-

fore group-government relations turn violent. However, this regional autonomy offer can

make group-government relations more peaceful insofar as these authors find that there are

no findings that suggest that offers of regional autonomy after war are conflict-inducing.

Their recommendation is that group-level power-sharing with the national executive needs

to be coupled with regional autonomy in order for it to be conflict-mitigating as consistent

with McGarry and O’Leary (2009). In effect, Cederman et al. find that policy solutions

short of partition—territorial division to divide groups (i.e., Israel/Palestine) (Kaufmann

1996)—can mitigate ethnic conflict.

However, as with Bakke, Cederman et al.’s data is aggregated at the state level,

suggesting there is room to utilize subnational data to better understand within-group

elite and within-region elite responses to decentralization, as well as the governments offer

of representation and autonomy, particularly after war.

3.3 Theory

Per the above, there is room for further research on the period between conflict termina-

tion and the rebel recruitment that leads to insurgency and conflict recurrence. To better

understand why groups commit violence on the basis of group difference when group

differences were used to mobilize for conflict, this paper analyzes how an ethnic group’s

post-conflict political status interacts with regional inequality, and results in intergroup

violence committed on the basis of group difference as a result, using post-conflict Iraq

as an example.

Similar to the North Carolina case, this paper anchors the mechanism for the produc-

tion of intergroup antagonism in elite politics after war. This paper looks at how conflict

outcomes of victory and loss are distributed among elites and non-elites creating four sets

of actors: war-winning elites and war-winning non-elites, and war-losing elites and war-
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losing non-elites. In addition, this paper’s theoretical argument similarly assumes that

efforts by war-losing elites to return to a pre-war status quo create two conditions: a)

biases for the increased political autonomy of constituent governments composed of war-

losing non-elites sharing the same conflict outcome; b) discrimination against war-winning

non-elites that are relatively disadvantaged by the first condition, and subsequently sub-

ject to violence permitted by war-losing elites and/or instigated by war-losing non-elites.

In its basic form the argument highlighted in this dissertation’s study of intergroup vio-

lence in North Carolina applies to Iraq as well, and both provide insight into the broader

conflict dynamics investigated in the overall dissertation as outlined in the introduction.

In contrast to the North Carolina case, to better theorize the competitive dynamics of

intergroup antagonism after war, the spatial as opposed to spatial and temporal effects

of elite politics on intergroup violence, and the effect of these conflict dynamics on the

politics/violence of intergroup antagonism at a larger-scale, this study seeks to more fully

explain how conflict loss and victory are perceived in the context of post-conflict elite

negotiation over the alignment of group settlement patterns with a government’s territo-

rial boundaries. North Carolina and Iraq share similar conflict dynamics but confounding

factors unique to Iraq are worth highlighting in this study to better understand these

similarities. With regards to this specific focus on the effect of elite competition over

territorial claims on the increased salience of intergroup antagonism, the theory advanced

by this paper is that the post-conflict reform of government provides an opportunity for

elites to negotiate the alignment of group settlement patterns with the territorial bound-

aries of a government’s territory. Given high levels of segregation in group settlements,

and high levels of competition between the elite factions negotiating the alignment of

group settlement and territorial boundaries, the elite factions competing in this negoti-

ation may seek to artificially restrict the conditions for change in their constituencies of

support, through the segregation of government according to a group identity and through

violence committed against non-constituents, so as to maintain a competitive advantage

over time. This segregation of government according to group identity can occur through
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selectively granting citizenship, gerrymandering, forced migration, and restricting various

policy concessions by political or ethnic identity. In this argument, in the presence of

high levels of elite competition, low levels of elite control over the alignment of group

settlement with territorial boundaries leads these elites to lower the negotiability of group

control over territory, and increase the use of ethnic definitions for territorial claims. In

this context, in response to the increasingly ethnically-defined nature of territorial claims,

the threat of an entrenched ethnically-defined competitive disadvantage for groups con-

centrated in resource-scarce regions leads to the increased likelihood that leaders will

mobilize groups in support of politics based on intergroup antagonism and violence based

on group identity. In this argument, mobilization and countermobilization on the basis

of group identity increase the ethnically-defined nature of competition over territory even

if individual elite factions within those groups initiated the ethnically-defined nature of

competitive claims over territory.1

If elites and elite factions compete in a way that is partial to their own factions’ in-

terest and set the conditions of their competition so as to skew and reward this factional

interest, in this context, territorial decentralization may at once reduce the likelihood of

conflict (because one faction’s dominance is secured) and increase the likelihood of group-

mobilized antagonism, conflict, and collectively-targeted violence (in response to the par-

tiality of the competition itself). Such an argument clarifies how government is shared by

specifying how elites commit (or fail to commit) to the conditions for nonviolent change in

their coalitions and constituencies of support over time. The purpose of such an argument

is to demonstrate how post-conflict, ethnic, and regional power-sharing are interrelated.

Further the purpose of such an argument is to illustrate how the procedural adoption and

institutional legacies of this power-sharing—whether these power-sharing agreements take

root and are sustainable in the long term due to their territory-wide support—requires

an assessment of the actors that negotiate power-sharing, the constraints on these actors’

1 This argument is similar to Posen’s application of security dilemma dynamics to ethnic conflict.
However, this argument puts greater emphasis on elite activation of latent ethnic identities possessing a
strong territorial and demographic grounding, as opposed to assuming group boundaries are fixed from
the beginning of territorial negotiation and subject to security dilemma dynamics (Posen 1993).
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negotiations, and these actors’ assessment of the short-term/long-term possibilities for

change in their bargaining position that the success or failure of those negotiations entail.

These mechanisms that produce intergroup antagonism can exist apart from conflict

termination. For these theorized dynamics of intergroup antagonism and violence to re-

sult from elite competition only requires that there be an opportunity to re-align group

settlement and territorial boundaries, high levels of elite competition, and segregation in

group settlements. However, one distinctive characteristic of the period following conflict

termination is the opportunity it provides for reform of government. The reform-oriented

nature of the period following conflict particularly constrains the interaction of elite com-

petition with the frames by which groups perceive intergroup inequalities as intergroup

grievances, and as a result a threat. To frame the above argument in terms of these

post-conflict constraints and the broader literature on power-sharing after war, the the-

ory advanced by this study will quantitatively and qualitatively evaluate how post-conflict

reform constrains the effect of decentralization on political violence in general, and eth-

nic conflict in particular, in order to better understand the formation or failure of elite

commitments to a self-enforcing peace after war.

The empirical strategy to evaluate the expectations that result from the above theory is

that through analyzing measures regarding: a) the segregation of ethnic group settlements,

b) scarce resources under the territory these groups occupy, c) the scope of these groups’

political status, and, d) the degree of local control and national representation these groups

experience based on their political status, it will be possible to evaluate how an ethnic

group’s post-conflict status interacts with regional inequality, and results in intergroup

violence committed on the basis of group difference.

In particular, five mechanisms explain variation in antagonism between war-winners

and war-losers:

Status reversal: When there is a war where the division of outcomes into war-

winners and war-losers is: a) associated with groups based on ascriptive differences, and,

b) distributed among those groups’ elites and non-elites, it leads to status reversal, and
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resentment for the war-losing group.

When conflict termination lowers the political status of a group such that ascriptive

group differences are associated with war outcomes, war-losing elites will be resentful

of their post-conflict status, and exercise influence to return to their pre-conflict status

quo to mitigate their losses as much as possible. However, the incompatibility of their

group’s pre-war status quo and the division of conflict outcomes associated with ascriptive

groups, makes reclaiming the status quo impossible without attempts to revise the division

of conflict outcomes as well.

Violence may result from resentment because: a) elites may be more inclined to use

conflict loss to mobilize mass political support through framing conflict loss as grievance;

b) non-elites may be more inclined to view any post-conflict social or economic disad-

vantages as a grievance. Resentment based on status reversal can be measured through

indicators of ethnic power-sharing and demography.

Partisan representation: When there are war-winners and war-losers, war-losing

elites may use partisan representation in a way that maintains their local control and

biases representative government to protect regionally-parochial interest.

Violence may result from partisan representation as horizontal, intergroup inequalities

are most pronounced when there are sharp differences between local representation and

national representation. There are two processes at work to support this mechanism.

The first, is that when there is a difference between local and national representation,

this difference in representation makes horizontal inequalities appear more pronounced.

The second, is that if there is a difference in local and national representation, in the

presence of horizontal inequality, local representation facilitates the collective action for

political violence. Partisan representation can be measured through indicators of party

competition.

Control over rent extraction: When elites have experienced status reversal by

war, and the state-level government has little ability to control rent extraction it may

lead to contention. This contention can be observed as the degree to which control over
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rent extraction is centralized within the post-war government as opposed to decentralized

within various localities.

Violence may result from the perception of state-level control over rent extraction as

high levels of state-level control over rent extraction may lead to further distance for war-

losing elites from their pre-war status quo. As a result, in the presence of high levels of

state-level control, war-losing elites may seek to mitigate these losses as much as possible,

through violence if necessary. State-level control over rent extraction can be measured

through indicators of governmental taxation and revenue transfers.

Control over armed forces: Fourth, when elites have experienced status reversal

by war, and the state-level government has little ability to control the armed forces at

the local level—it may lead to contention. As with rent extraction, this contention can

be observed as the degree to which control over these coercive institutions is centralized

within the post-war government as opposed to decentralized within various localities.

However, whereas high levels of control over rent extraction may lead to higher levels of

violence, wherever governmental controls over the armed forces are low, war-losing elites

may seek to mitigate their losses through violence. Governmental control over coercion

can be measured through indicators of the presence of local-level armed forces.

Scarce resources: Fifth, when competition over scarce resources occurs between non-

elites at the local level, given the governmental conditions created by elite status reversal,

partisan representation, and state-level control over coercion, violence may occur between

war-winners and war-losers.

Violence may result from resource scarcity as any zero-sum loss in the resources of

war-losing elites will lead to further distance from their pre-war status. Resource scarcity

can be measured through indicators of property valuation and the regional concentration

of scarce resources.

Finally, interactions between the above mechanisms should be expected. For example,

violence may result due to the interaction between weak state-level control over local

taxation and high levels of scarce, valued resources, as war-losing groups might seek to
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consolidate their control over high-value territory through the use of violence.

3.4 Hypotheses

Given the above-mentioned set of post-conflict actors; emergence of opportunities for

social distance, antagonism, and violence; and dynamics regarding post-conflict resent-

ment and inequality, the following testable hypotheses result:

1. Status Reversal Hypothesis: When there are high percentages of groups within

a locality who have experienced a decrease in status due to war, there will be higher

levels of violence committed on the basis of group difference.

2. Party Representation Hypothesis: When a locality’s biggest party captures

high percentages of total vote share there will be higher levels of violence com-

mitted on the basis of group difference, particularly when those same parties have

comparatively lower vote shares at the national level.

3. Rent Extraction Control Hypothesis: When there are high state-level controls

within a locality over local taxation or government revenue transfers, there will be

higher levels of violence committed on the basis of group difference.

4. Armed Forces Control Hypothesis:

• Local Arms Control: When there are low levels of state-level controls over local

armed forces, there will be lower levels of violence committed on the basis of

group difference.

• Capital Distance: When a town is farther away from the national capital, there

will be higher levels of violence committed on the basis of group difference.

5. Resource Scarcity Hypothesis: When there are high levels of scarce, valued

resources present, there will be higher levels of violence committed on the basis of

group difference.
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6. Resource-Taxation Interaction Hypothesis: When there are high state-level

controls within a locality over local taxation, there will be higher levels of violence

committed on the basis of group difference, but this effect will be conditional on the

value of local resources present.

3.5 Operationalization

I will analyze this paper’s hypotheses against micro-level data from a post-conflict

zone that features a post-war government composed of war-winning/-losing elites, and

intergroup violence waged on the basis of group differences and linked to war outcomes:

post-intervention Iraq (2006-2009).

3.5.1 Case selection

Iraq possesses a decisiveness of conflict outcome and clarity of association between

conflict outcomes and group differences, to provide a productive comparison. Further,

the availability of data on public administration, and intergroup segregation and violence

recommends Iraq as a case in which to evaluate the above hypotheses. The resulting

salience of the association between group difference, conflict outcome, and state-building

processes makes this an ideal case for understanding why post-conflict intergroup antago-

nism emerges, and understanding the state’s role in this antagonism. Below I will present

a summary of the case, to be supplemented by the case study below.

American-led regime change of Iraq’s autocracy led by Saddam Hussein resulted in

Iraq’s first democratic constitution (January 2005) and Iraq’s first elections (December

2005). Hussein’s fall resulted in the decreased control of his ethnic group, the Sunnis, over

the central government, and increased control of ethnic groups suppressed under Hussein.

Accompanying conflict outcomes included the elimination of members of Saddam’s single-

party, “Ba’ath party” from government bureaucracy (mostly Sunni for complex reasons,

in part, Saddam’s reliance on kinship networks for personnel), and concessions to regions

governed by the Kurdish ethnic group. Due to the geographic segregation of these groups,
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increased intergroup parity and decreased central government control had consequences

for Iraq’s division of oil revenues between Iraq’s oil-rich southern region, home to many

Iraqi Shiites, Iraq’s oil-poor western region, home to many Iraqi Sunnis, and Iraq’s oil-rich

northern region, home to many Iraqi Kurds and home to areas of concentrated, mixed

demographic areas.

These conflict outcomes notwithstanding, insurgent efforts to reclaim power persisted,

led by foreign militants affiliated with the terrorist group Al-Qaeda siding with Iraq’s

Sunnis and the Iranian military siding with Iraq’s Shiites, as well as domestic resistance

from Sunni and Shia tribal leaders respectively.

Though several regional government leaders pressed for higher levels of control over

post-conflict local affairs, the national-level central government under the control of the

newly-empowered Shia ethnic group pushed for greater control. In particular, after the

fall of Hussein, the northeastern Kurdish regions responded with resistance, vying for

greater independence from the central government and greater control over local affairs.

This case may be most generalizable where ethnic segregation and regional inequality is

observed at the point of constitutional amendment and intergroup interaction, specifically

through constitutional amendment (de-Ba’athification and Kurdish autonomy grants in

Iraq) and resulting ethnic conflict.

In addition, it may be most generalizable to other cases where a state possesses geo-

graphic concentrations of highly valued scarce resources, similar to oil in Iraq—particularly

southern Iraq, home to provinces with high concentrations of Shiites—such as states with

cotton or tobacco in the Reconstruction South, or cocoa/coffee in Western Africa.

Further, the case may be most generalizable to states with constitutional permissions

for shared rule between the national government and local government. The Iraq system

has an extensive autonomous region and the central government largely taxes oil revenue

and allots a budget to the provinces, which they spend. That said, provinces have some

acknowledged areas of political and financial competency which are under their purview

and not the central government—and there are forces within the provinces that wish to
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have even more power devolved to the local level. Federalism is observably contested

within Iraq as is institutional segregation. Further there is a demonstrable relationship

between conflict outcomes and intergroup antagonism as a result of contestation over

intergroup representation within a federal government. As such it would be reasonable

to utilize a comparison with Iraq to evaluate the emergence of post-conflict intergroup

antagonism, and the role of government in inviting or avoiding that antagonism.

Finally, for the theory to apply elsewhere, the conditions of conflict termination are

also relevant. This theory is most applicable to those cases where there is clear victory in

civil conflict, clearly delineated post-conflict settlement patterns of groups with ascriptive

characteristics that are closely associated with conflict outcomes, clear agreement over

post-conflict power-sharing, and where massive third-party interveners are present as

peacekepers.

3.5.2 Data

Below I will describe the data used to evaluate the above hypotheses. In Iraq, my

unit of analysis will be Iraqi governorates (provinces). Maps illustrating the dependent

variable and independent variables below are included as Appendix C.

Dependent Variable (Intergroup Antagonism)

The dependent variable within this model is intergroup antagonism in a post-conflict

setting. I will analyze antagonism through indicators of post-conflict violence committed

on the basis of group difference.

In Iraq, the salient form of group difference in the post-conflict setting is ethnic dif-

ference, and as a result to measure intergroup antagonism I will analyze ethnic violence.

During this timeframe, identifying the ethnic affiliation of civilian casualties (i.e., civil-

ian casualties where group difference motivated violence) is challenging. That said, Iraq

Body Count (IBC) data are used by the Empirical Studies of Conflict project (ESOC) to

measure post-conflict casualties, and I will use a similar empirical strategy. Specifically I
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will use killings committed by sectarian militia as a proxy for intergroup antagonism. For

each governorate I will analyze the total number of sectarian killings in each governorate,

from 2006-2009, pooled together and calculated as a single value.

Key independent variables:

Status reversal: I will assess the effect of status reversal on intergroup antagonism

through demographic and power-sharing indicators. In Iraq, status reversal will be mea-

sured through ESOC’s measures of population at the district level in Iraq, which I will

sum and aggregate at the governorate level. Then, I will use the ETH-Zürich Ethnic

Power Relations dataset (EPR-ETH) to determine whether a group has experienced a

decrease in status as the result of war, which for the purpose of analysis I consider to

have ended in 2003, the year of American intervention in Iraq and American-led regime

change. Due to the multiplicity of groups in Iraq, I will restrict my indicators to measures

of the Sunni, Shia, and Kurd share of each Iraqi governorate’s population as of 2003.

Party representation: I will assess the effect of party representation on intergroup

antagonism through party competition indicators. In Iraq, the composition of the na-

tional legislature is determined through calculating a party’s share of appointed seats

won through governorate-level elections. As such, post-conflict partisan representation

will be measured through an indicator consisting of the ratio between a party’s share of

seats captured at the governorate level during the national election, and the party’s share

of overall seats captured at the national level during the same election:2

Representation =

Governorate-Level/National-Level Representation Ratio

Put another way, this measure of political competition calculates the sum of the posi-

2 The December 2005 elections results as documented by Iraq’s Independent Electoral Com-
mission of Iraq are available through several online sources. The data used for this project
were accessed through Electoral Geography 2.0, a cross-national database of mapped electoral re-
sults (http://www.electoralgeography.com/new/en/countries/i/iraq/iraq-legislative-election-2005.html,
accessed 2 October 2014).
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tive difference between a party’s percentage capture of a governorate’s allocated seats and

a party’s percentage capture of the national legislature’s overall seats. As such, it mod-

els the distance between an electorate’s representation at the governorate level and their

representation within a national representative government, and as a result the amount

of dissatisfaction with national-level representative institutions at the governorate level.3

For greater detail on this third measure, for each party competing in the December

2005 national parliamentary elections, I calculate the:

1. Party’s governorate-level seat share =

Governorate seats won / Total national seats allocated to governorate

2. Party’s national-level seat share =

National seats won / Total national seats

3. Difference between a party’s governorate-level and national-level seat share =

% Governorate seats - % National seats

4. Product of a party’s governorate-level and national-level seat share difference, stan-

dardized according to the share of national-level seats allocated to each governorate

= (% Governorate seats - % National seats)ˆ (1 + % Governorate seats)

5. Sum of the positive products of all of a governorate’s parties’ governorate- and

national-level seat share difference, standardized according to the share of national

legislature seats allocated to each governorate

To explain the logic of this calculation:

• Seat shares are the percentage of seats a party wins out of the seats allocated to

each of the governorates, and the percentage of seats a party wins out of the total

seats within the national parliament.

3 The logic is that parties with a limited governorate appeal will have a big difference between their
capture of governorate seats versus capture of national legislature seats. Party’s with a broad cross-
governorate appeal will have a smaller difference.
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• Negative differences indicate a party’s capture of governorate seats is less than a

party’s capture of national legislature seats. Positive differences indicate a party’s

capture of governorate seats is greater than a party’s capture of national legislature

seats.

• This difference is multiplied by ‘1 + the party’s capture of governorate seats.’

The resulting product is the difference between a party’s governorate capture of

governorate-level vote share and a party’s national legislature capture of national-

level parliamentary seats, standardized according to the total seats allocated at the

governorate level.

• These products are then summed, with any negative products being excluded. Neg-

ative products indicate that a party has a greater capture of national legislature

seats than governorate seats. These negative distances in representation would pre-

sumably not be associated with any resentment: if a party captures more seats at

the national level than it does at the governorate level, there would presumably be

no dissatisfaction with representation.

• Governorates with a higher sum of parties with positive differences between cap-

ture of governorate seats and national legislature seats4 are more dissatisfied with

national-level representation—at least as measured by national-governorate seat

share differences—than governorates with lower sums.

Rent Extraction Control: In post-conflict localities where there are strong state-

level controls over local taxation, war-losing elites will permit and instigate violence

against war-winners, as higher levels of state-level control will lead to further distance

from their pre-war status quo.

In Iraq, one of the influences of the recent authoritarian past is a highly underdeveloped

system of taxation. However, this does not mean that the Iraqi system does not have

4 These are parties that face lower representation at the national level than at the governorate level.
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arrangements of local resource extraction and expenditure allotment between the national-

level central government and the local level that can be analyzed.

In short, oil revenues at the governorate level are collected by the central government,

and the central government allots each governorate an expenditure budget through its cen-

tral ministries, and a discretionary capital budget disbursed directly to the governorate for

infrastructure and reconstruction spending. The expenditure budget is somewhat opaque

in the national budget, particularly in the initial years after 2003, because the central

government explicitly allotted budgets to each of the central ministries which it would

then disburse the funds at the local level within each governorate. However, the capital

budget was the closest institution to a decentralized discretionary budget in post-2003

Iraq, with each govenorate proposing an annual capital budget which was then disbursed

by the central government. The U.S. military closely monitored the expenditures and

execution of this capital budget through Special Inspector General of Iraqi Reconstruc-

tion reports (SIGIR). In a sense, this capital budget can be viewed as a kind of revenue

transfer to each governorate by the central government.

In Iraq, because until recently there was no formal system of taxation, it is not possi-

ble to analyze the difference between how much the central government extracts from a

locality versus the state-level government, and so infer to the degree of local control the

central government exercises over various localities. As a result, to evaluate the validity

of the coercion hypothesis I include the discretionary capital budget as a model variable

in two forms: 1) the capital budget allotment alone; 2) a ratio of the capital budget

allotment over the oil reserves available within each governorate, as documented by the

ESOC project. This ratio provides a measure of the revenue the national government

redistributes to the governorate as a share of the local resources present. In this way it

is possible to measure inequality and impartiality in capital budget allotment by the gov-

ernment. I will include data on budget allocation from 2006-2009 as indicated in SIGIR

reports during this timeframe.

Armed Forces (Local Arms Control): In localities where there are strong, state-
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level controls over local armed forces, war-losing elites will not instigate violence as higher

levels of state-level control over organized violence lead to lower levels of violence com-

mitted by war-losing elites. I will measure this variable through measuring the average

distance at the district level from a police station. This will give an indication of the

degree of local coercion the state-level government exercises.

Armed Forces (Political Capital Distance): Using ArcGIS, I measure this vari-

able through calculating the distance in kilometers from the centroid of each Iraqi gover-

norate to the centroid of Iraq’s capital, Baghdad.

Resource Scarcity: Generally speaking, in localities with high levels of scarce, valued

resources, war-losing elites will permit and instigate violence against war-winners, because

any zero-sum loss in their resources will lead to further distance from their pre-war status.

I will measure the presence of a scarce, highly valued resource—oil—as of 1999, based on

ESOC data. In addition, I will measure the interaction of resource scarcity with the rent

extraction control variable.

The above analysis of Iraq will enable me to analyze micro-level data to assess how gov-

ernment choices over post-conflict institutions that mediate between ascriptive groups—

institutions regulating representation, finance, and defense—affect intergroup conflict and

interact with group segregation and resource scarcity that vary according to geography.

3.6 Estimation Method

The conflict outcome I am interested in is ethnic violence, and these are examples of

event data. Some would recommend using a duration model to analyze these kind of data.

That said, the high prevalence of violence in Iraq—in some years almost all provinces

experience some form of sectarian violence—and presence of time-varying independent

variables lead me to use other methods.

I use a quasi-poisson model to estimate violence in Iraq. This model enables me to look

at how the independent variables affect levels of violence. Count data can be estimated

with a poisson model but only when the mean and variance are equal to each other in
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the dependent variable. Analysis of the dependent variable in this case yields a variance

that is higher than the mean indicating overdispersion. Negative binomial regression

can be carried out or quasi-poisson regression to respond to overdispersion, and I chose

quasi-poisson regression.

For each Iraqi governorate, I pool all sectarian casualties from 2006-2009 into a single

value. However, all of my independent variables were collected prior to 2006, except for

budget allocation which was collected from 2006-2009, and I pool each one into a single

value.

3.7 Findings

Below I will interpret tests of the above hypotheses based on micro-level data from Iraq.

I will use three models to analyze the data that I will explain in further detail below. To

begin, here are tables indicating summary statistics and maps:
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Table 3.1: Descriptive Statistics of Iraq Data

Variable Mean St. Dev. N
Intergroup Antagonism

Annual Sectarian Killings 171 441.42 72

Status Reversal
Sunni Share of Population 0.18 0.24 72

Shia Share of Population 0.57 0.45 72
Kurd Share of Population 0.21 0.35 72

Party Representation
Representation Ratio 0.67 0.28 72

Rent Extraction Control
Capital Budget (in Millions) 154.86 138.36 72

Armed Forces Control)
Avg. Distance from Police Station 1.96 0.22 72

Distance from Baghdad 313.22 160.29 72

Resource Scarcity
Value of Oil Reserves (in $mil) 296.27 466.27 72
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Figure 3.1: Iraq Intergroup Antagonism over Time

3.7.1 Detail

I will present tables with coefficient estimates produced through three regression models

testing the above hypotheses. Then, tables will be followed by an interpretation of findings

from each model and an evaluation of whether the estimates obtained validate or invalidate

these hypotheses.
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Table 3.2: Table of Iraq Intergroup Antagonism Models 1-3
(1) (2) (3)

Variable Estimate Pr(ą|t|) Rate Ratio Estimate Pr(ą|t|) Rate Ratio Estimate Pr(ą|t|) Rate Ratio
(Intercept) 4.0816 0.0183 59.2424 8.6267 0.0131 5578.850 4.3252 0.0105 75.5829
Sunni % ’03 -1.2397 0.3473 0.2895 0.9174 0.5875 2.5028 -1.6023 0.2249 0.2014
Shia % ’03 1.5806 0.1441 4.8580 3.4667 0.0418 32.0301 1.0303 0.3781 2.8018
Kurd % ’03 0.9590 0.4750 2.6092 4.2785 0.0160 72.1329 0.4071 0.7674 1.5024
Rep. Ratio ’05 -8.4707 0.0000 0.0002 -8.9672 0.0183 0.0001 -8.2783 0.0000 0.0002
Sum Budget Alloc. ’06-’09 0.0009 0.0000 1.0009 - - - -0.0001 0.9524 1.0000
Alloc.-Rscs. Ratio ’06-’09 - - - 0.0003 0.9723 1.0003 - - -
Avg. Police Distance ’04 2.3590 0.0130 10.5808 -0.1113 0.9350 0.8947 2.6322 0.0048 13.9050
Oil Reserves Value ’99 -0.0000 0.8747 1.0000 0.0010 0.0401 1.0010 -0.0012 0.3130 0.9988
Sum Budget x Oil Reserves - - - - - - 0.0000 0.3242 1.0000
Distance from Capitol -0.0084 0.0000 0.9916 -0.0137 0.0000 0.9863 -0.0078 0.0000 0.9922
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Model 1: Model 1 includes my model estimates for when the capital budget allocated

to each governorate by the national government (a redistributive revenue transfer) is

included as a separate variable in the model. In this model, the representation ratio and

budget allocation variables all have p-values that indicate these measures are statistically

distinguishable from zero at over a 95% confidence threshold.

Because the coefficient estimates are log rate ratios derived from quasi-poisson regres-

sion analysis, it is difficult to directly interpret the marginal effect of the independent

variables on the dependent variable from the coefficients alone. However, through expo-

nentiating the coefficients, the multiplicative effect of a one unit increase in that single

independent variable on the dependent variable—holding all other covariates at a constant

value—can be calculated.

Holding all covariates at a constant value, on average, a percentage point increase in

a governorate’s representation ratio (an indicator of governorate-level dissatisfaction with

national political representation based on party representation at the governorate versus

national level) is correlated with a decrease in casualties committed by sectarian militia by

a factor of 0.0002 (i.e., multiplies the number of casualties by 0.0002). A one million USD

increase in a governorate’s budget allocation is correlated with an increase in sectarian

casualties by a factor of 1.0009. A one kilometer increase in distance from the center of

Baghdad is correlated with a decrease in sectarian casualties by a factor of 0.9916. A one

unit increase in distance from a police station is correlated with an in sectarian casualties

by a factor of 10.58.

These findings lend validity to the partisan representation hypothesis, rent extraction

control hypothesis, armed forces control hypothesis (both the distance from the capitol

and local arms control variants), and resource scarcity hypothesis. However, the findings

regarding the representation ratio and distance from the capital are contrary to theoretical

expectations. Further analysis is required to understand why these findings result.

Regarding the representation ratio, higher representation ratios indicate a higher num-

ber of governorate-level parties whose share of legislative seats is smaller at the national
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level than at the governorate level. One plausible reason to investigate for why this re-

duction in seat share is correlated with less intergroup antagonism is that parties with

lower seat shares at the national level than at the governorate level may be less able to

leverage force from outside the governorate to win legislature seats. As a result, these

regional-level parties might be likely to have fewer resources that violence requires (e.g.,

arms, training, soldiers, etc.), and so have lower levels of intergroup antagonism observed

in sectarian militia violence.

Regarding the distance from the capitol variable, violence decreases the farther away

a location is from Baghdad. One plausible reason to investigate for why this increase in

distance is correlated with more intergroup antagonism is that the violence committed

on the basis of group difference is committed for political reasons. As a result, the center

of violence is in the capitol. In the case of Baghdad, more government results in more

intergroup antagonism.

To illustrate the substantive effect of the representation ratio and distance from Bagh-

dad on intergroup antagonism, simulations of the of these two variables as varied from

their 25th to 75th percentile are included. These simulations are derived from 1,000

random draws of model coefficients from a multivariate normal distribution.
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Figure 3.2: Simulation of Model 1 Predicted Probabilities for Intergroup Antagonism
for Representation Ratio Varied from their 25th to 75th Percentile
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Figure 3.3: Simulation of Model 1 Predicted Probabilities for Intergroup Antagonism
for Distance from Baghdad Varied from their 25th to 75th Percentile
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Interestingly, variables measuring major ethnic groups’ share of governorate popula-

tion, and oil reserves are not correlated with an increase or decrease in sectarian casualties.

Model 2: Model 2 includes model estimates when the ratio of each governorate’s

capital budget allocation over their oil reserves is included as a single-variable measure of

a representative government’s control over rent extraction.

In this model, the Shia population share, Kurd population share, representation ratio,

oil reserves, and capitol distance variables all have p-values that indicate these measures

are statistically distinguishable from zero at over a 95% confidence threshold.

Holding all covariates at a constant value, on average, a one-percentage point increase

in Shia population share is correlated with an increase in casualties committed by a

sectarian militia by a factor of 32.0. A one-percentage point increase in Kurd population

share is correlated with an increase in casualties committed by a sectarian militia by a

factor of 72.1. A one-unit increase in the representation ratio is correlated with a decrease

in casualties committed by a sectarian militia by a factor of 0.0001. A one-unit increase

in a governorate’s oil reserves is correlated with an increase in casualties committed by

a sectarian militia by a factor of 1.0010. A one kilometer increase in distance from the

capitol is correlated with a decrease in casualties committed by a sectarian militia.

These findings lend validity to the status reversal hypothesis, partisan representation

hypothesis, resource scarcity hypothesis, and armed forces control hypothesis. However,

the findings regarding status reversal and distance from the capitol are contrary to theo-

retical expectations.

Regarding the distance from the capitol finding, plausible reasons are provided above

for why this results. Regarding the status reversal hypothesis, in terms of the theory, the

Shiites and Kurds were war-winners. This raises the question of what they would gain

through violence. Further analysis is required to understand why this finding results.

One plausible reason to investigate for why this increase in war-winning populations is

correlated with more intergroup antagonism is that prior to 2003, these populations might

have organized resources to commit violence for the purpose of resistance. As a result,
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in the post-conflict environment among these populations, intergroup antagonism was

most likely to be observed in violence. In addition, as the maps in Appendix C indicate,

highly-valued resources are concentrated in regions with high levels of Kurd and Shiite

populations. This could increase the value of violence committed on the basis of group

difference.

Interestingly, variables measuring the war-losing group, and the government’s rent

extraction control as a ratio of allocation over resources are not correlated with an increase

or decrease in sectarian casualties.

Model 3: Model 3 includes my model estimates when the allocation-to-resources

ratio is interacted with a governorate’s oil reserves. Because interactive effects between a

variable of interest and a moderating variable may only be of interest for particular ranges

of the moderating variable, these interactions are best interpreted graphically (Brambor,

Clark, Golder 2006). A review of the interaction plot and the p-value indicates the effect

is statistically indistinguishable from a null effect.

Upon reviewing the three models, there are several substantive findings regarding the

incidence of post-conflict intergroup antagonism.

Budget allocation is correlated with an increase in intergroup antagonism, validating

the rent extraction control hypothesis.

A governorate’s distance from Baghdad is correlated with an increase in intergroup

antagonism, validating the armed forces control hypothesis in its capital distance variant.

An increase in the ratio of capital budget allocation to oil reserves resources is not cor-

related with an increase in intergroup antagonism. The rent extraction control hypothesis

as currently articulated is not validated by this measure.

An increase in the representation ratio is correlated with a decrease in intergroup

antagonism when the national government’s capital budget allocation is included as a

standalone variable in regression analysis, and also when the allocation to resources ra-

tio is included as a variable in regression analysis. This finding validates the partisan

representation mechanism but perhaps not the precise logic of the hypothesis or variable
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operationalization, as the finding is contrary to theoretical expectation.

An increase in oil reserves is correlated with an increase in intergroup antagonism

when included in the model where rent extraction control is measured as a ratio of the

governorate budget allocation over governorate oil reserves, but not when the budget

allocation is included as a single measure. This finding supports the resource scarcity

hypothesis, but suggests further analysis is necessary.

An increase in the average distance from a police station is correlated with an increase

in intergroup antagonism when included in the model where rent extraction control is

measured as a ratio of governorate budget allocation over governorate oil reserves, but

not when the budget allocation is included as a single measure. This finding supports

the armed forces control hypothesis in its local arms control variant, but suggests further

analysis is necessary.

The presence of a war-losing group, the Sunni, is not correlated to the likelihood of

intergroup antagonism. When rent extraction control is measured as a ratio of governorate

budget allocation over governorate oil reserves, the presence of war-winning groups is

correlated with increased intergroup antagonism. This finding suggests more analysis is

necessary. They reflect an inverse logic to the expectation that war-winning groups are

the victims of violence and war-losing groups are the perpetrators of violence.

3.8 Case Study

The argument of the analysis is that post-conflict war-losing elites contend with war-

winning elites and non-elites to create a post-war government that best returns their group

to a pre-war status quo. This contention creates two conditions: a) policy biases for the

increased political autonomy of constituent governments composed of war-losing non-

elites sharing the same conflict; b) discriminatory policy and violence against non-elites

disadvantaged by biased grants of autonomy that mitigates the conflict losses of war-

losing elites. These policy biases and discriminatory policies that undergird the politics

of intergroup antagonism and intergroup violence are theorized to be reflected in the
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segregation of group settlements, the scope of these groups’ political status, and the

degree of local control and national representation these groups experience based on their

political status. Findings suggest that the greater the difference between a group’s local

representation and national representation the higher the levels of intergroup antagonism

and violence.

The following case study of violence in northern Iraq’s Ninewa Governorate illustrates

how conflict termination agreements can constrain actors so as to indirectly and directly

support violence committed on the basis of a group identity. In particular, it illustrates

how war-losing elites can advocate for the increased alignment of group identity with

policy autonomy (a concern unrelated to group identity) in response to the degree to

which the regime change imposed by conflict termintation associates group identity with

resource scarcity. The case study will illustrate how conflict termination agreements con-

strain elites to provide indirect support to violence committed on the basis of group dif-

ference by illustrating how the politics of intergroup antagonism are constructed through

political parties that align group identity with biases for increased policy autonomy. The

case study will illustrate how conflict termination agreements constrain non-elites to pro-

vide direct support to violence committed on the basis of group difference by illustrating

how discriminatory policies and violence are sanctioned by the state through the interac-

tion of the politics of intergroup antagonism with arms, trained combatants, and armed

organizations seeking to use those politics for organization-specific ends.

For background, from 2007-2009 there were a rash of violence committed against

ethno-religious minorities in northern Iraq, specifically the province of Ninewa.5 In part,

5 The term “ethno-religious minorities” is helpful here because of the importance of both Muslim
(religious) and Shabak (ethnic) identity for Shabak minorities, for example, as opposed to Christian
(religious) and Assyrian (ethnic) identity. The implications of these two kinds of identity for intrastate
third-party intervention support from Kurds for Shabak, or absence of interstate third-party intervention
support for Assyrian Christians (i.e., help from a non-Iraqi state for this group), are substantive and
pose a significant constraint on the conflict dynamics involved in the violence in northern Iraq. In reality,
the term “ethno-religious-linguistic” identity might be even more effective to convey the real coalitions
mobilized through these identities for the 2007-2009 period in Iraq. Indeed, as Amazia Baram comments
on the ethnic identification of ruling elites in Baathi Iraq from July 1968 to August 1986: “The official
biographies never give details of religion because according to official Ba’ath doctrine one’s national
identification should not be determined by one’s religion or sect. In secular Arab nationalist thought,
language is the primary characteristic determining nationality. Any mention of a person’s religion would
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this violence was remarkable because it took place after the late-2006 “Anbar Awakening”

and “surge” of troops which reversed the gains of al-Qaeda in Iraq from 2003-2006, leading

to the subsequent decline of violence in Iraq, particularly violence centered in Baghdad

(in central Iraq). This reversal of al-Qaeda notwithstanding, a December 2009 report by

the UN reported that from July-December 2009, Ninewa governorate’s capital Mosul had

the highest rate of per capita violence throughout Iraq.6

This violence took a number of forms and was particularly marked by targeted attacks

on sacred venues and threats of forced renunciation, per the same July-December 2009

report; for example (UNAMI 2009):

“The reporting period saw several targeted attacks against Shabak communi-
ties including the detonation of two trucks packed with explosives in Ninewa
on 11 August which killed 35 civilians and injured approximately 200. Attacks
against civilians at places of worship remain a grave concern, with reports of
mosques and churches being targeted, mostly with improvised explosive de-
vices.”

In Iraq, from 2007-2009, there were two sets of elites who restricted constituent change

to maintain an advantage in elite factional competition over time, and so provided indi-

rect support to the above-mentioned violence committed on the basis of a group-based

identity. The first group was Sunni Arab elites in the northern Iraqi province of Ninewa,

providing support through the anti-Kurd political platform, al-Hadbaa, leading up to the

January 2009 provincial elections (described in further detail below). The second group

was Kurdish elites, particularly the Kurdish Democratic Party, the incumbent and dom-

inant party in the province prior to the 2009 provincial elections, from 2005-2009. In

addition, during this time period there were non-elites who provided direct support to

violence on the basis of a group-based identity by Kurdish armed forces, the Kurdish

be tantamount to admitting that the Arab nation is divided along religious lines between Sunni, Shi’i,
and Christian Arabs. This approach sometimes makes it difficult to determine whether a person is a
Sunni or a Shi’i Arab. By contrast, Christians are few and their religious affiliation well known (Baram,
1989: 448).

6 For comparison, in 2009, the same UN report reported that 4,068 civilians were killed and 15,935
injured. Of those casualties, 357 of those killed and 1463 of those injured took place during three major
coordinated attacks in Baghdad, in August, October, and December 2009. In addition, gender-based
violence was prevalent throughout Iraq during this period.
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Peshmerga (likely controlled by the KDP) and internal security ministry (Asayesh), and

Sunni Arab extremists, notably al-Qaeda in Iraq and a number of movements operating

at the time in Ninewa under the broad heading of “the Islamic State”.

3.9 Pre-conflict

3.9.1 Elite position

As background, prior to the American intervention, Ninewa’s Governorate has for a long

time been the center of a complex region, subject to completing claims from colonial

empires and then, Turkey, Syria, and Iraq, as well as to the Sunni and Kurd claims that

are the subject of this study.

Sunni elites

Ninewa’s capital, Mosul, provided many military and civilian government personnel

to the Iraqi national government. A significant proportion of the Iraqi army under the

Ba’athist regime hailed from Mosul and among them were many Arab nationalists (In-

ternational Crisis Group 2009):

“[Mosul] held fast to a specific, local identity. Whereas Baghdad and Basra
were characterised by cosmopolitanism and secular outlooks, Mosul’s urban
merchant and political elites evinced social conservatism, a dominant Sunni
form of religiosity and a powerful sense of Arabism amid ethnic and religious
diversity. The city prides itself on being “Arabism’s historic sanctuary” in
Iraq. In the deeply fragmented Ninewa governorate, Mosul stands out as
not merely a blend of competing identities, but also a city that has been
able to produce its own cohesive, deeply rooted urban elites—in contrast, for
example, to Baghdad—defined by a strong, specific identity and retaining
traditional ties to the rural hinterland. These elites adopted a low profile
during Saddam Hussein’s rule and have taken time to reassert themselves, but
the potential always existed and was most clearly and recently manifested in
the 2009 provincial elections. ”

Amazia Baram refers to the centrality of Mosul within the Ba’athist party’s member-

ship composition in 1968, the year of the Ba’athist party’s July coup (of which Saddam

Hussein was a key member), after which they ruled until the American invasion in 2003

(Baram 1989):
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“In 1968 all the members of the highest political bodies, the RCC and the Re-
gional Leadership (RL) of the party, came from the small Sunni Arab triangle
lying between Baghdad, Mosul, and the Syrian border and were, indeed, all
Sunni Arabs...”

Kurdish elites

A discussion of the Kurds in Iraq is far beyond the scope of this paper. However, the

Kurdistan Regional Government is an autonomous region within Iraq, governed by the

Kurds, a transnational ethnic group. Kurdish autonomy is one of the most contentious

issues of post-2003 Iraq particularly because of the borders this region shares with Iran,

Turkey, and Syria (where Kurdish autonomy is also contentious and subject to repres-

sion).7

The Kurds are nominally a single regional government, but the KRG’s government

and society have been critically shaped by the 1991 Gulf War, and a subsequent civil war

between the two leading factions of the KRG, the Kurdish Democratic Party (KDP) and

Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK) from 1996-1998 (Leezenberg 2006). As a result, 1)

the territorial border between the KRG and non-Kurdish Iraq is disputed and remains to

be demarcated according to complex procedures outlined in the 2005 Iraqi Constitution;

2) formalization of the KRG within Iraq is nascent and until 2006, the KRG was divided

between two zones of control from 1996 to 2006, where “the PUK controlled green zone

encompassing Sulaymaniyah Province, while the KDP controlled a yellow zone spanning

Erbil and Dohuk Provinces”. In addition, after the post-2003 KRG Unification Agreement

(signed 2006), formalizing KDP-PUK power-sharing across the government, some of the

most consequential actors in the KRG have been in the parties rather than in the KRG’s

formal government (van Wilgenburg and Fumerton 2015). Further, though the KRG is

nominally a consensus government between the KDP and PUK—and important reform

and unification efforts have occurred in recent years—many of the administrative and

security functions are divided by partisan identity.

7 In fact, prior to the emergence of the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) in 2014 the unresolved
disputed territories between the Kurdish Regional Government and the Iraqi national government were
the issue many experts looked at as being most likely to cause Iraq to relapse into sectarian conflict.
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Elite competition

Daniel Byman briefly summarizes the fierce elite competition between Sunni Arabs

and Kurds prior to the regime change imposed by the American intervention in 2003

(Byman 1997: 7):

“Fighting between Kurds and the Sunni-dominated Baath government in the
1960s and 1970s produced perhaps 90,000 casualties, and well over 100,000
Kurds fled to Iran to join Kurdish refugees there. After the war ended in
1975, the Baath government destroyed over one thousand Kurdish villages and
relocated perhaps 600,000 Kurds to areas outside Kurdistan. Fighting broke
out again in the 1980s, as Iraq became embroiled in its war with Iran. In 1988
Iraq began the genocidal Operation Anfal. The Baath regional commander
Alt Hasan al Majid—the “Butcher of Kurdistan”—systematically killed Kur-
dish males who came into his hands. Over 200,000 Kurds died in the Anfal
operations while another 1.5 million people were forcibly resettled. Several
hundred thousand Kurds fled to Iran or Turkey. Not surprisingly, the Kurds
rose up when the Baath hovered on the brink of collapse following the Per-
sian Gulf War. Tens of thousands of Kurds died as the central government
reestablished itself, and over one million Kurds fled to Iran or Turkey.”

In terms of the specific policies levied by the Hussein government, they were specifically

targeted toward Kurds on the basis of group difference (Byman 1997: 8):

“The Baath tried to shatter Kurdish identity. The regime transferred Kur-
dish civil servants and police out of Kurdistan. The Baath provided finan-
cial awards to Arabs who took Kurdish wives, changed Kurdish place names
to Arabic ones, and Arabized the faculty of the university in the Kurdish
area. Torture, mass arrests, and executions ensured that everyone heeded the
Baath’s wishes.”

3.10 Post-conflict

3.10.1 Elite perception of post-conflict decentralization as a threat

A full discussion of the nationwide changes the American intervention in 2003 brought

to Iraq is beyond this case study of violence in Ninewa. However, the regime change

that ensued in the course of the intervention is important for understanding how Sunni

and Kurd elites in Ninewa perceived the threatening nature of regime change, and so
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committed to indirect and direct support for violence committed on the basis of group

identity.

Sunni elites

The American invasion of 2003 brought nationwide regime change, and with it, a

threat to the Sunni Arab pre-2003 bargaining position. This post-2003 government was

dominated by Shi’a elite factions and Kurdish elite factions allied with the American

intervenors. These factions participated in the post-2003 reform of government so as to

permit higher levels of decisionmaking to the demographic concentrations of Kurds in

Iraq’s Northeast, and Shi’a in Iraq’s South. Sunni Arab elites perceived the decentraliza-

tion of the post-2003 post-conflict Iraqi government as a threat.

As a group, regime change changed the position of Sunni Arabs into a unemployed,

nationwide demographic minority concentrated in regions possessing scarce resources that

was unready to participate in a multi-party democracy after regime change. Regarding

the effect of regime change on their demographic position, in 2003, according to best esti-

mates, approximately 97 percent of the population of 22-28 million persons were Muslim.

Shi’a Muslims–predominantly Arab, but also including Turkoman, Faili Kurds, and other

groups–constituted a 60 to 65 percent majority. Sunni Muslims made up 32-37 percent

of the population (approximately 18 to 20 percent are Sunni Kurds, 12 to 15 percent

Sunni Arabs, and the remainder were Sunni Turkomen). The remaining approximately 3

percent of the overall population consisted of Christians (Assyrians, Chaldeans, Roman

Catholics, and Armenians), Yazidis, Mandaeans, and a small number of Jews.”8

In terms of geography, at the time of the American intervention, Shi’a Arabs, although

predominantly located in the south, also compromised a majority in Baghdad and had

communities in most parts of the country. Sunnis formed the majority in the center of

the country and in the north. Assyrians and Chaldeans were concentrated in the north

and in Baghdad. The Yazidis predominately resided in the north of the country.

This geographic landscape indicates how though Sunni Arabs often resided in regions

8 U.S. State Department, http://www.state.gov/j/drl/rls/irf/2003/24452.htm)
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where they were the majority, nationwide they were a minority. Though through the

Ba’athist party they experienced great influence nationally, upon the overthrow of the

party’s control of government, political, the economic, social, and military opportunities

available to Sunni Arabs severely constricted.

As such, in the context of the U.S. occupation and the subsequent dismantling of

the Ba’athist-led Iraqi Army, the scope of the Kurdish and Shi’a local militias range of

action and responsibilities broadly expanded. Sunni Arabs favored security independent

of these militia. Further, because of the Ba’ath party’s use of patronage to maintain so-

ciety, political, economic, and social opportunity, the loss of jobs in the civil service (i.e.,

university) and military left many Sunni Arab elites in Ninewa unemployed. Further, due

to the mobilization of the Kurdish and Shi’a parties prior to 2003 as underground move-

ments, upon regime change they were ready to compete within the deliberation processes

related to the new post-intervention constitution and negotiate terms of decentralization

that were highly favorable to decentralized control by Kurdish and Shi’a elite factions

in the Kurdish northeast and Shi’a south. Further, Sunnis were not similarly equipped

to compete in the post-conflict government leading to an absence of representation; as a

Mosul political leader, Atheel al-Nujayfi remarked (International Crisis Group 2009: 9):

“Mosul’s [Arab] political forces initially rejected both the U.S. occupation and
the political process. That view was shared by the Islamist current, various
armed groups and Arab nationalists. But one has to understand that we took
that stance in part because we simply were not ready—in terms of organisa-
tion or resources—to enter the political arena. None of our political parties
possessed any infrastructure on the ground, arguably with the exception of
the Iraqi Islamic Party, which had some supporters in Mosul and could count
on the mosques. Today, we are recovering terrain that we lost to al–Qaeda in
Iraq and Kurdish parties, both of whom led the governorate toward a cycle
of violence and chaos. We gradually understood that we had to work at the
local level, because every region faces its own specific problems. In Basra, the
main issue concerns relations between Arabs and Persians, but here in Mosul
it is between Arabs and Kurds.”

Finally, Sunni Arabs shared a group-based tie to both Saddam Hussein and the

Ba’athist regime and to al-Qaeda and Islamic extremists (who were often hostile to the
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civilian Sunni population). With this hostility and an absence of social or political coordi-

nation to respond to regime change, Sunni Arab elites perceived a threat to their position

in terms of their group identity.

To summarize, after regime change, Sunnis were unready to participate in multi-party

democracy, unemployed due to the loss of patronage positions under the Ba’athist regime,

and resided in regions with scarce resources. In response to the alignment of group identity

with policy biases for increased political autonomy by Kurdish and Shiite political parties

at the national level, and faced with the resulting implicit threat of further entrenchment of

an ethnically-defined competitive disadvantage in post-conflict government, Sunnis began

to advocate for a politics of intergroup antagonism in northern Iraq that provided indirect

support to violence committed on the basis of group identity.

Kurdish elites

Kurdish elites did not ostensibly have anything to lose after 2003, and had everything

to gain given their possession of multiple administrative positions in the new national gov-

ernment, determinative role in the 2005 constitution, and dominance in Ninewa provincial

government after the January 2005 provincial elections from 2005-2009. However, on two

points they faced a waning competitive advantage. Externally, given their reliance on the

Iraqi national political process in play through the 2005 Constitution and their reliance on

the Iraqi central government (politically, economically, and militarily), even though they

secured votes through patronage no electoral dominance would be permanent given the

need to win provincial electoral contests on an ongoing basis. Further, given a KDP-PUK

alliance that was nascent, which secured their expansion into the disputed territories and

unified Kurdish participation in the Iraqi government, the KDP’s competitive advantage

in the Kurdish Regional Government was not permanent. Importantly, the absence of

unification of the Kurdish Peshmerga meant that KDP dominance could be achieved

through non-political military means if necessary. Kurdish elites faced the dilemma of

simultaneously gaining independence, manipulating the boundary of the KRG’s disputed

territories with the Iraqi central government in their favor, and maintaining reliance on
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the central government. In addition, some of these goals might not have been outright

necessary for the competitive advantage of Kurdish elites within Iraq, or for the primary

goal of Kurdish secession and independence, but rather for individual partisan advantage

within the KRG (as the KRG’s state and society were so irrevocably shaped by the 1991

Gulf War and the 1996-1998 internal civil war between the KDP and PUK). Kurdish elites

in Ninewa governorate perceived a post-2003 threat to their position because unlike their

dominance in the KRG autonomous region they understood that any competitive advan-

tage in Iraq’s Ninewa governorate in the immediate post-2003 politics of the American

occupation was a waning advantage.

3.10.2 Indirect support for violence committed on the basis of group identity

Sunni elite support: al-Hadbaa as anti-Kurd

To gain support in Ninewa’s 2009 provincial elections, a Sunni Arab party, al-Hadbaa,

advanced a horizontal mobilization strategy that was specifically anti-Kurdish, and won

overwhelmingly (48.4% of the vote given 265,500 votes for the al-Hadbaa list and 60%

turnout), reversing domination of the provincial government by Kurdish parties from

2005-2009. The next party, a Kurdish-led coalition, gained 25.5% of the vote, and com-

paratively, the governor of the al-Hadbaa list, Atheel al-Nujayfi, could claim to be one of

Iraq’s most successful politicians as nationwide he received more votes than any other can-

didate (in a relatively fair election by international standards in terms of electoral fraud;

ICG: 10). What differentiated al-Hadbaa was its employment of a “horizontal mobiliza-

tion strategy” to win the elections. Put differently, it ran on an identity-based platform

that was nationalistic and anti-Kurd to appeal to Sunni Arabs throughout Ninewa regard-

less of differences of class, region, etc. (International Crisis Group, Iraq’s New Battlefront

2009: 9):

“Virtually all of Ninewa’s Arab political forces—the Iraqi Islamic Party aside—
came together around al-Hadbaa’s resolutely nationalist, anti-Kurdish plat-
form. Al-Hadbaa, a highly heterogeneous coalition that began to take shape
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in 2007, emerged as [the platform’s] most effective vehicle principally because
it successfully blended this nationalistic agenda with a deep-seated local—i.e.,
Sunni, Arab and Mosul-based—identity...Beyond that, al-Hadbaa served the
(temporary) interests of an array of social forces. In essence, it was built
around a somewhat fragile alliance between Mosul and its tribal hinterland,
encompassing social classes intent on reasserting their former dominance over
the governorate: urban commercial elites...tribal chieftans...Kurds who op-
posed [Kurdish Democratic Party leader] Masoud Barzani or had long been
Arabised...and Turkomans. The tribes saw it as a means to recover some po-
litical representation; for Baathists and former army officers, it was a useful
front to help stage a comeback by stealth; business elites, forced out by al-
Qaeda, viewed it as an ally. At the same time, some minority groups that had
gravitated towards the Kurds as a result of Sunni Arab weakness and disunity
reverted to more traditional alliances by joining. Likewise, it was backed by
the Maliki government, the Bush administration, several Arab countries and
Turkey, all of whom wished to one degree or another to establish a new Arab-
Kurdish balance.”

In terms of the content of the platform, al-Hadbaa sought to reward an expanded con-

stituency of support of Sunni Arab leaders in order to maintain it over time (International

Crisis Group 2009):

“Al-Hadbaa’s outlook combined three core perspectives: backing for a strong
central state against separatist tendencies; unease about the nature of the
Iraqi state’s current rulers, sectarianism and unwillingness to share power and
resources; and restoration of Arab rights allegedly usurped by the Kurds.
Nationwide, it clamoured for the rehabilitation of former army officers, an
issue of particular urgency given their large numbers in Ninewa and how many
remained unemployed.”

In terms of its specifically anti-Kurdish proposals (International Crisis Group 2009):

“At the local level, [al-Hadbaa] argued for restoration of the status quo ante—
the territorial situation that prevailed prior to 2003—and insisted on a reduc-
tion of Kurdish military, administrative and cultural influence throughout the
governorate. Specifically, it demanded that any Arabs detained by the KRG
be turned over to central state authorities and that public school teachers
cease using Kurdish in classrooms (in tension with Iraq’s 2005 constitution
naming Kurdish as one of Iraq’s two official languages).”

By comparison, previously, the Iraqi Islamic Party (IIP) was the sole Sunni politi-

cal party “willing to play by the rules” of post-2003 politics while the Sunni Arabs of
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Anbar province turned to insurgency, with a constituency in Ninewa’s capital, Mosul

and Ninewa’s mosques. The IIP’s problem with Sunni elite appeal was its cross-cutting,

non-ethnic appeal (International Crisis Group 2009, 10):

“Al-Hadbaa benefited from the discredit that had befallen the Iraqi Islamic
Party, a result of its controversial alliance with the Kurdish leadership in both
Ninewa and Baghdad. The Iraqi Islamic Party’s deputy head in Mosul said,
“Al-Hadbaa echoed our agenda almost word for word, but our Mosul con-
stituents rejected our alliance with the Kurds. People forget that the [IIP
party] principally was aimed at consolidating the role of Sunni Arabs in the
political institutions in Baghdad. They forget that the [IIP] alliance led to the
dispatch of Kurdish troops from the north to Baghdad to protect Sunnis from
the genocide perpetrated by Shiite militias. But today the growing polariza-
tion between Arabs and Kurds has left us no choice but to back al-Hadbaa.
The struggle means we must first and foremost defend our national identity
[as Arabs].”

This anti-Kurdish sentiment and these anti-Kurdish policies have important historical

precedents (i.e., negotiations on the extent of Kurdish autonomy within Iraq in 1963,

1970-74, 1983 and 1991; Bartu 2010: 1330), but emerged specifically in response to the

conflict termination agreements after the American invasion in 2003.

The conflict termination agreements specifically posed a threat to these Sunni Arab

elites, specifically those agreements addressing Kurdish autonomy (Bartu 2010: 1330):

“Having weathered the last decade of Saddam Hussein’s regime behind the
internationally protected ’Green Line’ [dividing Iraq from the Kurdish au-
tonomous region], the Kurds swept south on the coat-tails of the 2003 US
invasion and installed security and political structures in a number of dis-
puted areas they considered part of historic Kurdistan. [The Kurds], more
than any other constituency, underwrote the democratic project in the new
Iraq and contrived an ambitious constitutional route through article 140 of
the 2005 constitution to place the disputed areas under the administrative ju-
risdiction of the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) by the end of 2007.”
“By the end of 2008 a realization had emerged across all communities that
article 140 could not be implemented without further negotiation and political
agreement concerning boundaries, voter eligibility, the referendum question,
and units of decision (governorate, district and subdistrict). Initially rejected
by many non-Kurds, article 140 became a rallying point for even its most
hard-line opponents on the basis that it was impossible to implement.9

9 A sequenced process was devised to restore the disputed territories to the status quo ante with
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The “Green Line” was an official line dividing the Kurdish Regional Government from

non-Kurdish Iraqi territory during Saddam Hussein’s regime, and bordered some of Iraq’s

most lucrative oil wells and most demographically diverse regions. During his regime,

Hussein used policies of forced migration and ethnic discrimination to “Arabize” these

regions and displace Kurdish minorities. In 2003, American paratroopers and special

operations forces entered the Kurdish autonomous region and from there secured Kirkuk

in Northern Iraq, followed by the capital of Ninewa Capital, Mosul (Hamilton 2008: 10).

On 11 April 2003, then-Major-General David Petraeus, heading the Army’s 101st airborne

division entered Mosul from the south while Kurdish Peshmerga forces crossed the Green

Line to help American forces from the east and west (International Crisis Group, Iraq’s

New Battlefront). Petraeus then proceeded to lead a political experiment overseeing post-

conflict governance, stabilization, and reconstruction efforts in Mosul, receiving praise

from local residents across sectarian divides for its balanced and inclusive governance

(International Crisis Group, 2009: 5; Gonzales et al. 2007: 131).10

Parallel to this process, though, Ninewa residents began to see the Kurds as American

allies. In practice this wasn’t altogether untrue given an agreement between the U.S. forces

and the Kurdish Peshmerga that permitted Peshmerga troops up to certain thresholds

in territory on the Iraqi side of the “Green Line”, giving them an unprecedented kind of

legitimacy.11

With the overall reliance of the U.S. and coalition on Kurdish autonomous region

armed forces to maintain stability in northern Iraq, U.S.-protected mobility of Kurds

and Kurdish armed forces over the former Green Line partition, and inclusion of the

regards to the forced migration of Kurds from these territories, between July 1968 and April 2003,
through ’Arabization’ policies designed to alter the demographic balance in Kirkuk and other disputed
areas (Bartu 2010: 1330): “Having restored the status quo ante, a census and plebiscite would allow
communities in the disputed aresa to choose between being administered by the KRG or by Baghdad.
Article 140 was designed to provide a once-for-all legal resolution of the disputed areas.

10 Petraeus’ strategy rested on several core principles: prudent use of military force; swift rebuilding of
security forces, notably the local police; restoration of public services and infrastructure (e.g., university
and municipal functions); and funding of numerous economic projects.

11 “Repositioning of Peshmerga Forces (101200May 03) Change 3”, Department of Defense, memorandum
for KDP/PUK leadership, AFVB-CG, 17 May 2003, followed by an 11 November 2004 agreement between
Iraqi PM Alawi, KRG President Barzani, the local U.S. military commander and the Ninewa governor,
as quoted in ICG, Iraq and the Kurds, p. 11, footnote 59; ICG, Struggle for Ninewa 2009: 5
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Kurds in the U.S.-led occupation administration in Baghdad (Coalition Provision Au-

thority) (Kurtzman 2010: 2-3), the possibility emerged of the Kurds negotiating higher

levels of Kurdish autonomy (perhaps extending to near-independence) and coming to for-

mal agreement about the disputed territories surrounding the Green Line. In the 2005

constitution-writing process, a pact between the Kurdish parties and Shiite parties, both

of whom had developed party platforms prioritizing increased autonomy for their re-

spective ethno-religious groups prior to 2002, inscribed several provisions for increased

decentralization within the constitution (Visser 2010). Of note for the Kurds, Article 140

of the 2005 constitution permitted renegotiation of the Green Line based on a plebiscite

and census. However, formal renegotiation of these regions was made contingent on a

31 December 2007 return of the linchpin city/governorate of the disputed territories—

Kirkuk—to the Kurds.12

Kurds: KDP as anti-Sunni

However, the anti-minority violence in Ninewa is complex because there were two

sources of indirect support for violence committed on the basis of minority group iden-

tity: al-Hadbaa in 2009 and the Kurdish Democratic Party from 2005-2009. While the

balance of violence committed was likely tipped toward Islamist extremists as opposed to

Kurdish Peshmerga (as explained further below), it is worthwhile to examine countervail-

ing indirect support from the Kurdish Democratic Party.

The Kurdish Peshmerga in northern Iraq in 2009 were largely KDP militia and the

KDP-PUK position was to expand across the disputed territories, facilitated in part by

the American government’s reliance on KRG in order to conduct counterterrorism in

12 Incidentally, Peter Bartu, leader of the UN team that produced a seminal 2009 report on the disputed
territories in northern Iraq outlines the perspective and position of the Americans (Bartu 2010: 1332):
“Having embarked on the war uninvited and unprepared, the [U.S.] and its allies confronted a land of
no addresses—save those of sectarian and ethnic leaders in [Shiite] Najaf and [Kurdish] Kurdistan—and
immediately faced three strategic questions: the nature of government and centre-region relations; on
what terms Shi’i representation in government was to be achieved; and on what terms Sunni [Bathist]
re-enfranchisement was to be managed. On these large questions the coalition was inconsistent at best.
The US in particular oscillated between support for decentralized options (Kurdish and peripatetic Shi’i
inclinations) and for a competent if not strong centeral government (regional and Sunni inclinations)—all
the while balancing the banality of occupation with several civil wars in which Iraqis fought out these
questions to a stalemate.”
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northern Iraq (Natali, The Kurdish Quasi-State, 147):

“Changes in the nature of the Iraqi state after 2003 significantly altered the
Kurdistan Region’s political leverage. By creating a weak federal Iraq codified
in the ambiguous 2005 constitution, post-Saddam state-builders reconfigured
the balance of power and opportunity structures in the state. While disenfran-
chising Sunni Arabs who had run Iraq for nearly 80 years, the constitution
gave Shi’a and Kurds access to new authorities. It recognized the KRG as
a distinct political entity with its own rights and large revenue-base in Iraq.
The [Iraqi] constitution allocates 17 percent of the national budget to the
Kurdistan Region based on population percentages (13 percent after deduc-
tions), and from 2005–2014 the KRG budget increased from about $2.5 billion
to $13 billion, reflecting the increase in Iraqi oil sales and world oil prices.
Federalism’s powersharing arrangements based on ethnic and sectarian group
quotas also extended Kurdish influence in Baghdad. For instance, Talabani
became Iraqi president and was succeeded by PUK official Fuad Masum in
2014. Barham Salih formerly a prime minister of Kurdistan—became Deputy
Prime Minister of Iraq. KDP official Hoshyr Zibari served as Foreign Minister
and is now Minister of Finance. The Kurds also benefitted from the Sunni
Arab boycott of the Iraqi government from 2005–2009, which gave them con-
trol of key provincial councils in disputed territories, including Kirkuk and
Mosul.”

After 2003, the Kurds reached an unprecedented level of autonomy after nearly 80

years of contention with a number of Iraqi governments.13 It is in this context of post

regime change and increased autonomy that Kurdish support for violence committed on

the basis of group identity occurs, whether direct or indirect.14

In terms of indirect support (Natali, Quasi-State, 149-150):

“The KRG has also engaged in demographic engineering to consolidate control
over the disputed territories....[They] have employed a “Kurdistani” citizenship
regime in the effort to incorporate non-Kurdish citizens into their expanded
territories, and have provided basic services, electricity, and security to local
populations.”

13 Whether this was to improve standing in KDP-PUK factional disputes, or the Kurdish position in
Kurdish/non-Kurdish factional disputes is beyond the scope of this study as the focus is on the threat of
competition posed upon the KRG in the post-2003 regime change and particularly the post-2007 context
of territorial disputes where the action of rapid expansion is shared by both strategies.

14 An important additional context is a historical context of genocide within Iraq (the Anfal Campaign
where the Hussein Regime used chemical weapons on Kurdish civilians likely killing 100,000), forced
renunciations of Kurdish identity under Iraqi “Arabization” campaigns, and general discrimination
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And elsewhere, reports from human rights advocacy organizations outline the efforts

of KDP to mobilize support on a group basis (Human Rights Watch: 26):

“Christian churches and aid organizations have complained that the KRG
denied them funding for assistance programs geared to internally displaced
persons because they have not pledged support to the KDP. A Christian advo-
cacy organization also reported that the KDP has been pressuring Christians
to sign forms pledging their support for the Nineveh Plains area to be annexed
to Kurdish areas and placed under KRG rule. Muhammad Ihsan, the KRG
minister for extra-regional affairs, acknowledged to Human Rights Watch that
KRG policy was to use the region’s finances strategically to win favor among
minority groups in the disputed territories. ‘We are not angels, we are politi-
cians, and this is politics,’ he said. ‘Join with me and I will give you this and
that.’ However he denied the KRG had engaged in pressure tactics or threats.
When Human Rights Watch asked KRG Minister of the Interior Karim Sinjari
about the financial support provided by Aghajan to Christian communities,
Sinjari replied, ‘This isn’t Aghajan’s money, but KRG money ... [he] didn’t
build anything by himself, he did it through the KRG. The [Kurdish] prime
minister ordered him to do so.’ Sheikh George Kako, a pro-Kurdish Christian
leader, told Human Rights Watch that the KRG is trying to ‘overwhelm’ the
Chaldo-Assyrians with money to keep them on their side. ‘I wish the area
remains disputed for 100 years because we will continue to receive support
from both sides. Let them both nurture us.”

This case study illustrates how Sunni Arabs increased the alignment of group identity

with a specific policy position regarding political autonomy in response to the association

of Sunni demographic concentration and resource scarcity after regime change and the

political implications of that association between demography and scarcity. Kurdish and

Shiite factions advocated for national-level policies after regime change that increased

autonomy for regions with demographic concentrations of Kurdish and Shi’a ethnicities

and increased control of scarce resources there. A pact between leaders of factions from

within these groups led to the generalization of faction-specific preferences for autonomy to

national-level policies with ethnic support from 2/3 of the people and territory of Iraq. In

response, facing the threat of an entrenched, ethnically defined competitive disadvantage

under a future government, Sunni Arab leaders aligned their group identity with support

for stronger, more centralized government (a position related to the non-ethnic issue of

political autonomy) and support against the use of Kurdish in public school classrooms in
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Ninewa (a position related to the ethnic issue of cultural autonomy). In this context, the

politics of intergroup antagonism was constructed after regime change, and along with it,

indirect support for violence committed on the basis of group identity.

As illustrated, indirect support for violence came from competing entities who specif-

ically employed a mobilization strategy that would permit elite coalitional change—that

would “include”. The use of viewing this as permitting elite coalitional change as op-

posed to being “inclusive” is that both the al-Hadbaa platform and KDP were inclusive,

including new members than previously had access to government and excluding oth-

ers. In both cases, due to the political/representational implications of concentrations

ethno-religious minorities residing in Ninewa’s constituent territories, these minorities—

Assyrians, Shabaks, Yazidis, among others—simultaneously became subject to discrim-

inatory policy on the basis of their group identity through their agreeing to provide or

withhold support to competing elite factions.

Parties are not interesting in this case with regards to the identity-based platforms in-

vestigated above because they wield superior bargaining strength. Rather they are actors

of interest because their organizational efficacy enables groups to form and compete over

time. The mobilization of identity is affected by the structural causes related to sectional

differences between elites and the imposition of conflict termination agreements, but it is

the coordination of the party that catalyzes violence and makes it group-based: ethnic or

non-ethnic, religious or non-religious, and thus affects the future negotiation of sectional

differences. To be sure, during this time period individual non-state actors mobilized

this kind of support for “identity” violence independently (e.g., Mosul elites informally

denouncing Kurds or announcing support for Islamist extremist groups). However, it is

the party that relates official approval for vigilante violence committed on the basis of

group-based identity to violence. Further, over time these politically-identified coalitions

heighten the salience of group-based difference, particularly when these group-based dif-

ference are the basis of mobilization strategies at the national level for the expansion and

restriction of cross-regional constituencies’ support for contests between national-level
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elite contests. The disputed territories between Kurdish elites and non-Kurdish elites and

negotiation over Article 140 as well as the need for national-level leaders to advance a

centralized, nationwide government provides national-level support for local-level actors

to take risky actions with local-level gains that catalyze national-level action on the basis

of group differences.

3.10.3 Direct support for violence committed on the basis of group identity

To reiterate, the argument of this case study is that the violence in Ninewa province

that took place on the basis of group identity was only able to occur due to the presence

of a mobilization strategies by competing elite factions that permitted and restricted the

change in elite coalitions according to ethno-religious group identities in order to expand

and maintain cross-regional constituencies of support over time. Illustrating the direct

support for this violence though also yields insight into the relation of these elite mobiliza-

tion strategies to recruitment for collectively-targeted violence to maintain cross-regional

constituencies of support. The combined effect of these depictions of indirect and direct

support for violence is to better identify what distinguishes violence committed on the

basis of identity—it is not just officially sanctioned violence or systematic discrimination

through the administration of government. Rather, this kind of violence combines state

sanction and discrimination—as collectively-targeted violence, collectively mobilized on

the basis of group identity, sanctioned by the state on the basis of a group identity. The

goal of complementing an illustration of indirect support for violence with an illustration

of direct support for violence will be to identify the actors that align and coordinate these

outcomes of official sanction for intergroup antagonism and group-based mobilization

for collectively-targeted violence. From 2007-2009 in Ninewa, though Islamist extremists

likely committed more violence on balance, the violence committed by Kurdish Peshmerga

is worth examining as well. The environment provided by indirect support for violence

committed on the basis of group identity was differentiated by its politics of nationalism,

and provided haven to intergroup violence that reinforced discriminatory party platforms
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that attempted to assign social groups to exclusionary political hierarchies.

Islamic extremist non-elites: AQI & ’Islamic State’ movements

Regarding the violence committed by Islamist extremists, Michael Knights describes

the diffusion of arms and combatants in the region in a June 2008 report (Knights 2008b).

After violence from 2006-2007 that some experts deemed an ethnic civil war between

Sunni and Shi’a, and the 2007 Anbar Awakening, from 2007-2008 the center of gravity

for Sunni Arab resistance to the occupation American government and the Iraqi central

government shifted northwards. By mid-2008, Sunni Arab areas north of the capital

contained a far larger share of violent incidents than pre-2008 hotbeds of violence such

as Baghdad, Babil and Anbar provinces. The city of Mosul, Ninewa’s capital began to

become home to Islamist-nationalist resistance and extremist groups. Several features

of Mosul’s geography and history supported this concentration of resistance. Mosul was

home to a high proportion of the Saddam-era Iraqi officer corps, and post-2003 looting of

major ammunition supply points around the metropolitan area after the fall of Saddam

seeded the area with thousands of tons of munitions. Further, Mosul was a major center

of Saddam’s Islamic revival campaign in the 1990s and city’s situation at the intersection

of roads headed toward Turkey and Syria made it a transshipment point for extremist

groups moving through Iraq beginning in the 1990s including later head of Al-Qaeda in

Iraq, Abu Mus’ab al-Zarqawi’s human smuggling networks and extremist group, Ansar

al-Islam (Knights 2008: 2-3). In addition, Knights describes how extremist populations

not only prospered in Mosul due to the anti-Kurdish sentiment present but also due to

the demographic concentration of Sunnis that Sunni Arab elites sought to manipulate

as described above. Unlike the interaction between these same extremist groups with

civilian populations in Anbar province, in Mosul there were fewer attempts to impose

Shari’a codes on local communities or take over their leadership. Further, given Mosul’s

division into a concentrated Sunni Arab section in the western region of the city and

a more diverse eastern region, extremist networks committed anti-minority violence in

the western region to further concentrate these populations and anti-government violence
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in the eastern region to reduce the influence of Kurdish political parties there (Knights

2008: 3). In Mosul, violent extremists took advantage of indirect support for violence

committed on the basis of group identity, and manipulated the demographic conditions

central to the operation of that indirect support, in order to fulfill organization-specific

goals through directly supporting and committing violence on the basis of group identity.

This report is complemented by contemporaneous human rights reporting from Human

Rights Watch that described Mosul as a strategic stronghold for Islamist extremists, whose

anti-Kurd sentiment they carefully cultivated in order to further movement-specific goals.

Continuing Sunni Arab disillusionment with Kurdish gains after 2003 created safe havens

for extremists to operate and gave them free hand to target minorities. Attacks struck

directly at the social infrastructure of minority communities, leaving victims and others

fearful to carry on with their everyday lives. Although there were political divisions within

each minority group between those who wanted a closer union with the KRG and those

who preferred to remain under the authority of the central Iraqi government, members

from within every minority group interviewed by Human Rights Watch agreed that the

situation for minorities had become dire as violent actors sought to manipulate these

political divisions through violence (Human Rights Watch 2009: 30).

For example, to provide greater detail on the coordination of the attacks specifically

to collectively target and commit violence on the basis of a group identity, a number of

international reports more graphically outlined the incidence of violence during this time

period (HRW):

“In the worst attacks against civilians anywhere in Iraq since 2003, on the
evening of August 14, 2007, four simultaneous truck bombings killed more than
300 Yazidis and wounded more than 700 in the Sinjar district communities of
Qahtaniya, Jazira, and Azair, and destroyed nearly 400 homes.”

Kurds non-elites: KDP Peshmerga

Regarding violence directly committed by Kurds on the basis of group identity, Wilgen-

burg and Fumerton report on the presence of the KDP-led Peshmerga in Ninewa province,

and how partisan politics between the KDP and PUK within the KRG informed the vi-
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olence committed on the basis of group identity and how despite formal shows of unity

between the KDP and the PUK, political parties had deep control over the deployment

of forces; as veteran peshmerga commander Mohammed Haji Mahmoud explains in the

report: “Despite all of them fighting in a united front, when the political parties call them

back, they will go back to the respective parties...We have the experience from 1992; we

had a similar force, but when civil war broke [out] in 1994, each of these members of these

forces went back to their own parties.” Per the report, partisan control enabled both

the KDP and the PUK to use their armed wings to crush local dissent (Wilgenburg and

Fumerton 2015: 3-4).15

From 2007-2009, the violence committed by KDP peshmerga, while not as extensive

as that committed by Islamist extremists was substantive and visibly committed on the

basis of group identity (Human Rights Watch 2009: 3):

Members of the Shabak minority continued to be targeted in Ninawa...Shabak
groups reported that over 750 Shabaks have been assassinated by armed groups
since 2004. UNAMI received several reports alleging verbal abuse and harass-
ment of the Shabak by Peshmerga forces for their presumed lack of loyalty
to Kurdistan and for insulting Kurdish leadership....Intimidation allegations
increased as the provincial elections approached: UNAMI received reports of
threats by armed groups to kill anyone who voted for the Shabak, and against
the KDP, candidate Hussein Abbas.

International human rights reports outline even more graphic violence committed on

the basis of group identity during this time period (Human Rights Watch 2009: 44); for

example, the torturing of two Yazidi political activists who were forced by peshmerga to

either being Kurdish or terrorists, and ordered to say a phrase prohibited by the Yazidi

religion.

Targeted communities’ interpretation of violence:

15 Regarding the political roots for this fragmentation within the armed forces (Wilgenburg and Fumer-
ton, 7): “The incumbent parties in the KRG are likely to resist any reforms as long as there is no lasting
agreement over the fate of the disputed territories between Baghdad and Erbil, and if Kurdistan’s po-
litical status as either part of Iraq or an independent state is unresolved. The Kurdish parties use this
political uncertainty and the tensions with Baghdad over the KRG’s budget and disputed territories as
a convenient excuse to resist reforms and to maintain political party militias.”
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Finally, in terms of whether these communities perceived this indirect and direct

support for violence committed on the basis of group identities and the competition

between these elite factions—they did. In their own words, they perceived the threat

and opportunities posed to former Baathist elites and Kurdish due to regime change, and

the employment of a permission and restriction in change in the demographic mobility of

constituents to maintain cross-regional constituencies over time.

One Assyrian Christian critic said (ICG, 28):

“Kurds see the Ninewa plain as a strategic space, with both significant agricul-
tural potential and the ability to serve as a buffer between them and the Arabs.
That’s why they want to forcefully Kurdicise it, establishing irreversible facts
on the ground. The self-determination they pretend to support is the same as
Saddam’s: it is purely formal.”

The structural conditions that give rise to violence targeted against minorities in north-

ern Iraq, specifically targeting groups and sacred venues on the basis of a collective basis

are clear: foreign occupation leading to regime change, concentration of arms and terrorist

networks, competing territorial claims between Arab elites and Kurdish elites leading to

competing claims for constituents. Violence is used by dissenting local miliitas breaking

with official Kurdish policy to advance partisan goals or Islamic extremism seeking to

occupy territory. A perspective from 2016 on this violence from 2007-2009 reveals that

the city of Mosul, now a stronghold of the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) was

earlier a strategic stronghold of Islamist extremist networks who took advantage of the

safe haven provided by the politics of intergroup antagonism and the demographic condi-

tions upon which these politics are based. At the time, anti-minority violence may have

been a human rights abuse but from a later perspective, Mosul was a strategic location

for the failed formation of a self-enforcing peace. From this perspective, the problem of

indirect support for violence committed on the basis of group identity is not human rights

alone but what this violence reveals about the scope of the stakes of peace and the local

distribution of power upon which peace is secured. Behind every human rights abuse may

not be an ISIL, but such a peace that permits actors to act with such impunity may be
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subject to later reversal, and these actors may rise to later prominence given the scope of

coordination a political environment that thrives on intergroup antagonism provides, as a

Human Rights Watch description of a 2009 attack by an Islamic State of Iraq on Shabak

minorities describes (Human Rights Watch 2009: 37):

“[T]he Islamic State of Iraq, an insurgent group then allied to al Qaeda in
Mesopotamia, distributed a flyer dated October 16, 2007, in Mosul that de-
scribed Shabaks as “rejectors” of Islam and asserted that it is “an obligation
to kill them and to displace them with no mercy.” Sunni groups have also
targeted Shabaks because some Shabaks identify themselves as Kurds, and
because insurgents view them as pro-Kurdish. However, recent attacks on
Shabak community leaders appear to have a different provenance. In one of
the worst attacks in the Nineveh Plains since 2003, on August 11, 2009, two
large flatbed trucks packed with bombs exploded simultaneously at around 5
a.m. in the Shabak village of al-Khazna, which is under the control of Kur-
dish peshmerga forces. The force of the blast destroyed the town, leaving 65
houses in heaps of rubble mixed with bed frames, mattresses, furniture, and
bloodstained pillows. Most villagers were asleep at the time, many of them on
their rooftops to escape the summer heat. The final casualty toll was at least
35 killed and almost 200 wounded. Although no group claimed responsibility,
the attack bore similarities to previous attacks by insurgent groups and al
Qaeda in Mesopotamia.”16

Another finding from this case study is that in terms of group identity the notion of

who is Arab or Kurd of what constitutes an Arab or Kurd action were incredibly fluid

during the 2007-2009 period of post-conflict violence. However, intra-party organizational

dynamics coordinated these highly fluid identities into procedural inequities that had

institutional exclusionary and inclusionary legacies for minority communities over time.

This act of coordinating private commitments to public government undergirds the failure

of a self-enforcing peace, or at the very least the failure of an impartial peace whereby self-

interest converges in the state among majority and minority communities as an impartial

adjudicator of disputes (particularly disputes resulting from the reform and renegotiation

of a government after war). The presence of these parties acting as brokers for a partial

16 Whether this Islamic State of Iraq is the exact same movement as the group later identified as
the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant is unclear. However, Knights report on the concentration of
extremist networks in Mosul as of 2008 is surprisingly prescient and Wilgenburg and Fumerton directly
relate Kurdish civil-military politics to the sudden rise of ISIL in 2014.
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government and the policies regulating their competition can undermine the coordination

necessary for the negotiation of a government that converges to a self-enforcing government

over time where the conditions are present for nonviolent change over time.

Overall, the political implications of demographic concentrations of ethno-religious

minorities at both the intrastate level and interstate level led Ninewa’s elites to expand

and restrict the conditions for change in their elite coalitions in order to maintain cross-

regional constituencies of support in their factional disputes over time. In short, this case

study demonstrate that it’s possible for elites to manipulate boundaries and constitutions

so affect future negotiation and define terms for intergroup competition, and downstream

institutional legacies.

3.11 Conclusion

Iraq provides an example of how regime change can change the bargaining position of

elites, and in the presence of an association between resource scarcity, lead to increased

elite support for an alignment of group identity with policy biases granting specific regions

increased political autonomy (an ostensibly non-ethnic issue) and increased discrimina-

tory policies and violence targeted against groups on the basis of group identity. Elite

competition over control of post-conflict government provides the basis for intergroup

politics that increases the scope of coordination possible for collectively-targeted violence

committed on the basis of group identity, and leaves a post-conflict society vulnerable to

this kind of violence.

While at the negotiating table, power-sharing between combatants from different sides

and different groups consists of convening actors and bargaining over ‘who’ gets ‘what’

with regards to the spoils of war. Afterwards, parallel issues of resource-sharing, group

segregation in settlement patterns, and unspecified control over revenue transfers and

taxation can become infused with intergroup antagonism and hamper the implementation

of negotiated settlements.

In “normal” governments there are regional inequalities that arise based on a host of
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factors related to resource endowments, economic specialization, and electoral systems

(Beramendi 2012). When group differences are associated with war outcomes, such that

some are winners and some are losers, how does group bias filter into governmental in-

stitutions and affect their representativeness and enforcement and generally complicate

“normal government”? What are the actors and incentives that regulate the association

between group difference, conflict winners and losers, and resource winners and losers?

Answering these questions is necessary to understand the conflict ‘between conflicts’

(i.e., conflict during the post-conflict environment) and the choices a government can

make to avoid war recurrence. To support such an answer requires clear: a) evidence of

segregation within government institutions according to ascriptive groups, b) association

between ascriptive group differences and conflict outcomes, c) evidence of social distance

and antagonism between groups. Only then, can post-war intergroup antagonism really

be assessed.

This study features a case that meets this criteria and is amenable to external com-

parison. Iraq is a federal system consisting of constituent provinces and features: a) clear

instances of intergroup segregation in governmental institutions that mediate between

groups; b) clear segregation of group settlement patterns on land with high concentra-

tions of scarce, highly-valued resources; and, c) unambiguous evidence of antagonism

between groups.

Analysis suggests that in Iraq, partisan representation affected violence committed on

the basis of group difference—as parties become more dominant there is more intergroup

violence. This finding is reminiscent of other studies that suggest post-conflict elections

can be a kind of “ethnic census” (Wimmer et al. 2009), and conflict-increasing as a result.

In addition, state-level control over rent extraction and the armed forces is correlated with

conflict.

These findings narrow the search for mechanisms controlling the scope of intergroup

conflict after war, and suggest a pattern by which identity conflict and regional contention

are correlated. Susan Olzak and Suzanne Shanahan’s work on how the regulation of mi-
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gration and economic competition affects interethnic and interracial urban conflict in the

U.S. case is a starting point for pursuing these questions further (Olzak and Shanahan

2003). Laia Balcells, Lesley-Ann Daniels, and Abel Escriba-Folch’s work on the demo-

graphic determinants of low-intensity intergroup violence in Northern Ireland also suggests

a means for further narrowing the search for mechanisms (Balcells et al. 2016).

The above findings imply practical and theoretical questions for future consideration:

1.) Practically speaking, what is the application of the above findings to the current

violence in Iraq and Syria? Given that these states are at varying points in the pre-

conflict, conflict, and post-conflict process, the non-findings might be most applicable.

Namely, the mere presence of a group, “government” control, valued resources, or dis-

tance from the capital does not necessarily correlate with intergroup antagonism. Rather,

the above findings suggest the varied effect of elite competition on intergroup antagonism

should be examined in light of group demographic balances, balances of control between

representative governments and constitutent governments, and resource scarcity at the

local level.

2.) Theoretically speaking, the precise moments and mechanisms by which conflict

outcomes are associated with group difference—and thereby affect the prospects for long-

term emergence of a constructive peace in its place—are areas for future research. Re-

garding the South Africa, Timothy Sisk and Christoph Stefes have this to say about the

importance of these more-precise mechanisms for understanding the implementation of

power-sharing arrangements (Sisk and Stefes 2005):

“Our evaluation suggests that [power-sharing] works best when it can, over
time, wither away. Whether in South Africa, Northern Ireland, or Bosnia, in
the immediate term power sharing has been a necessary confidence-building
device to ensure that all groups with the capacity to spoil a peace settlement
can be included in the institutions. Over time, however, postwar societies
need to move beyond the mutual hostage-taking that a guaranteed place at
the [decision-making] table implies, the immobilism it inevitably creates, and
the construction of postwar societies around the fixed and unyielding social
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boundaries of ethnicity. Centripetal democratic solutions have an inherent
advantage for peace building, but only if the [cross-cutting] integration in
civil society on which they rely can be achieved over time. Seen in this light,
[peace-building] requires a much longer time line for the negotiation of formal,
integrative political institutions and for a concerted and persistent effort to
foster informal institutions that create the social conditions necessary for such
political institutions to survive.”
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4

Post-Conflict Elite Resentment, State Capacity, and
Communal Violence: Sub-National Analysis of

Group-Level Conflict After War in Post-Conflict North
Carolina
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4.1 Introduction

“The cause of lynching,” one Southerner agreed, “is that we are the only Gov-
ernment on earth that has set up several thousand little-bitty, small, weak,
distinctive governments...These tiny kingdoms can kill their subjects like dogs
if they want to, and under State rights they know that there is no law on earth
to prosecute them but their own law; no judge ever prosecutes himself.”
–Vengeance and Justice in the Nineteenth Century South (Ayers 1984)

“A culture of violence sown by...armed conflict, a very weak, very fragile ju-
dicial strucure, and a vacuum of power: it’s a recipe for the lynch law.”
–Guatemalan civic leader, as quoted in “When “justice” is criminal: Lynch-
ings in contemporary Latin America” (Godoy 2004)

This study is motivated by the phenomenon of lynching in the American South. Lynch-

ing is a well-trod topic in the social sciences. However, three trends are underexplored

in empirical studies on the issue: 1) The reasons for its decline; 2) its racialization after

the Civil War; and, 3) the precise role of state capacity in helping or hindering lynching

violence. Is the state victim to socioeconomic, demographic, or geographic variables or

does it exercise a role in the perpetuation of lynching violence?

The research question to which this paper seeks to respond is: What is the effect of

state capacity on lynching violence? The issue of lynching though speaks to a broader

gap and question posed by the civil literature: What explains variation in post-conflict

polarization and polarized violence, and how does the state exacerbate or mitigate this

polarization?

Traditionally, there are studies that focus on the effect of political or economic in-

equality on polarization (e.g., Esteban & Ray 1994). Other studies focus on the effect

of strong state capacity or weak state capacity on civil conflict (e.g., Fearon 2003). The

assumptions of many traditional models are that the increased presence of the state pro-

duces less civil conflict, or that less redistributive bias in political institutions produces

less polarization.

The post-war setting calls these assumptions into question, particularly if war gains
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are tied to redistributive gains or institutional reforms. Given assumptions of traditional

models about polarization and state capacity, the post-war setting should provide an

opportunity for peace. However, the American case suggests this is not always the case.

Battle-related violence may indicate the presence of stability but the trade-offs required

for the maintenance of stability are under-explored. The perpetuation of violence after

conflict termination might actually be a side effect of efforts to prevent the relapse of

a major civil war. While post-war reconciliation is well explored within the literature,

the converse—that war settlements will produce protracted polarization and polarized

violence that may fall short of war relapse but may still be costly—is less explored.

This paper will study the effect of lynching in North Carolina on its own merits.

But it will also use North Carolina as a lens into the broader phenomenon of post-war

polarization, relying on Esteban and Ray’s defintion of polarization as as a condition where

a society is divided into well-defined groups with substantial intragroup homogeneity

and substantial intergroup heterogeneity. Rather than confusing the issues, the study of

lynching and the broader literature on post-war security, peace, and conflict are relevant

to each other, and may shed light on each other.

In terms of general applicability, the Reconstruction South in general, and North

Carolina in particular, provides a post-war environment with a clear exogenous shock,

clear linkage of war gains with an expanded scope of governmental authority and increased

redistributive gains for select groups, and clear polarized contention and violence between

war winners and war losers. In addition, North Carolina kept regular and extensive public

administration records during the postbellum period that have been used in a number

of studies related to American politics and history, which increases the availability of

detailed local data from the post-war period unlike other, more unstable, war zones.

By studying lynching as a form of polarized violence, North Carolina can serve as a

first case for studying an underexplored dimension of post-war security, peace, and con-

flict: post-war polarization. Due to the clarity and availability of data on post-war North

Carolina it becomes easier to precisely model the origins of polarization and incentives
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for its institutionalization, as well as the role of the state in post-war polarization. This

precision in theorizing the role of the state is a shortcoming in many studies of polariza-

tion, state capacity, and lynching—data is often aggregated at too high a level or at too

infrequent an interval for precise analysis. As a result, this study can later be expanded

to better understand phenomena of post-war violence cross-nationally.

As a road map, in this paper I will analyze the effect of state capacity on lynching

violence through the following steps. First I will briefly outline the literature on lynching,

state capacity, and post-conflict violence. Next I will theorize how post-conflict polariza-

tion emerges after conflict termination and influences the incidence of lynching as a form

of polarized vigilantism. In short, my theoretical argument is that after a war, resentful,

war-losing elites contend with war-winning elites to create a post-war government that

best returns them to a pre-war status quo. “Sour grapes” pervade the post-war sys-

tem but they affect elite-to-elite, elite-to-non-elite, and non-elite to non-elite interactions

differently.

Next, I will organize my theoretical expectations into testable hypotheses and measure

the validity of these hypotheses using original data on lynching violence, state capacity,

political competition, racial demography, and geographic distance at the county level in

North Carolina, from 1866-1916. The most notable analytical findings are that higher

levels of state taxation are correlated to higher levels of lynching violence and that higher

levels of party dominance of county-level political competition are correlated with higher

levels of lynching violence. Then, to illustrate how the theorized mechanisms of the divi-

sion of conflict outcomes and elite resentment lead to the formation of racially antagonistic

party platforms after war, I will outline a case study of a specific episode of violence com-

mitted on the basis of group identity in North Carolina, the Ku Klux Klan campaign

of terror from 1868-1870 leading to the 1870 “Kirk-Holden War”. This case specifically

illustrates how the politics of intergroup antagonism emerge from elite resentment after

conflict termination and provide a permissive political environment for non-elite actors

to commit violence on the basis of group identity. Finally, after completing the case
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study, I will conclude by outlining further steps for research both across states within the

postbellum American South and cross-nationally.

4.2 Literature Review

In this paper, to understand the effect of state capacity on lynching, lynching will be

modeled as the result of disproportionate, vigilante justice, given a racially polarized post-

war government composed of incumbents and former challengers. This applies a theory

of lynching advanced by Godoy regarding post-war polarization in Latin America, to the

American context (Godoy 2002). This paper builds upon Godoy’s theory by empirically

examining the effect of war outcomes on the emergence of social distance and polarized

government in societies where lynching is prevalent. This paper’s theory of lynching is

useful in its own right to better understand lynching. Studies of lynching have a long

tradition in the social sciences but rarely include a precise examination of the role of

government action in the incidence of lynching (Godoy and Mendoza are an exception

here; Mendoza in Vilas 2003). However, as a broader theory explaining variation in

post-conflict polarization and polarized government, this theory is also useful for better

understanding two strands in the conflict literature: 1) the effect of state capacity on civil

conflict; 2) the effect of conflict termination on post-conflict violence. This section will

begin by giving a brief description of lynching in the U.S. and discuss how it classifies

as a form of polarized violence given the literature on polarization. It will then explain

how responding to the paper’s research question related to the case of North Carolina

contributes to outstanding research questions in these two strands of the literature.

4.2.1 Lynching

What is “lynching”? There are two dimensions of lynching relevant to this discussion

of lynching as a form of post-conflict violence in the American Reconstruction South.

The first dimension is that lynching is a form of vigilante justice carried about by non-

state actors. The second dimension is that lynching is a form of polarized violence that
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is committed on the basis of group difference. First, I will discuss the literature on the

first dimension and then relate lynching to the broader discussion of polarization in the

conflict studies literature.

Regarding the vigilante nature of lynching violence, Godoy’s definition is instructive:

lynchings are “incidents of physical violence committed by large numbers of private citi-

zens against one or more individuals accused of having committed a ‘criminal’ offense...”

(Godoy 2002). Stovel’s guidance is also helpful, that an important dimension of this

form of violence is that, regardless of motive, lynching murders were interpreted as lynch-

ings and in that respect their regularity and frequency was historically and sociologically

significant (Stovel 2001).

Prior to the American Civil War, lynching was a multi-racial form of justice. After

the war it became more racial. It was a complex social phenomena and was the focus of

study for contemporaneous social scientists in the late-19th and early-20th century and

still remains a prevalent topic for study within the fields of history and sociology today.1

Many arguments have been advanced to explain postbellum lynching. Some attribute

lynching to features within the agrarian economy, such as cotton prices and seasonal

employment (Tolnay 1995; Franzosi 2012). According to these arguments, when the in-

ternational price of cotton is high, demand for labor is high and economic competition is

reduced resulting in fewer lynchings. Some attribute lynching to macro-level demographic

realities, such as migration or generational effects. From this perspective, lynching in-

creased after slavery was abolished—interracial contact between elites of different racial

groups reduced as a result, and social distance increased, resulting in lynchings (Ayers

1984). Further, lynching eventually decreased, though its decline is not well-explained.

One explanation is that in the early 20th century, blacks migrated from the South to the

North to leave a segregated society and achieve better economic opportunity. As a result,

lynchings decreased.

1 For a sampling of contemporaneous accounts: Wells-Barnett & Douglass 1894; Chadbourn 1934;
Cutler 1905; Work 1913. For a sampling of more recent accounts: Dray 2007; Franzosi 2012; Brundage
1997; Tolnay 1995.
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Figure 4.1: North Carolina Lynching over Time

Others point to micro-level demographic and socioeconomic realities such as near-

parity in-county totals of blacks and whites in the presence of stark inequalities between

rich whites and poor whites (Tolnay 1995). Some point to the poor administration of jus-

tice, citing that lynching occurred in counties of high levels of homicide and an unrespon-

sive or overloaded court system (Chadbourn 1934). Still others point to the relationship

between lynchings and threat perception and how lynchings were particularly carried out

in response to times of high political or social threat to the dominant group. Accusations

of sexual violence often led to lynching justice, and periods of elections sometimes brought

high levels of lynching justice; in both cases citizens took the law into their own hands as

a means of social control (Tolnay 1995).

Lynching in North Carolina from 1866-1916 includes a period of high levels of vio-

lence committed in the immediate aftermath of the Civil War, coinciding with the rise

of paramilitary groups who used violence for political/electoral purposes. It declines

from 1865-1877, but in the early-1880s resumes, before declining steadily in subsequent

decades. Above is a plot of the variation of lynching deaths over time in North Carolina

from 1866-1916 based on Newkirk (Newkirk 2009).

From the view that lynching is a form of polarized violence, a discussion of how

polarization shapes civil conflict is also helpful. Specifying the actors, incentives, and

mechanisms of post-war peace and conflict could enable analysts to more precisely model
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the origins of polarization, and the relationship between polarization and conflict mo-

bilization on the basis of a group-based/communal identity (Cederman 2013; Varshney

2003; Tadjoeddin 2007; Mancini 2008). Polarization is not always a well-defined con-

cept in the literature (Esteban & Ray 2007). Despite its wide use as a term in studies

of economic inequality, political voting patterns, and political violence, this paper will

specifically rely on the definition developed in the course of adapting this concept to the

study of ethnic conflict (Esteban & Ray 1994, 2008; Reynal-Querol 2002; Østby 2008).

Summarzing Esteban & Ray’s scholarship, Østby summarizes polarization as a condition

where a society is split into well-defined groups with substantial intragroup homogeneity

and intergroup heterogeneity, characterized by both strong group identification and sharp

divisions (alienation) between groups. Further, this paper will argue that polarization

can be observed as a form of social distance between groups in society that leads to in-

tergroup antagonism (Bakke et al. 2009; Bogardus 1926). The polarization of lynching is

linked to war based on the assumption that war outcomes produce social distance between

war winners and war losers, a point drawn out further in the theory section below. As

referenced above, in this study, lynching will be treated as a kind of targeted mob vio-

lence adapted from a form of popular justice carried out before the American Civil War.

However, the increasingly racial nature of lynching violence after the Civil War—the con-

sistent coordination of post-conflict lynching around racial differences over a decades-long

period—gives evidence that lynching was a polarized form of violence. Lynching was of-

ten committed to reinforce polarized racial differences, and performed with some degree

of social and political legitimacy. The question is how the polarized nature of conflict

outcomes came to be aligned with the polarized nature of racial differences, a question to

be further examined in the theory section.

4.2.2 State capacity and civil conflict

To build on the above description of how the theory advanced in this paper responds and

contributes to research questions in the literature about lynching, I will briefly address
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how this paper responds to findings in the literature addressing whether or not state

capacity has an effect on lynching and civil conflict more broadly.

While state capacity is not always a well-defined concept in the literature, understand-

ing the role of government in lynching violence requires attention to the observable effect

of the state’s presence in civil conflict. As a result, this particular study is relevant to this

line of research on state capacity. Indeed, this study asserts that state capacity has multi-

ple dimensions—involving designation of government control and resource scarcity—and

is relative. In response to the occasional ambiguity of the concept of state capacity in the

literature, the theory advanced in this paper asserts that what makes a state capable is

not whether it passes an arbitrary threshold of goods production (e.g., GDP), but rather

the measure of a state’s “capability” is how effectively it can provide goods amidst social

conflict and resource scarcity. As a result, some discussion of state capacity as a concept

is warranted.

Frequently-cited papers in the civil conflict literature attribute the presence of state ca-

pacity to reduced conflict (e.g., Fearon 2003). However, Wilkinson in particular, responds

that state capacity has no effect on ethnic riots in India (Wilkinson 2009). Wilkinson

points out two problems with state capacity data in the civil conflict literature: 1) the

quality of data on state weakness is negatively affected by the very weakness it tries to

measure—the more corrupt or criminalized a state, the worse its measures of corruption

and criminality; 2) we have no good theoretical reason for modeling ethnic violence as a

function of individual state capacity indicators.

Wilkinson models the effect of state capacity on ethnic riots and in statistical analysis

of Indian states finds that party competition is a more reliable predictor of conflict than

state capacity. However, his model does not negate the theory advanced in this paper.

He is modeling ethnic riots, which are beyond the scope of this paper.2 More broadly, in

several regression analyses he tests his model against data that include variables related to

political competition and demography, but not state capacity. As a result, his analysis still

2 This, notwithstanding North Carolina’s 1898 race riot in Wilmington, or a number of other less notable
postbellum race riots in North Carolina.
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leaves room to explore the effect of state capacity on lynching violence (as a kind of ethnic

violence) while controlling for political competition and demography. Finally, he himself

points to structural causes for a decline in state capacity which could lead to the ethnic

riots he analyzes. One structural cause he cites is centralization (i.e., “lucrative taxes

collected by the central government which hampers the states’ ability to plan using their

own resources”). The other structural cause—deficits in expenditures caused through “a

combination of state employees and state subsides”. Rather than preempting a need to

model and test the effect of state capacity on ethnic violence, these structural causes

suggest that it’s a contribution to the literature to model the effect of centralization

and state capacity, specifically tax capacity, on ethnic violence. Speaking more broadly,

Hendrix has called for more precision in modeling in state capacity and in this regard,

this study endeavors to make a contribution as well (Hendrix 2010).

4.2.3 Post-war peace and conflict

Three macro-level questions related to conflict termination follow below, which are

helpful for framing the particular research questions related to post-conflict peace and

conflict that this paper seeks to address (Toft 2009):

1. Why do some civil wars end, and stay ended, while others reignite?

2. Under what conditions do civil wars end in an enduring and constructive peace—a

peace that does not hamper positive postwar social, political, and economic devel-

opment?

3. Is it something in the nature of the agreements themselves, or perhaps in the nature

of the way the war ends, that makes the crucial difference?

These questions broadly encompass several established foci for post-conflict research.

Some scholars focus on peacekeeping itself as a form of third-party intervention (Paris,

1997; Sambanis and Doyle 2000, 2006; Fortna 2008; Beardsley 2011). Some scholars, like
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Barbara Walter, focus on conflict recurrence, but highlight the effect of credible com-

mitments provided by third-party intervention on negotiated settlements (Walter 1997,

1999, 2004; Svensson 2007). Others analyze the effect of conflict termination and nego-

tiated settlements on conflict recurrence, for example, the role of security sector reform

in providing credible commitments for negotiated settlements (Toft 2009). A number

of scholars focus on the efficacy of post-conflict transitional institutions such as com-

batant reintegration and transitional justice mechanisms (i.e., truth and reconciliation

commissions) (Blattman 2009, Bellows and Miguel 2009, Olsen et al. 2010, Choi and

David 2012, Binningsbo et al. 2012, Aguilar et al. 2011). Finally, some scholars employ

survey methodology to investigate intergroup attitudes after a conflict employing group

differences in mobilization (Bakke et al. 2009, Gibson 2009, Dyrstad et al. 2011).

State capacity’s influence on post-war peace and conflict

This paper focuses on the implementation of power-sharing agreements specifically in

deeply divided societies, which fits into research on intergroup cooperation and conflict

after war, and research that examines how post-conflict political institutions constrain

former combatants and affect the association between group difference and conflict ter-

mination.

Elizabeth Wood’s research speaks in two ways to how the absence or presence of state

capacity specifically constrains the post-conflict period. First, she highlights the economic

demands that post-conflict transition can place on the state by studying the case of El Sal-

vador and South Africa, where in both cases power-sharing between combatants occurred

parallel to post-conflict concerns related to intergroup power-sharing, resource-sharing,

and decentralization (Wood 1995). She illustrates how post-conflict transitions rely on

inter-class pacts, and can have effects on labor mobility, and intra-state revenues and

inter-state trade as a result. Post-conflict conflict termination agreements made without

regard to these factors can result in higher-than-anticipated dependency on unsustainable

extra-state sources of revenue—such as overseas remittances or third-party humanitarian
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aid—for insufficiently funded post-conflict programs. The interaction of a fundamental

lack of political consensus with these structural contradictions can make it extremely

difficult for negotiated settlements to be implemented.

Second, she illustrates how the demands of post-conflict transition can be construed as

a threat by elites competing for control of the government. In both El Salvador and South

Africa, while Wood highlights the macro-economic factors affecting political transition,

her analysis prioritizes the role of political mobilization processes over economic factors

alone in determining the success or failure of political transition, in particular, post-

conflict political transition. Citing and building on the work of Anthony Marx on South

Africa (Marx 1998), she points out how in South Africa, post-conflict transitions occurred

only through the interaction of “structural irrationalities”, and “mounting mobilization

against...racism, political exclusion and economic inequality” (Wood 2000, 2001).

Though Wood suggests mechanisms by which intergroup power-sharing, government-

combatant power-sharing, national resource-sharing, political decentralization, and priva-

tization relate to each other, her work on democratic transition focuses on “successes”. As

a result, to better understand post-conflict stability in general and Wood’s work in par-

ticular, an area for further research is to study how post-conflict intergroup antagonism

results from the particular demands of post-conflict transition. What explains variation

in post-war violence when war outcomes provide incentives to commit violence but war

victory is not the intended outcome of this violence? The theory advanced in this paper

helps to specify the actors and incentives of post-war violence as well as the mechanisms

by which the role of societal cleavages in this violence can be evaluated. In short, what

explains the emergence of intergroup antagonism after war?

4.2.4 Summary

Regarding the relationship between post-war state-building and reconstruction (to use

policy-oriented terms) and intergroup relations, some of the literature focuses on recon-

ciliation in post-war settings when identity is associated with war outcomes (Bakke et al.
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2009; Dyrstad 2011). As mentioned above, polarization is sometimes modeled as the effect

of inequality (Esteban & Ray 1994). This approach leaves a question though—what pre-

vents government officials from correcting the inequality that leads to intergroup conflict,

and what prevents opposing groups from recognizing the costliness of potential conflict

and voluntarily redistributing goods to equalize inequalities before conflict occurs? The

incentives to perpetuate inequality are left unclear. Similarly, modeling civil conflict as

the effect of state capacity leaves a question—can we assume the government is a unitary

actor and that all government actors have uniform preferences to constrain or not con-

strain violence? Can certain kinds of government necessary for stability actually produce

antagonism?

In sum, throughout much of the literature, polarization has no origins, instead inequal-

ity and grievance lead to polarization which in turn reproduces even greater inequality

and grievance. The challenge of modeling the variation in an origin-less polarization is

compounded by the fact that in much of the literature, post-war violence has no actors,

incentives, or mechanisms.

In this context, the clear instance of state-level regime change imposed by war in

North Carolina, and clear linkage between war outcomes and societal cleavages provide

a first case for studying the origins of post-war polarization and polarized violence in: 1)

societal cleavages produced by war; 2) peacetime contention over government control by

former opponents. Though there are other forms of polarization outside of the post-war

setting, post-war lynching in North Carolina provides a means of understanding one kind

of polarization while shedding light on polarization in general.

Returning to the motivating example and research question, though, does polariza-

tion between war winners and war losers produce lynching violence alone? The following

are some counterarguments to that assertion. If: a) war winners and war losers engage

in a struggle over peacetime political institutions but see war as being too costly; and,

b) individuals who have gained from the war are predominantly the victims of lynching,

why wouldn’t the winners who control the government defend their fellow winners who
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are being lynched? How could the winners suffer from a government they presumably

own? Further, what are the incentives for producing a government that is segregated and

thus, racially or ethnically polarized according to identity and subject to costly conflict?

Finally, once a polarized government is in place, why not let the polarized system take

care of groups marginalized by identity? Why add insult to injury through extralegal

violence, and engage in a presumably costly process of mobilizing violent actors and with-

standing costly sanctions that could be leveraged from a post-war governmental system

that accommodates winners and losers alike?

4.3 Theory

Responding to these questions raised by the literature requires that a mechanism be

identified for the production of lynching violence. This paper suggests that the mecha-

nism for the production of this violence be anchored in post-conflict elite politics. The

mechanism of elite politics enables war outcomes to have different effects on the adminis-

tration of government. The argument of this paper is that the division of war outcomes,

into war winners and war losers, produces social distance among elites and non-elites that

leads to resentment and antagonism.

For the purposes of this study, I define “elites” as individuals who exercise dispro-

portionate influence over social groups, and I assume that elites have privileged access

to control over governmental institutions. Non-elites do not possess disproportionate in-

fluence over social groups but do exercise choices about affiliation, and which groups to

affiliate with. As such, if conflict termination implies loss, when elites mitigate loss they

might do it through advocating for policies providing greater concentration of control

over government, for example, through increasing permissions for their autonomy or dis-

cretion in a variety of arenas. When non-elites mitigate loss they might change their

group affiliation.

The counter-argument could be made that this is a description of normal political

life. However, the opportunity for reform and the scarcity of post-conflict government
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heighten the competitive dynamics over government. Further, the division of conflict

outcomes, and unequal association of conflict loss for some elites over others, stemming

from conflict termination agreements, is a distinction of these conflict dynamics, intro-

ducing special constraints to the effect of polarization on conflict. In essence, post-conflict

polarization can be viewed as a response to the imposition of loss on certain segments

of those individuals who possess disproportionate influence over social groups and privi-

leged access to control over government institutions. If an additional counter-argument is

made that government participation is what determines elites’ social status, that is still

consistent with this argument. Governmental policies that prevent specific groups from

participating in government—and at extreme levels prevent groups from possessing social

influence—are puzzling and worthy of greater theorizing and investigation, particularly to

understand why those with disproportionate social influence maintain social polarization

through politically polarized governmental institutions.

This study’s theory argues that between elites, war outcomes preclude war losers from

decisively exercising their political priorities through government–lest they begin a civil

war over the government. However, contention over decentralized autonomy can still occur

among elites as war-losing elites use their influence to return their political, economic,

and social status to a pre-war status quo. For example, region-specific elites may seek a

wide degree of local autonomy to protect as much as possible their pre-war latitude over

their pre-war political, economic, and social influence–even if the war lowered their status

in general. Between elites and non-elites, war outcomes may preclude war-losing elites

from completely marginalizing war-winning non-elites and biasing government against

them. But a difference in war gains does not necessarily mean parity between war-losing

elites and war-winning non-elites. To mitigate conflict losses, war-losing elites may assign

war-winning non-elites to a subordinate place in political hierarchy, exercising predatory

policies against non-elites, to entrench a declining political status.

Up to this point, however, this theory only explains why war-losing elites would have

incentives to: 1) contend with war-winning elites over the scope of government and con-
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trol; 2) segregate government and marginalize war-winning non-elites in the process. It

does not specify why war-losing non-elites commit violence against war-winning non-elites,

other than assuming the actions of war-losing elites might somehow embolden war-losing

non-elites. To answer this question, the model advanced by this paper expects that if a

government administrated by war-winning elites and war-winning non-elites were “per-

fect” in its implementation, there would be very few lynchings as the segregation and

marginalization of war-losing non-elites would strictly be enforced by a polarized judi-

cial system. However, when polarized government fails in the presence of insufficient

resources or overwhelming demand, war-losing non-elites may seek to administrate gov-

ernment according to their expectations of a segregated system. In effect, the autonomy

and segregation gained by war-losing elites through contention with war-winning elites and

non-elites provides expectations for segregation and marginalization that non-elites may

seek to fulfill through vigilantism when government fails. Moreover, war-losing non-elites

may actually have incentives to carry out segregated vigilantism in the name of segre-

gated government if war gains by war-winning non-elites threaten their pre-war social and

economic status.

Identifying the actors who cause polarization in elite politics and specifying the ef-

fect of the division of war outcomes on social distance, contention over government, and

the polarization of government provides a theory for how post-war polarization emerges.

Lynching, as a form of polarized vigilantism, can then be understood as a substitute

for polarized government: resentment and scarcity of resources are the behavioral and

economic foundations for the production of violence (Petersen 2002), along with the gov-

ernment’s Weberian monopoly over the legitimate use of violence, which citizens co-opt

(Weber 2009).

Below is a typology of the actors and outcomes associated with my theory, along with

my theory’s expectations:

For illustration, in the U.S., after the Civil War, former plantation holders were not

able to exercise full latitude over government to preserve their pre-war sectional economic
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Table 4.1: Table of Theorized North Carolina Actors

War-Winners War-Losers
Elites War-Winning Elites War-Losing Elites
Non-Elites War-Winning Non-Elites War-Losing Non-Elites

Table 4.2: Table of Theorized North Carolina Outcomes

No Division Severe Division
Abundant Resources Regular Government Polarized Government
Scarce Resources Regular Substitution Polarized Substitution

status, or control over labor. As a result, they needed to concede to more robust federal

government across regional sections. However, this did not mean that the degree of

autonomy local regions enjoyed could not be contested. Regional elites seeking to preserve

local autonomy and return to their pre-war status quo as much as possible could still

make the degree of governmental decentralization an item of contention. Put differently,

the issue of whether any one locality in particular could gain preferential treatment, or

whether the governmental would be uniform in general was still an ongoing subject of

elite contention despite a decisive civil war over this issue.

In the post-war South, when non-elites participated in a government subject to in-

traelite contention they could still face a government partisan to elite interest. Newly-

enfranchised, former plantation slaves could exercise an unprecedented degree of latitude

over their own mobility and choice of a labor market in which to participate. In an open

political struggle with war-losing former plantation owners, though, a former slave could

not achieve a definitive victory despite their war gains (i.e., enfranchisement). If they

were not able to escape a government produced by polarized elites, non-elites would still

be returned, in part, to a pre-war status quo.

Even in terms of purely economic incentives, a war-losing plantation owner dealing

with scarce resources would need to consider: 1) the demand that newly-enfranchised

former slaves put on the government; and, 2) their pre-war economic status before the
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Table 4.3: Summary of Theorized North Carolina Expectations

Expectations
Division of War Outcomes Ñ Social Distance
Social Distance Ñ Resentment
Resentment Ñ Polarized Government
Failure of Polarized Government Ñ Polarized Vigilantism

war destroyed their economy and disassembled political institutions that enabled this

economy. Then, this war-losing plantation owner would need to weigh whether to insti-

tutionalize their post-war political influence in a way that: 1) systematically benefited

the increased governmental demand from new citizens; or, 2) returned the government’s

resource allocation for plantation owners and former slaves (or lack thereof) to a pre-war

status.

To summarize the data-generating process associated with the above theory, in the

U.S., the division of war outcomes led to social distance and group-to-group antagonism.

But elites and non-elites experienced this distance and antagonism differently. In the

American case, the usefulness of the above theory of post-war polarization is that it iden-

tifies the incentives for region-specific elites to segregate government but also permits

the permeability of racial categories in the immediate post-war period. Black and white

racial categories (and even party platforms) were fundamentally shaped by the choices

of post-war political institutions and their consequences. Theorizing these racial cate-

gories as fixed not only misses important variation in post-war identity conflict, it’s also

inaccurate at points. During the Reconstruction Era, the federal government rapidly and

massively invested resources into counterinsurgency and human development to prevent

war recurrence and to guarantee the integration of blacks into American citizenry as a

war gain. At points in the immediate post-war Reconstruction, it appeared that blacks

would assume high levels of political leadership, particularly in geographic regions where

blacks outnumbered whites. The eventual post-Reconstruction racial marginalization of

blacks—embodied in the Jim Crow segregation system—was a consequence of political
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institutions chosen by regional elites in the post-war period. In the American case, polar-

ized government was the result of elite incentives to maintain or not maintain a pre-war

status quo.

4.3.1 Mechanism of Elite Control and Contention

What is left unspecified in the above discussion is identifying the point where polarized

government is initiated and where it is maintained. How does a local member of the

war-losing elites express their preferences for more county-level autonomy and less state-

level control? When they contend with war-winning elites, do war-losing elites contend

at the state-level in the legislature or at the county-level through collusion with officials

who withhold taxes from the state? By the same token, when local war-winning elites

express their preferences for less county-level autonomy and more state-level control, do

they contend at the state-level or do they express their preferences simply paying their

taxes according to the post-war government’s law?

In Making Race, Making Power, Kent Redding provides an articulation of the post-

bellum North Carolina networks of patronage/support that parties used to mobilize and

aggregate elite and non-elite preferences into party platforms and policy (Redding 2003).

For the purposes of this study, when these preferences tilt in favor of the state it indicates

the presence of elites and non-elites who have benefited from war outcomes, and when

they tilt in favor of the county it indicates the presence of elites and non-elites who have

suffered from war outcomes. Further, the argument of this paper is that these intraelite

preferences can be observed in the operation of public administration (described in further

detail in the Hypotheses section).

The counterfactual to these expectations derived from the above theory is that elite

resentment is either not present or is uncoordinated after war. As a result, under this

scenario, taxation is either not conflictual, or if class-based interests come into play and

elites for some reason are opposed to the expropriation of their wealth by the central

government, taxation is not correlated with lynching violence—a relatively rare event. In
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addition, another expectation might be that resistance against the central government

occurs statewide. However, test findings and case studies provide evidence that these

counterfactuals do not explain the data as well as the above theory does.

4.4 Hypotheses

Building on the above findings, in this section I will organize the expectations of my

theory regarding state capacity and lynching into hypotheses. Then, I will present the

econometric model by which I will test these hypotheses. To complement, I will outline

how such a model can be deducted from archival evidence from the time period.

My model expectations can be stated as testable hypotheses in the following manner:

Hypothesis 1: Where the county-level government extracts tax revenue at levels

lower than the state-level government, this county-state imbalance in favor of the state-

level government is the observable indication that at the county level, resentful, war-

losing elites predominate. The predominance of these elites will produce higher levels of

lynching violence.

Hypothesis 2: Where the county-level government extracts tax revenue at lev-

els lower than the state-level government, tax imbalance conditional on resource

scarcity (as measured in property valuation) will produce higher levels of

lynching violence.

Put differently, I will test the effect of intraelite contention over the control of county-

level and state-level government on lynching violence by modeling the effect of the follow-

ing key explanatory variables on the incidence of violence: the separate effect of county-

level and state-level taxation; the difference between county-level and state-level taxation;

and, the interaction of the difference between county-level and state-level taxation and

the county’s resource scarcity.

As a corollary of these hypotheses, I anticipate that at very low levels of property valu-

ation there will be no violence. As a practical illustration, based on the above hypotheses,

polarized lynching would not occur in counties that are the lowest in terms of property
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valuation–these counties would not have the capacity to administer polarized government.

Instead, polarized lynching would sooner occur in a rural county seat than in a distant

frontier village–in a place resourced enough to administrate a polarized government, but

not resourced enough to prevent citizens from substituting for the government when it is

overwhelmed beyond capacity. In the frontier village, either no lynching would occur, or if

lynching did occur it would not be polarized, it would simply be necessary in the absence

of government-provided justice and it would be administered in a judicious fashion.

Based on these hypotheses, postbellum lynching is understood as a kind of vigilantism

that emerges in the presence of post-war elite social distance and antagonism. When there

are trans-boundary consequences of war or trans-boundary non-elite groups, imitative

effects can even emerge as vigilantes from an in-group dispersed across localities learn

from each other how to target out-groups and share practices.

The econometric model I will use to test the above hypotheses is:

Lynching Violencei = Intercept + βi (Elite Resentment) + βi (Resource Scarcity) +

βi (Political Competition) + βi (Racial Demographics) + βi (Control Variables) + εi

4.5 Operationalization and Method of Analysis

In this section I will describe how I will operationalize the above econometric model,

including my outcome of interest (lynching) and explanatory variables (elite resentment

and resource scarcity in addition to control variables), along with data sources. I will

then describe my chosen method for measuring the validity of model expectations against

this data. My unit of analysis will be the county year, from 1866-1916

4.5.1 Dataset

Below is a summary of how I operationalize my dependent variable, key explanatory

variables, and control variables. Maps illustrating the dependent variable and independent

variables below are included as Appendix D.
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Dependent Variable (Lynching)

Conflict termination represented an increase in the political status of the U.S. north-

ern region and the associated increase in the political status of the U.S. black minority.

Racialized lynching violence plagued North Carolina after war.

I will use lynching violence as a proxy for intergroup antagonism.3 For each county in

North Carolina, I will analyze the annual incidence of lynching violence, from 1866-1916,

as a binary outcome—measured as one if lynching occurs, and zero if lynching does not

occur within the year as described by Newkirk (2009). Newkirk’s data include information

on pre-1880 lynchings, a deficiency in many datasets of lynching.

Key Independent Variables

State capacity: Specifically, the annual county- and state-level taxation revenues as

described in North Carolina public records and digitized by the State Archives of North

Carolina.

Pre-conflict legislation instituted state-level and county taxation.4 As a result, within

each county it’s possible to analyze the difference between how much the county-level

government extracts from a locality versus the state-level government and so infer to the

degree of coercion the central state-level government exercises over the local county-level

government through two measures, including the:

• Annual state taxes collected within each county and annual county taxes collected

within each county, as separate model variables; and,

• Difference between annual state taxes collected and annual county taxes collected

as a single model variable.

3 My source for lynching violence is Vann Newkirk’s historical account of Lynching in North Carolina
(Newkirk 2008), which documents recorded lynching violence in North Carolina from 1865-1941, and
classifies each incident by date, victim race, victim gender, and location.

4 A host of annual state- and county-level fiscal data are available through the annual public documents
that were compiled and produced for the annual session of the North Carolina General Assembly from
1831-1919. These documents have been digitized by the State of North Carolina and can be accessed
online at: http://www.ncdcr.gov/archives/Home.aspx.
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Resource scarcity: Specifically, the annual county property valuation as described

in North Carolina public records and digitized by the State Archives of North Carolina.

I will measure resource scarcity through the county valuation of real and personal prop-

erty available.5 In addition, I will measure the interaction of resource scarcity with the

taxation, coercion, and partisan representation variables.

Political competition: Specifically, the Democratic Party’s vote share of the overall

county vote total in North Carolina gubernatorial races, generally conducted every four

years. These data are located in North Carolina Government, a summary of governmental

data published by the North Carolina Secretary of State.

In North Carolina, the composition of the national legislature is determined through

popular vote. As such, I calculate the biggest party’s percentage capture of individual

votes at the county level in the North Carolina gubernatorial race recurring every four

years:6

Dominance =

Biggest Party Vote Share

Total County Votes for the Quadrennial Gubernatorial Race

Racial Demography: Black and white share of the overall county population, as

collected every ten years in the U.S. census.

Control Variables:

Distance from the Capitol: This distance is calculated in ArcGIS as the distance

from the county centroid (calculated by imposing X and Y axes on county borders) to

the coordinates of the State Capitol in Raleigh (constructed in 1840).

Militia Presence:I will measure this variable through a dichotomous variable that

5 The data source is the State Archives of North Carolina’s online portal, described in greater detail
above.

6 Electoral results are available through several sources. The data used for this project were accessed
through North Carolina Government, 1585-1979: A Narrative and Statistical History (North Carolina
Secretary of State 1981)
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indicates whether a state-level militia is present within a county. This militia was the

forerunner of the American National Guard and was partly funded by the American federal

government to ensure individual states had a defense force, and partly funded by the North

Carolina state-level government. Archival evidence and historical studies document how

these militias were in fact tools of the state to exert local influence, particularly in the

realm of racial violence (Newkirk 2009; Adjutant General Reports of the State of North

Carolina).

The above data have been assembled into an original dataset specifically compiled for

this paper. To be clear, state tax, county tax, and county property valuation data exist

in the decennial census and in Richard Sylla’s work on public finance (Sylla 1986). These

data though are often aggregated at the state level losing county-to-county variation, or

if it is recorded at the county level, it is collected at 10-year intervals that result in the

loss of temporal variation. As a result, the above data have been manually entered from

archived documents for this project.

4.5.2 Method

I estimate model coefficients using logistic regression analysis with a rare events cor-

rection that weights 1s more heavily than 0s, due to the “semi-rare” nature of Southern

lynching data (King 2001; Stovel 2001). Because this method treats any violence at the

year level as a “1” and the absence of violence as a “0”, it throws away information if

multiple events occur in a single county in a year. This is a substantive issue in the

post-war era, but after the 1870s there are seldom years in North Carolina counties where

multiple lynching events occur in a county in a single year. As a result, it seems that on

balance the loss in variation is negligible.

As event history data, I choose a logistic method of regression analysis over a du-

ration model due to the presence of time-varying covariates at different intervals (Box-

Steffensmeier & Zorn 2001). To account for temporal dependencies in the data (i.e., the

potential for the covariate effect on the outcome of interest to vary as the time period
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increases) I will include a cubic polynomial term that captures the cubic function of the

outcome of interest over time (Carter & Signorino 2010). Including such a term approx-

imates the hazard rate of the outcome of interest, in effect measuring the proportional

hazard odds ratio.

Finally, due to the cross-sectional time series nature of the data, I will lag independent

and control variables by a year (except for the cubic polynomial terms), to capture a data

generating process where violent actors assess covariates in the previous time period (i.e.,

year) to determine violence in the next time period.

4.5.3 Missingness and Imputation

One issue that emerges in the data is missingness. As a result, I will give a brief

description of my imputation choices.

For the political competition variable, it seems reasonable to assume that those who

perpetrate and permit lynching violence assess political competition once election results

are in. As a result, I imputed the years in between election years with the number from

the last election.

For the population data, data are missing for the years in between the decennial census.

As a result, I assumed a linear trend between census years using linear interpolation in

STATA.

For the tax data representing elite resentment, data are missing at non-regular in-

tervals. But in general, missing data are not clustered together for successive years but

scattered among data. As a result, underreporting as a result of shirking by war-losing

elites may be related to the effect of the key explanatory variables in which case the miss-

ing data may be Missing At Random or Non-Ignorable (Allison 2001). As a result, for

robustness I will also create a dummy variable and for missingness and include it along

with other model variables. In bivariate regression, there is no statistically significant

effect of missingness on the outcome of interest, but to control for whether missingness

indicates a county where government is polarized and resources are scarce, I include miss-
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ingness as a predictor of lynching violence in my models.

Summary statistics of these data after imputation are as follows. Further maps of the

variables held at their 50-year mean are included in the Appendix.

Table 4.4: Descriptive Statistics of North Carolina Data After Imputation

Variable Mean St. Dev. N
Intergroup Antagonism

Lynching Casualties 0.01 0.13 81
Lynching Events 0.01 0.13 81

Status Reversal
White Share of Population 0.73 0.22 5,100
Black Share of Population 0.34 0.20 5,100

Partisan Representation
Party Dominance 0.56 0.15 5,100

Rent Extraction Control
County Tax 16.48 21.03 5,100

State Tax 8.79 51.67 5,100
County-State Tax Difference 7.69 52.67 5,100

Armed Forces Control)
Militia Presence (County) 0.21 0.40 5,100

Distance from Raleigh (m) 191,389 109,104 5,100

Resource Scarcity
Property Valuation (in thousands) 2,598.31 3,810.13 5,100

4.6 Findings

To restate my hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1: Where the county-level government extracts tax revenue at levels

higher than the state-level government, this county-state imbalance is the observable

indication that at the county level, resentful, war-losing elites predominate. The pre-

dominance of these elites will produce higher levels of lynching violence. Where the
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county-level government extracts tax revenue at levels lower than the state-level gov-

ernment, lower levels of lynching violence will result.

Hypothesis 2: Where the county level government extracts tax revenue at lev-

els higher than the state-level government, tax imbalance conditional on resource

scarcity (as measured in property valuation) will produce higher levels of

lynching violence.

In this section I will first present tables with coefficient estimates produced through

three regression models, testing the above hypotheses (two models testing the first hy-

pothesis and one model testing the second hypothesis). Then, tables will be followed by

an interpretation of findings from each model and an evaluation of whether the estimates

obtained validate or invalidate these hypotheses.

4.6.1 Tables of Coefficient Estimates
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Table 4.5: Table of North Carolina Models 1-3
(1) (2) (3)

Variable Estimate Pr(ą|t|) Odds Ratio Estimate Pr(ą|t|) Odds Ratio Estimate Pr(ą|t|) Odds Ratio
(Intercept) -0.5634 0.7044 0.5693 -0.4020 0.7871 0.6690 -0.5424 0.7142 0.5813
White % -2.6820 0.0474 0.0684 -2.5224 0.0617 0.0803 -2.5039 0.0630 0.0818
Black % -3.1824 0.0371 0.0415 -2.9914 0.0497 0.0502 -3.0397 0.0457 0.0478
Party Dominance 1.4664 0.0531 4.3334 1.2800 0.0923 3.5966 1.3069 0.0846 3.6947
County Tax (in thousands) -0.0033 0.7769 0.9967 - - - - - -
State Tax (in thousands) 0.0467 0.0000 1.0478 - - - - - -
County-State Tax Diff. - - - 0.0010 0.9375 1.0010 0.0236 0.1031 1.0239
County Prop. Val. 0.0000 0.9918 1.0000 0.0001 0.3193 1.0000 0.0001 0.0572 1.0001
Tax Diff. x Prop. Val. - - - - - - -0.0000 0.0009 1.0000
t -0.2854 0.0004 0.7517 -0.2749 0.0006 0.7596 -0.2721 0.0007 0.7618
t2 0.0189 0.0004 1.0190 0.0179 0.0008 1.0181 0.0175 0.0053 1.0177
t3 -0.0003 0.0005 1.0000 -0.0003 0.0009 0.9999 -0.0003 0.0012 1.0000
Distance from Raleigh -0.0000 0.0566 1.0000 -0.0000 0.0266 1.0000 -0.0000 0.0301 1.0000
Militia Presence 0.0710 0.8207 1.0736 0.1548 0.6172 1.1674 0.1654 0.5900 1.1799
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Interpretation of Findings:

Model 1: Model 1 includes my model estimates for when state and county taxation are

included as separate variables in the regression equation.

In this model, the measures of party dominance, state tax receipts, White share of

the population, Black share of the population, distance from the capitol, and peace years

since the last lynching all have p-values that indicate these measures are statistically

distinguishable from zero at a 95% confidence threshold or over.

Because the coefficient estimates are log odds ratios derived from logistic regression

analysis, it is difficult to directly interpret the marginal effect of the independent variables

on the dependent variable from the coefficients alone. However, through exponentiating

the coefficients, the odds ratio of a one unit increase in that single independent vari-

able on the dependent variable—holding all other covariates at a constant value—can be

calculated.

Holding all covariates at a constant value, on average, a percentage point increase

in a party’s share of a county’s total votes is correlated with an increase in the odds of

sectarian casualties by a factor of 4.33. A one dollar increase in state taxes is correlated

with an increase in the odds of lynching violence by a factor of 1.05. A one point increase

in White population share is correlated with a decrease in the odds of lynching violence,

by a factor of 0.07. While this might seem to support the status reversal hypothesis, a

one point increase in Black population share is also correlated with a decrease in the odds

of lynching violence, by a factor of 0.04. A more granular analysis of these findings is

necessary to disaggregate this seemingly contradictory finding: that an increase in the

population of the racial group commonly serving as the victims of lynching had a similar

effect on the incidence of lynching as an increase in the population of the racial group

commonly serving as the perpetrators of lynching. A one unit increase in a county’s

distance from Raleigh is correlated with a decrease in the odds of lynching violence, by a

factor of 1.00.

This finding validates the hypothesis that higher levels of rent extraction in the form
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of state taxes will be viewed by local elites as threatening and lead to higher levels of

lynching violence. In terms of the theory, the correlation of lynching with a black and

white increase in population share suggests that status reversal (i.e., whether a group won

as a result of the war or lost) may have an effect on post-conflict intergroup antagonism

but the effect may be related to complex demographic effects rather than resentment

based on status reversal alone. In terms of the controls, a one year increase in the peace

years is correlated with a decrease in the odds of lynching violence, by a factor of 0.75.

To illustrate the substantive effect of party dominance and state taxation on lynching

violence, simulations of the of these two variables as varied from their 25th to 75th per-

centile are included. These simulations are derived from 1,000 random draws of model

coefficients from a multivariate normal distribution.
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Figure 4.2: Simulation of Model 1 Predicted Probabilities for Intergroup Antagonism
for Party Dominance Varied from its 25th to 75th Percentile
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Figure 4.3: Simulation of Model 1 Predicted Probabilities for Intergroup Antagonism
for State Taxation Varied from its 25th to 75th Percentile
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Model 2: Model 2 includes model estimates for when the difference between county

and state tax is included as opposed to county taxes and state taxes as standalone co-

variates.

In this model, the variables of party dominance, Black population share, and distance

from the capitol, and peace years from the last lynching event all have p-values that indi-

cate these measures are statistically distinguishable from zero at a nearly 95% confidence

threshold or over. The party dominance variable and White population share variables

have a p-value at over a 90% confidence threshold.

Holding all covariates at a constant value, on average, a one point increase in party

dominance is correlated with an increase in the odds of lynching violence, by a factor of

3.60. Again, in the second model, an increase in the black and white share of the popu-

lation are correlated with an increase in lynching violence. On average, a one percentage

point increase in White population share is correlated with a decrease in the odds of lynch-

ing violence, by a factor of 0.08. A one percentage point increase in Black population

share is correlated with a decrease in the odds of lynching violence, by a factor of 0.05.

A one meter increase in distance is correlated with a decrease in the odds of lynching

violence, by a factor of 1.00. In terms of the controls, a one year increase in the peace

years is correlated with a decrease in the odds of lynching violence, by a factor of 0.76.

The finding related to party competition suggests the political nature of racial violence.

Model 3: Model 3 includes model estimates for when the difference between county

and state taxation is interacted with the county’s property valuation. For this model, I will

focus on the interaction effect, which is statistically significant at over a 95% confidence

threshold. The constitutive coefficients for property valuation and tax difference (i.e.,

non-interacted values for property valuation and tax difference) are not of substantive

value for this analysis, as there are very few cases where the county-state difference is

equal to zero, and no cases where the county property valuation is set at zero.

An interaction plot reveals that as county-state tax difference is varied from its 25th-

75th percentile, in low property value counties (25th percentile), there is an approximately
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1.5% predicted probability of violence (with 95% confidence bands from approximately

1.0%-2.0%)at the 25th percentile. There is an approximately 1.25%-2.25% at the 75th

percentile-though this probability increases as the county-state tax difference increases.

In high property value counties (75th percentile), there is a constant 2.0% predicted

probability of violence, with 95% confidence bands from approximately 1.1%-2.5%—a

probability that remains constant as the difference between county tax and state tax

increases.

In terms of the theory, the difference between county tax and state tax—an indica-

tor of the degree of taxation coercion the representative government exercises over its

constituent counties—has a different effect in low property value counties versus high

property value counties. However, the overlap between the confidence intervals of the

predicted probability of lynching violence in low and high property value counties makes

it difficult to clearly distinguish whether the county-state tax difference has a differential

effect based on property value. This finding lends some support to the hypothesis that

the perception of state government coercion as threatening may vary with the scarcity

and value of the resources present.

Upon reviewing the three North Carolina models, there are several substantive findings

regarding the incidence of intergroup antagonism.

Party dominance is correlated with an increase in intergroup antagonism across mod-

els, validating the partisan representation hypothesis.

A county’s proximity from Raleigh is correlated with an increase in intergroup antagonism–

the closer a county is to the capitol, the more likely it is to experience a lynching.

Demographic indicators are correlated with a decrease in violence, but the precise

relationship between pure demographics and violence is unclear. The increased black

share of a county’s population is correlated with a decrease in the likelihood of intergroup

antagonism, but the increased white share of a county’s population is also correlated

with a decrease in the likelihood of intergroup antagonism. These findings suggest more

analysis is necessary.
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When state taxes and county taxes are independently included in the same model,

levels of state taxation are correlated with an increase in intergroup antagonism, while

levels of county taxation are not correlated with an increase in intergroup antagonism.

When the difference between county and state taxation is included as a single measure

of rent extraction control it is not correlated with an increase or decrease in intergroup

antagonism. However, when this difference is interacted with resource scarcity measured

in property valuation it is correlated with an increase in violence. These findings support

the hypotheses advanced by this study that threat perception of war-losing elites increased

with the increasing coercion of the state-level government.

4.7 Case Study

A case study from a single period of post-conflict lynching violence, from 1868-1870 fur-

ther validates these findings regarding the effect of elite resentment and lynching violence

as indicated in elite contention over the control and capacity of post-conflict government.

This case study will illustrate the mechanisms outlined in the theory related to how conflict

termination agreements in North Carolina constrained post-conflict actors in such a way

as to influence them to support violence committed on the basis of a group-based identity

(i.e., non-state actors comprised of elite and non-elite individuals collectively committed

to state-sanctioned violence targeted on the basis of a collective identity). This description

will consist of two dimensions: a) a description of the indirect support for violence com-

mitted on the basis of a group-based identity, and, b) a description of the direct support

for violence committed on the basis of a group-based identity. Afterwards it will address

a powerful counterargument, that collectively targeted violence occurred prior to the civil

war in North Carolina, as well as segregation of government on the basis of a group iden-

tity, raising the question of whether conflict incidence had a distinct effect on this direct

and indirect support for violence committed on the basis of group identity. However, in

addressing this counterargument, this case study will affirm the main argument of the

description and analysis by illustrating how despite the incidence of this pre-conflict vio-
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lence, conflict termination changed elite mobilization of non-elite constituencies so as to

change the scope of government sanction and scope of non-governmental targeting so as

to specifically limit individuals on the basis of their ascriptive characteristics (i.e., their

racial identity) from participating in post-conflict government and further exacerbating

the reversal in elite status brought on by the end of war.

4.8 Pre-conflict

As background, prior to the war, slaveholders concentrated in North Carolina’s agrarian

east dominated political offices in North Carolina, occupying more than 85% of the seats

in the state legislature (the highest percentage of slaveholders in the South) (Escott 1986)

despite only representing 28% of the total number of families in the state. These slave-

holding families owned over 250,000 slaves who in turn constituted 25-33% of the state’s

population of nearly 1 million people (Butts 1981). In contrast to this disproportionate

political and demographic influence of geographically concentrated slaveholding wealth in

eastern North Carolina, only two percent of the state’s slave holding families owned more

than fifty slaves, and more than 70 percent of the population owned no slaves at all. Over

50 percent of the state’s farms consisted of fewer than 100 acres.

As referred to above, slaves were a far larger percentage of the total population,

ranging from 25-33% of the population and were also concentrated in the agrarian east

(Kruman 1983: 14): “Slavery made little headway in the mountain economy...To the east,

in the Piedmont, the frequency of slaveholding and the density of the slave population

increased...Fourteen of the region’s thirty-one counties in 1860 contained enough slaves

to make up at least 25 percent of the county’s population. In the tobacco planting

counties of the northern tier and the cotton planting counties of the south, slaveholding

and slaves were much more numerous than in the region as a whole. Slavery was most

deeply entrenched in the plantation counties of the coastal plain. There, slaves composed

42 percent of the total population in 1840 and 44.2 percent in 1860. Moreover, in 1860,

36.2 percent of [almost entirely white] free families in the region, a substantial minority,
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owned slaves.”

At the time free blacks were only a small percentage of the total population, ranging

1-3% of the population, and were concentrated in North Carolina’s agrarian east as well,

particularly in those counties bordering Virginia: “about three-fourths of free African

Americans lived in the coastal plain of eastern North Carolina, one-fifth in the piedmont

in the central section of the state, and only one-twentieth in the mountains in the west”

(Kenzer 1997: 12). Those that were free, were mostly dispersed in rural areas, a distinction

of North Carolina compared to many other states where the free negro population was

largely urban (Franklin 1943). Occupational data were not recorded in pre-1850 censuses

to the extent that it’s possible to precisely discern the socio-economic position of free

blacks. However, on the whole, “a large number of free Negroes earned their living at

the unskilled types of labor.” (Franklin 1943). Social relations between free blacks and

whites were occasionally hostile, but not uniformly, and were hostile for different reasons

than the hostility that characterized interracial relations after the civil war. “Without any

training whatever, the more ambitious free Negroes could find opportunities for work in

the rural areas and in the towns if sentiment against their presence was not too hostile.”

(Franklin 1943: 121) That hostile sentiment was not only due to apprehension over free

blacks potentially acting to mobilize insurgency among slaves (discussed further below)

and undermining the plantation economy, but also due to labor competition in non-

slaveholding portions of the state (Franklin 1943: 137).7

Per the above, roughly defining the political and socio-economic dimensions of the pre-

conflict elites—large slaveholders, who largely controlled the government—is relatively

easy. Defining the situation of black non-elites is more challenging. However, defining the

white non-elites—small slaveholders and nonslaveholders is more challenging still (Cecil-

Fronsman 1992: 12-16):

“In North Carolina in 1860 there were more nonslaveholders than either slaves

7 John Hope Franklin notes that some free blacks were owners of slaves—from 25 in 1 county owning
73 in 1790, to 191 in 37 counties owning 620 in 1830, and 8 owning 25 in 1860. However, “it seems that
by far the larger portion of free Negro owners of slaves were the possessors of this human chattel for
benevolent reasons.” (Franklin 1943: 160)
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or slaveholders. The census takers found an average of 5.3 free persons per
household, making for slightly more than 183,000 slaveowning family members
out of the 630,000 whites. In more precise terms, 70.8 percent of the whites
and 44.9 percent of all North Carolinians lived in nonslaveholding white house-
holds... It would seem that most of the 70 percent of the nonslaveholders and
some of the small slaveholders were common whites. Somewhere around 75
to 80 percent of the white population would have been seen as common by
most people in their society... There were, of course, a fair number of artisans,
professionals, merchants, and clerks for whom a lack of real estate did not
imply a lack of economic security. In 1860, 15.8 percent of the free household
heads fell into these categories.” 8

In short, prior to the Civil War in North Carolina, 20-25% of the population was poor

white, 25-33% were slaves; 30-40% were landless, and of the 60-70% that possessed land,

40% owned farms smaller than 50 acres, and 10% had plots smaller than 20 acres. A small

number of large landowners owned a disproportionate part of the state concentrated in

the east—about half. Of the remaining portion, small landowners were mostly white and

dispersed. They had little interest in the plantation economy, with more of an interest in

equalizing the disproportionate political influence of large landowners in state government

than in particular antagonism toward a small free black population or slaves aside from

the labor competition they occasionally posed (Escott 1986).

In terms of statewide politics within the above demographic distribution across North

8 Bill Cecil-Fronsman further compares economic status proxied by slaveholding with landownership and
measures of income (Cecil-Fronsman 1992): “In an agricultural society like the Old South, landholding
was for most people a necessary precondition for an autonomous social, economic, and political position.
Various estimates of the number of landless whites exist...Presumably somewhat fewer than 40 percent
were landless. Shinoda’s study of nine representative North Carolina counties in 1860 concludes that 40.8
percent of all free household heads and more than half of all nonslaveholders reported no real estate. Paul
Escott has more recently put the former figure at nearly 30 percent...Just as a lack of land ownership
did not guarantee a poor white status, ownership did not guarantee a poor white status, ownership of a
few acres did not necessarily elevate one to the ranks of the independent yeoman. Of North Carolina’s
sixty-seven thousand farms in 1860, 40 percent were smaller than fifty acres and 10 percent were smaller
than twenty acres...A substantial portion of North Carolina’s household heads listed their occupations
as laborers...This number does not include individuals living in other people’s homes. Out of the nearly
193,000 individuals reporting occupations in 1860, roughly 30 percent reported occupations associated
with poor white status—farm laborer, laborer, and servant. The wages they received were quite low
by national standards. A farmhand received an average of $10.37 plus board per month; day laborers
received fifty-four cents with board, seventy-seven without. The wages for both of these positions wer
around 70 percent of the national average. Female domestics received an average $1.08 per week, less
than 60 percent of the national mean. Most of the laborers, many of the landless farmers, and some fo
those who owned just a little real estate would have been considered poor whites by their fellow North
Carolinians. Their actual percentage in the total society is hard to guess—20 to 25 percent of the white
populations seems a reasonable place to begin.
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Carolina’s territory, any discussion of partisan preferences is somewhat anachronistic as

nonproperty owners were not eligible for any higher offices, and could not vote for the

governor until 1835. Further, the governor did not have an effective veto over the state

legislature. However, partisan affiliation influenced popular views on several key issues

from 1835 onwards, including the scope of suffrage and taxation of slave property (Escott

1986: 27)):

“At some times and in some circumstances white North Carolinians felt almost
no class tension or separation, but the potential for such awareness was strong.
As the decade of the 1850s progressed, a series of events drew attention to
class issues and aroused both resentment among the poor and fear among
elites. Questions of suffrage and taxation became prominent in politics, and as
people debated free suffrage and...taxation of slave property, they stimulated a
consciousness that perceived class issues in the decision about secession. The
1850s set the stage for the class tension and conflict that became prominent
in the 1860s.”

The economic geography of the state lent itself to distinct regions amenable to re-

cruitment as voting constituencies. Kruman reviews these regions and their economic

and political implications as follows (Kruman 1983).

Coastal Plain: The coastal plain provided transportation facilities for planters and

farmers on the plain. The relatively easy access for trade that planters in the eastern part

of the state enjoyed made them less receptive to internal improvements and especially to

government promotion of them. However, planters not only opposed government aid to in-

ternal improvements because they already had decent transportation facilities. For many

planters, opposition to internal improvements reflected a broader fear of socio-economic

and political change. Unlike their counterparts in the states of the newer South,

these planters were part of a well-established elite class that had long domi-

nated their communities and the state. For them, the credit system, internal

improvements, and the like would necessarily bring changes that might endan-

ger their economic, social, and political hegemony. Eastern opposition to an

intrusive, ‘positive’ state grew also because the east was the wealthiest section

of the state. If the state engaged in promotional activities, or built asylums,
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or appointed a state school superintendent, wealthier easterners would pay for

the bill with higher taxes. The political leaders of the middle east did not speak for

all of the coastal plain. The counties of the northeast were a kind of sub-region that was

different economically and politically from the rest of the agrarian east. In the agrarian

northeast, instead of growing staples on plantations, smaller farmers grew grains. Accord-

ingly, instead of opposing government promotion of economic development, northeastern

politicians generally endorsed such government activity.

Piedmont: West of the fall line, farmers in the northeast and eastern businessmen

found welcome allies within the piedmont in their struggle for government aid for economic

development west of the fertile land of the agrarian east. Transportation facilities in the

Piedmont and the mountains ranged from bad to atrocious, and support for government

aid to improve them was strong.

Far Western North Carolina: In far western North Carolina, ordinary citizens

were not always wildly enthusiastic about things like road building. However, elites who

either lived in towns or were otherwise involved in the market economy favored improve-

ments such as new roads. These elites were able to shape the broader political position

of the region.

Whether the end of the war changed anything for the political influence of the planter

class—whether it represented a change or continuity for the planter class—was subject

to long debate among historical scholarship (Ruef 2014). Recent scholarship has pointed

to how land tenure arrangements largely maintained the political influence of the planter

class after the war (Ruef 2014; Billings 1979). 9

However, the end of war definitely threatened the planter elites because of the way it

dismantled the antebellum plantation economy, expropriating the value of slaves through

the federal government’s enforcement of their demographic mobility of non-elites (i.e.,

former slaves), thereby changing the potential constituency for the existing ruling class

9 Indeed, some insist that the self-awareness of the planter was a turn-of-the-20th century phenomenon.
As an organizational form, slave labor was no longer viable as a means to coordinate work but this led to
the plantation maintenance of plantations and then sharecropper tenancy for the bulk of the latter part
of the 19th century.
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concentrated in the agrarian east–they needed to deal with the political, economic, and

social implications of a demographic situation where they were suddenly out-numbered by

former slaves. When compounded with the hyperinflation of war, destruction of physical

property, and absence of pre-conflict credit networks, the flight of slaves severely indebted

the ruling planters and removed their ability to deploy the personnel to cultivate and

maintain large-scale agriculture. The increased state capacity of the federal government

and the confiscation of property that it entailed threatened ruling elites within North

Carolina.

4.9 Post-conflict

4.9.1 Indirect support for violence committed on the basis of group identity

Introduction

In North Carolina after the civil war, elite leaders restricted constituent change to

maintain a competitive advantage in elite factional completion over time particularly

with regards to the Republican Party and the threat of a cross-class constituency among

poor, non-elite former slaves and poor whites seeking to confiscate their property (Escott

1986: 139-140). To defend against the prospect of confiscation, and restrict constituent

change, they created a racially-based political identity that gave indirect support to the

racial lynching violence of the post-war period (Escott 1986: 139):

“Prominent men of the old elite saw their worst nightmare—an alliance among
the lower classes of both races—materializing under the protection of the fed-
eral government...Even though Congress seemed unready to confiscate land
late in 1867, Governor Jonathan Worth worried about whites such as those
‘in Montgomery [County] and Randolph [County], who are expecting to at-
tain political ascendency through the negro....The mean whites, cooperating
with the negroes, may appropriate all the land.’ To Worth it was axiomatic
that ‘the cupidity of the propertyless, the majority in all Counties, [would]
demean and enforce distribution of property.’[:] ‘If non-property holders are
the ruling power in both branches of the Legislature, land and property will
be in much more danger of virtual confiscation from taxation than they are
from the present [national] Congress.’ Too late Worth had considered allow-
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ing property-owning blacks to vote or devising a compromise plan for Recon-
struction in order to satisfy northern public opinion. As northern views of
democracy raced beyond his, he took refuge in angry resistance, condemning
Congress of imposing ‘absolute despotism’ and secretly advising whites not to
vote for or against the new constitutional convention required by law. Because
a majority of registered voters was needed for approval, he hoped that nonvot-
ing could block Congress’ plan. But his scheme failed, and Worth lamented
that ‘taxation will very soon swallow up the landholders of this State’. “I
regard the proposed new constitution as virtual confiscation” he wrote.”

After the Confederacy’s surrender in April 1865, in December 1865 the American

states ratified the 13th constitutional amendment outlawing slavery. Then, in June 1866,

Congress enacted the June 1866 14th constitutional amendment, guaranteeing the full

rights of former slaves, which awaited subsequent state ratification before becoming an

amendment. Further, in March 1867 Congress enacted the Reconstruction Act requiring

southern governments to ratify the 14th constitutional amendment before being readmit-

ted to the Union. During this 1865-1867 timeframe there was ambiguity as to how much

had changed in North Carolina for former slaveholders, from before to after the war. The

post-conflict national-level and state-level government in the process of being negotiated.

The settlement to end the American Civil War—the terms of victory—consisted of a

decisive end to slavery and secession. But the implications of these decisions for North

Carolina elites would be negotiated in the post-conflict period, after the April 1865 sur-

render of the Confederacy. These implications to be negotiated included the degree to

which: elite supporters of the secessionist Confederacy would be able to participate in

the post-conflict national and North Carolina government; post-conflict economic losses

would be borne by these supporters; non-elites (i.e., former slaves) who gained enfran-

chisement through war would be enfranchised in the new government; and, the degree

to which these non-elites would be the constituents of former slaveholders in the elite

factional disputes between former slaveholders and competing elites. Abraham Lincoln

initiated plans for the post-conflict government as early as 1863 (Foner 2011). These is-

sues would be decided by elite negotiations long into the post-war period on the extension

of suffrage to nonpropertied individuals, regional apportionment of representation in the
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state legislature, sectional boundaries, and taxation and debt. 10

Effect of conflict termination on elite resentment

In short, there are several dimensions by which it’s possible to perceive how war’s end

left open questions for elites to negotiate and how the war’s decisive end to secession

and slavery implied a threat to the bargaining position of pre-conflict slaveholding elites.

These dimensions include:

1. War debt

2. Basis of political representation and legislature apportionment

3. Increased enfranchisement of non-elites

4. Taxation

5. Armed enforcement

6. Disenfranchisement of former combatants

7. Permissions of association and belief

Specific post-conflict deliberation processes about each of these issues escalated the

sentiment and concerns of individual elites to collective policy positions on behalf of an

elite faction composed of former slaveholders. The formation of these policy positions

in turn constituted the beginning of competition between different elite factions making

exclusionary appeals to constituencies of support on the basis of “horizontal”, ascriptive

identity (i.e., race) to extend and maintain cross-regional constituencies across North

Carolina over time. Put another way, along the above dimensions, per this study’s theory,

it’s possible to perceive the crisis that war termination posed to the bargaining position

of elites, and why they favored racial politics after war that provided harbor to racial

violence, providing further illustration and validation of this study’s findings. For the

10 Some of these debates began prior to the Civil War, dating back to the conflict onset agreements of
the wartime government of the post-1776 Revolutionary era.
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purpose of better understanding how elite contention over taxation indicated resentment

and may have contributed to the analytical findings, I will focus on illustrating the effect

of conflict termination on elite resentment as it related to the first four of the above

issues: war debt, basis of political representation and legislature apportionment, increased

enfranchisement of non-elites, and taxation.

War debt:

One of the earliest debates among post-conflict elites was the issue of war debt. The

negotiation of an agreement over war debt was affected by the decisive end to slavery

and secession, but still remained to be negotiated. The decision over war debt had direct

implications for garnering the support of elites who would later employ a horizontal, racial,

mobilization strategy in order to maintain a competitive advantage vis a vis other elites

(Republican elites) in response to the regime change imposed by conflict termination—

support that would provide indirect support for the racial violence related to lynching

and Ku Klux Klan violence later (discussed further below). To explain, as a policy,

maintaining the repayment of antebellum war debt would be crushingly difficult for an

economy destroyed by war (Escott 1986; Hamilton 1914) but would maintain the financial

position of those pre-conflict planter elites who had lost property and even the value of

their newly freed slaves upon emancipation. These slaves represented economic value

not only in their labor necessary to fuel the plantations as engines of growth but also as

commodities which could be traded (Kilbourne & Wright 2014). Repudiating the debt

would threaten the position of those plantation owners who had supported the confederacy

and would now face the difficulty of maintaining a plantation economy by which they had

gained their wealth and around which, political influence in the government had been

structured since the establishment of the colony in 1667 where planters for a long time had

maintained a competitive advantage through carefully managing government institutions.

President Andrew Johnson charged the state legislature to convene for the first time

in November 1865 in keeping with the Emancipation Proclamation to decide whether to

ratify the newly-issued 13th Amendment outlawing slavery that would constitutionally
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affirm what the Emancipation Proclamation had initiated. When the state legislature

convened in November 1865, newly-elected Governor Jonathan Worth’s first stands were

on the repeal of the Stay Law which alleviated the repayment of debt required from

creditors, though in private he would confess to his son-in-law regarding debt immediately

after the war that: “I believe the great body of the people are opposed to paying [the debt]

(Escott 1986: 101). Worth’s act and statement suggest how planter elites viewed war debt

as threatening and capable of exacerbating the loss imposed by the Confederacy’s loss in

war.

2. Basis of political representation and legislature apportionment:

In addition, one of the earliest debates among post-conflict elites was not over race

per se but instead the “white basis” of white representation, a debate resonating with

among North Carolina’s elites and non-elites over the dangers of granting nonproperty

holders suffrage in a post-conflict government. The debate over white basis representation

was about whether property holders (who held disproportionate influence over the state

government, further discussed below) would still retain some privileges of representation

or taxation in the post-conflict state.

When the 13th Amendment was eventually ratified in December 1865 it confirmed

what had previously been a possibility due the Emancipation Proclamation: it outlawed

slavery. Soon after, in May 1866 at a broadly representative meeting, convened to discuss

the ratification of a new post-conflict state constitution the leading issues were the basis

of representation and the issue of the renunciation of war debt (referenced above). The

debate was largely between the Conservative faction representing plantation owners, who

advocated that all claims to war-related debt be recognized and that membership in that

representation be decided on the basis of federal population numbers which calculated

a county’s representation in the statewide legislature on the basis of white individuals

present. At this time, Conservatives were composed of whites, but their main concern

was economic (war debt) and political (representation) rather than black-white differences

per se (racial). The issue of racial differences was present in the decision for former slaves
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to be educated in segregated institutions and bans for miscegenation, but mobilization

for an anti-black coalition was not part of electoral politics in a broadly coordinated way

as it would be by early-1868.

3. Increased enfranchisement of non-elites

Elites also perceived the threat of competing elite factions that would be seek to

recruit votes from the newly enfranchised and thus make claims to secure cross-regional

constituencies of support over time (Williams 1984: 385):

“Who among us believes, that the great mass of the blacks recently in a state
of slavery, come up to this standard of virtue and intelligence, and are fit
to be made self-reliant electors? In such their condition as to knowledge and
morality, the extension of the right of suffrage to them indiscriminately, instead
of distributing political power among a greater number of citizens, will in fact,
concentrate it in fewer hands; as designing individuals will but enlarge
their own power by using them to vote, not their opinions, but those
of the men who control them [emphasis added]. Already we learn they
have been extensively organized, into secret societies or leagues, with a view
to be voted en masse, and under the influence of prejudices carefully instilled
into them, in opposition to the whites, who were formerly masters, or may
now be owners of property.”

This enfranchisement and the question of whether freedom of slavery constituted the

right to vote was to be negotiated. Closely related was the right to present evidence in

a court of law against a white citizen, also perceived as a threat by former slaveholding

elites, particularly when viewed in conjunction with the possibility of full voting rights

for the newly enfranchised former slaves whose residence was concentrated in the agrarian

East (Escott 1986: 111):

[R]ising attorney attorney David Schenck...saw two Negro men included in a
jury pool in Catawba Superior Court during 1867. The panel, Schenck raged,
“was the most inferior in intelligence I ever saw in N.C.,” but not solely because
of the presence of the two “unadulterated Africans.” More basic was the fact
that the panel had been drawn “from the tax payers in general without regard
to freehold [i.e., property] qualifications,” that is from a pool including lower-
class people of both races who were inherently unfit to govern. “The negroes
were about of average intelligence with the whites,” Schenck observed.”
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In this sense, the threat of the nonpropertied black individual was distinct but not

altogether different than the threat posed to elites by the nonpropertied white individual

in the courtroom.

4. Taxation:

Debate over the extent to which slaveholding plantation owners’ property could be

protected from taxation began prior to the Civil War, and served as the central issue

of the 1860 campaign. Prior to the war the state government was small and primarily

relied on income taxes, in addition to the real property tax and poll taxes (Liner 1979:

43). Plantation owners of the agrarian east only narrowly protected their property from a

uniform tax on property in 1860, a function of expanded suffrage to nonpropertied white

males in the 1830s (Liner 1979: 44).

As such enforced emancipation after war meant increased public expenditures for

former slaves (many of whom were nonpropertied and low-skilled). If property had been

given to slaves they might have been equally subject to taxation (i.e., through the famous

“forty acres and a mule”). However, former slaveowners directly perceived the threat of

conflict termination and enfranchisement to their position in terms of its effect on the

tax base largely composed of former slaveholders. An awareness of this threat is observed

in a January 1866 letter from Governor Jonathan Worth to former Governor William A.

Graham, later recognized as the chief architect of white supremacist politics in North

Carolina (Olsen 1962)(Williams 1984: 11):

“I have no confidence that the condition of our negroes will be elevated by
emancipation—but in our present condition I fear we shall have a freedman’s
Bureau & Military rule over us, if we make discrimination in education in
Common Schools [i.e., public schools]. I mean if we educate white children at
public expense,—we will be required to educate the negroes in like manner—
and our School fund being reduced to a trifle & our people impoverished, I
think the [Common] School system had better be discontinued, for a time,
and thus avoid this question as to educating negroes.”

In addition, the heightened awareness of the economic implications of emancipation is

present from records from the time, specifically when the question of reforming taxation

emerged, again present in the letters of former Governor Graham (Williams 1984: 31):
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“What, in your opinion, is the scheme of taxation which will bear with the
least vexation upon our distressed community? Has any via media between
our present Stay law, & the indiscriminate collection of debts occurred to you
as constitutional. I do not fancy a legislation which bears so hardly [illegible]
against that thrifty, enterprizing, & valuable class,—the Creditor class, as our
present enactments do. It must result to the permanent damage of the State.
If there were a safe way of letting the gap half way down, it ought to have
favor.”

As it relates specifically to the analysis of this study, taxation in the post-conflict

period did increase due to expanded access to the government and provision by the gov-

ernment, and was perceived as a threat to the state’s post-conflict tax base, still heavily

influenced by the (mostly former slaveholding, but still plantation-holding) elites concen-

trated in the east. Most importantly the threat was perceived in the increased distance

and lessening of concentration of control over county government by the planter elites in

the post-conflict period (Redding 2003: 69-70):

“The center of political life in the state, as well as the region, was the county
seat, not Washington or even Raleigh. The key issue, especially for large
property holders, was the local property tax that financed and was adminis-
tered by county government. By making key county officials (the magistrates
and, indirectly, county commissioners) appointive by the Dmocratic-controlled
state legislature and by giving local Democrats a say over elected county of-
ficials...the party removed a central bone of contention between the political
parties at the county level...With control over local governments more or less
assured after 1877 through the county government law, there was much less in-
cnentive for North Carolina Democratic elites to use extreme measures against
their Republican opponents.”

Beyond the perception of threat, or the use of these threats in elite factional compe-

tition, actual tax rates did increase after the war (Escott 1986: 161-2).11

11 “[T]axes rose substantially compared to prewar and postwar levels. In 1859 the state had levied a tax
of [$0.20] on every $100 valuation of land and [$0.80] on every poll [i.e., male residing in a household].
Though the Civil War was responsible for multiplying the tax on land five times, rates dropped back to
[$0.10] on $100 of land and $1 per poll in 1865. The 1867 legislature had passed a [$0.50] poll tax and
[$0.10] on each $100 of land, with a family’s agricultural supplies and $100 of personal property exempt
from taxation. The Republican legislature in 1868-69 provided that families could lay off a homestead
that was exempt and increased other exemptions of $500 of personal property and $1,000 of real property.
But rates rose to [$0.35] on $100 of land and $1.05 on each poll. The problem was that Republicans
could not be as hostile to new taxes as Democrats were, because they needed to pay for their schools and
other program...County taxes had been substantial under the Republicans as well. The 1869-70 rates on
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Effect of resentment on group-based polarization of government

To delineate the threats that post-conflict former slaveholding elites perceived to their

bargaining position is not to offer a revisionist account that race did not matter after

the civil war—that would be patently untrue, and early on elites recognized that the

fate of slaves, the degree of full rights they would obtain, and the degree to which they

previous order would be retained: 1) could be negotiated in the immediate post-conflict

period, and, 2) that negotiation of full rights would likely determine the fate of pre-Civil

War elites in the period afterwards (Bradley 2009). The war decisively settled slavery

and secession for former plantation holders, but elites were conscious of the ways in which

race, economics, and politics were interrelated after the war (Hamilton 1914: 118; Redding

2003). However, the degree to which former slaves might be constituents of the parties

and political leaders that advanced the interests of elite former plantation owners was

unclear (Trelease 1979).

The degree to which war represented a continuity or discontinuity for these elites

was under negotiation after the war and contingent on the interaction of the federal

government with the elites who negotiated the terms of the new state government. As

Paul Escott, a historian of the period, reports (Escott 1986: 105):

“Thus the first struggle of Reconstruction within North Carolina concerned
the extent of democracy among whites. Amidst the confused atmosphere of
disagreements between president and Congress and changing national policies,
prominent members of the old guard determined to arrest the liberalizing
tendency that had slowly gained ground in the state during the 1850s. Their
arguments against the proposed constitution showed that they actually wanted
to reverse course and strengthen the elites that had been threatened during
the war. As that experience showed, power needed to be more securely placed
in the hands of “the better half.” The principal task of the constitutional
convention of 1865-66, aside from incorporating earlier changes, had been to
adjust North Carolina’s fundamental law to the facts of war, emancipation,
and defeat.”

every $100 of land were [$0.31] in Alamance, [$0.30] in Edgecombe, and [$0.30] in Caldwell. In Randolph
County they remained at [$0.50] in 1874...Too late Republicans recognized that their foes were “scaring
people on the tax question, making them believe that their taxes would [be] multiplied by 5 or 6 or even
more.”
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The political implications of territorial concentrations of former blacks soon became

subject to inclusionary and exclusionary claims by the Conservative Party and Republican

Party (previously absent from North Carolina party politics). Elites perceived the threat

of these new enfranchisees to their political control of government not only at the state

level in North Carolina, but the implications of these black majorities when aggregated

across states. Given that across states, former slaves were often most numerous in those

counties where there were plantation owners the simultaneous demographic and political

change that resulted from emancipation and the decisive victory of the federal govern-

ment against secession was perceived in competitive, and threatening terms. On their

own, these threats might not naturally coalesce into a response where an elite faction led

by former slaveholding elites sought to restrict the conditions of change in their poten-

tial constituencies of support on the basis of ascriptive group characteristics. However,

after the organization of the Republican Party formally in 1867 and the military-enforced

federal Reconstruction Acts of 1867, in preparation for the state elections and referen-

dum on the state constitution of 1868, the Conservative-Democratic alliance employed a

racially-based platform that coordinated these threats perceived by elites into a “racial”

party platform that provided indirect support for the group-based (i.e., racially based)

post-1867 violence that the Ku Klux Klux would later commit, described in further detail

below (Hamilton 1914: 252):

Early in January the Conservative executive committee called a state conven-
tion of “The Constitutional Union Party” as they styled it. It met on February
6th about fifty counties being represented. The majority of the delegates were
former Whigs, but a large number of Democrats were present. The conven-
tion is particularly notable as marking the first re-appearance in politics of
many who had been prominent before and during the war. Ex-Governor Gra-
ham was made chairman....A State organization was perfected and a series
of resolutions, outlining the policy of the party, adopted. They declared de-
votion to the Federal Constitution; protested against the enforcement of the
reconstruction acts as unconstitutional; declared the great political issue in
the State to be negro suffrage and equality, if not supremacy, and registered
their unqualified opposition to it; declared the determination of the party to
protect the negroes in their civil rights and to allow such privileges as were
not inconsistent with the welfare of both races; demanded early relief for the
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impoverished people of the State...Enthusiastic speeches were made by vari-
ous delegates, among them Vance, who urged activity and fearlessness of the
result of opposition to the [Republican] radicals, saying, “When free speech,
a free press and a free ballot are restored, the wrath and indignation of an
outraged people will damn them [i.e., Republican radicals advocating for the
suffrage of former slaves] forever. It will be better for them that a mill stone
were hanged about their necks and that they were drowned in the depths of
the sea.”

To justify the new Conservative-Democratic party platform representing former plan-

tation owners they advanced the following justifications for their policy position opposing

the state constitution (Hamilton 1914: 255):

“The Conservatives made their fight on the question of ratifying the consti-
tution, which they opposed on many grounds. They argued that it made the
negro a political equal and that it was part of an attempt to bring about social
equality by its failure to require the separation of the races in the schools and
in the militia and by the opening of the University to negroes. They objected
to the apportionment of representation among the various counties as being
so arranged as to increase the importance of the negro vote. Property, they
held, had no representation, and higher taxes were made necessary without
any increased benefit to the people. The provision for the election of judges by
the people as particularly criticized with reference to the fact that candidates
for the Supreme Bench were making a political canvass and entering into gen-
eral political discussions. The lack of any test of qualification for office was
another feature much urged as a reason for the rejection of the constitution.”

The above Conservative-Democratic party platform represented a threatened faction

of former slaveholding elites and offered a prescription for peace, but not a self-enforcing

peace that could be committed to by blacks or even entirely by the nonpropertied whites,

who later after giving the party their electoral support would seek further policy substan-

tiation of their solidarity with white elites, not only the racial rhetoric of the party.12

12 If only to further illustrate how the perception of threat is related to a policy platform that can
be used to expand a constituency of support and so become self-perpetuating over time, see Hamilton’s
assessment of one of North Carolina’s leading cities, Wilmington, based on the economic and demographic
implications of enfranchisement caused by the end of war—it synthesizes the above threats to elite
bargaining strength into a single picture (Hamilton 1914: 257): The most striking illustration...which
the Democrats were able to make against the Republicans was as follows: New Hanover county [home
to the city of Wilmington] had three delegates to the [1868] convention [on the state constitution]...The
Republican candidates for the [state] Legislature were two of these, a “carpetbagger” from the north and
a black delegate...Of all these none had ever listed or paid any taxes. The assessed value of the real
estate in Wilmington at the time was $3,200,000. Of this the white people owned more than thirty-nine
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Overall, from the above discussion it’s possible to see how elites catalyzed and coordi-

nated group-based sentiment based on fear, hatred, and resentment into an organization

that would advance these concerns in elite factional competition at the state and national

level. From the perspective of the above Conservative-Democratic party platform, racial

antagonism is purely rational. However, the rationality of this antagonism belies that the

party platform represents a specific position taken by elites to mitigate change in their

bargaining position after war given their intense post-conflict competition over the rene-

gotiation of government with other elite factions, particularly in response to the political

implications of territorial concentrations of group-based minorities after war. What distin-

guishes the politics of post-conflict North Carolina from the typical politics surrounding

elections and policies—which are about the allocation of goods and services from the

government to potential constituencies—is how elites of North Carolina restricted the

demographic mobility of North Carolina non-elite residents (i.e., former slaves) with a

political identity based on ascriptive group difference due to the political implications of

their residence, and the uncertainty (and thus room for negotiation) of how those impli-

cations would affect a current elite competitive advantage in the future. From reading

such a party platform it is not possible to distinguish whether the sentiment is directed

toward blacks due to a convicted, emotional attachment to slaves or emotional response to

the reversal of political, social, and economic order by the enfranchisement and increased

mobility and presence of slaves, or due to a purely rational calculation—the above outline

of elite competition is an illustration of how specifically racial politics is constructed and

made available for mass mobilization regardless of the answer to this question (Redding

2003; Olsen 1962). Even if the implications of emancipation are threatening that threat

may be overestimated from any number of behavioral mechanisms (demographic shock),

but such a platform maintains and coordinates a response to such a threat over time so

that it becomes systematically pervasive.

fortieths, and were in a minority of over seven hundred. The white Republicans, about one hundred
and fifty in number, who controlled the majority vote, owned, altogether, about $150,000. This was an
extreme case, but it shows the possibilities of the conditions existent at the time.
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4.9.2 Direct support for violence committed on the basis of group identity

What was notable about lynching was not its incidence as lynching was observed prior to

the civil war. Instead what was notable was its racial nature after war—its use of collective

targeting (Steele 2009; Hultman & Fjelde 2013), which is to say armed actors coordinated

at the region-wide and state-wide level committed to collectively target individuals based

on a group-based identity. Through complementary analysis to the above depiction of how

intergroup antagonism was constructed after war and how indirect support for violence

committed on the basis of group identity formed its possible to illustrate the mechanisms

by which indirect support permitted direct support for violence committed on the basis

of group identity. Further, through complementary analysis it’s possible to illustrate the

mechanisms that coordinated these distinct outcomes to achieve a shared outcome of

indirect and direct support for violence committed on the basis of a group identity, that

supported the expansion and maintenance of a cross-regional constituency of support

over time for an elite faction participating in elite competition during a time of post-

conflict regime change.13 In particular, in North Carolina it’s possible to observe the

coordination of statewide racial violence escalating to a level where the governor in 1870

needed to request federal assistance to suppress the violence, and observe the catalytic

role of the party and Ku Klux Klan in permitting and committing this violence.

Immediately after the civil war ended there was violence committed in service of

revenge and opportunity but this was not coordinated. Some was, but instances of coor-

dinated violence occurred on the basis of local-level sentiment and local-level processes of

escalation (Escott 1986: 103):

“According to a very thorough study of the subject, the levels of violence in
early phases of Reconstruction came close to equaling the later lawlessness of
the Ku Klux Klan, which has attracted far more attention. Postwar violence
took several forms, including conflict between Unionists and Confederates,
attacks by self-styled Regulators upon tax collectors and tax records, and

13 This overall study is about lynching in North Carolina from 1866-1916, but the logic of using this
case study of direct support for group-based violence to understand a specific episode of Ku Klux Klan
violence from 1868-1870 will be under the assumption that non-Klan racial violence committed with state
or societal approval at lower levels of coordination will share some of the same conflict dynamics.
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especially persecution of freedmen and those who aided the freedmen...Despite
claims to the contrary, law and order did not return to North Carolina after
the war; instead wartime patterns of extra-legal, violent activity continued to
be an unusually frequent feature of life. Revenge was a prominent motive in
the violence among whites. The combative, individualistic yeomen and the
privileged aristocrats were making the postwar readjustment ‘just what they
made the Rebellion–...a personal issue with another class of the people.”’14

This changed though with the post-conflict advent of the Republican Party and Con-

servative party to coordinate elite factions, and coincided with the emergence of the Ku

Klux Klan as a decentralized set of movements spanning the south committing violence in

order to suppress black suffrage. The relation between racial politics and racial violence

is not difficult to outline, as Otto Olsen points out in his study of Klan violence in North

Carolina (Olsen 1962: 352):

“Aided by their domination of the State press and their strong reliance upon
the race issue, Conservatives cultivated a widespread contempt and hatred for
the Republican regime, and the continual emotional denunciation of Republi-
canism undoubtedly encouraged many whites to accept violence as a political
weapon. Sincerely convinced of the correctness of their own beliefs and of the
oppressive and vindictive nature of Reconstruction, many Conservatives were
apparently prepared to accept almost any means for overthrowing Republican
rule.”

The Conservative-Democratic Party related the restriction of change in constituencies

of support by race to policies that regulated the mobility of territorial concentrations

of residents subject to competing claims of support from competing elite factions, as

discussed above. As such, elites restricted the conditions of change in their coalitions so

as to maintain a competitive advantage over time, but as will be discussed in this section,

the elites within the Conservative-Democratic Party not only maintained this coalition

through segregation of the government, but also through violence (Olsen 1962: 354):

14 Some of this violence was committed on the basis of group difference, a guard against understanding
the Conservative-Democratic Party as the progenitor as opposed to the coordinator of racial antagonism
and catalyst of racial violence, a distinction highlighted in greater detail below (Bradley 2009: 77): On
his arrival at Morganton, [Col. Thomas] Heath “found great injustice being practiced pretty generally on
the freedmen.” In some cases, Heath noted, former masters banded together and drove off their ex-slaves
without paying them for their labor, or they “shamefully” abused the freedmen “for slight or imaginary
offenses.” Two of the victims were shot. Heath returned all evicted freedmen to their homes and informed
blacks and whites alike that they must obey “the orders of the Government,” but the outrages continued.”
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“The political characteristics of the area in which the Klan was most ac-
tive are also significant. The North Carolina Klan apparently originated in
Orange County (the only safely Conservative county in the district and the
home of the chief architect of white supremacy, [former North Carolina gover-
nor] William A. Graham) and then radiated outward, first into counties with a
sizable Negro minority. The counties of heaviest Negro population or of great-
est Republican strength remained longest free of the Klan. In two counties
in this Piedmont area, Alamance and Caswell, able and moderate Republi-
can leadership, marked by Negro-white cooperation, was making an unusual
contribution to Republican strength...During this same period, the only two
counties that were gained by the Republicans were Alamance and Caswell. As
the State elections of 1870 approached, it was precisely in these two counties
that Klan terrorism reached its greatest extreme...”

In the end, as a means of using violence and political intimidation to sway closely

contested counties of mixed race the Klan achieved its political ends of opposing an

intergroup social movement organized by the Republican Party to advance egalitarian

policies that threatened the plantation elite within the Conservative-Democratic Party

(Escott 1986: 156):

“Even more indicative of the Klan’s political purpose were the political facts
in the counties where it was most active. Alamance County gave Republican
Ulysses S. Grant a 47 vote majority in 1868, but after the Klan recruited
700 members it had “a majority of the white voters” and had successfully
intimidated some of the black. Ten of fifteen counties that moved from the
Republican to the Democratic column in 1870 had seen considerable Klan
violence. In Rutherford County the Klan broke up the effective alliance of
black and white Republicans.”

Actually, across state, the “Ku Klux Klan” was a decentralized movement and in

some cases this movement consisted of little coordination between groups. However,

those features of the North Carolina Klan conform to broader trends across the south

(Trelease 1979: 142):

“Across the South the Klan was more apt to appear in certain kinds of regions
than in others. The least likely places were overwhelmingly white counties like
those of east Tennessee and the Applachian highlands generally, where white
Republicans were plentiful. In similar counties nearer the coast Republicans
of either race were usually too few to bother about and hence there was no
need for Klan activity. The same tended to be true for opposite reasons in
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the Black Belt counties where Negroes outnumbered whites by at least three
to one. Here the blacks were in such heavy preponderance that the Ku Klux
themselves were in danger of being overwhelmed. The Klan was organized in
some of these [North Carolina] counties in 1868, but discontinued its activity
or disbanded in most of them when the initial warning notices and pretending
to be ghosts proved ineffective. Viewed from another perspective, the Klan
was least in evidence in counties where the Conservatives either possessed a
safe majority already or were hopelessly outnumbered. By the same token,
the Klan was apt to be strongest where the two parties or the two races were
nearly equal, or where there was a white minority large enough to intimidate
the freedmen.”

Around the time of the organization of the Republican Party, the Conservative-

Democratic Party, and referendum on a new state constitution, the North Carolina Ku

Klux Klan first appears. The earliest signs of the it are in late 1867, and then again in

1868 (Trelease 1979: 68):

“There is almost no direct evidence that the Klan was organized here before
March 1868, but Hamilton C. Jones of Charlotte, identified by a number of
Klansmen as a high-ranking official in the order, if not its Grand Dragon, was
reported to have said that he had been a member since 1867. A Klansman
of York County, South Carolina, testified that he had joined the order in
North Carolina in December 1867. There are also two reports of activity by
disguised bands in the western part of the state in the fall and winter of 1867-
68, which may have been independent local ventures. They were reportedly
engaged in illicit distilling and tobacco trading in one case, and in the other
they raided White and Negro Republicans. At least three separate Klan-like
orders existed in North Carolina; their precise relationship to one another
was never fully explained, or even understood by their members...The three
orders were the White Brotherhood, the Constitutional UnionGuard, and the
Invisible Empire. The last designation was regarded farily commonly across
the South as a synonomym for Ku Klux Klan, and some persons believed it
to be the true official name of the order ,with “Ku Klux Klan” adopted for
public use only...”

However, these early signs were not necessarily violent; escalation began after Grant

was elected as President in November 1868 (Trelease 1979: 189):

“North Carolina had seen very little Klan action in 1868, and the Presidential
election passed quietly. But trouble broke out almost immediately thereafter
in several parts of the state. One such region centered in Lenoir and Jones
counties in the east. It was the Constitutional Union Guard which flourished
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here in 1869, apparently introduced by an organizer from Raleigh. Its hundred
or so members in Lenoir included a deputy sheriff and a lawyer, A. Munroe, of
Kinston; the county chief was Jesse C. Kennedy, a well-to-do mill owner. As
represented to at least one prospective member, the CUG was an organization
to put down robbery, but one of its major activities was stealing horses and
sending them to other counties for sale. Most of these animals were taken
from Negroes, partially to keep them from farming for themselves. The CUG
also decreed a maximum wage for black laborers, and it forbade white men
to work alongside them. Another function of the group was to safeguard the
illicit still of one of its members, Henry Croom. The Klan supplied corn for the
still, took whisky in return, and held their regular meetings around it. There
were political objectives to serve too, as in the flogging of a Negro Republican
leader. The CUG also rescued its members from jail and engaged in arson,
lynching, and political assassination”

As referenced above, the national Ku Klux Klan originated in 1865 as a fraternal or-

ganization in Tennessee and by 1867 had spread to nine southern states. However, these

movements were highly decentralized and little evidence exists that suggests they oper-

ated under centralized or even regional control. Though the North Carolina local Klan

organizations were present as of the constitutional convention, 1868 state election, and

1868 presidential election they were not active during this time. Per the above, and con-

sistent with the Klan’s presence in other southern states it chose to concentrate its violent

activity neither in places that were predominantly black or white but in counties where

there was close contestation between the Republican Party and Democratic-Conservative

coalitions (i.e., parties representing the interests of large landholders), and where a black-

white alliance was present in favor of the Republican platform. In these places, the Klan,

broke electoral ties in closely contested counties (Report on the Insurrectionary States).

Nationally, the Klan generally concentrated activity in Piedmonts—neither highlands, nor

lowlands, but the land in-between—and the same was true for North Carolina (Brisson

2011).

From fall 1868 to the “Kirk-Holden war” of July 1870 the Klan’s acts escalated in

the scope of their coordination (growing to a membership of 40,000 in North Carolina

by one account), and their brutality (political assassination). For example, in the fall

of 1868, Moore County Klansmen went to the home of Mannel Baker, a black resident,
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stripped the roof off his house, demolished his chimney, and threatened to kill him if he

did not leave the area by the next day (Brisson 2011: 129). Most of the early acts, like

this, were not lethal acts. This changed in 1869. For example, by winter 1869, in Moore

County, at approximately 11:00pm, at least thirteen disguised members of the Moore

Klan “burst into the home of Daniel Blue, a black man, and indiscriminately start[ed]

shooting.” When they were finished, accounts differ, but share the fact that his pregnant

wife was dead and at least one daughter of his possibly seven children was dead, while

Blue escaped (Brisson 2011: 129-130; Bradley 2009).

In 1869 and 1870, other counties experienced repeated violence including Chatham,

Orange, Alamance, and Caswell counties. During 1869 at least 15 murders in these

counties were attributed to the Klan and between 1869 and the spring of 1870, the Klan

hanged five black men in Orange County alone. In their growth and escalation what

was surprising was their social composition. The initial cells were closely associated to

illegal alcohol networks (Stewart 2003; Trelease 1979) and local law enforcement officials,

but the group grew between 1868-1870 to contain a number of elites. “In counties that

had voted Republican, the displaced officers of the old county court plus Democrats who

had held higher county offices organized and ran the Klan” (Escott 1986: 156). As with

other Klan organizations in North Carolina, the Alamance Klan was led by “prominent

men—gentry and middle-class figures who were accustomed to holding office and wielding

power.” In Congressional hearings, a former member of the Alamance Klan estimated

there were no fewer than 300 men in the Alamance Klan by spring 1869 and by March

1870 that number had grown to 600-700 members.

In service of the intragroup (white) but interclass political ends of the threatened

planter elites among the Conservative-Democratic Party, the Alamance Klan partly suc-

ceeded in bridging class divisions among whites. Given organizational claims of 40,000-

50,000 members statewide, all male, this represented less than 10% of North Carolina’s

white population but nearly 1/3 of the adult white males. Even if these numbers were ex-

aggerated, the 500-700 members in Alamance in 1869 amounted to a similar county-wide
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share—1/3, of Alamance County’s adult white male population. In bridging intragroup

and interclass divisions, the Klan’s coercive influence and fear likely split off an impor-

tant segment of the yeomen—independent, small farmer—class, who might be swayed to

support a black-white alliance to revise the state’s government in a way that threatened

former slaveholding elites (Escott 1986: 158). Manuscript census records indicate many

rank and file Klansmen were farmers or laborers who owned no more than a few hundred

dollars in property. “Social pressure from the Klan’s pressure from the Klan’s powerful

leaders or from friends and acquaintances, as well as prejudice, helped to enlist them in the

organization. Recruitment brought many neighbors whose farms adjoined each other into

the Klan, and family relations were another channel through which membership spread.”

In terms of the motivation for these non-elites to offer their support, when testifying before

state and federal investigators about the Klan, William R. Tickel, a local unit chief, and

John W. Long the county leader of the Alamance Klan later declared: “Well, we knew we

were violating the laws.” “We all knew that [it was wrong].” Regarding his participation

in a Klan targeted whipping designed as a intimidation tactic, Long remarked “I didn’t

think it right,” but on the other hand, “didn’t feel mean about it”. And, “[p]retty much

all the [white] people in the County belonged to [the Klan] (Escott 1986: 159). These

statements clearly indicate how ‘vertically-oriented hierarchies of kinship’ were used to

recruit members for this violent organization (Redding 2003).

In response to the statewide escalation of the North Carolina Klan, in November 1869,

Governor Holden requested that the state legislature strengthen North Carolina’s militia

law. Up to that point, no Klansmen had been prosecuted for the group’s crimes. Subse-

quently, in December 1870, state senator T.M. Shoffner of Alamance County introduced

a bill that fulfilled Holden’s request for a stronger militia titled, “An Act to Secure the

Better Protection of Life and Property”. In an era when the governor held no veto power

over the state legislature, but a government where possession of political influence was

still concentrated in the decisions of provincial elites and a centralized legislature, such

a law would greatly bolster the governor’s enforcement powers consistent with a greatly
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expanded state government after the war (Trelease 1979: 225).

As part of this trend of escalation from 1868-1870, and in response to the governor’s

militarized response to the Klan, though the Shoffner Act eventually passed in January

1870 in response to Shoffner’s initiative the Alamance Klan planned to assassinate Shoffner

identifying him as one of their most dangerous political enemies. 15 In addition, in late

1869 or early 1870 plans were discussed in the Moore County Klan to assassinate Governor

Holden; these though appear to have been too brutal for members to provide more than

perfunctory support. In addition to these planned political assassination of white officials,

the Klan carried out a successful black political assassination when in February 1870, the

Alamance Klan seemingly escalated in response to the Shoffner Act’s January passage

when at 1:00am one night 100 Klansmen rode into the town of Graham, abducted a town

commissioner and the leading black member of Alamance County’s Republican Party

and hanged him in Graham’s public square in front of the Alamance County Courthouse

with the note attached, “Beware, you guilty, both white and black” (Brisson 2011: 134).

Two of these plans were unsuccessful, but that these plans were under consideration

is an indication of the ambivalence of many elites. Publicly, they were committed to

racially-informed mobilization strategies and policies discussed in the above section on

indirect support to violence committed on the basis of group identity. Privately, they

were committed to violent intimidation but not necessarily its lethal consequences. These

assassination attempts are also an indication of the tactical escalation of brutality and

coordination necessary for committing violence on the basis of group identity.

The culminating Klan-coordinated act of racial violence that catalyzed a pyrrhic re-

sponse by the Republican Governor—beginning the end of Klan action in North Carolina

(eventually ending in 1872) and the end of real Republican Party gubernatorial control

(until 1896)—was the May 1870 murder of state senator John Stephens in Caswell County

on Alamance County’s northern border. In 1868, Stephens beat a Conservative candidate

15 In January 1870, only the friendly actions of associates foiled these plans, one of whom was a friend
who was actually a high ranking member of the pledged allegiance of the Alamance Klan but shied away
from the brutality of political assassination. As a result, at the end of the next legislative session, Shoffner
moved to Indiana.
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for the state senate seat in Caswell County, but his vocal advocacy for the equal rights

for blacks made him an enemy of the Democratic Party in Caswell County. While he was

a state senator, the vast majority of his support came from blacks and poor whites both

lacking in prominence. As a result, Conservatives who controlled most of the area’s wealth

retaliated by restricting Stephens’ credit and economic opportunities. In response, in the

spring of 1869 Holden hired Stephens to a corps of 24 state-wide detectives formed to pro-

vide information on the Klan, for a salary (Brisson 2011: 138). In response to Stephen’s

party leadership, in May 1870, the former sheriff of Caswell County lured Stephens to

Caswell courthouse in the afternoon, where the founder of the Caswell County Klan,

John Lea, and 10-15 Klansmen hanged and stabbed Stephens to death: “This savage act

by the Caswell County Klan—murdering a state official in broad daylight in a courthouse,

generally a place where people expected justice— emphasized the power and arrogance

of North Carolina Klansmen. According to Lea’s later unremorseful confession (written

and sealed in 1919), Stephens “was tried by the Ku Klux Klan and sentenced to death.

He had a fair trial before a jury of twelve men.” (Brisson 2011: 141)

Earlier, in spring 1869 Governor Holden had carried out intensive requests to President

Grant, but no help was forthcoming from the federal government. In response to Stephens’

assassination, Governor Holden hoped to use a militia-driven strategy to arrest the Klan

and root it out of Alamance and Caswell County. During a July-August campaign, and

two weeks in the counties, 670 men made 82 arrests in Alamance County and 19 arrests

in Caswell County including the sheriffs of both counties. 16

”The social classes of those arrested varied widely, from small farmers up to former

congressman John Kerr.” (Brisson 2011: 146). Upon their arrival, several county-level

leaders renounced the Klan and defected and provided valuable information used in the

remainder of the militia campaign. The enforcement of law escalated the stakes of an

already-pilloried campaign within the Conservative-Democratic media when the militia’s

16 The force composition of these militia men was a subject of pre-campaign discussion and worth noting
for the intentional predominance of white troops: roughly 350 ex-federal soldiers, supplemented by state-
level militia members, and overall, 570 white soldiers and 100 black and/or mulatto troops. (Brisson
2011: 146, footnote 80)
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second-in-command arrested Josiah Turner, the editor of one of the most influential Con-

servative newspapers, The Raleigh Sentinel, at his home in Orange County. Based on

suspicion that Turner facilitated the Klan’s spread from 1868-1870, Holden had given

orders for Turner to be arrested if he ever entered Alamance and Caswell but not at his

home in Orange County. This misstep, and the absence of ready evidence that would

facilitate arrest, led Turner to vie for arrest warrants for the campaign’s commander. Af-

ter mid-term elections that secured Democratic majorities in the state legislature (likely

affected by the campaign), Holden underwent impeachment trials, and was removed from

office (the first governor in American history to be removed by impeachment).

The “Kirk-Holden War”—a name given by the Conservative-Democratic media to

defame it—was in effect an ambitious but compromised counterinsurgency campaign that

resulted in the gains of a competing elite faction during the politics of 1865-1868, and more

importantly, the failure of a coordinated interparty, interracial commitment to the North

Carolina state government as an impartial adjudicator between groups after war (Beckel

2010).17 In part, it represented the absence of an interparty, interacial commitment to

nonviolent conditions for political change in North Carolina (Beckel 2010).

In the Kirk-Holden War, that Conservative faction negotiated open questions regard-

ing the political, economic, social implications of the grant of demographic mobility to

former slaves in its favor. However, federal enforcement of nationwide demographic mo-

bility, and the broader context of nationwide interregional competition and urban-rural

mobility, ensured that even when in 1877 the North Carolina state government insu-

lated county-level elites from control this eventually would be subject to statewide reform

movements (and violent counter-reform), most notably the Republican-Populist alliance

in 1896. Against this backdrop of the formation of a racially and partisan partial gov-

17 The campaign also represented the failed federal government enforcement of institutions regulating
that kind of coordinated interparty, interracial commitment to the state government as an impartial
adjudicator, and to the nonviolent conditions for political change in North Carolina. In the absence of the
federal government, partial organizations skewed competition over time in the post-conflict government;
there were moments when the national government’s Senate and Executive could have limited the scope
of the Klan’s coordination and as a result, deterred its expansion or required the Conservative-Democrats
to commit to more costly forms of coordination in order to achieve their political ends through violence.
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ernment, after 1877, lynching as a form of racial violence declines, though occasionally

vigilante justice replaces the partial justice administered by government (Phillips 1987)

as indicated by the data in the analyses of this study.

By contrast in Virginia, Trelease suggests that because the vote on the their state

constitution was deferred from 1868 to 1869, by that time a conservative and liberal

faction had developed within the Republican Party (Trelease 1979). As a result, there

was less political need felt for the Klan in Virginia, and less Klan violence. For this

reason the leaders of Conservative opinion (including the newspapers) may have given

the Ku Klux movement less encouragement or more active discouragement than in other

Southern states after April 1868.

The above is a study of the scope of coordination of violence committed on the basis of

group identity. However, the scope of this coordination varied. Immediately after the war

a similar form of racial violence occurred as indicated above in anecdote of slaveowners

beating their former slaves. The key difference between this violence immediately after

the war and Klan violence is that the violence immediately after the war did not occur

in a coordinated manner with state sanction, as later lynchings did. These lynchings

took place on the basis of group-based identity as well, carried out in ritualized forms

by vigilante mobs in the name of justice with some level of societal and governmental

approval. This case study provides a way of understanding the role of government in

violence committed on the basis of group identity, understanding its incidence and its

decline as well as its relation to structural features of post-conflict government.

4.9.3 Counter-argument

The counterargument exists regarding whether it was the incidence of the 1861-1865

civil war and the post-conflict uncertainty resulting from the regime change that made

violence and politics “racial” after the Civil War. Debates occur among historians over

the degree of continuity from antebellum North Carolina to postbellum North Carolina.

Did the pre-conflict plantation economy simply become the post-conflict sharecropping
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economy of the Reconstruction and Redemption South and did the war represent a discon-

tinuity? However, as illustrated above, the uncertainty of post-conflict elections particu-

larly between 1865-1868 indicate that the war made a difference and shaped the threat

perception of post-conflict elites. It is true that racial disenfranchisement occurred at

earlier points in time in North Carolina’s history in 1715 and then again in 1835 as North

Carolina became one of the last states to prohibit free Negroes from voting. However, the

innovation of the 1865-1860 post-war period distinguishing it from these other episodes

of disenfranchisement was that politics themselves became racial as parties sought to win

campaigns on the basis of a racially-based horizontal mobilization strategy that was anti-

black and sought to reward lower-class whites with participation in the government in

exchange for electoral support (Redding 2003). Lynching became racial after the civil

war in part due to this indirect support from white supremacy campaigns which were a

far cry from the intense debates in the antebellum period between non-propertied and

propertied whites where the alternatives were property basis of political representation or

a “white basis” (population-based) of representation.

Further, it is also true that targeted group-based vigilante violence occurred at earlier

points in time in North Carolina’s as after David Walker’s Christian appeals for violent

uprising in the late 1820s, state senators developed a comprehensive Free Negro Code that

segregated government on the basis of race, and subsequently after the 1831 Southampton

Insurrection (Nat Turner Rebellion) targeted vigilante attacks occurred against blacks on

the rumors that the insurrection would spread (Franklin 1943; Brophy 2013).

However, this group-based violence was incidental and committed specifically in re-

sponse to the 1831 insurrection in case of the 1831 racial violence. The innovation of

the post-war period from 1865-1870 was systematic targeted violence with the purpose

of manipulating electoral outcomes through intimidation in the form of Klan violence.

When violence occurred, as outlined above, it was directly supported and overseen by

government officials who in secret sought to alter electoral outcomes.

It is possible still that one could argue that it is anachronistic to assert that politics
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became “racial” after the war as: 1) the party system was nascent, gaining strength only

in the 1820s; 2) there was little government to speak of prior to the war; 3) most non-elites

could not vote or run for office prior to the war; and, 4) that the executive gubernatorial

office that was popularly-elected was broadly limited as it possessed little veto power over

state-level decisions by the state legislature, the General Assembly. In other words, this

argument would assert that politics became racial after the war not because of the war but

because politics only became “politics” as we would know it—with actual governments and

party systems—after the civil war. Even then, it is not possible to ignore the relationship

between the crisis of war and the post-crisis possibility of restricting or expanding the

conditions for change in constituency support for competing elite factions. As is pointed

out above in comparing Virginia and North Carolina, the first distinction between white

servants and black servants in North Carolina occurs after the Indian Wars of 1711-13

(Cecil-Fronsman 1992). After 1776, when elites agreed on rules governing suffrage in the

new state of North Carolina, though property qualifications were placed on voting rules,

racial restrictions were conspicuously absent in these qualifications. In addition, the total

disenfranchisement of free blacks occurred in response to Nat Turner Rebellion in 1831,

fully institutionalized in the 1835 revision of the state constitution. In all of these cases

the grant of suffrage occurred in close conjunction with war or insurrection and the crisis

it posed. The post-crisis employment of a horizontal strategy to expand and maintain

constituencies of support for factions in elite competition over time is consistent with

these earlier periods of expansion and restriction, and is consistent with scholarship by

racial studies scholars on the expansion of enfranchisement after crisis (Dudziak 1988;

Sawyer 2005; Smith 1999).

Put another way, this is to say that during times of crisis, it is possible for a mobi-

lization strategy to be used that is coordinated by a political identity, particularly for

elites under competition, to expand and maintain cross-regional constituencies of support

over time. Ironically, though one of the most aristocratic antebellum state governments

by comparison, North Carolina was one of the most liberal in the one-party racially reg-
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ulated South. It was politically competitive, even resulting in a brief moment of reform

during the fusion politics of 1896 prior to the essentially coup d’etat of state during the

white supremacist overthrow of Wilmington in 1898. Perhaps the conditions for nonvio-

lent elite coalitional change after the civil war relatively strong in North Carolina because

elites were so relatively uncontested in factional disputes prior to the war, and this is

something that could be further investigated. Regardless, the above evidence of indirect

and direct support for violence on the basis of of group identity demonstrates how the

relative calm of North Carolina after the American Civil War (in comparison to other

southern states) belied the limited scope of a self-enforcing peace within the state, where

a coordinated interparty, interracial commitment was present among elites to the North

Carolina state government as an impartial adjudicator between groups, thus setting sus-

tainable conditions for nonviolent political change after the regime change imposed by

war (Beckel 2010).

4.10 Conclusion

The above results generally confirm the hypothesized effect of state capacity on lynching

violence, that after a war, resentful, war-losing elites contend with war-winning elites to

create a post-war government that best returns them to a pre-war status quo. Given this

contention, war-losing elites may expect segregation and marginalization.

At lower levels of state capacity, war-losing non-elites experience the expectation of a

discriminatory/exclusionary government even if the resources to administrate such a gov-

ernment are temporarily insufficient. Where government fails and resources are insufficient

to administrate a polarized government, war-losing non-elites may assume responsibility

for administrating a polarized government that segregates and marginalizes war-winning

non-elites, and commit to polarized vigilante justice as a result.

The conclusions suggest that if the county collects more taxes than the state, there is

less resentment in a county and less lynching violence as a result. If the state collects more

taxes than the county, there is more resentment in a county and more lynching violence
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as a result. In addition, if there are higher levels of resources in a county as indicated by

higher levels of property valuation, there is more lynching violence as a result.

Together, these interpretations suggest that imbalance in taxation and scarcity of

resources interact in ways more subtle than the two hypotheses predict. With further in-

vestigation it may be possible to more precisely model how an intraelite struggle over gov-

ernment control and autonomy has consequences, in general, for violence against nonelites

in the form of vigilantism.

Speaking of how to extend this research, there are several ways this could be done.

One is to examine the phenomenon of lynching more broadly. One obvious way would

be to apply the above model to analyze other states in the Reconstruction South, and

incorporate state-level effects as well as federal-level effects. Lynching is also a phenomena

that occurs in Latin America (e.g., Guatemala and Peru) and Africa (e.g., South Africa,

Mozambique) and this model could be applied in these locales, particularly those countries

that have experienced war (Berg & Wendt 2011). Such a model of public administration,

polarization, and violence could also be used to study historical post-conflict violence such

as occurred in Eastern Europe after WWII (Snyder 2012), or even earlier during pogrom

violence in 19th and 20th century Eastern Europe.

In addition, Stovel’s analysis of lynching profiles the most restive counties according

to the duration spells between lynching events, and analyzes them accordingly, using a

matching technique. Such an analysis could perhaps be utilized here as well, splitting the

population according to the duration profile and then analyzing variation in taxation and

valuation according to the resulting profiles (Stovel 2001).

Further, in the above model, by making the incidence of lynching a dichotomous

variable, and focusing on variation in capacity alone, variation in race has been discarded.

During this time period there were white-on-white and black-on-black lynchings though

both occurred infrequently when compared to white-on-black lynchings. Further studies

could investigate this dimension of lynching violence.

More generally, it may be possible to study the role of non-state brokers (political
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parties, and educational and religious institutions) in the production of violence, so that

a more comprehensive picture of the origins of polarization emerges. The above analysis

touches on this dimension of conflict in its discussion of the locus of elite contention (in

the literature review section). Such an extended model could be applied to examine the

origins of racial regimes such as Jim Crow or Apartheid.

In general, the above research sets the groundwork for a broader research agenda on

state-building and sectarian violence. Whether in Libya, Myanmar, or post-intervention

Iraq, such a discussion of lynching remains salient and policy-relevant.
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Conclusion
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“Rising economic inequality in and of itself does not cause political upheavals—
certainly not upheavals that better the situation of the less privileged. The
less privileged need some organization to push back effectively. Rising in-
equality can result in decay, social disorganization, and political apathy. For
the United States in particular, I worry that this could be the outcome. Al-
ternatively, there could be upheavals of the xenophobic and nativist variety.”
(Theda Skocpol in response to the Foreign Affairs expert dialogue statement:
“If left unaddressed, economic inequality will cause major political upheavals
in the developed world over the next generation”; Skocpol 2015).

“If institutions structure cleavages, then ethnic cleavages are in themselves
just a proximate variable to explain the stability of democratic regimes. To
understand destabilization, we must look beyond the supposedly prepolitical
character of ethnic majorities and minorities and explore the institutional con-
ditions that induce permanent ethnic majorities or more benign outcomes. We
also must explore the institutional conditions that induce permanent majori-
ties on dimensions other than ethnicity. Might class cleavages, for instance,
also destabilize democracies if they are made permanent by an underlying
institutional structure? Similarly, how might the institutional privileging of
occupational or ideological cleavages affect democratic stability” (Chandra
2005, Ethnic Parties and Democratic Stability, 245)

“What does the ordinary man want?... the more modern democrat lays stress
not merely on freedom to take Opportunity, but on the equality of Oppor-
tunity itself. It is for Opportunity to realise what is in him, to live a life of
ideas and of action for the realisation of those ideas, that the healthy man—in
ever-increasing number—is asking....in one way or another he wishes for the
glow of intelligent life, and incidentally for a recognition of his human dig-
nity.” (Mackinder, Democratic Ideals and Reality: A Study in the Politics of
Reconstruction, 1919: 242-3)

“For he is our peace, who hath made both one, and hath broken down the
middle wall of partition between us; Having abolished in his flesh the enmity,
even the law of commandments contained in ordinances; for to make in himself
of twain one new man, so making peace...” (Ephesians 2:14-15, King James
Version)
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5.1 Restatement of Puzzle

The overall research question to which this dissertation seeks to respond is: What is the

role of governmental and non-governmental actors in increasing/reducing the emergence

of intergroup conflict after war, when group differences have been a salient aspect of war

mobilization? The argument of this dissertation is that when the competitive position of

an elite faction is threatened after regime change by the improved competitive advantage

of other elites, and the threatened elite faction represents a region-specific demographic

minority that shares common ascriptive group characteristics, they may seek to restrict

the conditions of demographic change in constituents that share those same ascriptive

characteristics so as to maintain a competitive advantage vis a vis competing elite factions

over time. In other words threatened elite factions may seek to restrict the mobility of

opposing elite coalitions through a political identity that encompasses elites and non-

elites and, over time, coordinates support to their political positions and coordinates the

discriminatory allocation of privileged government policies to one group at the expense

of another. The uncertainty posed by the regime change imposed by conflict termination

leads elites within parties (acting in governmental offices on behalf of their groups) to

permit: a) the segregation of government in favor of constituents, b) violence against

non-constituents.

As a roadmap for this conclusion, I will first address how the findings of this disser-

tation’s component essays address the subsidiary questions outlined in the introduction’s

literature review, necessary for addressing the overall research question outlined above.

Then, I will suggest several propositions that directly respond to the overall question that

emerges from these component studies and outline the relevance of these propositions to

policy concerns. I will then introduce a series of extensions that result from this research.

Finally, I will conclude with a final word on the goal of this study.
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5.2 Responding to Research Questions from Existing Scholarship

5.2.1 Power-sharing and institutional self-enforcement

1. Though actors may enter into unequal power-sharing arrangements because they

can do no better given their ex ante bargaining position, what explains variation in

the conditions for ex post change permitted in power-sharing arrangements?

2. What are the actors and constraints that regulate the scope of individuals and

groups that commit to a power-sharing arrangement?

The analyses indicate how higher levels of political dominance whether reflected as a

difference in representation at the regional level as opposed to the national level, or as the

share of a dominant party’s vote at the municipal level is correlated with a seemingly

unrelated outcome—violence committed on the basis of group identity. Closer looks

at specific episodes suggest that the perception of rivalry can lead to elite backing for

political platforms that are constructed antagonistically and align group identity with

political autonomy.

For example, though for some Iraqis a powerful national identity overrode their spe-

cific ethnic identity under Saddam, heavily weighted inclusion of the leaders of Shiite and

Kurdish factions in the 2005 constitution led to the incorporation of non-ethnic issues of

political autonomy into the constitution. The constitution was unprecedented not only for

the democracy it proposed for the Iraqi state, but also for proposing an unprecedented

level of decentralization for the Iraqi state. In this context, not only did proposals of

greater centralization/decentralization or national resource-sharing become ethnic. Due

to segregated residential patterns and scarce resources, to avoid an entrenched, ethnically-

based disadvantage within post-conflict government, Sunni Arabs supported a political

party platform that endorsed greater centralization and the removal of Kurdish language

instruction from classrooms. The scarcity of resources, and ethnically-segregated sup-

port for centralization or decentralization led to extreme restrictions over laws regarding

provincial merging and membership as the implications of these laws for political rep-
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resentation could upset sectional balances. The regional boundaries of Iraq were latent

but as of yet unrealized immediately after the American intervention in 2003. However,

the alignment of these regional boundaries with ethnic settlement boundaries was driven

by post-2003 elite politics, restricting the conditions for changes in regional boundary

change. More broadly than the time period of the American intervention alone, political

positions in Iraq specifically became Kurdish or Sunnis when these identities were highly

contended as of the end of the Kurdish civil war in 1997 or according to the rise and fall of

the Arab Ba’athist’s political program. Ethnic identity was institutionalized as political

in the terms of competition for control of government, as were regional identities.

In addition, in Côte d’Ivoire, though the civil conflict of 2002-2011 undeniably was

mobilized according to ethnic differences, for a long time, Houphouët-Boigny had main-

tained a multi-ethnic coalition through equal-opportunity repression and carefully main-

tained monopolies over strategic political institutions. Further, the ethnic politics were

region-specific under Houphouët-Boigny’s regime until after the mid-1990s formulation of

the political identity of Ivoirité made ethnic politics a national issue through restricting

citizenship and making running for political office, voting, and property rights enforce-

ment conditional on this restrictive citizenship. As such, it was the perception of rivalry

after regime change that led to a restriction in the scope of people who could compete

for control of government and lend support to those competing for control of government.

Further, the analytical findings provide some suggestive, though inconclusive, evidence

that restriction of citizenship on the basis of group identity after war might actually lead

to a greater likelihood of that identity being used in service of militant recruitment even

if the likelihood of general war is low. As such, in this case, the creation of the cleavage

itself creates an opposition to its maintenance.

The alignment of those who choose an institution with those who change an institution

is an important dimension of identifying the scope of a self-enforcing peace. Resource

abundance may be even more important. But the prolonged maintenance of exclusion for

the purpose of democratic stability may indicate limited conditions for nonviolent political
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change, so that, if change comes, the scope of those who are for regime change may be

broader than otherwise unanticipated. Government leaders can repress to induce stability

but they may be sowing the seeds for a more severe demise (something to investigate

further through future studies)—when regime change comes will it as a result be swifter

and more massive than it would have been without government-sanctioned exclusions,

particularly if external third-parties support such a movement for change?

These studies beg attention to further to whether low levels of elite competition lead

to more permissions for dissent which in turn lead to more instances of nonviolent regime

change as indicated in less violence or less severe violence should regime change occur.

5.2.2 Group fragmentation and demographic change

Two important questions emerge from the literature on group fragmentation and demo-

graphic change to which this dissertation seeks to respond:

1. What explains the alignment of a state’s internal regional boundaries with ethnic

interests as opposed to non-ethnic over time?

2. What explains variation in the constraints that group fragmentation poses on elite

political commitments to post-conflict power-sharing and to post-conflict govern-

ment, as conditional on local demographic balances?

These questions are closely related to the questions of the above section, but they

particularly introduce the question of demographic concentration into the discussion of

the mobilization of political identity after war. One of the slightly surprising findings

from the study is that ethnicity alone does not lead to conflict when ethnic shares of the

local population are measured. However, the alignment of that identity with political

configurations, the relevance of that identity to political contention occurring in the cap-

ital, and proximity of groups’ residence to the government’s intervention in the form of

the armed forces is correlated with conflict. The dynamics that create political identity

may be closely related to those that create authoritarian parties. In essence, per Svolik’s
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arguments, through authoritarian parties elites seek to align the aspirations of the public

to elite control of government, and so, entry into elite status is made exclusive through

party formation, and participation in government is regulated through party membership.

The argument advanced here is similar—that elites seek to mobilize political identities

grounded in ascriptive group characteristics to align the aspirations of the public with

support for elite agendas. However, the issue of demography gives political identity its

group-based hue.

In northern Iraq, the ethnically-segregated nature of residential patterns leads to ethnic

politics being politically advantageous. Territory is at once valuable for several reasons.

The territory of residence contains oil. Further, territory is valuable due to the represen-

tative implications of residing on territory—if Kurds can claim citizens on territory, then

that may influence closely contested national competitions over boundary demarcation.

Further, for groups that are a demographic minority after regime change given ethnically-

segregated residential patterns, on a behavioral level, they may perceive their social status

as being threatened. Due to reasons of demographic density, territory can translate to

more seats, more oil, and more social control over economic institutions for individuals

residing on contested territory and who have a range of choice about group identification.

Many of the politics of perceived elite threat and indirect and direct support for violence

on the basis of group identity could be called ethno-regional politics just as much as they

could be called ethnic politics. In the case of Iraq and Côte d’Ivoire, the regimes employed

policies of forced migration so as to gain control over scarce, valued territory and lim-

ited various kinds of mobility which resulted in extreme, centrally-regulated segregation

of residential patterns. As such, this segregation compounded the potential for identity

politics in the context of regime change.

The constructivist insight advanced by Chandra is that group boundaries are fungible.

However, not all groups are offered the opportunity to participate in negotiations over

group identities, and demography provides a constraint as it affects majority-minority

balances at the local level. The political identity offered to African-Americans after the
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civil war in North Carolina is both subject to negotiation, but also constrained by de-

mographic realities and their bargaining position vis a vis other residents within North

Carolina. Given their demographic dominance in eastern North Carolina they are threat-

ening. Given their status as a demographic minority nationwide they are in an important

pivot position for nationwide elites competing against region-specific plantation elites

within the national government. They are an influential minority but still a minority

and as a result, their plight is of interest to the national-level government and to the

Republican party but their demographic presence is both threatening and manageable to

threatened plantation elites. Further, in North Carolina, the nature of white identity after

the civil war is of an inclusive nature as it extends the possibility of political participation

farther than ever before to formerly non-slaveholding but small property holding whites.

The politics of white identity are reflective of the inability after the civil war for hierar-

chical ties of kinship to be used by formerly slaveholding elites at the center of the large

plantation-holding economy to maintain political control through their social influence.

Intra-white change leads to a more inclusionary form of white political identity, and this

interacts with the political implications of demography after the civil war. The politics of

ethnicity that result may at their core be about racism, as defined as maintaining status

quo or a perception of the rightness of a threatened political and social order. However,

they are also influenced by how the perception of rivalry interacts with group fragmen-

tation and demographic patterns of residence present. After war, to elites threatened by

political change, ethnically-segregated residence can compound the more psychological,

affective, and normative dimensions of racism.

5.2.3 Collective mobilization for collectively-targeted violence

1. What explains the consistent coordination of collective-targeted violence by collec-

tive actors around group difference, though the salience of this difference may vary

over time?
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These analytical findings and case studies point to how organizations coordinate

individual-level, local sentiments into political positions that construe intergroup relations

as antagonistic. Further, they point attention to the competitive nature of intergroup pol-

itics. For example, though public attention might turn to the al-Hadbaa party platform or

Conservative-Democratic party platform or the PDCI’s Ivoirité party platform as distinc-

tive examples of nationalistic politics, non-elites who vote for these platforms are subject

to competing claims. To stylize, in 2007-2009 Iraq, the al-Hadbaa party platform may

have been nationalistic, but the Kurdish Democratic Party party platform was nationalis-

tic as well. The question of why these nationalistic positions emerged are addressed above.

However, central to the consistent translation of these party platforms into discrimina-

tory policy positions and permissions for discriminatory violence were organizations, able

to align elite influence and non-elite affiliation and align indirect support for intergroup

politics constructed as antagonistic and direct support for intergroup violence in service

of intergroup politics.

5.2.4 Conflict termination and the post-conflict quality of peace

1. What are the specific legacies of conflict? How does the period following conflict

termination differently affect state and society, as compared to the period following

regime change?

The case study of Côte d’Ivoire in particular points to how the dynamics of violence

based on group identity can be tied to the incentives to expand and maintain a cross-

regional constituency of support after regime change. However, conditions specific to

conflict termination can compound the constraints that increase the likelihood of a group-

based politics so as to make “non-ethnic” disputes after war, ethnic disputes. Though

post-conflict peacekeeping is often analyzed through a bargaining framework, a more

recent turn points to how coalition formation constrains the nature of the peace. For

example, if conflict reduces the concentration of control that elites have over society,

conflict may reduce the position and social status of elites in post-conflict society, affecting
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the degree to which they view their status as threatened. Accordingly, ethnic inclusion or

exclusion can have its roots in how elites seek to limit status reversal brought about by

conflict termination inasmuch as conflict termination represents regime change which is a

question of coalition formation. From this perspective of post-conflict coalition politics,

limiting and permitting ethnic coalitions can be a means for elites to manipulate the rules

of elite competition so as to reward a specific group at the expense of another, leading to

a destabilizing series of ethnic mobilizations and counter-mobilizations.

5.3 Responding to the Overall Research Question

Collectively, this dissertation’s component essays suggest several related propositions re-

garding the central question, for future testing:

1. Political equality can threaten economic dominance.

2. Elites, individuals who possess disproportionate influence over social groups, are

critical intermediaries for maintaining political majorities over time, as well as po-

litical parties.

3. Permissions for group fragmentation can reduce the likelihood of majorities being

maintained over time.

4. The alignment of the incentives of those who negotiate the choice of an institution

with those who negotiate the change of an institution specifies the conditions for

mediated, nonviolent institutional change present among elite coalitions.

5. The range of competition among coalitions that support or reject an agreement is

defined by the conditions of change present in elite coalitions.

6. The political restriction of the conditions for change in elite coalitional formation

can increase the likelihood that a government is perceived as indivisible by elite

factions.
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7. The sharing of government among majorities as exchangeable over time is necessary

for the maintenance of an alignment of those who agreed to choose institutions with

those who change institutions.

8. Leaders and the founding narratives they communicate matter but the question is

how. In making governmental institutions available to a citizenship that encom-

passes a demarcated territory and permits demographic change in the composi-

tion of that citizenry, leaders choose who their constituents will be and also how

competing leaders will compete for those same constituents. In effect, in making

institutions available to a citizenship that encompasses a demarcated territory and

permits demographic change in the composition of that citizenry, leaders undermine

the likelihood of maintaining majorities over time but they gain a shared, impar-

tial, cross-partisan, cross-group, cross-regional commitment to nonviolent political

change over time.

These propositions beg further testing. From an academic and policy perspective

much attention has been paid to the effect of monitoring power-sharing agreements on

the maintenance of peace after war. However, the findings of this dissertation suggest

that government can develop a capacity to monitor the power-sharing agreements on

which it is founded but that the stability that this monitoring engenders may be shared

in ways that are unequal. These findings suggest that this process by which internal and

external shareholders to peace are secured is not a spontaneous process, but is instead

a negotiated and unequal process. Though variation in the scope of these shareholders

may not affect the stability that comes from maintaining a power-sharing agreement, the

scope of these shareholders can affect the stability of change in this agreement and the

degree to which change is mediated by a chosen institution. Peacekeepers are necessary

to enforce power-sharing agreements but cultivating a government’s capacity to monitor

its own agreements is a question of coalition politics and increasing the scope of actors

that commit to a government. For regimes to not only be stable but to also be secure,

agreements need to be able to accommodate dissent. Through analyzing how and why
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people limit dissent, these studies suggest that peacekeepers may be helpful in ensuring

that elite competition occurs in a way that permits dissent. Further, this dissent may

not only be ethnic but it may be regional—skewed interregional competition may be

ultimately even more destabilizing than interethnic dissent. Ultimately, peacekeeping

that establishes authoritarian regimes that become powderkegs of dissent may ultimately

win tactical battles of stability but lose the broader peace.

The international community is often interested in whether stability is present in

particular states, identified as some threshold of casualties. Perhaps as important are

whether conditions for nonviolent change are present. As opposed to causing peace, the

question more consistent with the responsibilities of the international community may be

how the international community limits or encourages the expansion of the scope of actors

for whom peace is self-enforcing and who have committed to the conditions for nonviolent

change in their political coalitions, within a state’s territorial boundaries. The policy

implication that could be construed from this statement is that states should encourage

or identify opportunities for multilateral negotiations domestically, or grand bargains over

peace in the post-conflict setting. That would only be partly true. The question is also

whether the government will permit change within the actors that agree to share power

and whether the government will intervene if those actors those permissions for change.

The policy implication of this statement is also that the condition whereby the gov-

ernment permits change within the actors that agree to share power and the government

intervenes if those actors violate those permissions for change defines the degree to which

peace within a country is aligned with its borders. If a third of a country can do no better

than to suffer under a regime where two thirds are satisfied with status quo, then there

may be a kind of stability present but that third in the minority represents an opposition

that might reject change mediated by that government regime. They might advocate for

unmediated regime change through violent, militant contents.

This condition is comprised of two choices: “Will actors agree to share control of a

government that permits changes in those actors?”; and, “Will the government intervene
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should those actors restrict that change?”

This condition distinguishes a confederation from a federation and is a critical factor

in distinguishing the conditions under which individuals share control of a government

(Madison 1786, 1787; Watts 1998). Further, if governments will not sanction violations

of those permissions for change that set the conditions for dissent and competition, gov-

ernments undermine the pivotal role of minorities in fragmenting majorities over time,

and thus maintaining the alternation of majorities over time.1 In North Carolina, by

disenfranchising blacks, former slaveholding elites were able to neutralize a swing vote

that provided victories to competing elite factions (slaveholding and non-slaveholding)

in closely contested elections. In later years, the disenfranchisement of blacks was ac-

companied by laws that controlled nomination of county-level officials by the state-level

legislature. North Carolina in essence became a one-party state at the state-legislature

level several years after the Kirk-Holden War, and the state legislature remained con-

trolled by the Democratic Party for almost twenty years. In contrast to other states in

the South, it remained an anomaly because it still featured robust political competition

at the county level—in many Southern states, all political competition was undermined

through the disenfranchisement of blacks concentrated in formerly slaveholding regions

carried out by the manipulation of elite interfactional competition and mobilization of

political identity in a similar fashion to North Carolina (Perman 2001; Marx 1998). The

Jim Crow system of racial segregation emerged from the grassroots up, though the dy-

namics of elite competition were similar (if more pronounced) throughout most of the

south, accommodated by a nationally-institutionalized principle of non-intervention by

the federal government (i.e., Plessy v. Ferguson (1896)) supported by that same southern

‘bloc’ of states.

This question of how states secure the shareholders of peace, and whether the gov-

ernment will permit change within the actors that agree to share power and whether

the government will intervene if those actors violate those permissions for change is also

1 This reference to the pivotal role of minorities in fragmenting majorities over time borrows from a
discussion of pivotal parties in forming government coalitions in Cutler et al. 2016.
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important for multilateral peacekeeping. The failure of the League of Nations is a clas-

sic example to how multilateral aspirations without enforcement fail to uphold a lasting

peace. However, the absence of an enforcement mechanism is only half of the story. The

above argument that institutional protections for minority actors (e.g., small states) pro-

tects regional hegemonic actors from dominating a region is highlighted in Halford J.

Mackinder’s Democratic Ideals and Reality written in 1919 after World War I (Mackinder

1919). Under his theory, minority rights (minorities as in states, not as in groups) as

realized in the preservation of small states within Eastern Europe would provide a foun-

dation for a lasting peace that would prevent either Germany or Russia from dominating

Europe. At the state level, the scope of actors that secure a share in post-conflict peace

can vary. One of the most prominent policy innovations of American diplomat Ralph

Bunche after World War II was to add an enforcement mechanism to the United Nations

and to equip this international third-party mediator with nonviolent peacekeeping troops

that could monitor states’ commitments to truce agreements. However, Bunche also was

a critical architect of the post-WWII trusteeship system by which the UN facilitated the

transition of states from colonial possessions to sovereign nations. Despite his organi-

zation of an enforcement mechanism for multilateral peacekeeping, in the context of his

tenure as director of the UN’s trusteeship division, multilateral negotiations facilitated by

a neutral third-party mediator equipped with troops to monitor adherence to agreements

was not sufficient for an Arab-Israeli peace. Eventually, in the case of the Arab-Israeli

peace and other decolonizing governments, these post-colonial governments would need

to become actual governments; peace could not be imposed, they would need to secure

internal shareholders to peace. The within-state leaders who agree to multilateral trustee-

ship by external peacekeepers are always subject to within-state dynamics that make it

impossible for the United Nations to impose peace forever (Russell et al. 2014).

Even so, the within-state preservation of human rights and between-state preservation

of territorial boundaries are mechanisms by which post-conflict governments secure inter-

nal and external shareholders to peace. The presence of protections of human rights and
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regional mechanisms for resolving territorial disputes and permitting new states ensures

that domestic and regional hegemons have a stake not only in political stability but po-

litical change. To the degree this condition is absent (i.e., the stake of hegemonic actors

not only in political stability but political change as well), post-conflict politics may be

stable but not peaceful. From a peacekeeping perspective, this alignment of rights with

the interest of hegemonic actors was a critical dimension of the Helsinki Accords. In the

case of the Helsinki Accords, this multilateral negotiation created the conditions for po-

litical change from within the hegemon that agreed to it (i.e., the Soviet Union) because

it created an enforceable agreement for equitable territorial demarcation and included a

principled declaration of a concern for human rights which internal dissenters used to

mobilize for regime change within the Soviet Union.

In 2016, not only securing shareholders in peace in a way that includes dominant ac-

tors but also permits and protects changes in their dominance is a critical dimension of

maintaining the gains of the post-WWII order and post-Cold War order. Defining how

democracy promotion is shared between international, bilateral, and domestic partners

and defining the scope of organizational action among these partners to promote democ-

racy is a complementary dimension of maintaining these gains. In terms of American

foreign policy, discussions of withdrawal from Iraq occurred in the absence of a public dis-

cussion of the criteria for conceptualizing the trade-off between primacy and security, and

without a public conceptualization of how the American military’s presence could ensure

that threatened elites would not skew the re-negotiation of post-conflict government in

such a way so as to discriminate against ethnicities or regions. In Libya, though regime

change was induced to prevent a massacre against civilian populations, in the ostensible

presence of a l’aissez faire policy governing post-conflict peace, oligarchy has emerged.

This is not a policy criticism so much as a statement to point out that the criteria by

which withdrawal should be evaluated and the conceptualization of how military occupa-

tion relates to long term goals not only of stability but of self-sustaining peace were widely

absent from public discourse when these decisions were made. Tellingly, this is not unique
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to U.S. occupation efforts in the contemporary era, particularly given U.S. reticence to

establish empires overseas as Dan Slater points out in the nature of the overly-militarized

form of U.S. technical assistance in the Philippines after WWII leading to the eventual

emergence of an authoritarian regime there. The even more telling example is that of the

Middle East—which in some ways was stable prior to the Arab Spring of 2011. However,

the scope by which resistance to this stability was organized eventually metastasized to

regional proportions in the form of the political extremism of ISIS that took root in the

power vacuum of the Syrian Civil War and American withdrawal from Iraq.

In short, if the rule of law is not conceptualized in tandem with national security, the

U.S. may settle for stability even while the scope of coordination for violent regime change

grows to such a size that its eventual onset may be far more costly than the U.S. wishes

to bear. The territorial borders of China and Russia are extensive and border much of

the conflict flashpoints of 2016. However, if the challenges of these regimes to regional

order are viewed as legal or military the response will miss the fundamental political

questions of these challenges. The alignment of the interest of these actors in regional

peace is critical to stability. For example, if Russia enters Syria and secures stability, but

the arrangements securing stability do not accommodate change, they may prop up new

dictators that sow the seeds of a future Arab Spring. Instead, a policy recommendation

would be to identify those places where peace is emerging in decentralized fashion and to

actively use policy to cultivate its taking root in authentic local, national, and regional

identities. The case of Vietnam is a case where robust soft power may complement hard

power interest. Myanmar as well could be such an example.

In the modern cases of Libya and Iraq, or even more broadly speaking in Eastern

Europe and the Western Pacific, if human rights and territorial dispute resolution are

viewed as altruistic gestures, the U.S. may miss a chance to encourage the scope of co-

ordination of peace. It may miss a chance to encourage countries to build an inclusive

peace, by aligning the scope of people for whom peace is self-enforcing with territorial

boundaries, within nation-states negotiating regime change. It may miss a chance to en-
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courage a change to encourage countries within a region to reform multilateral partition

arrangements in ways that are aligned with changes in regional military alliances. Over-

all, it may miss an opportunity to cultivate a decentralized commitment to peace that

begins within post-conflict states and diffuses regionally because that peace is aligned

with the self-interest of leaders at the local, national, and international level. Practically,

speaking, the U.S. may withdraw from “interfering” in regional affairs because its Cold

War commitments to NATO or Japan or Taiwan are no longer necessary with reference

to its domestic security in the name of staying out of the Gordian knot of European or

Northeast Asian politics—without acknowledging the fact that it tied the knot. As such,

even if actors within these regions want to assume greater responsibility over regional

security, the U.S. must conceptualize a way to transition peacefully. However, successful

transitions may not lie in either withdrawing immediately or creating transition agencies.

If the U.S. abdicates its role of primacy in securing regional peace too quickly in its Cold

War strongholds of Eastern Europe and Northeast Asia it may breed the nationalisms

it seeks to avoid, whether in Russia, or elsewhere. Instead successful transitions may lie

aligning the interests of hegemonic actors with competitive political processes through

preserving minority states and minority peoples, who in turn facilitate the fragmentation

and alternation of majorities over time.

Viewed through such a lens, the violation of the rule of law matters as a signal (Wol-

ford 2016)—but violation of the rule of law matters and the rule of law is important for

the undermining of majorities over time. Law though it can be manipulated still creates

a competition for the majority and minority forces that can join to together manipu-

late the system over time; through the difficulty of maintaining those majority-minority

coalitions over time, all are protected from the permanent dominance of a single minor-

ity. Majorities and minorities are endemic to democratic processes—the question of how

they become aligned with ascriptive group identities (i.e., race or ethnicity) is not fully

resolved, nor is the question of how this alternation is related to democratic stability and

the perception of security under democratic regimes. Through analyzing how groups are
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assigned to political hierarchies, this dissertation seeks to shed light on these questions

by better conceptualizing their relationship. However, at an interstate level, the findings

of this dissertation indirectly suggest a more robust relationship between international

institutions and regional security, by highlighting how international institutions (i.e., in-

stitutions related to human rights and minority rights) can simultaneously influence elite

competitions that consolidate regime change or lead to reversals in regime change and

limit the extent to which these reversals influence regional neighbors.2

5.4 Extensions

In this sense, through the mediating function they play, institutions may not reduce

or increase conflict. However, they may limit the scale of coordination among actors.

Further, an explicit commitment to the conditions for institutional change may affect the

degree to which institutional change is mediated as opposed to unmediated. In addition,

a coordinated commitment to the conditions for coalitional change among the coalitions

that underlie institutions chosen may affect the scope of people for whom an institution

is self-enforcing.

As such key questions of peacebuilding are not only questions of institutional design

as stressed in much of the literature, but: “Who is the “we” that agrees to the agreements

by which peace is defined?”; “Who makes the rules of the peace?”; “Who says’ in terms

of sanctions?”; and “Who is ‘we’ for? For whom is ‘we’ representative, and what group

agreements mediate the commitment of those who agree to cease conflict, commit to a

common government, and define for whom that common government is representative?”

Further, minority integration is a prevalent policy and normative concern, but from the

above perspective regarding the role of peacekeepers in constraining the (im)partiality of

institutional choice and change after regime change, the question changes of how minority

integration is achieved. From the above perspective, minority integration becomes a ques-

tion of whether self-interest converges among majorities and minorities in the state as an

2 This conceptualization of international institutions as providing a limit on the extent to which regime
consolidation and regime reversal affects regional neighbors borrows from Gleditsch (2002).
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impartial adjudicator between groups and whether there is a common assumption of the

domain of the state’s adjudication. Many times, that convergence does not emerge spon-

taneously and instead is a function of intentional coordination and inter-organizational

action.

As an empirical concern, increasingly, studies point to why freedom of information and

freedom of assembly affects the increase of the scale of accountability to those who commit

(e.g., Bueno de Mesquita and Smith 2008). However, if groups differ as to what consti-

tutes a common government, and competition over that government is closely contested,

monitoring of commitments to a peacekeeping agreement may be manipulated so as to

present a façade of peace for the private benefit of some actors. As such, freedom of dissent

over information, as represented in policies of religious freedom and bilingual education

may be important for limiting the degree to which group fragmentation is political desta-

bilizing to a government. If the government is not responsible for maintaining a group’s

unity through enforcing an official language or religion, groups can commit to a govern-

ment and group fragmentation can happen within those groups without the government’s

biased mediation of that intra-group fragmentation. As such, policies protecting religious

freedom and bilingual education may undermine group dominance over the government,

particularly where group identities enable region-specific elites to maintain permanent

majorities over time. Such policies, in effect, may protect stable intergroup competition,

and prevent intergroup competition from becoming destabilizing to a government (Shepsle

and Rabushka 1971).

In short, what is left to research is to further analyze how elites permit impartial

competition for control of a common government, and how organizations commit to the

conditions for governmental change, from the perspective of designing peacekeeping inter-

ventions (at the interstate level), from the perspective of privatizing authoritarian regimes

(at the state level), and from the perspective of how private networks mediate group frag-

mentation (at the group level). A few projects where this might occur are outlined below.
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5.4.1 Peacekeeping intervention

Can third-party mediators do more to not only ensure former combatants choose the right

institutions but that they reform those institutions in a fair way? In terms of observable

factors, one immediately looks to allocation of resources to an intervention. However,

perhaps attention also needs to be paid to the time horizon of an intervention. If change

must come from within, what shapes a long-term commitment to peace, and the scope of

people for whom peace is in their self-interest? Though occupation is a two-edged sword as

occupiers can become targets and generate anti-occupier nationalist protests and foreign

policy, third-party interveners often possess enforcement capabilities that enable them

to ensure former combatants maintain a conflict termination agreement. Perhaps more

attention needs to be paid to how these enforcement capabilities can enable them to ensure

impartial commitment to institutional change by way of ensuring impartial conditions for

competition?

Further, the composition of movements for institutional reform and composition of in-

tervention capabilities could be looked at further. For example, the American military has

for a long time supplemented military aid with exchange, with some findings suggesting

this influences the socialization of military leaders and leads to an improvement of some

of a state’s human rights conditions (Atkinson 2010). However, the effect of exchange

of parliamentary and executive exchange on the socialization of political leaders has not

been examined as deeply (Krcmaric & Gift 2015). For an additional example, Dan Slater

points to how after World War II, U.S. aid to the Philippines was in the form of mili-

tarized aid which did not provide the technical aid to economic bureaucrats that would

have been crucial to taxing landed Filipino elites and fully incorporating them into the

Filipino government. Finally, Elizabeth Wood points to how the transformation of elite

economic interests and fragmentation of elite coalitions can lead to their commitment to

institutional change in autocratic regimes. She specifically analyzes the role of popular

mobilization of imposing economic costs on economic elites leading to their withdrawal of

support from political elites controlling a regime that protects economic elites’ economic
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position from challengers.

These scholars highlight how intervention can be construed more broadly than the

size of allocation for an intervention or even the time horizon for intervention. Though

these practices alone cannot alone transform the economic interests of elites, Wood’s

research highlights how when elites indicate that their interests are transformed and they

are amenable to an expansion of the scope of inclusion for government, exchanges, non-

military assistance, and principled support that signals support for coalitional change can

broaden the scale of new pacts between elites and non-elites and increase the likelihood

of new elite defections necessary for an impartial commitment to institutional change

over time. Overall, this dissertation points to the importance of assessing the alignment

between the scope of actors who agree to a conflict termination agreement and choose

post-conflict institutions and the scope of actors who agree to change in post-conflict

institutions.

Further, this study points to how conflict termination needs to be disaggregated from

regime change. Incorporating datasets such as Elkins, Ginsburg, and Melton on constitu-

tional change or Boix would build on this research (Elkins et al. 2009; Boix 2012). Regime

change can lead to war and war can lead to regime change and both may be accompanied

by institutional agreements that constrain political change within a state (constitutions

and conflict termination power-sharing agreements). The study of the reciprocal rela-

tionship between these phenomena could be further modeled to better understand how

the scope of a self-enforcing peace expands and contracts, and how institutions mediating

intraregional and interregional organizational competition coordinate or fail to coordinate

private commitments to a public government.

In addition, the colonial period bears evidence of how third-party intervention affects

the possibility of intergroup association. A cursory comparison of Côte d’Ivoire, Liberia,

and Sierra Leone reveals how different levels and strategies of intervention affected the

salience of group difference in the post-colonial period (Zolberg 2015; Glennerster et al.,

2013; Akpan 1973). Rachel Glennerster, Edward Miguel, and Alexander Rothenberg
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point out that though Sierra Leone is a highly impoverished, post-conflict nation, ethnic

cleavages are not used to mobilize violence there (Glennerster et al. 2013). Attention to

the British mitigation of creole dominance during the colonial period is helpful for un-

derstanding the subsequent decline of identity politics, and a comparison to the absence

of American third-party intervention in Liberia might be helpful for understanding the

emergence of identity politics that eventually led to intergroup antagonism and violence

there (Akpan 1973). Though these colonial interventions are not satisfying from a moral

standpoint, from the standpoint of understanding how ethnic groups form monopolies

of control over political institutions analysis of how third-party interveners mitigated in-

tergroup conflict during the colonial era might be helpful for better understanding how

third-party interveners influence the formation of intergroup cleavages. As such, under-

standing how ethnic groups that possess varying levels of demographic dominance change

dynamics of political exclusion and economic control and eventual regime change and war

onset, and how third-party mediators can influence these dynamics through policies of

assistance, occupation, and mediation is a step for further studies. Interventions such

as the Marshall Plan and Macarthur’s Supreme Command of Asia-Pacific are praised as

models of post-conflict efficacy. However, aside from their massive scale, the strategies

and policies by which these kinds of interventions mitigated peace spoilers could be more

systematically investigated. Further, the complementary role of subsequent multilateral

negotiations over border demarcation—occurring far after conflict termination—could be

further investigated, such as the Helsinki Accords and San Francisco Peace Treaty. Long-

term peace is just as much about securing an external environment of non-intervention

that stymies potential interstate interveners in post-conflict peace as it is about securing

an internal environment of impartiality. The American models of post-conflict interven-

tion after World War II were far from universal successes, as the militarization of the

Philippines occupation can attest (Slater 2010). However, perhaps both those policies

that contributed to and undermined the emergence of a long-term self-enforcing peace,

such as emerged in Taiwan or in West Germany could be more systematically investigated.
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Was it merely the presence of a large-scale occupation near geo-political regions of high

strategic value that led to post-conflict success or was the scale of American occupation

necessary but not sufficient conditions for preserving the expansion of the scope of people

committing to the conditions of post-World War II peace?

5.4.2 Permissions over the scope of private action in authoritarian regimes (restriction

of change)

The cases examined within this dissertation are all cases of the mobilization of political

identity after the end of war in democratic regimes. However, the interaction of ethnicity

with authoritarian regimes is far from fully understood or investigated. The incentives

undergirding the repressive dominance of authoritarian party regimes such as the Ba’ath

Party or the Communist Party of the Soviet Union have been the subject of a number of

recent studies (Svolik 2012; Davenport 2007). However, the ethnic composition of these

parties—the Sunni Arab composition of the Ba’athist party and Slavic composition of the

Communist Party of the Soviet—are critically important dimensions of not only regime

control, but regime territorial defense, and party ideology in authoritarian regimes.

The contrast of brutal authoritarian repression of ethnic uprisings such as in the 1956

Tibetan uprising or 1924 Basmachi uprising and the oft-times equal-opportunity nature

of that repression points to a question for further research. On the strength of their equal-

opportunity repression, authoritarian parties often represent a form of power-sharing and

provide support for the maintenance of a national identity that supercedes parochial

ethnic identities and is conflict mitigating as a result (Filippov 2004). However, the au-

thoritarian party also may employ specialized measures to limit ethnic mobility in order to

manage demographically-concentrated ethnic challengers. For example, Saddam’s efforts

to Arabize Kurds in Kurdish regions are a severe case of this kind of ethnic assimilation.

The dynamics of regional autonomy systems and ethnic minority categorization projects

in Marxist-Leninist systems also involved the use of specialized measures that regulated

mobility in such a way so as to suppress ethnic challengers and maintain support. Some
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might argue that these measures in fact preserved smaller minorities that might have been

assimilated by larger ethnic groups outside of these measures. The result is a complex

outcome related to the political equality of ethnic groups under authoritarian regimes:

under authoritarian regimes, ethnic groups might gain a kind of otherwise unavailable

political equality with other groups, though all groups but a few or even one may always

be outsiders to the highest echelons of party leadership (a point Dan Slater points out in

several cases within his survey of authoritarian regimes in Southeast Asia; Slater 2009).

However, these specialized measures to regulate ethnic mobility should be seen as a

subset of a bigger question for the authoritarian regime literature related to the regulation

of the scope of non-party action. What explains variation in the scope and range of

private, non-party action available under authoritarian party regimes? This focus in this

dissertation on modeling the incentives for elites to vary in their commitment to the

conditions for nonviolent coalitional change as it relates to restrictions over demographic

change and the mobilization of political identity are equally as important, if not more

important, in authoritarian regimes. The reason is these regimes present a puzzle: Why

would authoritarian regimes create a political identity which then becomes a center of

regime dissent?

For example, George Moseley points out that the Zhuang people in the P.R.C.’s

Guangxi province were far from a majority in Guangxi prior to the end of the Chinese

Civil War (Moseley 1973). After the war, because of the presence of supporters of the

KMT supporters among the ethnic minorities of the region and political sensitivity of the

P.R.C. border with Vietnam, Laos, and Burma where a incredibly diverse number of ethnic

minorities resided, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) redistricted Guangxi province

so as to privilege the distinct identity of the, relatively easy-to-incorporate, Zhuang eth-

nic minority and mitigate the influence of a number of the other, relatively difficult-to-

incorporate, ethnic minorities. After this period immediately following the Chinese Civil

War, these kinds of gerrymandered identity politics occurred within the context of the

CCP-instituted hukou system that restricted urban-rural migration in order to maintain
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CCP control over procurement. The result for these policies restricting ethnic mobility

oftentimes suppressed challengers and secured support for the regime. However, the lega-

cies of these institutions often complicated the ability of minorities within these regions to

adapt to national-level political and macro-economic reforms. As such, in understanding

ethnic antagonisms under authoritarian regimes or after regime transition, its necessary to

not only look at standard explanations of ethnic conflict, but to also understand how the

regulation of social mobility through institutions such as party membership, employment

restrictions in state-owned enterprises, policies toward religious freedom and bilingual ed-

ucation, and border control and immigrant policies compound macroeconomic issues such

as interregional and intergroup inequality, and political issues such as political exclusion

and party membership that give rise to intergroup conflict (see Rydgren and Sofi for an

analysis of these dynamics in Kirkuk, Rydgren et al. 2013); as well as Reza Hasmath (Has-

math 2012). In essence, the government provision of policies restricting mobility provides

the basis for mobilization to oppose and challenge the government—dynamics present in

Houphouët-Boigny’s regulation of citizenship through diktat which in turn provided a

basis for opposition to the state on the basis of anti-immigrant attitudes.

5.4.3 Mediation of group fragmentation by private networks

In addition, this dissertation points to a need for more precise modeling of the relationship

between how private networks mediate group fragmentation. Specifically, Posner points

to the difference between tribal and group identification as identities relevant to different

scales of political competition. However, in the background of the Ivory Coast case,

the Iraq case, and even the North Carolina case, kin and religious networks are active

in the background. When groups fragment and unify how does religion and language

constrain individual identification? Do these forms of identity exist as an alternative

form of identification? What explains change in identity over time? Posner points to

how clan ties can supercede ethnic ties in the context of region-specific competitions.

However, the effect of global ties such as language and religion on group identification are
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underspecified.

Chandra summarizes how Wilkinson, Varshnney, Brass outline an ethnic riot expla-

nation that incorporates elite politics, interpretive frames, and interethnic contacts in

the absence of mediating networks as catalysts to ethnic riot violence (Chandra, 2003).

Further, in separate work she outlines how restrictions of crosscutting identities (to in-

clude regional) can lead to the ethnic outbidding dynamics that seminal authors such

as Horowitz and Shepsle and Rabushka theorize (Horowitz 1985; Shepsle and Rabushka

1972). However, with permissions for these kinds of crosscutting identities, outbidding

will be fruitless as all ethnic groups will have opportunity to equally manipulate the elec-

toral system. However, the question for further research is different: 1) Who are the

non-state actors and networks that mediate group fragmentation and thereby the size

and commitment of groups to government? 2) How do language and religion as global

identities unify a group’s sub-groups and mediate the division and unifications that lead

to changes in group boundaries over time?

The civil war in Côte d’Ivoire began as a tribal and ethnic conflict, but over time the

regional and religious dimension of northern identity became much more salient (Nord̊as

2014; Basedau et al. 2013). In Iraq, the Ba’athist regime sought to be highly secular

until the 1980s, when religious identity became a much more salient dimension of Iraqi

politics (Baram 2014). Mahmood Mamdani describes how long-term changes in identity

can take place in the context of caste formation, as ethnic groups become ranked into

political categories by which the state segregates government, pointing to the mediating

role of linguistic and religious institutions in coordinating the merger of ethnic identities

into a subordinate racial identity within Rwanda’s political hierarchy (Mamdani 2014).

However, can these factors be modeled further? Further, how do policies protecting

religious freedom and bilingual education undermine ethnic dominance by which elites

and non-elites participate in organizations that seek to compete for control for government

in such a way as to return partial benefits to elites at the expense of other groups? In

particular, an analysis of the effect of migration on change in identification, from ethnic to
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religious or vice versa, would deepen an understanding of how institutional environments

affect how individuals prioritize their identities.

5.5 Research goals

Much of this dissertation is written in response to a series of publications written by a

practitioner Chris Seiple about the relationship between human rights and national secu-

rity3. These discussions outline the centrality of the value of respect for the other to a)

constitutional protections for minorities and b) to strategies of partnership between peo-

ples with irreconcilable differences, between nongovernmental organizations, and between

public institutions and private actors, to serve a common community. These publica-

tions are closely echoed in the work of another practitioner John Paul Lederach work on

Building Peace, on understanding peace not as a strategy employed by the government

or by grassroots activists but instead as “a point of encounter where concerns about the

both the past and the future can meet among humans in relationship with each other”

(Lederach 1997: 27). The question is how to reconcile these ideals of inclusion with the

realities of exclusion among those whom seek to establish governments and societies. The

American Founding Fathers themselves were among one of the most inclusive coalitions to

rule government in their day, comprised of people from different religious confessions (and

without specific religious confessions). That said, this inclusion was married to severe

forms of exclusion.

What are the institutional arrangements that protect the possibilities of reconciliation,

authentic identity, and partnership strategies that both of these authors outline? What are

the institutional arrangements that protect a mediated commitment to the rule of law and

common government (mediated by the choices of citizens as opposed to the threats and

benefits of the government alone; Berman 1993)? How do permissions for organizational

competition and actions of organizations help to reconcile private commitments to a public

3 These publications are: The US Military/NGO Relationship in Humanitarian Interventions; Revisiting
the Geo-political Thinking of Sir Halford John Mackinder: United States-Uzbekistan Relations 1991-2005;
From Ideology to Identity; Building Religious Freedom: A Theory of Change (Seiple 1998, 2007, 2011,
2012)
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government?

Ostensibly, this dissertation seeks to model how elites from different groups commit

to an impartial government after war, when group differences were mobilized in conflict.

Framed another way, this dissertation seeks to model how elites and governments dif-

ferently maintain and commit to the conditions for change in their elite coalitions, in

their governments, and in their societies. The choices by the leaders of governments and

groups to imperfectly lead but to permit change and accountability over time that can

aggregate into nonviolent movements of reform, define how the inevitable social conflicts

that social and political life bring will be mediated. These choices by leaders define the

scope of a self-enforcing peace by which governments and citizens can together maintain

a highly partial government—and yet preserve the possibility of serving, protecting, and

identifying with, a common community.
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A.1 Coding Decisions

In this dissertation’s analysis of “Post-Conflict Citizenship and Sectarian Violence”, my

unit of analysis for coding citizenship was the country year between 1946 and 2009. My

criteria for coding citizenship was to code a state’s citizenship regime as jus sanguinis if

citizenship was conferred on residents if their parents are citizens, and jus soli if citizen-

ship was conferred on residents by their birth in the country. These procedural definitions

of the institution of citizenship are used in a number of studies on citizenship (e.g., Yashar

2005). There is a range of nuance in these definitions. For example, Colombia’s law offers

citizenship to residents born to parents domiciled in Colombia at the time of their birth.

This reference to domicile provides nuance to the strict offer of citizenship upon birth. In

addition, many states offer citizenship to children when their parents cannot be identified.

However, this relatively rare case is in place in conformity with international norms and

institutions regulating stateless individuals.

As such, the definition of coding is more stringent than if additional factors had been

considered such as permissions of jus soli on the basis of statelessness, or the interaction of

jus soli, protections for dual citizenship, and forced renunciation of citizenship. Further,

governments occasionally offer citizenship on a bilateral basis. For example, around the

time of the Tajik civil war, refugees from Tajikistan fled to Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan,

Kyrrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, the Russian Federation, and elsewhere. Kyrgyzstan and Turk-

menistan offered citizenship to these refugees on a bilateral basis (Erlich 2006). Such

bilateral treaties are not included, in part because, for example, Turkmenistans offer of

citizenship to ethnic Turkmen fleeing from Tajikistan is not necessarily a reflection of

non-ethnic political alignments present in Turkmenistan.

For Yugoslavia, my method of coding was to begin Bosnias post-conflict regime spell

as beginning in 1996, Croatia’s as beginning in 1996, Serbia’s as beginning in 2003. Yu-

goslavia is coded as having two, one from 1993-1998. In addition, the Soviet Union’s

spell begins in 1951 and lasts until 1991. Then, Russia possesses a post-conflict regime

spell from 1997-1999. Dominican Republic and Cambodia are the only countries to have
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changed their citizenship regime after conflict, from one citizenship regime type to the

other. As a result, new post-conflict regime spells are begun for these two states upon

their change.

Previous analysis on citizenship has often been carried out at the regional level (Herbst

2014; Elkins & Sides 2008; Janoski 2010). Further, the systematic analysis of citizenship

regimes has either focused on dual citizenship regulations in particular (Vink et al. 2013)

or country years are pooled together restricting observation of the possibility of change

in citizenship laws in the intervening years (Bertocchi and Strozzi 2008). As such, this

project combines a number of country-level and regional-level studies to outline a variety of

institutions—constitutions and statutes on citizenship and nationality alike—to advance

study on this subject. These works were used to inform codings and are included in the

bibliography. A number of legislative documents are uncovered from these works—this

legislation used to inform the coding of citizenship is included below. Countries vary

in how much they publish their nationality laws. For example, in Laos very little is

available on nationality law prior to 1990. However, whenever possible, I have sought to

corroborate legislative documents with other secondary works or through directly locating

the primary documents referenced (which occasionally include a chronology of relevant

citizenship/nationality legislation) and interpreting relevant provisions to justify coding

decisions according to the above criteria. To continue the example, in Laos, in 1984

Stephens and Simons indicate that between 1975 and 1990, Laos generally conformed to

trends within neighboring Marxist-Leninist states in Vietnam and China. Further, its

1990 Nationality Law does not suggest a major reform of preexisting legislation. As such,

it is reasonable to assume that Laos’ nationality law was stable. Due to several helpful

regional-level projects carried out by EUDO, Vink et al., Bertocchi, Strozzi, Bronwen

Manby, Parolin, Vonk, and Ko and pre-independence colonial investigations carried out

by the UN, Paul Weis, and Clive Parry these kinds of borderline judgements were few and

far between and often could be adjudicated through open-source primary documentation

accessed through refworld.org. Vink et al. has the most extensive listing of citizenship out
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of these sources, and is only limited by the fact that it begins in 1960. As such, though

it focuses on the presence of dual citizenship in citizenship provisions, by providing a

country-by-country chronology of legislation for most of the country years I examine it

provided a helpful corroboration for my independent searching and sources.

A.2 Post-Conflict Legislation Regulating Citizenship and Nationality

Algeria (Parolin 2009; Weis 1955)

1963 Algerian Nationality Code of 27 March 1963

1970 Order (amr) 86/1970

2005 1970 Nationality Code amended, by Order 1/2005

Angola (Manby 2012)

1991 Lei No.13/91 da nacionalidade, de 11 de maio 2005 Lei No.1/05 da na-

cionalidade, de 1 de julho 2007 Decreto No.31/07 dos registos de nascimentos, de 14

de maio

Argentina (Vonk 2014; Oyarzabal 2003; Weis 1955)

1869 Law on Citizenship and Naturalization (Ley 346)

1949 Constitution (Article 20 and Article 75(12))

1954 Nationality Law

1968 Law 17.692 of 1968 (Article 1)

1984 Decree 3213/84 of 19 October 1984 subtitled Reglamentacion de Ley 346

Azerbaijan (Vink et al. 2013)

1991 Until 1991 was Soviet Socialist Republic

1995 Constitution

1998 Law of the Nationality of the Republic of Azerbaijan
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Bangladesh (Ko 1990)

1971 Pakistan Citizenship Act of 1951, the Naturalisation Act of 1926, and the

Bengal Foreign Immigrants Regulation of 1812.

1972 Bangladesh Citizenship (Temporary Provisions) Amendment) Ordinance, 1972

1978 Bangladesh Citizenshp (Temporary Provisions) Rules, 1978, No. SRO 214-

L/78 (27 July 1978), Immigration Branch-III, Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of

Bangladesh

1982 Emigration Ordinance, No. XXIX

Bolivia (Weis 1955; Weis 1979; Vonk 2014)

1830 Civil Code

1967 Constitution (Article 39)

1996 Supreme Decree no. 24423 (on naturalization)

1999 Supreme Decree no. 2026 (Ley del Codigo del Nina y Adolescente)

2004 Supreme Decree no. 27698 (on dual nationality and the recovery of Bolivian

nationality)

2009 Supreme Decree no. 216

Bosnia-Herzegovina (Sarjlic 2013)

1994 Law on Citizenship of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina

1995 Dayton Peace Accords, Constitution Annex, art. 1, para. 7

1999 Law on Citizenship of Bosnia and Herzegovina

1999 Law on Citizenship of Republic of Srpska

2001 Law on the Citizenships of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina

Burma (Weis 1955; Vink 2013)

1947 Constitution

1948 Union Citizenship (Election) Act
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1948 Union Citizenship Act

1982 Burma Citizenship Law

Burundi (Manby 2012)

2000 Loi No. 1-013 du 18 juillet 2000 portant reforme du Code de la nationalite

Cambodia (Willmott 2011)

1954 Nationality Law

1959 Nationality Law

1996 Nationality Law

Central African Republic (Manby 2012)

1961 Loi No. 1961.212 du 20 avril 1961 portant Code de la nationalite centrafricaine

Cote d’Ivoire (Manby 2012)

2007 “Decision No. 2007-14/PR du 21 septembre 2007 portant dispositions speciales

en matiere d’audiences foraines”

Chad (Manby 2012)

1962 Ordonnance No. 33 du 14 aout 1962 portant Code de la nationalite tchadienne

1963 Decret No. 211-PG.-INT. du 6 novembre 1963 portant application du Code de

la nationalite

China (Song 2008)

1947 Constitution

1950 Assuming continuity as most nationality law instructions in 1950s regard dual
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nationality with regards to Indonesia and overseas Chinesethese are based on principles

of jus sanguinis and provide jus soli in the case of statelessness

1980 Nationality Law

Ceylon (Sri Lanka) (Weis 1955, 1979; Parry 1957-1960)

1948 No. 18 (Citizenship)

1949 Indian and Pakistani Residents (Citizenship) (No. 3)

1949 Ceylon (Parliamentary Elections) Amendment (No. 48)

1950 Indian and Pakistani Residents (Citizenship) (Amendments))

1952 Indian and Pakistani Residents (Citizenship) (Amendment)

1954 Indian and Pakistani (Parliamentary Representation)

1955 Citizenship Amendment (No. 13)

Colombia (Vonk 2014; U.S. Office of Personnel Management 2001; Mantilla Rey 1995)

1991 Constitution

1993 Nationality Act

Congo Brazzaville (Manby 2012)

1961 Loi No. 35 du 20 juin 1961 portant Code de la nationalit congolaise

1961 “Decret No. 61-178 du 29 juillet 1961 fixant les modalites d’application du

Code de la nationalité”

1993 Loi No. 2-93 du 30 septembre 1993 modifiant l’article 30 de la loi No. 35-61

du 20 juin 1961

Costa Rica (Vonk 2014)

1949 Constitution (Title II)

1950 Law on Options and Naturalizations

1995 Constitution (Article 16), amended so that Costa Rican citizenship can no
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longer be lost and cannot be renounced

Croatia (Ragazzi et al. 2013)

1990 Constitution

1991 Law on Croatian Citizenship 8 Oct 1991; Official Gazette of the Republic

of Croatia 53/91, modifications and amendments in Official Gazette of the Republic of

Croatia 28/92

Cuba (Vonk 2014)

1944 Decree no. 358 (Reglamento de ciudadania)

1976 Constitution (Chapter 2)

1976 Migration Law, repealed Title II of Decree no. 358 of 1944, entered into force

on 20 September 1976

Cyprus (Trimikliniotis 2010a; Trimikliniotis 2010b; EUDO 2016)

1967 Law No. 43/1967: The Republic of Cyprus Citizenship Law of 1967

1969 P.I. 11/1969: The Republic of Cyprus Citizenship Regulations 1969

1972 Law No. 1/1972: The Republic of Cyprus Citizenship (Amendment) Law of

1972

1983 Law No. 74/1983: The Republic of Cyprus Citizenship (Amendment) Law of

1983

1985 P.I. 65/85: The Republic of Cyprus Citizenship (Amendment) Regulations

1985

1990 P.I. 97/90: The Republic of Cyprus Citizenship (Amendment) Regulations

1990

1996 Law No. 19(I)/1996: The Republic of Cyprus Citizenship (Amendment) Law

of 1996

1996 Law No. 58(I)/1996: The Republic of Cyprus Citizenship (Amendment) Law
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(No.2) of 1996

1996 Law No. 70(I)/1996: The Republic of Cyprus Citizenship (Amendment) Law

(No.3) of 1996

1997 P.I. 362/97: The Republic of Cyprus Citizenship (Amendment) Regulations of

1997

1998 Law No. 102(I)/1998: The Republic of Cyprus Citizenship (Amendment) Law

of 1998

1998 Law No. 105(I)/1998: The Republic of Cyprus Citizenship (Amendment) Law

(No.2) of 1998

1999 Law No. 65(I)/1999: The Republic of Cyprus Citizenship (Amendment) Law

of 1999

2001 P.I. 157/99: The Republic of Cyprus Citizenship (Amendment) Regulations

1999

2002 Law No. 67(I)/2002: The Republic of Cyprus Citizenship (Amendment) Law

of 2002

Democratic Republic of Congo (Manby 2012)

1972 Loi No. 1972-002 du 5 janvier 1972 relative à la nationalité zäıroise

1981 Loi No. 1981-002 du 29 juin 1981 relative la nationalité zäıroise

2004 Loi No. 04-024 du 12 novembre 2004 relative a la nationalité congolaise

2005 Constitution

Djibouti (Manby 2012)

1981 Loi No. 200/AN/81 portant Code de la nationalité djiboutienne

2004 Loi No. 79/AN/04/5eme L du 24 octobre 2004 portant Code de la nationalit

djiboutienne
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Dominican Republic (Vonk 2014; Vink 2013)

1948 Nationality Act

1966 Constitucin del 29 noviembre de 1966

1994 Constitution

2004 General Law on Migration

2010 Constiution (Chapter 5, Section 1)

El Salvador (Weis 1955, 1979; Jose Antonio 2004; Vonk 2014)

1883 Constitution

1886 Constitution

1886 Law regarding Foreigners

1945 Constitution

1950 Constitution

1962 Constitution

1983 Constitution (Title IV)

1986 Aliens Act

Egypt (Parolin 2009; Weis 1955, 1979)

1929 Egyptian Nationality Decree-Law

1950 Nationality Law (Law 160/1950)

1952 Law 391/1952

1958 Provisional Constitution (with Syria under United Arab Republic)

1958 UAR Nationality Law (Law 82/1958)

1971 Constitution

1975 Egyptian Nationalty Law (Law 26/1975)

2004 Law 154/2004
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Georgia (EUDO 2016)

1993 Law of the Republic of Georgia on Citizenship of the Republic of Georgia,

adopted by the Parliament of Georgia on 25 March 1993

1993 Law of the Republic of Georgia on Citizenship of the Republic of Georgia,

adopted by the Parliament of Georgia, revised on 24 June

1996 Law of Georgia on amendments and additions to the Law of the Republic of

Georgia on Citizenship of Georgia / No. 423-IS

1997 Organic law of Georgia on amendments to the Law of Georgia on Citizenship

of Georgia / No. 893-IS

2001 Organic law of Georgia on additions to the Organic Law of Georgia on Citi-

zenship of Georgia / No. 777-IIS

2004 Constitution

2005 Organic law of Georgia on amendment to to the Organic Law of Georgia on

Citizenship of Georgia / No. 1741-RS

2005 Organic law of Georgia on amendments and additions to the Organic Law of

Georgia on Citizenship of Georgia / No. 2381-RS

2005 Organic law of Georgia on amendments to the Organic Law of Georgia on

Citizenship of Georgia / No. 2622-RS

2005 Abkhaz Law on Citizenship

2006 South Ossetian law on citizenship of 2006

2007 Organic law of Georgia on additions to the Organic Law of Georgia on Citi-

zenship of Georgia / No. 5262-RS

2008 Organic law of Georgia on amendments to the Organic Law of Georgia on

Citizenship of Georgia, adopted by the Parliament of Georgia on 19 December 2008

2009 Organic law of Georgia on amendments to the Organic Law of Georgia on

Citizenship of Georgia / No. 1390-RS

2009 Organic law of Georgia on amendment to the Organic Law of Georgia on

Citizenship of Georgia / No. 2318-IIS
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Greece (EUDO 2016)

1827 Troizinos Constiution of 1827

1955 Legislative Decree No 3370/1955 Greek Nationality Code

1975 Constitution of Greece of 1975 (as amended in 1986 2001 and 2008)

1984 Law 1438/1984 Amendments of provisions of the Greek Nationality Code and

of the law on birth certificate

1989 Law 1832/1989 amending the legislation on decentralization etc.

1990 24755/6.4.1990 Common Ministerial Decision (Ministers of the Interior, Public

Defence and of the Presidency of Government)

1993 Law 2130/1993 Amendments and completion of the provisions of the Greek

Nationality Code

1995 Law 2307/1995 Adoption of the relevant to the competence of the Ministry of

Interior legislation to the provisions on the Prefecture

1997 Law 2503/1997 Administration, organization, staffing of the Region, regulations

of issues of self-governance and other provisions

1998 Law 2623/1998 Redrafting of the electoral lists, organizations and exercise of the

electoral right of voters, non-residents of the consituency (heterodimotes), modernisation

of the electoral procedure and other provisions

1998 Law 2647/1998 Transmission of competences to the regions, the self-governance

and other provisions

2000 Law 2790/2000 Reinstatement of home-returnees homogeneis from the ex-

Soviet Union.

2001 Law 2910/2001 Law 2910/2001 Entry and residence of foreigners in the Greek

territory. Acquisition of Greek Citizenship by Naturalisation and Other Provisions.

Guatemala (Ardon 2006; Vonk 2014)

1966 Nationality Act

1985 Constitution (Chapter 2)
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1993 1985 Constitution Amended

Guinea-Bissau (Manby 2012)

1992 Lei da cidadania No. 2/92 de 6 de abril

1996 Constitution

Haiti (Vonk 2014; Ewald 2014)

1983 Constitution (Article 21)

1984 Nationalty Act

1987 Constitution (Title II)

Indonesia (Ko 1990; Willmott 2009)

1946 Act No. 3 on Nationality and Resident Status

1947 Act No. 6 conc. Modifications of Act No. 3 of 1946

1947 Government Regulation No. 5, implementing Nationality Act 3/1946

1949 Constitution of the Republic of the United States of Indonesia

1950 Provisional Constitution

1958 Act No. 62 on Nationality, 29 July

1959 Government Regulation No. 20 implementing the 1955 Sino-Indonesian Dual

Nationality Treaty

1959 Presidential Decree No. 150 on reintroduction of 1945 Constitution

1969 Act No. 4 repealing Act No. 2/1958, 10 Apr

1976 Act No. 3 conc. Modification of Art. 18 of Nationality Act No. 62/1958

1976 Act No. 7 on incorporation of East Timor into the Indonesian State
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Iran (Tucker 2014; Nikou 2015)

1929 Civil Code, Articles 976-991

1934 Civil Code, 2nd volume

1982 Repeal of Civil Code 981 Article

Iraq (Parolin 2009; Weis 1979)

1924 Iraqi Nationality Law (Law 42/1924)

1963 Iraqi Nationality Law (Law 43/1963)

1964 Iraqi Nationalty Law, amended (Law 206/1964)

1968 Iraqi Nationality Law, amended (Law 147/1968)

1970 Constitution of July 17

1970 Iraqi Nationality Law, amended (Law 60/1970)

1972 Iraqi Nationality Law, amended (Law 131/1972)

1975 Iraqi Nationalty Law, amended (Law 5/1975)

1975 Revolutionary Command Council decision (qarar 1293/1975)

1980 Law 207/1980

1980 Revolutionary Command Council decision (qarar 180/1980)

1980 Revolutionary Command Council decision (qarar 518/1980)

1980 Revolutionary Command Council decision (qarar 666/1980)

Jordan (Parolin 2009)

1954 Jordanian Nationality Law (Law 6/1954)

1956 Jordanian Nationality Law, amended (Law 21/1956)

1958 Jordanian Nationality Law, amended regarding loss of nationality (Law 7/1963)

1963 Jordanian Nationality Law, amended regarding citizenship acquisition (Law

7/1963)

1987 Jordanian Nationality Law, amended regarding dual nationality (Law 22/1987)

1988 Implementation of the fakk al-irtibat fromm King Hussein’s disengagement of
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West Bank

Kenya (Manby 2012; Open Society Justice Initiative, 2010)

1963 Constitution Manby

1963 Citizenship Act Cap170

1967 Kenyan Immigration Act

1968 Commonwealth Immigrants Act (UK)

1973 Aliens Restriction Act

2001 Children’s Act

2006 Refugee Act

2010 Constitution

Republic of Korea (Vink 2013, Ko 1990)

1899 Daehankuje

1948 Law No. 11, cont. Provisional Ordinance conc. Nationality

1948 Constitution

1948 Law No. 16, on Nationality

1962 Amendment, Nationality Law

1963 Amendment Nationality Law

1969 Decree No. 4127, implementing the Nationality Law

1971 Amendment, Decree implementing Nationality Law

1976 Amendment, Nationality Law

1976 Amendment, Decree implementing Nationality Law

Laos (U.S. Personnel Management 2004; Simons and White 1985)

1974 Based on assessment of Marxist-Leninist party organization after 1975 as out-

lined in Simons and White 1985, it is reasonable to assume that Lao nationality policy
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prior to 1990 is consistent with other jus sanguine policies implemented in neighboring

Marxist-Leninist systems such as Vietnam and China

1990 Law of Laotian Citizenship, dated November 29, 1990

2004 Law of Lao Nationality

Lebanon (el-Khoury and Jaulin 2012; Parolin 2009)

1925 arrete 15/S: “The main provisions of arrete 15/S have not changed since 1925.

jus sanguinis through patrilineal affiliation remains the sole principle for the attriution

of citizenship: in other words, only men can transmit citizenship to their children, or to

their foreign spouse. jus solis only applies to exceptional cases, such as an individual born

in Lebanon from unknown parents. The naturalisation of foreigners residing in Lebanon,

or married to Lebanese women, depends on a discretionary decision of the executive. In

additon, there is no co-ethnic preference to ease the naturalisation of Arab citizens, as is

the case in many other Arab countries...” (elKhoury and Jaulin 2012: 4)

1925 16/S

1937 Naturalised Lebanese nationals disqualified from public office for ten years by

Law of 7 June

1939 15/S, amended regarding naturalization (27 May 1939) by Decision 122/LR

1940 15/S amendments, rescinded by Legislative Decree 48/1940 on 31 May 1940

1946 Law regulating loss of Lebanese nationality, 31 January 1946

1960 Law of 11 January 1960, amended Decision 15/S, art. 4-7 (“All efforts exerted

during the civil war and the 1990s to pass a new, organic Lebanese nationality law proved

unsuccessful”)

Liberia (Manby 2012)

1973 Aliens and Nationality Law 1973

1986 Constitution
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Mali (Manby 2012; Herbst 2014)

1962 Loi No. 6218 AN-RM du 3 février 1962 portant Code de la nationalité malienne

1995 Loi No. 95-70 du 25 août 1995 portant modification du Code de la nationalité

malienne

Moldova (EUDO 2016)

1990 Declaration of Sovereignty of Moldova: established the republican citizenship

and stated the supremacy of republican legislation over union legislation, created the legal

premises to adopt the 1991 Law on the Citizenship of the Republic of Moldova

1991 Law on the Citizenship of the Republic of Moldova

2000 Law on Citizenship

2003 Law on the amendment and addition to the Law on the citizenship of the

Republic of Moldova, No. 232-XV of 05.06.2003

Morocco (Parolin 2009)

1958 1958 Royal Decree: Moroccan Nationalty Code (qanun al-jinsiyah al-maghribiyah)

modelled on the 1945 French Code de la nationalite, results were enshringed in the Zahir

sharif 250-581 of 6 September 1958

2007 2007 Royal Decree

Mozambique (Manby 2012)

1975 “Lei da Nacionalidade de 20 de Junho de 1975 as amended by Lei No. 16/87

de 21 de Dezembro” 2004 Constitution

Myanmar (Online Burma/Myanmar Library; Aung 2007)

1947 Constitution of the Union of Myanmar

1948 Union Citizenship (Election) Act

1948 The Union Citizenship Regulations
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1974 Constitution

1982 Myanmar Citizenship Law

1990 Law amending the Myanmar Immigration (Emergency Provisions) Act, 1947

1997 Law Amending the Myanmar Citizenship Law

Namibia (Manby 2012)

1990 Constitution

1990 Namibian Citizenship Act No. 14 of 1990

1999 Namibia Refugees (Recognition and Control) Act No. 2 of 1999

2010 Namibian Constitution Second Amendment Act No. 7 of 2010

Nepal (Bertocchi and Strozzi 2010; Jha 2010; Hachhethu 2007)

1952 Citizenship Act

1962 Constitution, Article 8, Section 2

1964 Nepal Citizenship Act

1990 Constitution

1999 Citizenship Act

2006 Nepal Citizenship Act 2063

2007 Interim Constitution of Nepal

Nicaragua (Weis 1955, 1979; Vonk 2014)

1948 Constitution

1981 Nationality Law

1987 Constitution

1992 Nationality Law
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Nigeria (Vink 2013; Okoli 1990; Nwogugu 1976)

1960 Nigerian Citizenship Act

1961 Nigerian Citizenship Act

1961 Nigerian Constitution First Amendment Act

1963 Republican Constitution

1968 Nigerian Citizenship (Validation) Decree

1974 Nigerian Citizenship Regulation

1979 Constitution

1985 Passport (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act

1999 Constitution

Oman (Parolin 2009)

1972 Omani Nationality Law 1/1972

1983 Repeal of Omani Nationality Law

1986 Amendment of 1983 legislation (Sultani Decree 5/1986)

1994 Amendment of 1983 legislation (Sultani Decree 95/1994)

1999 Amendment of 1983 legislation (Sultani Decree 72/1999)

Pakistan (Ko 1990, Parry 1960)

1951 Citizenship Act, No. II

1952 Citizenship Rules

Papua New Guinea (U.S. Personnal Management 2001)

1975 Constitution, September 16, 1975

1976 Citizenship Act, February 13, 1976
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Paraguay (Vink 2014)

1967 Constitucin de la Repblica de Paraguay (1967)

1992 Constitucin de la Repblica de Paraguay (1992)

Peru (Weis 1955; Weis 1979)

1839 Constitution

1852 Civil Code

1996 Nationality Law

Philippines (Ko 1990)

1939 Commonwealth Act No. 473, approved June 17, 1939

1946 Independence

1947 Republic Act No. 106 on 2 June 1947

1987 Constitution

Russia (Salenko 2013)

1991 Citizenship Law

2002 Federal Law No 62-FZ

Rwanda (Jacobs 1999; Vink 2013; Manby 2012)

1963 All colonial residents in Belgian territories received “subject” status (resulting

in a coding of jus sanguinis)

1963 Rwandan national Code

2004 Loi organique No. 29/2004 du 03/12/2004 portant code de la nationalité

rwandaise

2008 Loi organique No. 30/2008 du 25/07/2008 portant code de la nationalité

rwandaise
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Senegal

1961 Loi No. 61-70 du 7 mars 1961 déterminant la nationalité sénégalaise

1990 Amendment to Loi No. 61-70 du 7 mars 1961

Serbia (Rava 2013)

1996 Law on Citizenship of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, Official Gazette of

the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, No. 33 (1996), enacted on 16 July 1996, enters into

force on 1 January 1997

2004 The Law on Citizenship of the Republic of Serbia, enacted on 20 December

2004 and came into force on 29 December 2004, with an application date of 28 February

2005: Validity of 1979 Law of Serbia and 1996 Law on Yugoslav Citizenship ceased; 2004

law amended in 2007 to harmonize it with the new Constitution of Serbia.

Sierra Leone (Manby 2012; Beydoun 2013)

1973 Sierra Leone Citizenship Act

1976 Sierra Leone Citizenship Act, 1973, as amended 1976

1991 Constitution

2006 Sierra Leone Citizenship Amendment Act No. 11 of 2006

2007 Refugees Protection Act No. 6 of 2007

2007 Child Rights Act No. 7 of 2007

Somalia (Manby 2012; Manby 2014; Hoehne 2010)

1962 Law No. 28 of 22 December 1962 on Somali Citizenship

2002 Somaliland Citizenship Law

2004 Transitional Federal Charter for the Somali Republic
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Southern Rhodesia (Zimbabwe) (Parry 1957; Manby 2012)

1951 Southern Rhodesian Citizenship and British Nationality Amendment) (No. 49)

1953 Southern Rhodesian Citizenship and British Nationality Amendment) (No. 63)

1957 Citizenship of Rhodesia and Nyasaland and British Nationality), No. 12

1958 Citizenship of Rhodesia and Nyasaland Regulations (Federal L.N. 48)

1959 Citizenship of Rhodesia and Nyasaland and British Nationality (Amendment),

No. 13

1980 Constitution

1984 Citizenship of Zimbabwe Act 1984 (Cap 4:01)

2003 Citizenship of Zimbabwe Act 1984 (Cap 4:01), as amended to 2003

2009 Constitution 1980, as amended to 2009

Sudan (Parolin 2009)

1948 (Parolin 2009: 91): “Under Anglo-Egyptian rule, a piece of legislation defining

who was to be considered Sudanese was enacted in 1948 (qanun tarif ’al-sudani’)”

1957 Sudanese Nationality Law in 1957 (Law 22/1957)

1959 Amendment to Sudanese Nationality Law 22/1957, after Abbud’s coup, on loss

of nationality (66/1959)

1963 Amendment to Sudanese Nationality Law 22/1957, after Abbud’s coup, on loss

of nationality (40/1963)

1970 Modification to rules regarding naturalisation after Numayri’s coup (55/1970)

1977 Modification to rules regarding naturalisation after Numayri’s coup (26/1977)

1993 Sudan Nationality Law No. 19 of 1993

1994 Sudanese Nationality Law 1994

1998 Constitution

2005 Interim National Constitution of the Republic of Sudan

2005 Sudanese Nationality Law 1994, amended 2005
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Taiwan (Ko 1990)

1929 Nationality Act

Tajikistan (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Tajikistan, 2016)

1994 Constitution of the Republic of Tajikistan (1994)

1995 Citizenship Act

1995 Constitutional Law of the Republic of Tajikistan on Nationality of the Republic

of Tajikistan (1995)

Thailand (Ko 1990)

1965 Nationality Act B.E. 2508

Turkey (Kadirbeyoglu 2012)

1961 Constitution, art. 54

1964 “The second citizenship law from 1964 maintained the [j]us sanguinis principle

and allowed for [j]us soli to prevent statelessness. As this report outlines, this law amended

many times. These amendments transformed the law into an inconsistent patchwork.”

(Kadirbeyoglu 2012: 1)

1981 Law No. 2383/1981 on Turkish Citizenship

1995 “The amendment to the Turkish Citizenship Law in 1995 instituted what is

known as the ’pink card’ or the privileged non-citizen status” (Kadirbeyoglu 2012: 6)

2004 “The last amendment to the previous citizenship law in 2004 clarified the rights

attached to the status of priviliged non-citizens.” (Kadirbeyoglu 2012: 7)

2009 Law No. 5901

Uganda (Manby 2012)

1962 Citizenship Act 1962 (Chapter 65)

1982 Passports Act 1982 (Chapter 64)
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1995 Constitution

1999 Uganda Citizenship and Immigration Control Act 1999 (Chapter 66)

2005 Constitution (Amendment) Act 2005

2006 Refugees Act 2006

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (Weis 1955; 1979)

1921 Decree of All Russian Soviet Socialist Republic, December 15

1924 Ordinance regarding Union Citizenship, October 29

1925 Union Citizenship Law of November 13

1926 Code of All Russian S.F.S.R. on Marriage, Family and Guardianship

1931 Statute concerning Union Citizenship

1938 Citizenship Law

1977 Constitution (chapter 6)

1978 Soviet Citizenship

1990 Soviet Citizenship, The Law of the USSR from 23 May 1990 N 1518-1

Vietnam (1988 Nationality Law: http://www.refworld.org/docid/3ae6b5200.html; 1998

Nationality Law: http://www.refworld.org/docid/3ae6b56010.html; 2008 Law on Viet-

namese Nationality: http://www.refworld.org/docid/4ac49b132.html)

1945 Decree No. 53/SL dated 20/10/1945

1945 Decree 73/SL dated 7/12/1945

1948 Article 6 of Decree 251/SL dated 20/8/1948

1959 Decree 51/SL dated 14/12/1959

1971 Decision 1043/NO/TVQH dated 8/2/1971 of the Standing Committee of the

National Assembly.

1955 Nationality Law (amended 1956)

1988 Law on Vietnamese Nationality (1988)

1998 Law No. 07/1998/QH10 on Vietnamese Nationality of 20 May 1998
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2008 Law on Vietnamese Nationality, No. 24/2008/QH12

Yemen (Parolin 2009)

1968 People’s Republic of South Yemen Nationality Law (Law 4/1968)

1970 Amendment to Law 4/1968, Law 10/1970

1971 Amendment to Law 4/1968, Law 5/1971 1975 (1st) Yemen Arab Republic

Nationality Law (Law 2/1975), ”both the southern and northern legislation, nonetheless,

referred to a sole ’Yemeni nationality’...with no further distinctions” (Parolin 2009: 91)

1990 Law 6/1990

2003 Amendment to Law 6/1990 (Law 24/2003)

Yugoslavia (Weis 1955, 1979)

1946 Nationality Law

1948 Nationality (Amendment) Law
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Appendix B

Post-Conflict Citizenship Regimes Dataset for
“Post-Conflict Citizenship and Sectarian Violence”

Analysis
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The dataset of post-conflict citizenship regimes evaluated is included in the below

table. For each post-conflict citizenship regime, the table also indicates whether group-

level conflict onset occurred during the regime, the name of the group in conflict (if

applicable), how many years transpired between civil war termination and group-level

conflict(as well as the citizenship regime type which will be described in greater detail

below).
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Post-Conflict Regime Spell Group-Level Conflict Onset Group Years Until Group-Level Onset Citizenship Regime
Algeria (1964-1992)** No - - sanguinis
Angola (1992)*** No - - sanguinis
Angola (2003- )* Yes (2007) Cabindan 5 sanguinis
Argentina (1956- ) No - - soli
Azerbaijan (1995- )* Yes (2005) Armenian 11 soli
Bangladesh (1972-1974)*** Yes (1974) Tribal-Buddhist 3 sanguinis
Bangladesh (1998- )* No - - sanguinis
Bolivia (1953- ) No - - soli
Bosnia (1996- )* No - - sanguinis
Burundi (1970-1972)*** No - - sanguinis
Burundi (1973-1988)*** No - - sanguinis
Burundi (1989-1991)*** Yes (1991) Hutu 3 sanguinis
Cambodia (1992-1995) No - - sanguinis
Cambodia (1996- ) No - - soli
CentralAfricanRepublic(1998-) Yes (2001) Yakoma 4 sanguinis
Chad (1980)*** No - - soli
Chad (1998-2003)*** No - - soli
P.R. China (1952-1956)*** Yes (1956) Tibetans 5 sanguinis
P.R. China (1960- )* No - - sanguinis
Colombia (1966-1978) No - - soli
Congo-Brazzaville (1998) Yes (1998) Lari/Bakongo 1 soli
Congo-Brazzaville (2000- ) Yes (2002) Lari/Bakongo 3 soli
Congo-Zaire (1966-1967)*** No - sanguinis
Congo-Zaire (1968-1977)*** No - sanguinis
Congo-Zaire (1979-1996)*** Yes (1996) Tutsi 18 sanguinis
Congo-Zaire (1998)*** No - - sanguinis
Congo-Zaire (2002- )* Yes (2006) Tutsi 5 sanguinis
Costa Rica (1949- ) No - - soli
Croatia (1996- )* No - - sanguinis
Cuba (1960- ) No - - soli
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Post-Conflict Regime Spell Group-Level Conflict Onset Group Years Until Group-Level Onset Citizenship Regime
Cyprus (1968-1974)*** No - - sanguinis
Cyprus (1975- )* No - - sanguinis
Djibouti (1995- ) Yes (1999) Afar 5 sanguinis
Dominican Republic (1966-2004) No - - soli
Dominican Republic (2004- ) No - - soli
Egypt (1998- ) No - - sanguinis
El Salvador (1993- ) No - - soli
Ethiopia (1992- )* Yes (1994) Somali (Ogaden) 3 sanguinis
Georgia (1995- )* Yes Ossetians 10 sanguinis
Greece (1950- ) No - - sanguinis
Guatemala (1973-1978)*** Yes (1975) Mayas 3 soli
Guatemala (1995- )* No - - soli
Guinea-Bissau (2000- ) No - - soli
Haiti (1996- ) No - - sanguinis
Indonesia (1951-1953)*** No - - soli
Indonesia (1954-1956)* No - - soli
Indonesia (1961-1975)** Yes (1965) Papua 5 sanguinis
Indonesia (2003- )* No - - sangunis
Iran (1985- )* Yes (1993) Kurds 9 sanguinis
Iraq (1960-1961)*** Yes (1961) Kurds 2 sanguinis
Iraq (1971-1974)*** Yes (1973) Kurds 3 sanguinis
Iraq (1976-1985)*** Yes (1982) Shi’a Arab 7 sanguinis
Iraq (1997- )*** No - 8 sanguinis
Ivory Coast (2006-2009)* No - - sanguinis
Jordan (1972-2009)* No - - sanguinis
Kenya (1968-1991)*** No - - sanguinis
Kenya (1994- )* No - - sanguinis
Korea (1950- ) No - - sanguinis
Laos (1974- ) Yes (1989) Hmong 16 sanguinis
Lebanon (1959-1975)*** No - - sanguinis
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Post-Conflict Regime Spell Group-Level Conflict Onset Group Years Until Group-Level Onset Citizenship Regime
Lebanon (1992- )* No - - sanguinis
Liberia (1991-1992) No - - sanguinis
Liberia (1998-1999) No - - sanguinis
Liberia (2004- ) No - - sanguinis
Mali (1996- )* Yes (2007) Tuareg 12 sanguinis
Moldova (1993- )* No - - sanguinis
Morocco (1992- )* No - - sanguinis
Mozambique (1993- ) No - - soli
Myanmar (1996- )* Yes (1996) Two groups 1 sanguinis
Namibia (1990- )* No - - soli
Nepal (2007- ) No - - sanguinis
Nicaragua (1980-1981) No - - soli
Nicaragua (1991- ) No - - soli
Nigeria (1971-1980)*** No - - soli
Nigeria (1986-2009)* Yes (2004) Ijaw 19 soli
Oman (1976- )* No - - sanguinis
Pakistan (1972-1973)*** No - - soli
Pakistan (1978-2009)* Yes (1990) Mohajirs 13 soli
Papua New Guinea (1999- )* No - - sanguinis
Paraguay (1948- )* No - - soli
Peru (1997-2009) No - - soli
Philippines (1953-1971)** Yes (1970) Moro 18 sanguinis
R. of China (1950- ) No - - sanguinis
Russia (1997-1999) Yes (1999) Chechen 3 sanguinis
Rwanda (1965-1990)*** Yes (1990) Tutsi 26 sanguinis
Rwanda (1994)*** No - - sanguinis
Rwanda (1995- )* Yes (1997) Hutu 3 sanguinis
Senegal (2000- )* No - - sanguinis
Serbia (2003- )* No - - sanguinis
Sierra Leone (1997- ) No - - -
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Post-Conflict Regime Spell Group-Level Conflict Onset Group Years Until Group-Level Onset Citizenship Regime
Soviet Union (1951-1991)* Yes (1990) Two groups 40 soli
Sri Lanka (1972-1983)** No - - sanguinis
Sudan (1973-1983)*** Yes (1983) Six groups 11 sanguinis
Sudan (2003)*** Yes (2003) Three groups 1 sanguinis
Tajikistan (1998- )* Yes (1998) Uzbeks 1 sanguinis
Thailand (1983-2004)* Yes (2003) Two groups 21 soli
Turkey (2000- )* No - - sanguinis
Uganda (1967-1978)* Yes (1971) Far N.W. Nile 5 sanguinis
Uganda (1980-1981)** Yes (1981) Far N.W. Nile 2 sanguinis
Uganda (1988-1990)*** No - - sanguinis
Uganda (1993-1995)*** No - - sanguinis
Uganda (2007- )* No - - sanguinis
Vietnam (1976- ) No - - soli
Yemen (1995- ) No - - sanguinis
Yemen AR (1949-1962) No - - sanguinis
Yemen AR (1971-1990) Yes (1979) Sunni Shafi’l 9 sanguinis
Yemen PR (1987-1990) No - - sanguinis
Yugoslavia (1993-1998)*** Yes (1998) Albanians 6 sanguinis
Yugoslavia (2000-2003)* No - - sanguinis
Zimbabwe (1980-1983)*** No - - soli
Zimbabwe (1988- )* No - soli
(*) post-conflict regime spell follows ethnic war, (**) post-conflict regime ends with ethnic war, (***) post-conflict regime begins and ends with ethnic war
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Appendix C

Maps Illustrating Dependent & Independent Variables
from “Post-Conflict Status Reversal, Regional

Inequality, and Intergroup Antagonism” Analysis
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Sectarian Casualties (2006-2009)
0 - 25
26 - 87
88 - 428
429 - 775
776 - 5956
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Sunni Population %
(2003)

0.00
0.00 - 0.01
0.01 - 0.21
0.21 - 0.44
0.44 - 0.76

Figure C.1: Sunni Population Share
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Shia Population %
(2003)

0.00
0.00 - 0.56
0.56 - 0.99
0.99 - 1.00
1.00

Figure C.2: Shia Population Share
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Kurd Population %
(2003)

0.00
0.00 - 0.11
0.11 - 0.24
0.24 - 0.67
0.67 - 1.00

Figure C.3: Kurd Population Share
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Representation Ratio
(2005)

0.00 - 0.13
0.13 - 0.17
0.17 - 0.40
0.40 - 0.42
0.42 - 0.47

Figure C.4: Representation Ratio
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Avg. Budget Allocation, in millions
(2006-2009)

60.50 - 95.25
95.25 - 106.00
106.00 - 132.00
132.00 - 223.00
223.00 - 626.00

Figure C.5: Budget Allocation
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Oil Reserves, in millions
(1999)

0.00- 13.29
13.29 - 68.96
68.96 - 183.97
183.97- 413.77
413.77 - 1962.43

Figure C.6: Oil Reserves
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Mean Distance from Police Station
(2004)

1.64 - 1.76
1.76 - 1.90
1.90 - 2.07
2.07 - 2.26
2.26 - 2.31

Figure C.7: Distance from Nearest Police Station
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Appendix D

Maps Illustrating Dependent & Independent Variables
from “Post-Conflict Elite Resentment, State Capacity,

and Communal Violence” Analysis
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Avg. White Population Share, in %
(1866-1916)

0.30 - 0.48
0.48 - 0.58
0.58 - 0.69
0.69 - 0.83
0.83 - 0.97

Figure D.1: White Population Share
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Avg. Black Population Share, in %
(1866-1916)

0.01 - 0.11
0.11 - 0.25
0.25 - 0.39
0.39 - 0.49
0.49 - 0.69

Figure D.2: Black Population Share
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Avg. Party Dominance, in %
(1866-1916)

0.29 - 0.50
0.50 - 0.55
0.55 - 0.57
0.57 - 0.61
0.61 - 0.94

Figure D.3: Party Dominance
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Avg. County Tax., in $
(1866-1916)

3,035 - 7,933
7,933 - 11,239
11,239 - 14,801
14,801 - 22,633
22,633 - 82,985

Figure D.4: County Tax
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Avg. State Tax, in $
(1866-1916)

328 - 3,184
3,184 - 4,800
4,800 - 7,127
7,127 - 11,041
11,041 - 78,962

Figure D.5: State Tax
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Avg. County-State Tax Diff., in $
(1866-1916)

-36,324 - 3,472
3,472 - 5,358
5,358 - 7,932
7,932 - 11,458
11,458 - 53,462

Figure D.6: County-State Tax Difference
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Avg. Property Valuation, in $
(1866-1916)

347,610 - 1,092,367
1,092,367 - 1,711,532
1,711,532 - 2,364,457
2,364,457 - 3,742,721
3,742,721 - 9,957,267

Figure D.7: Property Valuation
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Total Militia Years
(1866-1916)

0
1 - 4
5 - 13
14 - 23
24 - 37

Figure D.8: State Militia Presence
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